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PREFACE

An adequate air transportation system is a sine qua~ for economic
development and well-being. In the Philippines, comprised as it is
of some 7,100 islands spread over a total land area of nearly 115, 000
square miles, air transportation should have special application. It
provides a flexible means of transport to overcome surface movement
deficiencies and imp,~diments with a minimum investment in plant. It
provides easy accessibility to all parts of the Philippines, equal in
measure to the total land area. It provides rapid mobility between
centers of production and consumption of varying sizes and of varying
movement needs. Aside from the economic considerations, air trans
portation affords for any country, in any stage of development, an
efficient and effective instrument for promoting political integration,
cultural interchange, and National Defense.

Concomitantly, it may be recognized that air transportation is not a
substitute for surface movement capability. Some needs can be logic
ally met by air transportation, but there are other needs which can be
best met by surface transportation. Given its appropriate place in
the overall transportation mix, the air aspect, if it is to play its full
role in the economic, political, cultural and military affairs of a
nation, must be properly planned for and properly provided for. The
planning function calls for an accurate and complete picture of the
existing air transport plant, capabilities, and the present and future
plant requirements. The provision function calls for an effective and
efficient supply of the required plant resources, operations, and
maintenance. The end-product is--or should be--economic, safe air
transportation for the Nation and the People.

This report is concerned with the planning function. It contains, pur
suant to the as signed terms of reference, a plan with costs for use by
the Philippine Government in developing and improving its airports
and airways and for use by the Philippine Government in considering
and exploring alternate means of financing for the fulfillment of the
plan. It was developed by expertise, whose names and specialties
appear later, of the United States Federal Aviation Administration
and of the United States Civil Aeronautics Board, on the basis of field
surveys and desk ana.lyses conducted in the Philippines in the period of
December 1966 - 31 March 1967, for presentation by the Agency for
International Development, an activity of the United States Department
of State, to the Government of the Philippines, at the latter I s request
for such a report and plan. Further considered, the terms of refer
ence call for a schedule of projects with a price tag, arranged in



accordance with priority needs, for implementation in a five-year
period.

The scope of work for the report includes the following subjects and
areas, inter alia: Pertinent legislation, aviation agencies of the gov
ernment, and agency personnel and finances; national airport and
aircraft inventories; air operators; carrier routes, flight equip-
ment, and service; volume and distribution of air traffic (passenger,
freight, mail, and aircraft); political, economic, and transportation
developments and trends bearing on aviation; population growth con
centrations; and the national system of airports am airways, as now
constituted (considering facilities, equipment, procedures, opera
tions, maintenance, and management); and cost benefits. Authority
for the report is contained in Project Implementation Order/Technical
Services (PIO/T) No. 492-160 -2-700 10, dated 15 November 1966, of
the Agency for International Development.

In the course of the work, discus sions were held with officials of the
Philippine Government, military personnel of the United States Air
Force and the United States Navy, executives of airlines, and other
appropriate individuals and organizations. Various publications and
reP9rts were reviewed and studied, and pertinent information was
noted and abstracted. Fifty-three airports were selected on the
basis of traffic and other criteria, and these were visited. Inspec
tions were carried out of facilities, equipment, and other aspects.
(In the period allowed for the survey and analysis, it was not pos si
ble or neces sary to visit each and every national airport- -76 in
number, not counting the number of private airports.) These activi
ties were then followed by an intensive period of analysis at Manila
of the various data collected and observations made. On the basis of
the analysis, the report was then written, in consultation with inter
ested and concerned persons.

Source material for the report included annual reports, statistical
material, and special submissions (prepared at our request) of the
Philippine Civil Aeronautics Administration and the Civil Aeronautics
Board; publications of the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO), at Montreal; studies of the Institut du Transport Aerien
(ITA), at Paris; researches of the Stanford Research Institute (SRI);
and news items from the local press. The availability of accurate
and complete data on a current and historical basis is a fundamental
requirement in the type of study at hand. With the partial exception
of the Manila (MIA) International Airport (comprising both MIA
Domestic and MIA International), it was possible to develop aircraft
movement statistics on a yearly basis for the different national air
ports for only 1965 and 1966, utilizing monthly summary reports of
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the Civil Aeronautics Administration on aircraft movements. The
subject summary reports were available for only some months in
1963 and 1964, due to the partial destruction of records by a typhoon,
and for no months prior to 1963 for other reasons.

Statistical data on passenger arrivals and departures at different
airports are reported in hi-weekly "caretaker" reports of the Civil
Aeronautics Administration for all but a few national airports which
report under a different system. The caretaker reports were not
always readable, and it would have required an enormous amount of
time to run through thousands of such reports to develop statistics
for any meaningful period of time. However, we did manage to de
velop airport passenger statistics for one year, and only one year-
namely, 1965--based on statistics supplied to us by the Civil Aero
nautics Board (which it had developed, in turn, from caretaker
reports for its own needs) and obtained from other sources. It was
necessary to turn to the three domestic scheduled air carriers for
passenger and freight traffic statistics for airports and routes. Two
of the carriers were very cooperative, and gave us all the traffic
statistics we asked for. Unfortunately, the major domestic carrier
(doing four-fifths of the hauling in the nation) chose not to provide us
with station passenger statistics, segment flow data, or passenger
origin and destination (O&D) statistics, giving as it£ reason its need
to protect itself for reasons of competition. This refusal obliged us
to analyzE: airline schedules for a period of several years, a time
consuming operation, in order to develop some concept of traffic
growth and its distribution. Under the circumstances, we did not
feel that we were in a position to forecast air traffic, apart from
Manila International, electing rather to deal with the magnitudes of
air activity and the obvious, known air growth centers.

As a matter of convenience and order, the report is organized into
seven sections. Section I reviews on a broad plane the government
responsibilities and functions with respect to Philippine Civil Aviation
and their organizational and financial implementation. Section 1 I
examines the volume and distribution of air traffic- -aircraft and
passenger--and the rdated trends and prospects, subject to the
limitations described above. Sections III and IV analyze the existing
system resources and capabilities as they relate to airports, airways,
navigational aids, air traffic, and communications. and determines
what is needed in the way of hardware and other needs to provide a
fully working system. Section V studies the supporting services and
identifies the needs here. Section VI covers, for its part, the train
ing needs as distinct from other needs. Section VII consists of a
resume of conclusions and recommendations contained in preceding
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sections. It brings together the various system requirements into a
"plan" with a "price tag", and considers briefly the subject of imple
mentation.

No attempt is made in the report to inventory information which is
readily available elsewhere. Only information which is essential to
the analysis is included. Acknowledgments of assistance received
during the course of the survey and analysis and writing are given on
page x, a summary of the report is presented on page xi. By way of
a final note. the findings. views. conclusions, and recommendations
of this report are those of the individua.ls named below, and do not
neces sarily reflect the official views and policies of the United States
Agency fo~' Inte rnational Development nor of the participating United
States agencies, namely. the Federal Aviation Administration and the
Civil Aeronautics Board.

Federal Aviation Administration

Mr. Ellsworth K. Shinn, Communications Specialist*
Mr. Stanley D. Anderson, Air Traffic Control Specialist
Mr. Bruce W. Hitchcock, Electronics Engineer
Mr. Ben F. King, Airport Enginee r
Mr. Robert P. Mensing, Airport Engineer

Civil Aeronautics Board

Mr. Franklin J. McDermott, Economist

*Survey group leader.

MANILA/June 1967
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SUN,MARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report is the result of a study to dete rmine the current status
of civil aviation in the Philippines. The purpose of the report is to
assist the Philippine Government in developing a system to serve the
air spac0 users of today and to meet the challenge of tomorrow.

An examination of the gove rnment function leads to the conclusion
that the agency charged with responsibility for civil. aviation has not
been effective due principally to lack of financial support. The spread
between appropriations and released funds is wide and cumulative
increases m a k e it virtually impossible for the CAA to plan for or
accomplish significant capital improvements, not to mention maintain
or operate the present system. The high percentage of "casual" or
"daily" employees, particularly in the professional categories such
as airways operations and engineering smothers initiative and is a
prime source of inefficiency and discontent among employees W'lD are
denied permanent status and promotions.

Our findings were generally that the nation would benefit from pas
sage of the proposed "National Aviation Commission Act", that the
effectivenes s and ef~lciency of the Civil Aeronautics Administration
and the Civil Aeronautics Board would increase if certain organiza
tional and personnel changes we have proposed were adopted, and
that the Civil Aeronautics Administration is not in a financial position
to conduct a major capital investment without outside national or
international hell').

A summary of aircraft and movement statistics l'eveals that as of
November 1966 there were 378 registered aircraft in the Philippines
and that general aviation accoUl'1ted, by far, for the largest number
(258). There are twelve international carriers serving Manila Inter
national Airport and three domestic c:arriers (one of which operates
internationally) serving 58 points in the nation. The analysis reveals
that aircraft and passenger traffic is highly concentrated at certain
airports and over certain airways. Of the 76 national airports in the
Philippines, only 13 could be considered to have adequate runway
surfacing, and some of these a:t:e badly in need of attention. Where
asphalt has been used, dete rioration is evident through lack of main
tenance. Many ail"ports must be closed during rainy weather and with
few exceptions terminal buildings are either inadequate or non
existent. Recommendations are submitted outlining a five year air
port improvement program based on safety factors as a primary
consideration.
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The airways system of the Philippines composed of navigational aids,
communications and air traffic control is not adequately serving the
flying public. Aside from the threat to safety, the carriers them
selves are suffering economic penalties due to inherent delays caused
by malfunctioning of all phases of the system. The Survey Team
reached the unanimous conclusion that lack of a prope rly functioning
airway system is the most serious problem facing the nation today.
The report points out that aside from mechanir.al problems or "cock
pit trouble" airplanes crash trying to get from one airport to another
--not after they arrive at the airport. It is estimated that "enroute"
accidents, aside from the loss of life, cost the Philippine economy an
average of $1. 5 million annually fr,om 1962 through 1965. These
accidents might have been averted had there been adequate naviga
tional aids, weather information and communications. Corrective
action should begin immediately with the objective of creating a safer
environment for present users of the airspace and developing a system
to handle the traffic potential of the future. A two-phase attack is
proposed involving a rehabilitation effort with a price tag of approxi
mately $614, 000 to be followed as funding becomes available by a sub
stantial airways development program estimated at $9. 7 miHion.

A discussion of some of the more important behind-the-scenes activi
ties, referred to as Support Services, reveals accomplishment ranging
from fair to good in s·ome areas while in others· unsatisfactory condi
tions exist. The importance of a very active flight inspection program
is emphasized, and it is pointed out that lack of an adequate aviation
weather reporting and dissemination service endangers the flying
public, and an inexpenGive method of correcting the condition is sug
gested. It was found that although general aviation constitutes the bulk
of air activity in the nation they receive minimal service. The report
proposes establishment of flight advisory service in conjunction with
airway communications stations as a means of assisting this segment
of aviation. Lack of logistic support for field facilities is discussed
and the conclusion reached that deterioration of the present aviation
system has been partially due to failure in this area and that any last
ing improvement from a new system can only be achieved through
implementation of an effective property management program within
CAA.

The report submits an estimate of future staffing requirements for
operation and maintenance of the airways system and presents recom
mendations for an expanded training program to supplement present
efforts in this area. Throughout, concern is exprc,;:;ed over lack of
adequately trained personnel and emphasizes the necessity for conti
nued training and retraining of personnel in all Divisions of the Civil
Aeronautics Administration.
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Finally, a plan is submitted which in effect is a summary of proposed
courses of action contained in each section. Costs and benefits are
discussed and an opinion advanced that a/3ide from intangible benefits
accruing from an adequate "'viation struc.ture, justification could easily
be found in a logical asp' .tlption that overall air travel will continue to
grow at an average rate of 10% annually. It is further set forth that
internationaL travel to the Philippines will move ahead rapidly once the
tourist potential of the country is developed. It is also noted that res
trictions on international frequencies al:e depriving the nation of {a}
landing and other fees at MIA and (b) tourist dollars.



PART ONE
Basic Considerations



SECTION I
GOVERNMENT ROLE

This section reviews in broad terms the responsibilities of the Gov
ernment of the Philippines relating to the facilitation and regulation
of civil aviation. In this capacity, it considers the legislative or legal
basis for the civil aviation responsibilities, the agencies charged with
carrying out these responsibilities, the personnel resources of the
agencies in question, and the respective agency finances. It provides
an appropriate area and starting point for our inquiry into the airport
and airway needs of the Philippines.

A. L8Ilslallon

Civil aviation in the Philippines is provided for, and regulated, under
Republic Act 776, which is entitled liThe Civil Aeronautics Act of the
Philippines. II The general purpose of the Act, as stated in Section Z,
"•..is the reorganization of the Civil Aeronautics Board and the Civil
Aeronautics Administration, defining their powers and duties and
making certain adjustment of funds and personnel in connection there
with; and the regulation of civil aeronautics. II The Act became effec
tive on 20 June 1952 with the signature and approval of the President.

In general, the responsibilities and powers assigned to the Civil Aero
nautics Administration relate to the opera,tional and technical aspects
of civil aviation, while those of the Civil Aeronautics Board relate to
the economic aspect. This arrangement. is similar to the situation
obtaining in the United States where civil aviation responsibilities and
powers in the central government are shared by the Federal Aviation
Administration (formerly, the Federal Aviation Agency) and the Civil
Aeronautics Board. This division of economic, operational, and tech
nical responsibilities and powers between the two agencies for civil
aviation recognizes a logical and needed separation of functions.

The essential responsibilities and powers of the Civil Aeronautics
Administration relate to the national airports and airways. Relevantly,
under Section 32 of Act 776, the CAA is called upon:

"(2) To designate and establish civil airways, and to
acquire, control, operate and maintain along such airways,
air navigation facilities ... "

"(14) To plan, design, acquire, establish, construct,
operate, improve, maintain, and repair necessary aero
dromes and other air navigation facilities ... "



"{24} To administer, operate, manage, control, and
maintain and develop the Manila International Airport and
all government-owned aerodromes except military airports. II

A fundamental question raised is the type of airport ownership and
operation--pblblic or private or a combination of these--that best
meets the needs of the Philippines.

In the United States, with the exception of the Dulles Airport and the
National Airport, which serve Washington, D. C., and which are owned
and operated by the Federal Government through the Federal Aviation
Administration, airports other than military are owned and operated
by local governments and private interests. In the bordering countries
of Canada and Mexico, however, airports serving the general public
are owned and operated by the national governments. Almost without
exception, Asian airports and supporting facilities are owned and
operated by the government.

The European countries present a somewhat different picture. In
Austria, the airports are operated by private limited companies,
although the land is owned by the Austrian Government. In France,
the airports are, for the most part, state-owned and operated by
chambers of commerce, the exceptions being Paris Airport and Bale
Mulhouse. In Germany, the Federal Government has administrative
legal control over the airports. The 10 Federal German airports are
operated, however, in the legal form of private limited companies or
joint stock compani~s. The sole shareholders and proprietors are the
Federal Government, the Lander, and local autlurities. In the Nether
lands, the airports are privately owned and operated. Amsterdam
Schiphol Airport is owned and operated privately. but with the partici
pation of the state and the towns of Amste l'dam and Rotterdam. The
United Kingdom. with the exception of the airports in the London area,
intends to operate all British airports as private companies, along
German lines, with towmj, countries, and regions having a share in
the airport companies.];/

Each country situation is recognizably different. In principle, we
favor local government control for airports, insofar as the local gov
ernments (including cities, counties, and states) are the best judges
of their particular needs, and the most interested parties. The actual

!./ Traffic Growth, Planned Expansion and Investment Requirements of
Federal German Airports Up to 1970, ITA Document 65/6-E (Based
on a German report released in May 1964), Institut du Transport
Aerien, Pari::;, France, 1965, pp. 23 and 29.
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operation of an airport under a system of local government ownership
may be instrumented in a corporate entity, privately or publicly con
trolled, as circumstances dictate. In Boston and New York separate
governmental bodies, namely, the Boston Port Authority and the New
York Port Authority, ha"e been established to run airports, bus ter
minals, and other transportation terminal facilities.

In the case of the Philippines, the present sY'3tem of nationally owned
and operated public airports seems the be st arrangement for the time
being. '!:./ It is doubtful that any airport need would be fully met if the
matter of ownership responsibilities were left entirely up to the local
governments. They do not have the resources (planners, .engineers,
and money) available to the national government, actually or poten
tially. Unde l' the pre sent arrangeme nt, the Civil Aeronautics Admin
istration provides automatically a single focal. point in the nation for
ownership, establishment, development, operation, and maintenance
of airports, and this seems to us a decided advantage at the moment,
with the possible exception of Manila International. This airport
already operates pretty much as an accounting entity of the <"'~'1il

Aeronautics Administration. It receives revenues from landing
charges and other sources, and has thus a certain earning power.
And it is otherwise a possible candidate for oper~tion as, say, a gov
ernment-owned and controlled corporation or as, say, part of a port
authority. The feasibility and desirability of changing the status of
Manila International--or any national airport for that matter--would
require, in the final analysis, a full feasibility study.

The ownership and operation of the airways system represents an
entirely different matter. Complete control of the national airspace
is a logical function of the national government. It would not be prac
tical for several reasons for private ownership and operation to apply
to the airspace. On the other hand, a private citizen (including by
this definition an air carrier) can feasibly and desirably own and
operate navigational aids for his own use. Such ownership and opera
tion exists in the Philippines and in other countrie s of the world.
However, where there is more than one natural user of privately
owned and operated navigational aids (and communication facilities
and capacity), there is no question in our mind that such aids should
be owned and operated by the national government for the use and
good of all.

Further considered, section 32 provides the Civil Aeronautics Admin
istration with the important economic responsibility and power:

21 It may be noted here that the airports at Gingoog and Lebak are
- owned and operated by the respective municipal governments.



"(IS) To impose and fix, except those mentioned in section
forty, paragraph twenty-five and hereinafter provided, reason
able charges and fees for the use of gov:ernment aerodromes or
air navigation facilities; for services rendered by the Civil
Aeronautics Administration in the rating of any aerodrome or
air navigation facilities, ... " ~/

"(25) To determine, fix, impo~e, collect and receive land
ing fees, parking space fees, royalties on sales or deliveries,
direct or indirect, to any aircraft for its use of aviation gaso
line, oil and lubricants, spare parts, accessories, and supplies,
tools, other royalties, fees or rental for the use of any of the
property under its management and control."

lrrently, user and service charges (landing, take-off, parking,
tlpace rental, and other types of charges and fees) are collected at
only one national airport, namely, Manila Domestic and International,
pursuant to Administrative Order No.4, Series of 1966, dated 10
October 1966. The Civil Aeronautics Administration proposes to col
lect user and service charges at other national airports. Administra
tive Order No.5, Series of 1966, has been prepared to this effect,
and signed off in the CAA. However, as of 15 April 1967, the order
had not been published in the Official Gazette or otherwise implement~

ed. As matters stand, there is no actual, current experience regard
ing the ability of the national system of airports and airways to produce
revenues from user and service charges, apart from Manila.

Monies collected by the Civil Aeronautics Administration from user
and service charges and fees are put into revolving funds, in accord
ance with the provisions of Section 52 of Republic Act 776, as follows:

"Section 52. Disposition of receipt. --All money collected
by the Civil Aeronautics Administration under the provisions
of this Act shall constitute a revolving fund and shall be dis
bursed for the construction, repair, maintenance and improve
ment of government air navigation facilities: Provided, how
ever, that any and all sums to be derived and collected for
the Manila International Airport as well as cash and collections
on accounts receivable standing to the credit of the National
Airports Corporation and the Manila International Airport

'3./ And civil aviation schools, aircraft repair stations, and aviation
radio and telecommunication stations, and to impo'se and collect
charges and fees for aircraft registration and for aircraft and
airmen licenses.



Division shall accrue to the Manila International Airport
revolving fund which shall be disbursed by the Civil Aero
nautics Administration for the operation of the Manila
International Airport and for such other expenses as may
be necessary, appropriate or incidental in connection
therewith. II if

Pursuant to this legal requirement, there are in operation two re
volving funds, one for the Civil Aeronautics Administration based on
revenues derived from charges and fees imposed by it, separate from
the Manila International Airport Division, and one for the Manila
International Airport Division based on the charges and fees imposed
by it at Manila International.

The Civil Aeronautics Administration cannot take, or bleed off, monies
from the MIA Revolving Fund for its own purposes, that is, for pur
poses other than for Manila International. It can--and does--charge
off directly related, support activities of the CAA to the MIA Revolving
Fund. The monie'3 available from the CAA Revolving Fund are, in
comparison to the MIA Revolving Fund, limited, as we shall see
directly.

Turning to the Civil Aeronautics Board, whose responsibilities anC:
powers are provided for in Act 776, the CAB, as distinct from the
Civil Aeronautics Administration, p1ays--or can--a vital role in the
development and improvement of the national airports and airways.
Its policies, decisions, and rulings dictate importantly the volume and
distribution of commercial air traffic and generally the character of
civil aviation. The exact volume and distribution of air traffic affords,
in turn, the basis for allocating resources to particular airport and
airway projects and also the basis for recovering costs from airport
and airway users, including aircraft operators, passengers, and
shippers.

Both the Civil Aeronautics Administration and the Civil Aeronautics
Board are called upon, in Section 4 of the Act, to consider, inter alia,
liThe promotion of adequate, economical and efficient service by air
carriers at reasonable charges, without unjust discriminations, undue
preferences or advantages, or unfair or destructive competitive

Y The National Airports Corporation was created by Republic Act
224, approved 5 June 1948. Its purpose was to serve as an agency
of the Government for the development, administration, operation,
and management of government-owned airports other than military.
It was abolished on 10 November 1950 by Executive Order 365.



practice;" and "Competition between air carriers to the extent neces
sary to assure the sound development of an air transportation system
properly adapted to the need of the foreign and domestic commerce of
the Philippines, of the Postal Servioe, and of the National Defense."
Section 10 provi des the Civil Aeronautics Board with the general res
ponsibility and power to regulate the economic side of air transporta
tion. It further provides the Board with the specific powers, among
others: (a) to issue temporary permits and certificates of public con
venience and necessity for air transportation services; (b) to deter
mine and fix air transportation charges, rates, and fares; (c) to spe
cify routes and points to be served; (d) to allocate and regulate fre
quencies of both domestic and foreign carriers; (e) to authorize
domestic and international charters; and (f) to request traffic and
other needed information from carriers.

With respect to the last item, we interpret Section 10, and Section 11,
of the Act, as giving, despite the lack of specific reference to the
particular type of traffic statistics in question, the Civil Aeronautics
Board the right to demand and receive such traffic statistics as it
may feel it needs from the carriers to do its job. We include in this
interpretation statistics having to do with the origin and destination of
pi1.ssengers and goods, the number of passengers boarded and off
loaded by a curiel' at its route segment, and other kinds of traffic
statistics. Without accurate, complete statistics on the movement of
passengers and goods, it is not possible to provide for the effective
economic regulation of the air transport industry. The right of a gov
ernment to receive traffic statistics from transport carriers is un
derstood, insofar as any carrier- - surface or air- -is a public utility,
clothed with the public need, and is a servant of the People.

We interpret the contents of Act 776 as giving the Civil Ae;t"onautics
Board a clear mandate to promote and regulate air transport compe
tition in the nation. The results of competition are communicated in
the fonn of improved service, lower fares, anG increased traffic.
Some routes may not be able to s\.lpport compcti:lon due to the limited
volume of d1C traffic and because of the high costs of the route. Short
feeder routes are generally in this category. Such routes may require
carrier subs idies - -direct or indirect- -for their operation in the
National Interest. However, on the heavy traffic routes, "regulated"
competition is vel') definitely in the interest of th~ traveling public and
the nation at large. E../

il Mail payments to carriers by the Government can represent, for
example, an indirect subsidy.
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The Congress of the Philippines has, under its power to create public
utilities, franchised three carriers for scheduled air services, name
ly, Air Manila (AMI), Filipinas Orient Airways (FDA), and Philippine
Air Lines (PAL). The first two we~e franchised only recently--in
1965 and 1964, respectively- -commen cing domestic scheduled air
operations in 1965. Until that time, Philippine Air Lines had had an
exclusive monopoly in scheduled domestic and international air serv
ices. The three carriers compete currently on several domestic
routes. (PAL continues to be the only flag-carrier engaged in inter
national air operations.) Thus, it was the Congress and not the Civil
Aeronautics Board that introduced scheduled carrier competition into
the domestic scene. The Board was, for its part, presented with a
fait accompli. The fact that both the CAB and the Congress can put
carriers into the market place makes certain implications for effec
tive economic regulation, it should also be added.

The introduction of scheduled air carrier competition in the Philip
pines highlights the need to update and detail the economic responsibi
lities and powers of the Civil Aeronautics Board. Act 776 is a good
piece of legislation viewed gem rally from the coverage afforded and
the period represented. Since its enactment in 1952, howeve r, a
tremendous expansion in civil aviation activitie.s has taken place. As
presently written, Act 776 is silrnt on the subject of air taxi operators,
air freight forwarders, pooting arrangements, and on other aspects of
what has become a sophisticated world business. The proposed
"National Aviation Act of the Philippines," as contained in House Bill
5147, which has passed the House and is awaiting its third reading in
the Senate, recognizes deficiencies in the present aviation legislation
and meets other aviation needs. In essence, the Bill affords new and
expanded language on the economic, operational, and technical regu
lation of civil aviation; provides for the continued operation of a
national system of airports and airways; and creates a new organiza
tion structure for civil aviation in the national government.

Regarding the last item, the Bill would create a National Aviation
Commission. The Commission would exercise control over the Civil
Aviation Agency and the Air Transport Board, succc,ssor organizations
of the Civil Aeronautics Administration and the Civil Aeronautics
Board, respectively. The activities of the Commission would be pre-

.sided over by a Commissione~ of National Aviation who would be
appointed by, and report to, the President. He would hold the rank of
a department head, and would hold office at the pleasure of the Presi
dent. Among his other powers, the Commissioner of National Aviation
would advise the President on aviation policy matters, participate in
international air transport negotiations, and supervise the work of the
Civil Aviation Agency and the Air Transport Board. The post of a



Deputy Commissioner of National Aviation, to be filled by presiden
tial appointment. would also be created.

The Air Transport Board would II ••• be cvmposed of three members.
to be appointed by the President of the Philippines with the cons~nt of
the Commission on ApI1ointments. Of the members of the Board to be
appointed, the first one shall hold office for ten years and shall be
Chairman thereof; the second, for eight years; and the third, for six
years. The Chairman and the member s of the Board shall not be re
appointed upon the expiration of their te rms of office. II The Board
would have the power, inter alia, to issue temporary or provisional
operating permits and certificates of public convenience and necessity
(with the approval of the President, in the case of foreign carriers);
to determine and fix fares, and capacity needs; to grant letters of
authority for charter flights, domestic and international, and for
special air services (which is defined to include air freight forwarders
and travel and ticket agencies); to inquire into the management of the
business of any air carrier; and to investigate air accidents, reporting
facts and making recommendations to the Commissioner of National
Aviation. This last provision acts, in effect, to transfer the accident
investigation responsibility from the CAA to the CAB.

The Civil Aviation Agency would II ••• be headed by a Director of Civil
Aviation who shall be appointed by the President with the consent of
the Commission on Appointments, shall hold office during good behav
iour, unless sooner removed by provisions of law, and shall receive
an annual basic: salary of not less than twenty thousand pesos." The
qualifications of the Direc4;o~: of Civil Aviation would include II ••• actual
experience in aviation as a pilot for at least ten years prior to his ap
pointment. II (This requirement could prove a stumbling block for an
otherwise qualified candidate.) The Director is provided with the
power to develop, operate, and maintain national airports and airways,
and with the power to fix and collect user and service charges. All
revenues so collected would constitute a revolving fund for use by the
National Aviation Commission and the two agencies. liThe Director of
Civil Aviation is directed to make long-range plans and to formulate
policies with respect to the orderly development and use of the naviga
ble airspace, and the orderly development and location of landing
areas, national airports, radar installations and all other aids and
facilities for air navigation... II The post of a Deputy Director of Civil
Aviation is also created.

We support and indorse the proposed "National Aviation Act of the
Philippines" from the standpoint of the need to update the economic,
operational, and technical flmctions of the CAA and the CAB or their
successors. And we indorse it from the standpoint of the need to
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create an independent aviation body in order that the proper recogni
tion, balance, and flexibility is afforded civil aviation in its current
state of development in the Philippines. By way of proviso, we wouIe!
expect that the decisions and orders of the Air Transport Board to be
final, not subject to reversal by the Commissioner, but subject only
to judicial review by a court of law.

B. Agencies

As noted, there are two agencies of the Government of the Republic of
the Philippines which are directly concerned with and involved in civil
aviation affairs of the nation. The Civil Aeronautics Administration-
one of tt. ..wo agencies - -forms a part of the Department of Public
Works and Communications. (See Exhibit I-A) The Civil Aeronautics
Board--the other agency--is under the Department of Commeroe and
Industry. (Formerly, pursuant to Section 26 of Act 776, the CAA
came under the Department of Commerce and Industry, but this was
subsequently changed by executive order.) The two departments form,
in turn, a part of the Executive Branch of the Government.

1. Civil Aeronautics Administration

The present internal organizational structure of the Civil Aero
nautics Administration consists of l8 organizational components.
(See Exhibit I-B) They are, in the directive zone of administra
tion and management,!!/as follows: The Director of Civil Aviation
(and Director of the Civil Aeronautics Administration), the

11 The concept of three zones of manageme.nt or organization was de
veloped by Professor Holden, at Stanford Unive rsity. As defined,
the directive zone contains the organizational components and ele
ments (or functions and activities) which are finally concerned with
and responsible for the management of an organizatiqn. Here rests
leadership at the apex of the pyramid. The facilitative zone con
tains functions and activities which support a purpose, but they do
not achieve or represent the purpose itself. Exarnples of such
functions and activities are legal advice, rese~rch and statistics,
economic analysis, personnel administration, and others. They
mayor may not involve an element of control. The operational
zone contains functions and activities which arc directly and imme
diately concerned with the achievement of a purpose for which the
organization was created. Without the subject functions and activi
ties, there would be no purpose for the organization to exist. They
are. in militarv iargon, the front-line outfits.

~- ..



EXHIBIT 1 - A. ORGANIZATION OF TIlE COVER.~~ OF THE PHILIPPINES (IS April 1967)
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Assistant Director of Civil Aviation, the Senior Executive Assis
tant, and the Technical Assistant. It is sufficient to say for our
purposes here that the Director has the leadership role, and is,
with his deputy, responsible for the over-all operation of the Civil
Aeronautics Administration. The Senior Executive Assistant assists
the Director in the development of policy, the coordination of the
work of the various staff and operating elements of the organization,
and countersigns disbursements of the office as directed by the
Director. Essentially, he acts as a senior administration officer.
The Technical Assistant provides advice on technical matters to
the Director, makes studies, and performs such other duties as
the Director may indicate. Essentially, he acts as a senior techni
cal officer. The combination of a senior administrative assistant
on one side and of a senior technical assistant on the other side
represents, in our view, a good management feature in,the directive
zone for an organization such as the CAA.

In the facilitative zone--or at the staff level--the organizational
components of the Civil Aeronautics Administration are, as follows:
Budget Staff, leAO Coordinating Staff, Examination Board, Internal
Audit Service, Personnel Management Office, Legal Staff, and
Office of Aviation Medicine ... seven in number.

Succinctly, the Budget Staff is responsible for providing advice on
financial matters to the Director, preparing the agency budget, con
trolling and reporting on disbursements, and developing procedures
for bette l' budget c0l1trol. The lCAO Coordinating Staff is charged
with advising the Director on lCAO matters, fulfilling the require
ments (e. g., representation at lCAO conference and meeting'3) of
membership in lCAO, and maintaining liaison with lCAO. '!../ The
Examination Board conducts various examinations in connection
with the granting of licenses and ratings by the CAA. The Internal
Audit Service, as its name implies, conducts audits with respect
to the use of money and property. The Personnel Management
Office advises the Director on personnel matters, participates in
the development of performance standards and evaluations with the
Wage and Position Classification Office (WAPCO) of the Budget Com
mission, a~\sists in staff development and training, and maintains
personnel records and files. The Legal Staff handles all legal

7/ICAO, or the International Civil Aviation Organization, is a technical
agency of the United Nations, with headquarters at Montreal, Canada,
and of which the Republic of the Philippines is a member.
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matters relating to needs of the CAA and, in addition, makes eco
nomic recommendations to thl~ Director in connection with his
function as Vice-Chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board. Lastly,
the Office of Aviation Medicine is concerned with all medical needs
and activities of the Civil Aeronautics Administration.

The organizational components in the operating zone--line elements
--of the Civil Aeronautics Administration consists of the Adminis
trative Division, Accounting Division, Safety Regulations Division,
Airways Engineering Division, Airways Operating Division, Airports
Division, and the Manila Int<::rnational Ai rport Division... also
seven in number.

The Administrative Division oversees all administrative activities
of the Civil Aeronautics Administration; executes administrative
policies, regulates, and rules; and as sists in the study of manage
ment problems and needs. The Accounting Division operates and
maintains all the financial c;ccounts of the CAA. The Safety Regu
lations Division issues flight safety regulations, prepares regula
tions applying to safety considerations in aircraft design and n...a
terials, and investigates aircraft accidents, deterlnining the causes
thereof a.nd reporting the same to the Civil Aeronautics Board.
The Airways En;::,ineering Division is responsible for the develop
ment, establishlHent, operation, and maintenance of air naviga
tional facilities and capabilities, and for meeting the related train
ing requ.irements. The Ai.rways Operations Division is, for its
part, responsible for. the development, establishment, operation,
and maintenance of the ainvays, including aeronautical communi
cations, air traffic servic:es, search and rescue coordination, and
training needs. The Airports Division plans, designs, constructs,
maintains, and improves national airports and air navigational
structures; rates airports; enforces airport hazard regulations;
and acts as consultant in private airport efforts. Finally, the
Manila International Airport Division "operates, controls, and
manages the entire Manila International and Domestic Airport. II

As presently constituted, the organizational structure of the Civil
Aeronautics Administration raises no problems or questions in
our mind with respect to the current organizational structure in
the directive zone. The functions and activities of the Director
of Civil Aviation, the Assistant Director of Civil Aviation, the
Senior Executive Assistant, and the Technical Assistant are all
properly classified and located in the right zone. But, insofar as
the bilJance of the organizational structure is concerned, in the
facilitative and .operational zones, we do have problems and ques
tions. Relevantly, the test that may be applied is whether the



funcl~ions and activities in either one of the zones constitutes the
main business or mission of the organization or. simply serves to
facilitate or support the achievement of the mission. In the case
at hand, we assume that the mission of the Civil Aeronautics Admi
nistration is to provide, operate, and maintain a national system
of a.irports. and airways, including in this mission the development
and application of operational, safety, and technical rules and regu
lations.

Given the above test, we would, first, remove the Administration
and Accounting Divisions from the operational zone--where they now
appear on the organizational chart of the Civil Aeronautics Admi
nititration, and place them in the facilitative zone where they pro-
pe rly belong. The stated function, II ••• takes charge of the overall
administrative function of the agency... II, really places it in the
di.rective zone and its stated function, II ••• helps in the study of
management problems ... ", more correctly places it in the facili
tative zone. The Accounting Division, as the Administration Divi
Elion, is a specialized, supporting activity, and it too belongs for
the same reason in the facilitative zone. The change of position
for the two divisions may require nothing more than moving blocks
on an organizational chart, but it also means that the leadership of
the CAA has a clear understandi:1g whert~ the Administration and
Accounting Division fit in.

Secondly, we wo~ld split up the Airports Division into an Airports
Engineering Division and an Airports Operations Division, along
the lines of the present division of responsibilities between the Air
ways Engineering Division and the Airways Operations Division.
The operating and technical aspects of the airport business are two
distinct functions, in particular, given a large number of airports
to run and a large construction program to mount. In the suggested
division, the Airport .Engineering Division woul9 pick up all techni
cal functions and activities relating to airports, and the Airports
Operations Division would pick up all operational functions and acti
vities. Maintenance could be assigned to one or the other, or
heavy maintenance to one and light maintenance to the other, or
some other arrangement for maintenance adopted. The new align
ment means two airport divisions on the l}ne, but this introduces
no new problems. The object is, rather,. to improve the allocation
and use of resources in carrying out the mission of the CAA. An
operational and technical breakout of airport functions also compli
ments the current organizational provisions for the airways divisions.

Thirdly, we would establish a small economic and statistical staff
unit, with high enough grades to make the positions attractive to
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highly qualified individuals. Preferably, the unit would report di
rectly to the Director of Civil Avia.tion. The unit might conceivably,
form part of a staff policy group, established as such. In any case,
it may be appreciated that continuing statistics are essential in
measuring the utilization and requirements of the national airport
and airway system. The Civil Aeronautics Administration collects
and deveiops some statistics on airport movements (aircraft, pas
sengers, and goods), but the airport statistics in question, insofar
as they are represented by the" caretaker" reports, leave much to
be desired in the way of accurate, complete, and timely traffic in
formation. We would like to see the CAA publish a quarterly report
covering traffic moveme nts at all airports under its control. The
economic side of the need is for continuing development of cost
data on airports and airways and vitally for studies on the develop
ment of revenues from user and service charges. We do not
suggest that such studies will lead automatically to the recovery of
all airport and airway costs, but they may serve to recover some
costs. ~/

Finally, we would suggest without making any particular recom
mendation at this time that the several organizational components
and elements in the facilitative zone of the Civil Aeronautics Admi
tration be looked at from the standpoint of possible consolidation
and division where this is also indicated.

2. Civil Aeronautics Board

The Civil Aeronautics Board is a much smaller organization than
the Civil Aeronautics Administration. As now constituted, the
organizational structure of the CAB in the directive zone consists
of the Board itself, a Secretary to the Board, and an Executive
Director. (See Exhibit I-C) The membership of the Board,
which is defined in Act 776, comprises the Secretary of the Depart
ment of Commerce and Industry, acting as Chairman; the Director
of the Civil Aeronautics Administration, Acting as Vice -Chairman;
the Commanding General of the Philippine Air Force; and two
other members, appointed by the President with a term of office
at his pleasure. The Chairman and two members constitute a
quorum. In the absence of the Secretary of the Department of
Commerce and Industry, the Director of the Civil Aeronautics

~l The CAA should also be in a position to contract out user charge and
other studies of an economic need to such firms as, say, the Econo
mic Development Foundation (EDF) of the Philippines. Outside con
tracts provides a means of obtaining needed expertise without adding
to the payroll. And, in the case of EDF, access is also provided
to both domestic and international expertise.

. 15
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Administration takes over as Chairman. The Board, in sitting,
hears petitions and appeals and hands down decisions and orders,
and otherwise exercises economic control over civil aviation. The
Secretary of the Board records all formal actions of the Board,
prepares the agenda, and performs other duties. The Executive
Director acts as chief operating and executive officer of the CAB,
assisting the Chairman in the administration of the Civil Aeronau
tics Board. The organizational provisions of the Board at the
Directive zone are clear and functional, giving us no problems.

In the facilitative zone, there is only one organizational component,
entitled the Administrative Division. It functions strictly as a staff
activity. In this capacity, it is responsible for the preparation of
the budget of the Civil Aeronautics Board, servicing its personnel
needs, providing logistical support for the org.anization at large,
and conducting other activities of a support nature. Here, also,
we have no particular problems to ail' or recommendations to
make .

.The operational zone of the Civil Aeronautics Board contains four
, organizational components: Air Carrier Accounts and Statistics
Division, Hearing Examiners Division, Legal Division, and Air
Carrier Operations Division. The first division is responsible for
carrying out the Board's accounting and statistical regulations, as
they apply to the regulated car:i.'iers. The second division is res
ponsible for conducting formal hearings and proceedings involving
the economic regulations of the Board and the quasi-judicial powers
of the Board under Act 776. The third division is responsible for
the legal enforcement of Board orders and regulations, rendering
legal opinions to the Board and Board staff, and providing other
support activities of a legal nature. The fourth and remaining
division is responsible for the development and interpretation of
economic and operations data of interest and need to the Board
members and to Board staff members.

By way of comparison, the Air Transport Board of Canada consists
of 'four branches, namely, Legal, Operations, Economics and
Accounting, and Secretary's. The Legal Branch which is under
the Board Counsel and Examiner, advises the Board on legal
matters, conducts public or other hearings on behalf of the Board,
prepares findings, and makes recomm~pdationsthereon. The
Operations Branch makes tariff studies, handles applications for
licenses to operate domestic and international commercial air serv
ices, prepares and issues statistical reports on air carriers,
conducts field investigations relating to enforcement needs, con
cerns itself with inte:rnational ail' transport policy matters, and
does other things. The Economics and Accounting Branch advises
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the Board on economic matters and performs carrier audits and
financial analyses. The Secretary's Branch operates administr:l
tive activities, including personnel, office services, and the
Board library. It deals with all official correspondence to the
Board, exercises general administration and supervision of the
division~ comprising the Branch, and maintains Ijaison with
public, industry, and government departments ..2/

The United States Civil Aeronautics Board comprises the Board
itself and the Executive Director in the directive zone; Information,
Community and Congressional Relations, Management and Pro
grams, Personnel and Security, Comptroller, Administrative
Services, and General Counsel in the facilitative zone; and the
following bureaus in the opera~ional zone: Operating Rights, Eco
nomics, A ccounts and Statistics, Enforcement, and International
Affairs. The Bureau of International Affairs is involved in matters
having to do with international aviation policies and relations, in
cluding bilateral negotiations with other countries and multilateral
activities which are represented es sentially by United States rela
tions with the International Civil Aviation Organization. Relations
with ICAO cut across several fields of interest, including economic,
legal, operational, and technical. The Board's purview of respon
sibility and nature of interest extends to the economic and legal
aspects.

With res'pect to the Civil Aeronautics Board of the Philippines, the
following possible changes are suggested: (a) rename the Hearing
Examiners Division to the Operating Rights Division; (b) establish
an Office of General Counsel in the facilitative zone, picking up
appropriate functions from the Legal Division; (c) rename the
Legal Division to the Enforcement Division, retaining therein the
present compliance functions; and (d) rename the Air Carrier Ope
rations Divisions to Air Economics Division. These changes
neither add nor drop functions; they simply reorder some and
apply new names. The new staff function, the Office of General
Counsel, would participate in the development of positions by the
Department of Foreign Affairs for negotiations and consultations
with other countries on civil aviation matters, and in the negotia
tions and consultations themselves. The Air Economics Division
would also be expected to take part in international aviation affairs,
as expertise in the field of economics. It would be further expected
to participate in ICAO economic activities. At such time as the
size of international aviation activities of the Board warranted it,
a separate operating division could be set up.

Organization of the Government of Canada, Queenls Printer, Ottawa,
Canada, July 1963, pp. 78-80.



C. Personnel

People represent singly the most important resource available to a
country or to an organization. Without intelligent, industrious people
- -and the proper incentives --little can be hoped for in the way of
achievement and accomplishment. Other resources count, but only
as a function of the kind of people on the job.

1. Civil Aeronautics Administration

At the end oi Fiscal Year 1966, the Civil Aeronautics Administra
tion had 1,32<' permanent employees and 1,674 temporary em
ployees on its payroll. (See Exhibit I-D) The number of per
D.lanent employees constituted 44. 1 per cent of the total working
force. From 1962 to 1966, the number of permanent employees
increased from 851 to 1,320 or by 469 for an average annual rate
of growth of 11. 7 per cent. In the same period, the number of
temporary employees increased from 1, 097 to 1, 674 or by 577
for an average annual rate of growth of 12.0 per cent. The num
ber of permanent employees as a percentage of the total number
of workers varied from a low of 43.1 per cent in 1963 to a high of
49. 8 per cent in 1965. The payroll of the Civil Aeronautics Board
listed 45 permanent employees at the end of Fiscal Year 1966, as
com:p;:l.red to 34 in 1962 and 1963 and to 45 in 1964 ~nd 1965, along
with a small number of temporary employees in each year.

As of 15 March 1967, the Civil Aeronautics Administration had a
total of 1,402 permanent pO!'iitions. Of this total, 1,077 were as
signed to the Civil Aeronautics Administration and the remaining
325 were assigned to the Manila International Airport Division
which is operated as a separate part of the CAA. The former
basis accounted for 1,019 filled jobs and the latter basis accounted
for 311 filled jobs, for a total employment of 1, 330 persons and
72 vacancies (58 and 14, respectively). The permanent positions
are established and funded under appropriatiort acts of the Congress,
and are, for the most part, under Civil Service Commission regu
lations. In addition to the roster of permanent employees and
spaces, the Civil Aeronautics Administration, including the Manila
International Airport Division, had, as of 30 November 1966, a
total of 1,674 temporary workers (or dailies). These workers
are without status, are hired for a period of six months or less,
and are compensated for work performed (no holiday or leave time
pay) out of lump-sum appropriations made by the Congress for the
purpose. Currently, the Civil Aeronautics Board has 45 perma
nent employees and 12 temporary employees.
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EXIIIBrr I-D. PERSONNEL STRENGtH OF THE CIVIL AERONAU'rICS ADMINISTRATION AND THE CIVIL AERONAU'rICS BOARD

Civil
C i vii A e ron a u tic s Adminis t rat ion Aeronau5ics

Boar

Permanent Fmployees E.l Temporary Employees £1
l'ermanent

GJ

Year!!
Tot a 1 Employees bl

~

.... 1962-1965 Change 1962-1965 Change (2) as 't
M Strength Strength (2) + (5) of (8) Strength

Number Per Cent Number Per Cent

Col. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

1 1962 851 - - 1097 - - 1948 43.68 34

2 1963 911 60 7.05 1205 108 9.84 2116 43.05 34

3 1964 1073 162 17.78 1157 (48) (3.98) 2230 48.12 45

4 1965 1234 161 15.00 1246 89 7.69 2480 49.76 45

5 1966 1320 86 6.97 1674 428 34.35 2994 ~ 44.09 45

6 To t a 1: - 469 46.80 - 577 47.90 - - -
7 !!I - 117 11.70 !I - 144 11.98 !,I - - -

al Fiscal year ending 30 June.
hI Full-time. continuing employees; individual wages and salaries specified in appropriation acts.
E/ Employees hired for a period of six months or less; paid out of a lump-sum appropriation and releases of funds.
dl Number of authorized permanent positions and filled permanent positions as of 15 March 67: l.402 and 1330. respectively.
- Number of temporary employees as of 6 March 67: 1742. Total employees: 3072.
!!I Average annual rate of change. Increases unless otherwise indicated. ~glues derived by dividing percentage totals

on above line.

Source: Civil Aeronautics Administration aad Civil Aeronautics Board.



The permanent positions of the Civil Aeronautics Administration
involved, separate from those assigned to the Manila Interna
tional Airport Division, a total of 51 occupational groups and 38
grades, based on the classification and compensation plans of
the Wage and Position Classification Office (W APCO) of the
Budget Commission. .!Q/ (See Exhibit I-E) The occupational
group Airways Operation contained 288 positions 01' 26.7 per
cent of the total (1,077). Airways Engineering had 153 position_
or 14.2 per cent of the total. Fire -fighting followed next with
96 positions or 8.9 per cent; then Construction and Maintenance,
90 positions or 8.4 per cent; Mechanical Plant Operation, 64
positions or 5. 9 per cent; General Clerical, 58 positions or 5.4
per cent; and Civil Engineering, 50 positions or 4.6 per cent.
The remaining occupational groups fell below 4. 6 per cent in
varying numbe 1'5 and percentages. There were 17 occupational
groups with only one position, including that of Painter. The
government at large nperates on the basis of a total of 262 occu
pational groups.

Grades of the Civil Aeronautics Administration varied from a
low of 26 to a high 65. Grades 26 through 30 accounted for 353
positions or 32. 8 per cent of the total; grad~s 31-40 for 362
positions or 33.6 per cent; grades 41-50 for 325 positions or
30.2 per cent; grades 51-60 for 36 positions or 3.3 per cent;
and grades 61-65 for one position or 0.1 per cent. The single
position was that of Director of Civil Aviation. The pay scale
for grade 26 is 2, 160/2, 544 pesos yearly, the exact pay depend
ing upon the step in grade. Airport caretakers are in this grade.
At the high end, the pay scale for grade 65 is 14, 532/17, 724
pesos yearly.

The positions and grades of the Civil Aeronautics Administration
as separated from the Manila International Airport Division
appear to be properly distributed in relation to the various
occupational groups, and is not overly top-heavy. The essen
tial occupational groups- -Civil Engineering, Airport Operation,
Airways Engineering, and Airways Operation--account collec
tively for the largest block of personnel. Notwithstanding,

lQJ Occupational Groups, Classes and Salary Ranges of the Classi
fication and Compensation Plans, Wage and Position Classifica
tion Office, Budget Commission, Republic of the Philippines,
Manila, R. P. J.une 1966, various pages.
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these four occupatio~~l,groups should continue to be supported in
terms of better pay.W The Airways Operations groups invite
special attention, since it is this group which contains the posi
tion of air traffic controller. We would hope that this position
be not only well compensated, but include talented individuals
with a manifested esprit dc corps. We necd not dwell on the
vital rolc playcd by a controllcr of aircraft traffic and the im
plication of any failllr ~ on his 01' her part. Thc cconomic value
attached to thc loss of a Boeing 707 01' a DC-8--any aircraft-
with its human li ves cannot be mcasurcd, but, if a value could
be established, it would run into millions of dollars.

We notcd the absence of any economic positions and the inclusion
of two statistical positions, both at low grades. In connection
with our suggestion for a small economic and statistical staf!
unit, we propose that two additional positions be authorized, one
for a scnior economist and onc for a senior statistician. With
the currcntly authorized two statistical positions, the personnel
needs of the unit in question are generally met.

Of the 325 permanent positions assigned to the Manila International
Airport Division, threc associated occupational groups- -Security
Guarding, Special Investigation, and Special Police--accounted
for a total of 126 pc::;itions or 38. 8 pc r cent. (See Exhibit !~F)

Among the remaining occupational groups, Airport Op~ration haC.
nine positions; Airways Operation, sixtecn; and Airways Engi
neering, thrce. There was, in addition, one position at grade 41
in the occupational group, Aeronautical Engineering. Altogether
30 occupational groups were represented in the positions assigned
to the Manila International Airport Division. Grades varied from

TIl A pertinent factor is that adjustments in govcrnment salaries and
wages lag behind corrections that may be indic;.lted by studies of
the Wage and Position Classification Office (W APCO), comparing
the former salaries and wages to those obtaining in industry. We
were advised by a spokcsman for WAPCO that the last compara
tive study .....as completed in 1963, but that the rcsults did not show
up in salary and wage adjustments until 1 April 1965. Wc were.
furthcr advised that anothcr study was dqne in 1966, with the im
plemcntation of the fhdings to follow at somc latc r date, perhaps
in 1967 and pcrhaps ill 1968. From thc standpoint of the worker,
a long dclay in salary or wage adjustment, insofar as increases
are indicated, docs not make for a happy situation, with thc pos
sible result that rcally cssential people may elect to accept a
position somcwhere in' private industry.
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a low of 26 to a high of 50. The highest grade was that of the
position of Airport Manager, that is, grade 50, with a salary
range of 6, 888/8,400 pesos yearly. This salary is very small,
considering the responsibilities involved, and invites augmenta
tion. By measure, W Manila International Airport is a major
world airport, and the operation of an installation of its size re
quires and demands a commensurate salary and a high order of
professional ability.

In addition to its permanent working forces, the Civil Aeronautics
Administration (including the Manila International Airport) had, as
previously stated, a total of 1, 674 temporary workers, as of 30
November 1966. Fifteen of the temporary workers were assigned
to the Office of the Director of Civil Aviation, 231 to the security
guard (of the Office of the DCA), 100 to the Airways Operation
Division, 157 to the Airways Engineering Division, 435 to the Air
ports Division, 477 to the Manila Internationa.l Airport Division,
and the remaining number to other places in the organization.
Such a large number of temporary workers--in excess of the num
ber of permanent workers--does not, in our view, speak well for
the effective, efficient management of the affairs of the Civil
Aeronautics Administration. A small number of tempol'ary work
ers augmenting the permanent force gives us no problem. But a
large number does not promote the best interests of the CAA,
given the apparent financial savings. The tc~m feels that the CAA
should establish a larger permanent working force, as justified,
in the interest of better operations and higher morale.

2. Civil Aeronautics Board

In its capacity as an economic reg\:latory agency, the Civil Aero
nautics Board is in a position to exercise great influence on the
promotion and development of civil aviation. Its main.~xpenses

ill In 1964, Manila International Airport had a total of 35,000 com
mercial aircraft movements and over 1.0 million embarking and
disembarking passengers, including domestic and international
operations. This figure may be compared, for example, to 33,000
commercial aircraft movements and 1. 2 million embarking and
disembarking passengel's at Geneva, Switzerland, in the same
year. The Crown Colony of Hongkong had, in 1964, a total of
18,712 commercial aircraft movements and 0.8 million embarking
and disembarking passengers. See: Airport Traffic 1964, Digest
of Statistics No. 119, International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO), Montreal, Quebec, Canada, pp. 18-21.
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are for salaries and wages. Its end-products are the deciaions
that it makes and the orders that it issues. Though intangible,
they have as much real impact on civil aviation as a piece of hard
ware or a slab of concrete, accelerating or decelerating, as the
case may be, the development of civil aviation. We support,. or
indorse a level of salaries and wages for Board people which re
flects the vital role that they play in the promotion and develop
m(mt of civil aviation.

On 17 March 1967, the Board had an authorized total of 45 per
manent positions or spaces, of which 42 were filled. To the latter
number, there may be added a small number of temporary work
ers. The permanent positions involved 29 different titles and 17
different occupational groups. Two positions invited our attention,
in particular, that of economist, grade 41 (4,404/5,376 pesos
yearly) and that of statistician, grade 35 (2, 984/3,264 pesos year
ly). The grade and salaries of these two positions do not seem
commensurate with the fundamental importance of economics and
statistics to the Board. Economics and statistics are the key in
gredients in the regulatory mix. We suggest that the two positions
should be better represented gradewise and, relatedly, profes
sionally. Based on our many contacts and discussions with the
Civil Aeronautics Board during the course of our aviation survey
and analysis, it i::; our observation that the Hoard has competent,
knowledgeable professional people on its staff. But it is weak in
the area of economic principles and practices as applied to the
field of ~ir transportation.

Apart from the subject of salaries and wages, professional educa
tion and training may be recognized as vital personnel require
ments of the Civil Aeronautics Board. Most of the professional
employees of the Board have college degrees, with backgrounds in
accounting, economics, law, and engineering, but none have had
formal or practical regulatory training such as would be available
from a training assignment to the United States Civil Aeronautics
Board, to the Air Transport Board of Canada or a regulatory
agency of another country. There is, based on our observations
and findings, a firm ncc{l to obtain regulatory training for key
professional people in the Philippine Civil Aeronautics Board in
the areas of regulatory analysis, methods, procedures, and en
forcement. It may be noted here that three employees of the
Board have had technical and operational, as opposed to economic
and legal training, in the United States under the sponsorship of the
Agency for Inter.':1ational Development and in cooperation with the
Federal Aviation Administration. The three individuals in question
are all transferees from the Civil Aeronautics Administration,
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moving over to the Board for reason of higher salaries.W

As a final note to this subsection, we wish to commend the Gov
ernment of the Philippines on thp. administration of its personnel
affairs. Its system of grades, occupational groups, and position
titles is, in our view, well-thought out, and provides a working
foundation for handling the management of personnel requirements
for a large organization such as represented by the Government.
The determination of the Government to pay a "living" wage to its
people, as representod by the recent establishment of 2, 160 pesos
yearly as a minimum wage, deserves further praise.

D. Finances

The budgetary process of the Government of the Philippines is of con
cern to us, and this is first considered before taking up the subject of
the finances of the Civil Aeronautics Board.

Essentially described, the budgetary process consists of four phases:
preparation, authorization, implementation, and accountability. In
the first phase, the various concerned departments, administrations,
and agencies of the government prepare an estimate of their budgetary
requirements. The estimate is submitted to the Budget Commission
which reviews the estimatt:: in the light of the anticipated revenues and
other criteria. Thereupon, it submits its recommended budget esti
mate for the government at large, based on the various budgetary esti
mates received, to the President for his final review and approval.
The Pres ident forwards the budget, with any changes and additions he
may wish to make, to the Congress, 15 ciays before the opening of the
regular session of the Congress. The Congress reviews the budget
submitted and proposed by the President, and legislates on the proposal
in accordance with its wishes.

Not les s than twenty-five days before the start of the new fiscal year,
Budget Form 121 is submitted by the various departments, administra
tions, and agencies to the Budget Commission. This form provides a
plan of work and request for allotment of f\mds by programs. It in
cludes data on the resources, manpower, and pesos needed to carry
out the program(s) in question. This aspect of the implementation

TIl Under current and new CAA regulation, employees receiving out
side tl·aining, involving expense or no expense to the CAA, are
obliged to sign a contract with the CAA, agreeing to remain with
the CM for a given period of time upon their return or completion
of the training assigninent.
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phase is repeated for every quarter in advance--but not less than five
days before--the start of the concerned or next quarter. Based on
the quarterly submissions of Budget Form 121, the availability of
funds from the current revenues of the government, and any actions
of the General Auditing Office, funds are released to the different
departments, administrations, and agencies, pursuant to the approved
programs.

The last phase (accountability) involves the submission of monthly re
ports to the Budget Commission, reporting on efforts and monies for
the past month; reviews by organizational heads and staff people; and
audits by organizational and governmental-wide. audit groups.

In accordance with the budgetary process, 2.0 billion pesos were ap
propriated and 2.2 billion pesos were released in Fiscal Year 1966 for
the over-all government operations. However, the accumulated appro
priations for that year (comprising outstanding appropriations from the
same and previous years) stood at 6.5 billion pesos, sot hat 0 n 1y
one-third of the outstanding appropriations were covered by monies
released by the Budget Commission in 1966. According to information
supplied by a representative of the Presidential Economic Staff (PES),
the level of accumulated, outstanding appropriations if: increasing. It
stood at 3.9 billion pesos in 1965, at 4.449 billion pesos in 1966, and
at 4.472 billion pesos in 1967. The relationship, according to Staff
estimates, between appropriated and released funds will be 6.953 bil
lion pesos vs. 2.354 billion pesos in Fiscal Year 1967 and 7.210 billion
pesos vs. 2. 688 billion pesos in Fiscal Year 1968. As evidenced,
monies appropriated are not tantamount to monies released.

The spread between appropriated and released funds characterizes
the finances of the Civil Aeronautics Administration as much as it
does the government finances at large. In Fiscal Year 1962, the
outstanding accumulated appropriations for the CAA stood at 31.5
million pesos. (See Exhibit I-G) In the same year, the CAA received
9.4 million pesos in monies· released by the Budget Commission to
carry out its various programs under the different appropriations.
The relationship between appropriated and released monies for that
year was 3.4:1. In Fiscal Years 1963 through 1966. the relation
ship stood at: 2.1:1, 3.7:1, 2.6:1, respectively. Considering the
general situation which obtains, these ratios do not indicate that the
CAA has been slighted at the expense of other sections of the gov
ernment. In Fiscal Year 1966, appropriations and releases for the
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EXHIBIT I-G. CIVIL AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION - APPROPRIATIONS, RELEASES, EXPENDITURES •
(Millions of Pesos)
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Civil Aeronautics Administration were 43.8 million pesos and 17.0
million pesos, respectively . .!if

Taking the five Fiscal Years 1962-1966 as a whole, the accumulated,
outstanding appropriations for the Civil Aeronautics Administration
totalled 200.5 million pesos. Of this amount, 112.8 million pesos or
56.3 per cent was based 0:1 general funds, 25.3 million pesos or 12.6
per cent on special funds, and 62.4 million pesos or 31. 1 per cent on
bond funds. Released funds for the period amounted to a total of 73. 3
million pesos, of which 33.9 million pesos or 45.2 per cent came from
general funds, 24.4 million pesos or 33.3 per cent from special funds,
and 14. 9 million pesos or 20.4 per cent from bond funds. As evidenced,
special fund releases were, on a percentage basis, three times as large
as special fund appropriations, while general fund and bond fund re
leases were noticeably below the corresponding appropriation percent
ages. Special fund releases are, in effect, releases from the CAA and
MIA Revoh ing Funds, and are thus from the CAA's own pocket, so to
speak.

Releases from all sources to the Civil Aeronautics Administration in
creased from 9.4 million pesos in 1962 to 20. 1 million pesos in 1965,
dropping to 17. a million pesos in 1966. (See Exhibit I-H) For the five
years, releases average 14. 7 million pesos on a yearly basis. In the
same period, releases from the special fund expanded at an average
rate of growth of 39. a pe r cent, compared to 26. 1 per cent for general
fund releases. Bond fund releases varied around 2. a million pesos in
1962, 1963, and 1964, jumping sharply in 1965, and disappearing en
tirely in 1966. Of the 17. a million pesos released, in Fiscal Year 1966,
to the CAA, 16.6 million pesos or nearly all was expended.

It may be observed generally that releases of funds to the Civil Aero
nautics Administration are small, as such, run noticeably below appro
priation amounts, and are being increasingly drawn from special funds.

The basic distribution of the 16.6 million pesos (specifically, 16,645,272)
expended (9. 2 million drawn from general funds and the remaining 7.4
million from special funds) by the Civil Aeronautics Administration,
including the Manila International Airport Division, in Fiscal Year 1966
was as follows: 13. 8 million pesos or 85. 9 per cent for operating e~

penses and 2. 8 million pesos or 14. 1 per cent for capital expenses.
(See Exhibit I-I) Of the 2. 8 million capital expenditure, 1.5 million

'!.i/ Appropriations in the current Fiscal Year, 1967, stood at 70.2
million pesos for the CAA, with 10.9 million pesos released in
Fiscal Year 1967 through 31 December 1966.
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IOOIIBIT I - 11. CIVIL AEllONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION - Ti'J>1lD OF RZLEASES Bi SOURCES

1962 1963
F U I: D Amount Amount

General Fund P 4,606,962 P 7,591,051

Special Fund 2,267,702 3,793,319

Bond Fund 2,530,000 1,998,803

To tal P 9,404,664 PlJ,383,173

1964 1965 1966 1962-1956 Chan~e

Amount Amount .\mount Mount 1.

l' 5,973,643 l' 6,524,423 P 9,249,251 ,. 4,642,21:9 1eO.6

5,1,.;0,071 5,I[,Z,.3:i(, 7,749,696 5,481,994 241.7

2,023,CCO 8,37;3,000 -
P13,461,714 P20,064,979 P16,998,947 P10,124,283

AveraGe C:lan~e

l.II!ount . %.

~31,071

Civil Aeronautics Administration.



EXHIBIT I - I. CIVIL AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION - DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES (FY 1166)·
CMllllons of Pesos)
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pesos (drawn from the special funds) was channelled to the Manila
International Airport Division in the amount of 1.3 million pesos and
to the Civil Aeronautics Administration in the amount of 249, 996 pesos.
The remaining 1. 3 million capital expenditure (drawn from general
funds) was channelled to the Provincial treasuries (740,500 pesos), the
City treasuries (211, 000 pesos), and the Ci·...il Aeronautics Administra
tion (348, 368 pesos).

The 348, 368 pesos taken by the Civil Aeronautics Administration,
along with the amounts given to the City and Provincial treasuries,
were for capital expenditures at 15 different airports under four differ
ent appropriation acts. None of the airport payments exceeded 200,000
pes os. In actual size, they ranged from 2,000 pesos each for Bancasi
Airport, Calapan Airport, and Siquijor Airport to 190,000 pesos for
Tuguegarao Airport.

Turning to the operating expenditures, a total of 5. 9 million pesos
from the CAA and MIA Revolving Funds--or special fund monies--was
distributed to the Civil Aeronautics Administration in the amount of
259,462 pesos and to the Manila International Airport Division in the
amount of 5.6 million pesos. Salaries and wages took 1. 8 million or
32. 2 per cent of the MIA allocation. Another 2. 2 million pesos (39.4
per cent) was paid to the Export-Import Bank of Washington in part
repayment of a loan with interest. The remaining 1. 3 million pesos
(28.4 per cent) of the MIA allocation was spread among various ex
penditures objects. The largest of these was Supplies and Material
(Object 07) which consumed 645,000 pesos and the smallest of these
was Uniform of Policemen and Firefighters (Object 01) which received
35,000 pesos. Sundry Ex:penses (Object 06) accounted fo.r.- 391,134
pesos or 7.0 per cent of the MIA allocation. An additional "01" or
salary/wage expenditure was 212,067 pesos for Janitorial and Sanita
tion Services.

The Export-Import loan runs through 31 Dlilcember ~ 977, when the last
installment is due. The contract, dated 31 July 1961, calls for 30
semi-annual repayments of the principal with interest at the rate of
5. 75 per cent. The first repayment installment was due on 30 June
1963. The loan period is for 15 years. The amount of the loan is 5.0
million dollars (U. S. Funds) plus another 2.2 million dollars (U. S.
Funds) for interest. At the time of this writiIlg, the loan installments
plus interest had been paid through 31 December 1967. The anticipa
tion is attributable to the particular budgetary requirements of the gov
ernment and its desire to avoid late interest charges which it had in
curred in the past to the extent of several thousands of pesos. Accord
ing to the terms of the contract, the proceeds of the loan are for use in
assisting the Philippines in 'financing the purchase in the United States,
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and paying transportation charges to the Philippines, of equipment
and services required in connection with the enlargement and improve
ment of the Manila International Airport and its associated communi
cations, navigational and traffic control facilties.

The O. 3 million pesos allocation to the Civil Aeronautics Ad.ministra
tion in operating funds, as derived from its revo1v:':1g fund, was broken
out, as follows: 6.12.6 pesos (2.4 pp.r ~ent) for Salaries; 31,961 (12.3)
for Traveling Expenses; 71,375 (27 ..5) for Repair and Maintenance;
and 150, 000 pesos (57.8 per cent) for the repair and maintenance of
PI-34 Aircraft.

The remaining operating expenditures--in the amount of 7.9 million
pesos--drawn from general funds, were distributed as follows: 4.9
million pesos for the Civil Aeronautics Administration, 1.8 million
pesos for the National Airp0,rts, and 1.2 million pesos for the Air
Navigational Facilities (ANF). Of the 4. 9 million pesos for the CAA,
4. 1 million pesos or 83. 7 per cent went for Salaries and Wages, and
the balance of 0.8 million pesos or 16.3 per cent went to other ob
jects. Of the 1.8 million pesos for the National Airports, 827,605
pesos or 45.5 per cent was used for Salaries and Wages; 661,578 pesos
or 36.3 per ~ent for Repairs and Maintenance; 165,287 pesos or 9.1
per cent for Supplies and Mate rials; and the remaining 165, 530 pesos
or 9.1 per cent for other objects. Of the 1. 2 million pesos for the ANF,
469,641 pesos or 39.1 per cent went to Salaries and Wages; 30,577
pesos or 2.6 per cent for Repairs and Maintenance; 549,431 pesos or
45. 8 per cent to Supplies and Materials; and the remaining 150,351
pesos or 12. 5 per cent to other objects.

The 1. 8 million pesos expended for maintenance and operation of the
National Airports in Fiscal Year 1966 was spread over 76 different
airports. The amounts spent at the individual airports ranged in size
from 6,250 pesos for the airport at Ubay to 402,500 pesos for the air
port at Manila. Fifty-two airports received less than 25, 000; 19 air
ports received between 25, 000 and 50, 000 pesos; two received between
50, 000 and 75, 000 pesos; no airports received amounts between 75, oao
and 100, 000 pesos; and two airports - -and Manila- -received more than
100, 000 pesos. The 1.2 million pesos spent for the operation and
maintenance of Air Navigational Facilit~es was divided among 23 di(
ferent activities. Three Manila Airport activities - -air traffic control,
communications receiving, and communications trans mitting- - received
a total of 322,100 pesos. Cebu Airport followed next, receiving 107,000
pesos. A total of 67, 000 pesos went to the Airways Engineering Shop,
and 13, 000 pesos to the Training School. The remaining 17 activities,
involving three VORIs, four NDB's, and 10 communication stations,
received amounts varying from 1,300 pesos (Tacloban Airport) to
83,800 pesos (Laoag Airport).
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It may be further observed. based on Fiscal Year 1966 operations,
that monies of the Civil Aeronautics Administration al'e thinly spread
over activities and locations. that Salaries and Wages account for a
substantial portion of total expenditures.W and that capital outlays
are negligible considering the nature and extent of the physical plant
and the indicated requirements.

Turning lastly to CAA self-generated monies. revenues accruing to
the MIA Revolving Fund from landing and take-off charges. passenger
service charges •.!..i/ and other charges. increased from 2.4 million
pesos in Fiscal Year 1962 to 8.4 million pesos in Fisc.al. Year 1966.
(See Exhibit 1-3) Landing and take-off charge revenues alone increased
from O. 5 million pesos to 2.3 million pesos for an average annual rate
of growth of 47. a per cent. Terminal parking charge revenues went
up from 0.6 million pesos to 2.5 million pesos for an average annual
rate of growth of 46.1 per cent. Passenger service charge revenues
expanded from 0.4 million pesos in 1963 (in which year pas senger
service charges were introduced at MIA Domestic and MIA Interna
tional) to 1.0 million pesos in 1966 for an average annual rate of
growth of 37.9 per cent. Revenues from tIl ~ remaining charge sources
rose from 1. 3 million pesos in 1962 to 2.6 million pesos in 1966 for an

W It may be noted here that. according to advisement provided by
the budget section of the CAA. all salaries and wages are paid
directly by the CAA. either in cash or cheq·l.1e depending upon the
location of the concerned employee.

ill The CAA imposes a passenger service charge of one peso on out
going domestic passengers and five pesos on outgoing international
passengers at MIA. In our view. the passenger service charge is
not the best way to develop airport revenues. Such charges are
costly to administer. considered on both a money and time basis.
since each passeng'_r movement involves generally a separate
collection and transaction for each passenger. In international
air travel. passenger service charges constitute for many passen
gers--especially tourists--an unexpected charge. which they learn
about just as they are about to leave the country. resulting some
times in bad feelings against a particular country. Under circum
stances where a potential international visitor by air is made
aware of applicable passenger service charges in advance of his
or her trip. the result can also be to discom.-age making a trip or
to exclude certain countries in favor of others. At some airports.
passenger service charges are collected from carriers on the
basis of a head count of passengers getting on or off a plane. This
seems a better arrangement in our mind than levying a service \l
charge directly on the passenger. f.ti)
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EXHIBIT 1- J. CIVIL AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION - MANILA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT REVENUES*
(Millions of Pesos)
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average annual rate of growth of 25. 1 per cent. The over-all growth
rate for the five-year period was 37.9 per cent. These various rates
and amounts of growth, which are substantial, may be attributed to
increases in charges and to increases in traffic . .!1/

In Fiscal Year 1966, landing and td.!<e-off charges contributed 27.6 per
cent of all revenues accruing to the MIA Revolving Fund in that yearj
terminal parking charges, 29.3 per cent; passenger service charges,
12.2 per cent; and other charges and fees, the remaining 30.9 per
cent. The last category included revenues generated at MIA Domestic
and MIA Inte rnational by aircraft transient parking charges; charges
for the usc of the public address system; rental of p(l.~l:ienger terminal
building spaces; rental of a'~rport areas (developed, undeveloped, and
other areas); concession privilege fees; royalties on fuel, oil, and
lubricants; indoor and outdoor advertising charges; and still other
charges and fees. Of the 1.0 million pesos realized, in 1966, from
passenger service charges, MIA Domestic contributed 53.5 per cent,
while MIA International produced the remaining 46.5 per cent. The
percentage breakout for the preceding year ran about the same.

During the first half of the current fiscal year, 1 July 1966 through 31
December 1966, a total of 4. 2 million pesos accrued to the MIA Re
volving Fund from the various airport user and service charges.
Landing and take-off charges accounted for 1.0 million pesos, termi
nal parking charges for 1. 1 million pesos, passenger service charges
for 0.6 million pesos, and other charges and fees far 1. 5 million
pesos. As of 31 December 1966, based on a trial balance, the MIA
Revolving Fund had assets of 7. 3 million pesos, including 6.0 million
pesos in accounts receivable and liabilities (mostly in unliquidated
obligations) of 5.2 million pesos. Equity or surplus was 2,057,829
pesos.

In comparison to the MIA Revolving Fund, the CAA Revolving Fund is
small. Its income (as represented by revenues from user and serv
ice charges) was, in Fiscal Year 1966, only 335,520 pesos (down
from 379,226 in 1965). In Fiscal Year 1967 through 31 December 1966,
the income was 193,278 pesos. In the five-year period, 1962-1966,
revenues accruing to the Fund grew at a noticeable rate, namely, 25.1
per cent annually on an average yearly basis. Revenues are derived
from various types of charges, which include licenses and rating
charges, communication charges (Class B 'Messages), rental charges,
fines and penalties, and others. As noted in Paragraph 11, the Civil
Aeronautics Administration prop0ses, under Administrative Order No.

l1J See Exhihit II-L and II-Q.
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5 which has been signed by the Director of Civil Aviation but not yet
published in the Official Gazette, to collect user and service charges,
including landing and take-off charges, terminal parking charges, and
passenger service charges at airports other than MIA. As matters
stand at the moment, however, there is no actual experience basis
upon which to predicate a judgment as to the carning power of the pro
posed user and scrvicc charges.

The Civil Aeronautics Administration is, it is clear, not in a financial
position to conduct a major capital investment program at the present
time or in the near future without outsidc financial help, obtained
either from within the nation or from without the nation, or both.

This realization is not unexpected. In Australia, for example, the
civil aviation authorities spent $60. 9 million (Australian dollars) in
fiscal year 1966 ending 30 June, but took in only $12.9 million in re
venues earned. Few airport and airway systems in the world exist
entirely from revenue generated by user (and service) charges, al
though user charges are carrying an increasingly larger financial
load, as systems mat~ and traffic increases. The Los Angeles
Inte rnational Airport is one of the few exceptions. In 1965, it realized
a net income (after taxcs) of $4,276,494 (U. S. Funds). LA Interna
tional is also an extremely busy airport.

Manila International cannot, of course, be expected--nor can it by
law--to support economicall}r the entire system of airports and air
ways in the Philippin(~s.~/ 111

W Strict comparison between user and scrvice charges at MIA Inter
national and international airports elsewhere is difficult and
involved. In a compilation of charges published in thc British
publication Aeroplane dated 22 Septembcr 1966, the landing
charge for a Boeing 707 01' DC-8 in international opcrations at
London was given as $570 (U. S. Funds). On thc othcr hand there
is no parking charge for thc first six hours. Therc is no passcn
gel' service charge. And the London airports provide a very high
state of traffic control capability. Under thc currently applicable
schedule of user and servicc chargcs at MIA International, a Bc~

ing 707-320B with a normal gross weight of 328,000 lbs. would
incur a landing charge of 328 pesos and take-off chargc of 328 pesos
for a total of 656 pcsos. Apron parking for thc minimum charge
time of onc hour adds another 492 pesos. If 7,000 gallons of avia
tion fuel are loaded aboard (not an unusual requiremcnt at MIA for
international long-distancc flights), anothe l' 210 pesos are addcd
in fuel royalty fees. Finally assuming that 25 passengers (and
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With respect to the finances of the Civil Aeronautics Board, its ap
propriations, as of the latest full fiscal year (1966), called for
382,490 pesos, of which it received 273,901 pesos in released funds.
Of the latter amount, 20 1l,6'17 pesos were spent for persolU1el. serv
ices, i. e., salaries. wages, per diem, and flying pay. The balance-
69,254 pcsos--was accounted for by equipment, operating and mainte
nance expenses. As eviden'Ced, the CAB ope rates on a very low budget,
with most of its money going for Salaries and Wages.

E. SUmmary

By way of summary this section has concerned itself with the basic
legislation governing civil aviation affairs of the nation, the govern
mental agencies charged with implementing and carrying out the na
tional responsibilities established under law for civil aviation, and the
personnel and financial resources of the responsible agencies of the
government. The inquiry was conducted on the basis of discussions
held with appropriate individuals in ant.:! out of gove rnment and on the
basis of various solicitations from these individuals for information,

conceivably more) are boarded, 125 pesos are added in passenger
service charges. The total revenue accruing to the MIA Revolving
Fund in the example at hand is $406 (U. S. Funds). Not counted
are revenues generated in other ways by the movement of an air
craft in and out MIA.

MIA revenues from user and service charges are affected by fre
quency limitations. As a concrete example, the foul' United
States frequencies serving the Philippines currently pay, on a
yearly basis, a total of P5l9, 792 to MIA in airport charges and
fees (landing, take-off, parking, fuel royalty, and misc.). Ano
ther P245, 024 i1:; paid out elsewhere for servicing aircraft. Two
frequencies operate through MIA, producing revenues for the air
ports westbound and again eastbound, while the two remaining
frequencies turn around at MIA. Assuming the two carriers each
doubled their frequencies, the revenues accruing directly to MIA
from landing and other charges would increase to :Pl, 039, 584
yearly or double. The operation of a daily frequency by each car
rier would increase the revenues accruing to MIA to P2, 819, 272
yearly. In five years, the daily frequenc:ies would produce
P14, 096,360 in airport revenues, not counting revenUES accruing
for aircraft servicing and other possible revenues. A Silll1 of P14
million in five years represents a considerable amount of revenue
or cost in tern1S of revenues denied to MIA. The Team assumes
there are other Flag Carriers with increased frequency aspirations
at MIA and feels that in the search for additional revenue this
source should be carefully explored.
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OpiniOnS, and ideas. Our findings were generally thai the nation
would benefit from the passage of the proposed "National Aviatibn
Commission Act, II that the effectiveness and the efficiency of the
Civil Aeronautics Administration and the Civil Aeronautics Board
would increase from certain organizational and personnel changes
we have propo.sed. and that th~ Civil Aeronautics Administration is
not in a financial position, to conduct a major capital investment pro
gram without outside national or international help.
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SECTION II
MOVEMENT FUNCTION

This section examines the nature and extent of air traffic activity-
essentially, air vehicle movement and air passenger movement--in
the Philippines. It considers first the national inventory of airports
and aircraft, and it considers next the number and types of aircraft
operators (business/executive flyers, air carriers, and others) on the
national scene. Thereupon, it measures the volume and distribution
of traffic, establishing traffic magnitudes and trends insofar as this is
possible. (Due to the limited nature of the available traffic statistics,
for the reasons pointed out in our preface, no attempt was made to
forecast, other than for MIA International.) Such an examination is
fundamental and necessary, it goes without saying, to any airport and
airway design effort.

A. Airports

The Philippines has a total of 144 existing airports. (See Exhibit n-A)
The number comprises 86 pubiic airports, 54 private airports, and 5-
Philippine and United States - -military airports. There are, in addi
tion, 56 proposed airports.

The public airport category includes 76 national airports which are
operated by, and under the jurisdiction of the Civil Aeronautics Ad
ministration. The national airports are, in turn, divided into three
groups as follows: (a) trunkline airports, (b) secondary airports, and
(c) feeder airports based on a CAA system of classification.Q/ The
first group consists of eight airports, namely, Manila International
Airport (MIA), Mactan, Dava.o, Iloilo, Bacolod, Znmboanga, Laoag,
and Cagayan de Oro. Of the total number, one is International (MIA)
and three (Mactan, Laoag, and Zamboanga) are designated as Interna
tional Alternate Airports. According to the elas sification of geo~raphic

regions of the Philippine Bureau of the Census and Statistics, 22/ MIA
is located in Region I (see Exhibit II-B). Davao and Zamboanga are in
Region IX. Mactan, Region VIII. Cagayan de Oro, Region X. Baco
lod and Hoilo, Region VII, and Laoag, Region II. With the exception

W It does not appear that the airport classification incorporates any
specific traffic criteria.

ill The geographic classification comprises 10 regions (see Exhibit
II-A for a detailed des~ription).
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ElBIIIT II - A. AIn'OI:rS IT Q/HDSRIP. TIft. Sv.TUS, AJIl) UClQI (1 HU.CII 1967)
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with ..ch other aleo wan...ta) oparatioa of jet-prop airc~aft.

"A feader airport 18 ODe that Nnea tClllD8 with Uaitad p..eeop~ traffic aod are iote:aded for UM b7 p18tOD aircraft euch .. the DC-3, the raoae aDd c:apac:lt7 of ¥blch an
bighly euitele for th18 It1Dd of ecrrice.

"A nsral airport ie one that eenee nsral ~oiti.. with "ry llaitaC: pun"ler traffic. It ie 10taDdad for .... by aircraft with II&X1aa _lpt of 12,500 IN.''

!!2!!: thldaracor101 et airporce 10 footDotaa c, d, ., I, aDd i belov dellOtee O!irporta @ 10 total) curraotly _d aDd oparatad b7 the 'bll1ppbe Clril MroDatlca
Admaiatratioa (CAA).

!/ Aa dafiaed b7 the PbUlpplaa Bureau of the Ccluue aac: Statietlca:

batoa I - Ketropol1taa ~CDUa: Kan1la aDd euburbe - the citiee of Caloocao, QuUOD, ....,., Kekati r Kada1aJoal, sa .1l1&li _ll1Data, ranJl&llaa. aU -Ulpditiu of U&al.

la&1oa II - Iloco. aod """"tala 'rovi"ca: Abra, Uocoe Horta, Ilocoe Sal', La Doloa, KouatalD ProrlDCa.

laatoa III - Cas.yaa Vall.., aDd ..t : "teal. eq.,..... Ieabela, llueva V1&caya.

lalioa IV - Caatral tu=: "taao, 1acao, as-a Ecija, PAIIpaZlp, P"'SU1aao, Tarlac. zaabalu.

Iaatoa 'I - Southe.... T&saloa: ..taoa.. , Cnlt.ot, J.aguna, IUDdoro Occicleatal, IUndoro OrieDtal, Karillduqua, .~, QaaaolI. U&a1.

laatoa VI - licol I1egloa: Alb.,.. Ceaar1aae Ilorta. Ceaar1.... Sar, CatllDC!uanea, Hubata, Soreosoo.

lalima VII - Va.carD VU.,... : Aklan, Antique, Caple, Iloilo, IIelroe Occide1.tal, NCllroe OriaatAl, a-blOD.

baloa VIII - ltaata.... Viag..: Iobol, Caba, HortherD Leyte. SoutharD JAyt., S__r.

~1oa U - Southern aad Vane.... HiadaDao: Coteato, Drf'ao, Salu, z-boauga del Norte, zaboaaga del Sur.
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of Laoag and Manila all of the trunkline airports are located in the
southern portion of the Philippines. As defined by the CAA system
of airport classification, the trunkline airports serve the principal
commercial centers of the Philippines, and are intended for use by
medium range jet aircraft.

The secondary airports presently number 23 in total. Four are loca
ted in the upper third of the Philippines (Regions I through IV), 11 in
the middle third (Regions V through VIII), and 8 in the lower third
(Regions IX and X). Eight airports are on Luzon and eight on Minda
nao. By definition, secondary aIrports are" ... those which serve
principal towns and cities with regular traffic densities that warrant
... (the) ... operation of jet-prop aircraft. II There are 45 feeder air
ports. Region V with ten airports has the largest number. Among
the other regions, Region X has seven, Region VIII has six, Regions
IV and IX have five each, Regions III and VI have lour each. Reghm
VII has three and Region II has one. Twenty-three feeder airports
are on Luzon, twelve in Mindanao and the remaining ten on as many
islands.

By definition, feeder airp~rts ".".. serve towns wi"th limited passenger
traffic and are intended for use by piston aircraft such as the DC-3•..I!

Fifty-seven national airports involve, in relation to Manila (and
Manila International), inter-island movement. The remaining 19 air
ports, with MIA International, are iocated on Luzon, and can be
reached in either direction by land transport means, available now or
potentially so. Of the first 30 largest cities and towns, including
municipalities (which range in population from 35,282 for Dwnaguete
to I, 138, 611 for Manila), 25 have national airports. The exceptions
are Cabanatuan, Cavite, Lipa, San Pablo, and Basilan. The first
four are located close to Manila, and land transport capability is avail
able. Basilan is on Basilan Island across the Basilan Strait from
Zamboanga Gity which is served by a national airport.

Based on the 1960 Census, 75 (now 76) National airports accounted, in
nearby cities and towns, for a population of 4. 9 million or 18.1 per
cent of the national total (27. 1 million). A total of 8. 1 million people
or 29.9 per cent of the national population total were urban residents.
On the ~conomic front, the 75 national airports then accounted collec
tively for 29 major trade centers and areas (out of a national total of
33), for 13 secondary trade centers and areas (out of 34), and for 33
minor trade centers and areas (out of 131). 23/ Finally, 50 out of 58
provincial capitals have national airports.

TIl The Philippine Economic Atlas, Republic of the Philippines,
Manila, R. P., 1965, pp. 150-151.
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The public airport category comprises, in addition to the 76 national
airports, ten other airports with different status. One is Itbayat, a
new national airport, which is under construction and which is about
80 per cent finished. A second is Sablayan, to which scheduled air
service was inaugurated by PAL on 21 December 1966. ~4/ This air
port is operated by, and under the jurisdiction of, the Philippine
Bureau of Prisons. The :t;emaining eight airports are: Caticlan, Gin
goog, Ipil, Labason, and Lebak, which are classified as feeder air
ports, and Dinagat, Malangas, and San Pascual, which are classified
as rural airports. The Gingoog and Lebak airports are owned and op
erated by the municipal governments of the same name, respectively".

The:re are 54 private airports in the nation. Seventeen are located in
Region IX on Mindanao. Another nine are located in Region IV on
Luzon. Seven are in Region VII, and anothe l' seven are iJ;l Region X.
The remaining private airports are located in Region I (one airport),
Region III (four), Region V (five), and Region VIII (four private a'ir
ports). As can be seen, the southern third of the Philippines accounts
for a substantial number of private airports, along with a noticeable
numbe l' in the central pl.rt of Luzon.

The Philippines has five military airports, two Qperated by the Philip
pine Government and three by the United States Government. The
Philippine military airports are 19cated at Basa Air Base at Florida
blanca and the Fernando Air Base at ~ipa, both operated by the Philip
pine Air Force, Nichols Air Base, headquarters of the Philippine Air
Force, uses'the aLrport facilities of Manila International. The Unit.ed
States military airports a're located at Clark Air Base of the United
States Air Force and at the Cubi Point and Sangley Point Naval Bases
of the United States Navy.

The proposed airports, nurnbering 56 altogether, are referenced and
set out in Ehilippine Airports and Airways Development Program 1966
to 1970 (Including Later Years), a document prepa;red (and issued un
der date of 12 September 1966) by' a committee formed for the purpose
of presenting an airport and airway development program. We have
for reasons of time mostly confined our major attention to the existing
system of national airports. It may be noted, however, that the sub
ject document contained rio economic or traffic data in support of pro
posed airports developments and improvem~nts.

The national system of airports in the Ph~lippines provides, as it is

W The PALiner (PAL house paper)~ Vol. X, No.3, 18 Janua~y 1967,
p. 2. ~
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now constituted, a reasonable amount of accessibility, viewed from
the standpoint of the geographic, demographic, economic, political,
and military needs of the nation.

B. Aircraft

From 1961 to 1966 (as of 17 November 1966), the inventory of regis
tered aircraft in the Philippines increased from 216 to 378. (See
Exhibit II-C) (As reported,?:2/ the Philippines had a total of 164 re
gistered aircraft, including 41 commercial aircraft, at mid-1956.)
This increase amounted to 32.4 aircraft and 12.2 per cent on the basis
of the ave rage annual rate of growth. There was a noticeable increase
in the number of registered aircraft in 1966 over 1965. The 1965-1966
advance came on top of the addition of 43 registered aircraft from 1964
to 1965. A slight decline in the number of registered aircraft was re
corded in the two-year period 1963-1964. Of the 378 registered air
craft on 17 November 1966, a total of 303 were based or owned at
Manila.

The number of registered aircraft belonging to general aviation, as
opposed to con1.mercial aviation and government (civil) av .lon ap
plications, rose from 138 in 1961 to 258 in 1966. The comme rcial
aviation increase was 73 to 113, and the goverm1.1.ent aviation increase
was 5 to 7. This breakdown of growth is based on an inspection and
interpretation of the aircraft registration data furnished by the Civil
Aeronautics Administration. The relatiollship between the three cate
gories of aircraft has remained about the same, being in the latest
year, 1l)66, as follows: 68.2 per cent for general aviation, 29.9 per
cent for commercial aviation, and 1.9 per cent for government aviation.

Based on the 1966 total of 378 registered airrraft, 295 could be classi
fied as utility aircraft. (See Exhibit II-D) ~uch aircraft may be de
fined as aircraft designed and operated to serve the immediate mobility
needs of the operator or the pilot with negligible or limited passenger/
freight lift capability. The remaining aircraft--83 in 'number--are
transport aircraft, designed and operated to move people and goods on
a quantity basis.

Most ai rcraft in the 1966 inventory of registered aircraft were of the
single-engine arrangement. Specifically, there were 228 single
engine aircraft. There were 142 twin-engine ai"rcraft, which made up

1:2.1 An Economic Analysis of Philippine Domestic Transportation,
Vol. VI, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California,
undated, p. 2.
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IXBIBIT II - C. DlVZlmJJlY OP CZII!RAL. CCIQIDCIAL. AAD GOVEIUlK!HT AIRC1lAP1'

Ab.olute~1 Percentase Year-to-,ur Cbange

LlDa Y.ar GeDeral e-rcial Gove~nt General ComIIIercial GoverDllent
Aviation Aviation Aviation (Civil~/ Total Aviation Aviation Aviation (Civil~/ Total Abaolate Percentage

COl. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (lU) (II)

1 1961 138 73 5 216 £/ 63.9 33.8 2.3 100.0

2 1962 158 70 5 ~/ 233 67.8 30.0 2.2 100.0 17 7.9

3 1963 197 74 6 277 71.1 26.7 2.2 100.0 44 18.9

4 1964 193 73 6 272 71.0 26.8 2.2 100.0 5 (-) 1.8 (-)

S 1965 212 96 7 315 67.3 30.5 2.2 100.0 43 15.8

6 1966 258 113 7 378 68.2 29.9 1.9 100.0 63 20.0 !,/

!/ Baaed on an inBpection and interpretation of aircraft liltinp furnilhecl by the Civil Aeronautici Adld.Diltration.
,!!/ Civil aircraft belonging or used by the civilian branch of the gove~t.

c/ At mid-19S6. a total of 164 aircraft vere reghtered. of which 41 vere in the c_rcial category and the balance in the seneral/gove~t

- categoriea. Source: ltD Econoadc Anal ds of Phili ine Domestic Trana rtation Volume VI: Air Transportation. Stanford lleIurch Iutitata (SIl).
Menlo Park. california. un ted. page 2 Prepared for the National EcODCllldc Council of the Republic of the Philippines).

d/ A18umed on the buil of 1961 and 1963 IhtiDSs; DO governmenc aircraft listed in 1962 reghter. actually.
;/ 1961-1966 average annual rate of grovth: 12.2 per cent (32.4 aircraft).

~: As abovs.



EXHIBIT II - D. AIRCRAFT INVEN'l'ORY (17 NOVEMBER 1966) - TECHNICAL DIS'l'RlBUTION

a/ a/ a/ GrandQJ Single-engine - Twin-engine - Four.-engine .-c:: Aircraft/Function Total....
...::a P TP J Total P TP J Total P TP J Total

Col: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)

1 Utility }~rcraft ~/ 226 226 68 1 69 295

2 Transport Aircraft 2 ~ / 2 53 18 2 73 3 3 2 8 83

3 Total: 228 228 121 19 2 142 3 3 2 8 378

~/ P • piston; TP : turboprop; J • jet.

~/ Aircraft de~igned essentially to serve immediate mobility needs of operator or pilot with limited passenger/freight
lift capability.

£/ deHavi11and Otters.

Source: Aircraft Register, Civil Aeronautics Administration, Republic of the Philippines, Manila International
Airport, Pasay City, R.P., 17 November 1966, various pages.



the next lar"gp.st group, and there wc:t"e eight four-engine aircraft.
All of the single-engine aircraft were powered by piston engines. Of
the 142 total of twin-engine aircraft, 121 were powered by piston en
gines, 19 by turbine engines driving propellers (or turboprop arrange
ment), and the remaining two (BAC 1-11' s) were of the pure jet type.
Among the four-engine aircraft, three were powered by piston engines,
three by turbine engines driving propellers, and the remaining two-
DC-8's--were of the pure jet type. Utility aircraft included only one
turbine aircraft. The aircraft in question is a twin-engine Aero Com
mander with a turboprop arrangelnent. This aircraft is manufactured
in the United State s by a di vision of the Rockwell-Standard Corporation.
Twin-engine and four-engine transport aircraft accounted for m a j 0 r 
it Y a f the turbine-powered aircraft, either of the turboprop or pure
jet type.

In general, turbine power is much more economical and efficient than
piston power. The ratio between the weight of the power plant and the
power produced is far greater for the turbine engine than for the pis
ton engi.ne. There are far less working parts in the turbine engine
than in the piston engine. Turbine engines can be operated for many
more hours between l1"lajor overhauls than piston engines, and are sub
ject to l1"luch less vibration ancl are more dependable. These and other
features of the tlJl'binc ai I'craft, coupled with higher operating speeds
and great('r seating capacity made possible by turbine engines, explain
in ilnportant part the revolution which has tak(~n place ill the air trans
port industry in the past ten years. Most, if not all or nearly all,
transport aircraft now bei.1g manufactured in the world are turbine
powered. Another recognizable trend is that an increasing number of
transport aircraft being made are of the straight jet type. Concurrent
ly, airlines are phasing out turboprop (and piston) aircraft in favor of
straight jets.

Between 17 November 1966 and 28 February 1967, a total of 12 addi
tional aircraft were registered with the Philippine Government. They
included two F-27. 1 aircraft and one Avro H. S. 748 (HS-748) operated
by Philippine Air Lines and two YS-ll aircraft belonging to Filipinas
Orient Airways. The YS-ll's were replacements for two other YS-ll's
which had been registered, so that the net change in the inventory of
registered aircraft from 17 November 1966 to 28 February 1967 was 10
and not 12. The inventory may be still further reduced to reflect
the loss of a PAL F-27 on 28 February 1967 in an accident at
Cebu.

The YS-ll, F-27, and HS-748 are all twin-engine, turboprop transport
aircraft. The YS-ll is manufactured by the Nihon Aeroplane Manufac
turing Company, Ltd., of Tokyo. It is equipped with Rolls Royce
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turbine engines. The F-27 is made by Fokker in the Netherlands.
The HS-748 is made by Hawker Siddley in the United Kingdom. A
remaining twin-engine, turboprop, transport aircraft type used in the
Philippines is the Dart Herald, also a British-made aircraft. The
four aircraft types are designed primarily for short-range transport
operations. Seating capacity, in the configurations utilized in the
Philippines, is as follows: YS-ll (60 seats), F-27 (44 seats), HS-748
(44 seats), and Dart Herald (50 seats). Both the F-27 and Dart Her
ald are high-wing aircraft. Under their franchises, the three sched
uled carriers domiciled in the Philippines, namely, Air Manila,
Filipinas Orient Airways, and Philippine Air Lines, are exempt from
import duties, purchase taxes, and other impositions on aircraft and
aircraft parts brought into the country. For others, the various ap
plicable duties and taxes add about 22 per cent to the value of the air
craft or aircraft parts.

In essence, it may ,be observed that the inventory of registered air
craft in the Philippines is increasing noticeably; that the inventory
contains a mixed group of aircraft, comprising differences in the
number of engines, power plant types, and foreign Inanufacturing
origin; and that the number of utility aircraft is substantially greater
than the number of transport aircraft.

C. Operators

Aviation activities are b~sed not only on ~irports and aircraft, but on
the nature and extent of the ai ~ operator population, a third and indis
pensable ingredient in the aviation mix. Aviation activities 'may be
further classified into three categories, as follows: General aviation,
comprising private flying and business/executive flying; commercial
aviation, comprising non-scheduled operations and scheduled opera
tions; and government aviation, compris ing civil operations and
military operations. Taken together, the three categories i.lccount for
a total of 239 air operators, of which 225 were domiciled in the Phil
ippines and 14 outside the country. This figure is ba.sed on an inspec
tion, analysis, and interpretation of aircraft registration data and
other sources of :nforlnation.

1. General Aviation

Of the 239 total operators in all categorie~, 211 operators--all
domiciled in the Philippinel:i - -with 258 aircraft were classified as
belonging to general aviation. Further divided, 97 of these with
109 aircraft, including one rotary-wing aircraft (or helicopter)
were assigned to the sub-category of private fl} Lng. The remain
ing 114 operators with 149 aircraft, including four rotary-wing
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aircraft, were assigned to the sub-category of business/executive
flying. With respect to the former sub-category, the number of
operators is probably inflated to the extent that it includes opera
tors who may be engaged in business/executive flying for their own
account or for the account of others without the knowledge and'
consent of the Civil Aeronautics Board.

General aviation activities in the world are growing rapidly, as
indicated by the sale of new aircraft for private and business/
executi ve flying. In the case at hand, specific information con
cerning general aviation activities in the Philippines is not readily
available. We have already observed that the number of general
aviation aircraft in the national inventory of registered aircraft is
large, and expanding. These factors alone would suggest that
genp.ral aviation should have a major impact in the totai aviat'ion
picture. In rL'vicwing registration data, we have also noted that a
large number of general aviation aircraft have ownership address
es in till:' Mani la area, and belonged to con1panies and finns en
gag<"d (111' till" l1lost part in lumbering, mining, and sugar raising.26/
Wf> have al.so alrc'acly noted that a large ntunber of private air-
craft arE" locatNI ill central Lu%on and in the southern third of the
nation. Thpsp (actors would furthe r suggest that a cons ide rable
amount o( gf'llf'I'al aviation flying would take place between Manila,
on till:' O!le Ilan(l, and the southern third and remote areas of the
country, on the otlle r han(!.

Statistical data on aircraft movements at national airports for gen
eral aviation were available within defined limits, and these data
are presented and considered in sub-section D, Traffic.

l:.!2./ "Among the corporations and companies who operate and own two
or more aircraft are the Philamlife Insurance Co., Marinduque
Mining and Industrial Corp. - -which also operates a DC- 3 aside
from more than five small aircraft- - Tarlac Development, Adec~H,

Canlubang Sugar Estate, Basilan Lumber. Corp., Sta. Clara Lum
ber, Liberty Motors Inc., Bislig Bay Lumber, A. Soriano y Cia. ,
Elizalde and Co., Theo E. Davis & Co., and Marinduque Mines
Agents, Inc." Source: The Econo111ic Monitor, Vol. 1, No. 13,
Manila, R. P., 18 April 1966, p. 10. The Team is aware of sev
eral other companies operating two or more aircraft for business
or executive purposes and not mentioned in the Monitor repor t.

'"1<6
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2. Commercial Aviation

The subject of commercial aviation operators in the Philippines may
be examined under four headings, as follows: (a) Scheduled domestic
operators, (b) non-scheduled domestic operators, (c) scheduled inter
national operators, and (d) non··s cheduled international operators.

a. Domestic Scheduled Operators

There are, at present, three authorized domestic scheduled air
operators in the Philippines. They are: Air Manila (AMI),
Filipinas Orient Airways (FOA), and Philippine Air Lines (PAL).
Each company has its head office at Makati, in Ri zal, and each
company has its main operating base at the Manila Inte rnational
Airport (MIA). All possess franchises from the Congress of the
Philippines, granting to them authority to operate scheduled air
service. To also hold, according to advisement from the CAB
legal personnel, temporary certificates of public convenience and
necessity from the Board.

The franchise for Ai r Manila was granted under Republic Act No.
4501, which was passt:'d by the I-Iollse of Representatives and the
Senate on 20 May 1965, and signed into law by the President on
19 June 1965. The Act !'ltatt'!'l in S~dion 1:

"There is hereby granted to Air Manila, Incorporated, a cor
poration duly creatl:d and existing under Philippine laws, and
a holder of a Civil Aeronautics Boan) permit to operate
domestically on a commercial basis, hereinafter called the
grantee, a franchise to establish, operate, and Inaintain
transport services for the carriage of passengers, Inail, in
dustrial flights and cargo by air in and between, any and all
points and places throughout the Philippines all:! other coun
tries. "

and, in Section 2:

"Except in cases of force majeure and whenever weather con
ditions permit, the grantee, shall maintain scheduled or non
scheduled air transport services in and between, any and all
points and places throughout the Philippines as well as the
Philippines and other countries at such frequencies as traffic
needs may require. II

The grantee is obliged, under Section 12, to pay to the national
government a tax of two per cent on the gross revenue or gross
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earnings realized from operations, in lieu of all other taxes,
other than on real property, that may be levied by municipal,
provincial, and national authorities.

Finally, the Act provides, under Section 17, that the franchise
shall have a term of life of 50 years starting from the date of the
approval of the Act.

Filipinas Orient Airways received its franchise under Republic
Act 4147, which was passed by the Senate on 20 May 1964 and by
the House of Representatives on 21 May 1964. It was signed by
the President on 20 June 1964, on which date it became effective.
Act 4147 authorizes Filipinas Orient Airways to engage in sched
uled air transportation in the Philippines and between the Philip
pines and other countries. It is, as in the case of Air Manila,
obliged to pay the National Government a two per cent tax on gross
revenue or gross earnings derived from its franchised operations,
in lieu of all other taxes that may be applied by the different gov
ernmental authorities. Similar to Air Manila, however, it is not
exempt from taxes on real property. The term of life of the
franchise is established as 50 years, to start from the date of
acceptance of the franchise by the grantee. The franchise is not
valid " ... unless the grantee accepts the same within two years
after its approval, filing such acceptance in writing with the Givil
Aeronautics Board. II A provision not contained in the Air Manila
franchise states in Section 22: "The planes or aircraft of the
grantee used for international flights shall be considered national
flag carriers of the Philippine Government. II

Operating authority for Philippine Air Lines is contained in Re
public Act No. 4271, as amended by Commonwealth Act 643 and
Republic Act 2360, approved originally under date of 14 Novem
ber 1935. This Act grants PAL essentially the right to engage in
domestic and foreign scheduled and non-scheduled air service and
to provide the number of frequencies demanded by traffic needs.
The same provision regarding frequencies is contained in the
franchises of Air Manila and Filipinas Orient Airways. Under
Act 4271, PAL is also obliged to pay to the National Government
a tax of two per cent on its gross revenues or gross earningt:l, in
lieu of all other taxes that may be levied py municipalities, prov
inces, and the National Government. It is, however, subject to
real property taxes. The life of the franchise runs for 50 years
from the approval date. No reference is made in the Act to
national flag carrier representation.
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Philippine Air Lines started domestic scheduled operations in
March 1941, ceasing operations soon thereafter with the start
of World War II. It resumed domestic scheduled service on 14
February 1946 with five DC- 3' s, and started international sched
uled service on 31 July 1946 to the United States, using DC-4's.
Subsequently, PAL closed down its operations to the United States
for reasons of economy, and then later on it resumed service to
the United States. Both AMI and FOA commenced domestic sched
uled operations in 1965. The advent of these two carriers on the
national air scene marked, as noted in Section I, the start of air
competition for the first time in the Philippines. There was a
carrier named Fleming Airways System Transport (FAST) which
may have appeared to have operated a scheduled air service in the
Philippines in competition with PAL. In reality, however, it was
a non- scheduled air se rvice, and so regarded itself, operating
under authority of a court mandatory injunction granted ''1 5 June
1959. It did not hold any authority from the Civil Aeronautics
Board. FAST went out of business in late 1964 or early 1965.

Based on airline schedule in effect in late 1966, Air Manila,
Filipinas Orient Airways, and Philippine Air Lines operated
domestic scheduled route system measuring (unduplicated mile
age) 4,001 miles; 2,562 miles; and 12,647 miles in total length,
respectively. (See Exhibit II-E) The shortest nonstop route seg
ment served by AMI was 27 miles in length, and the longest seg
ment was 534 miles. Its average nonstop segment was 143 miles.
FOA's shortest route segment was 49 miles in length; longest,
350 miles; and the average, 166 miles. The shortest nonstop
route segment served by PAL was 27 miles in length, and the
longest segment was 602 miles. Its average nonstop segment was
130 miles. The distribution of routes of all three carriers is
substantially oriented in a north-south direction, in which the
main artery is formed by an axis between Manila and Cebu.

Air Manila served, in accordance with its service pattern on the
date cited, a total of 22 points or national airports. These air
ports comprised eight trunkline airports, and 14 secondary air
ports. No feeder or rural airports were served. Filipinas Orient
Airways served a total of 11 nationa.1 airports, made up of seven
trunkline airports, four secondary airports, and no feeder or
rural airports. Philippine Air Lines operated to a total of 58 air
ports, including 53 national airports. The latter number con
sisted of eight trunkline airports, 23 secondary airports, and 22
feeder airports. No rural airports were served. The remaining
airports served- -five in number- - consisted of Sablayan, owned
by the national Government, but operated by the Bureau of
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Prisons, and four private:atrports ll:Sislig, del J:Jilar, Larap, and'
Takurong). " ,

Based on schedules in effect in late 11966,' Air Manila utilized six
DC-3's and two Dart Herald's to opc'~at'e its routes. AMI reported'
a daily utilization rate of,6 hours and 30 minutes for the former
aircraft and 10 hours and 15 minutes for the latter aircraft. Fili
pinas Orient Airways utilized, for its part, some six aircraft to ,
operate its routes. The lineup consisted of three DC-3's and
three YS-ll' s. Its reported daily utilization rates were three or
four hours for the DC-3's and six hours and 45 minutes for the
YS-ll's. Philippine Air Lines operated a total of 28 aircraft to
provide service on its domestic routes. They consisted of fourteen
DC-3's, twelve F-27 1s, and two BAC I-Il's. Its daily utilization
rates were as reported to and by the Civil Aeronautics Board, as
follows: 10 hours and 27 minutes for the DC-.3's, 9 hours for the
F-27's, and 5 hours and 55 minutes for the BAC I-II's. In addi
tion, PAL periodically utilizes Viscounts - -of which it had three
in its fleet of aircraft, as of 17 November 1966--to service 'some
of its routes. PALls total inventory of aircraft, including air~

craft for domestic and international operations, was 57 on the
given date.

The published schedules of AMI, FDA, and PAL, in effect i~ late.
1966, called for the combined operation on a nonstop basis for a
one-week period of 2, 197 flights in and 2, 197 flights out- -a total
of 4,394 flights i.n and out--for all 58 airports served by the three
carriers. (See Exhibit II-F) Ten airports alone accounted for a
total of 2, 848 flights in and out or 64. 8 per cent of all flights for
all airports. The ten airports in question were, in the order
given: Cebu, Manila, Bacolod, Davao, Cagayan de Oro~ Zambo
anga, Cotabato, Iloilo, Dumaguete, and Legaspi. The first 25
busiest airports, including the 10 airports just mentioned, ac - '
counted collectively for 3, 842 flights in and out or 89.5 per cent
of the total (4, 394 flights). These figures evidence the fact that
the distribution of scheduled air flights is highly concentrated in
favor of a few airports. On an individual airport basis, the num
ber of flights in and out for the different airports varied from a
low of six flil~hts weekly for Antique, del Pilar, Guiuan, Hilongos
Malaybalay, Siargao, and Sorsogon, to a high of 728 fligl1ts wel:lk~

ly for Cebu. At 726 flights in and out weekly, Manila was just a
shade below. To this number, however, there must be added the
number of international flights moving in and out of MIA. Com
plete statistical data (flights, seats, and seat miles) for each air·
port are cpntained in Item I of Appendix A.
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EXHIBIT II - F. ANALYSIS OF SCHEDULED AIR SERVICE BY AIRPORTS FOR ONE-WEEK PERIOD ~/ '!!./

II Airports (Ranlced) F lights Sea t s S eat Mil e s
c:l Total '4 Cumulative 1- Total '4 Cmnu1ative '4 '::ota1 '4 Cumulative 'tori...

Col. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

1 1 - 10 2,848 64,8 64.8 124,324 68.2 68.2 25,26),184 81.7 81.7

2 11 - 20 760 17.3 82.1 27,764 15.2 -83.4 2,707,960 8.8 90.5

3 21 - 30 408 9.3 91.4 15,968 8.8 92.2 1,708,152 5.5 96.0

4 31 - 40 216 4.9 96.3 8,128 4.5 96.7- 826,668 2.7 98.7- .. ". ' -~"' ..--

5 41 - 50 112 2.6 98.9 4,144 2.3 99.0 302,932 1.0 99.7

6 51 - 58 50 1.1 100.0 1.872 1.0 100.0 101.808 .3 100.0

7 To t a 1 4,394 100.O't 182,200 100.0'% 30,910,704 loo.()'t.

1 1 - 25 3,842 87.5 87.5 161,128 88.4 88.4 28,949,024 93.7 93.7

2 26 - 50 502 11.4 98.9 19,200 10.6 99.0 1,859,872 6.0 99.7

3 51 - 58 50 1.1 100.0 1,872 1.0 100.0 101.808 .3 100.0

4 Tot a 1 4,394 100.O't 182,200 100.0'% 30,910,704 100.O't

!of Based on scheduled air service in effect late 1966.

~/ See Item I in Appendix A for full statistical data.

Source: Published scb@du1es of Air Manila, Fi1ipinas Orient Airways, ~d Philippine Air Lines.



In terms of seats provided during the one week period, the car
riers, utilizing equipment ranging from DC-3' s to BAC 1-11' s,
flew 91,100 seats in and 91, 100 seats out--total of 182, 200--of
the 58 airports. The first ten leading airports accounted for
124, 324 seats in and out or 68. 2 of the total. The ten ai rports
were Cebu, Manila, Davao, Bacolod, Cagayan de Oro, Cotabato,
Zamboanga, Dumaguete, Legaspi, and Butuan (Bancasi) in that
order. Compared to the flight ranking, Da.vao changed places
with Bacolod, Cotabato changed places with Zamboanga, Iloilo
dropped to 12th place, and Butuan went from 13th place to 10th
place. The first 25 leading airports, including the first ten men
tioned by name, accounted for a total of 161, 128 seats in and out
or 88.4 per cent of the grand total. Again, we have evidence of
substantial concentration. On an individual airport basis, Cebu
was at the top of the list with 34,678 seats in and out, Manila was
next in line with 32, 248 seats in and out. From Manila to Davao,
in third place, there is a sharp drop, to 11,000 seats in and out.
Six airports had a minimum of 216 seats in and out weekly.

The number of seats flown in and out of an airport should repre
sent the maximum number of passengers that can be boarded or
off-loaded at that airport. However, the real numbe l' depends on
the number of through passengers on a through flight and, of
course, on the number of people who actually get on or get off. In
the case of the Philippine domestic scheduled carriers, another
factor is that some flights may fly through an airport with blocked
space for use, or release, at anothe.r airport down the line. This
practice i~~ explained in part or in whole by the lack of adequate
carrier communications capability between some points.

The three carriers--AMI, FOA, and PAL--produced a total of
30.9 million seat miles in and out of the 58 airports in the one
week pe:dod. The first ten ranking airports contributed alone 25.1
million seat miles or 81. 7 per cent of the total. In the orde;r of
importance, the ten airports were: Manila, Cebu, Davao, Zam
boanga, Bacolod, Cagayan de Oro, Cotabato, Iloilo, Legaspi, and
Tacloban. This lineup represents several changes from the flight
and seat rankings. Manila move,~, for example, into first place
with 9.3 million seat miles or nearly one-third of the total week's
production of seat miles. The changes are explained importantly
by the ~.nfluence of nonstop segment lengths associated with differ
ent airports. The first 25 airports, incl uding the ten just named,
accounted for 28.9 million seat miles in and out or 93. 7 per cent
of the total. Sorsogon with only 6, 048 seat miles in and out was
at the bottom of the list.



A total of 2, 197 flights was operated between the 58 airports over
100 nonstop segments in either direction in the one week period.
(See Exhibit II-G) Manila had 27 nonstop segments, and easily
accounted for the largest number. Cebu followed next with 18
nonstop segments to its credit. Cagayan de Oro was in third
place with ten nu!lstop segments. And Cotabato and Davao fol
lowed with nine aHd seven nonstop segments, respectively. Given
a pos sible 1, 624 nonstop segments between 58 ai:rports, the utili
zation of 1QO segments provides a connectivity factor of 16.2 per
cent, as based on nonstop operations. Connectivity is also a
function of through flights and connecting flights, it should be
added.

On the basis of the numbers of flights operated on all nonstop
segments in the one-week period, the first ten busiest nonstop
segments accounted c.ollectively for 722 flights in both directions
or 32.9 per cent of the total of 2, 197 flights. (See Exhibit II-H)
The first 25 busiest nonstop segments had a total of 1,258 flights
in both directions or 57.2 per cent of the total of all flights. (See
Exhibit II-I) These figllr~s indicate a somewhat wider distribu
tion of flight activity on a segment basis than on a point basis.
The busiest nonstop segment was Cebu-Manila. It had 75 flights
weekly in either di rection or a total of 150 flights. The next busi
est segment was .Bacolod-Cebu with 52 flights in either direction
or a total of 104 flights. The third busiest segment was Bacolod
Manila with 40 flights in either direction or a total of 80 flights.
The fourth busiest segment was Bacolod-Iloilo with a total of 70
flights. The fifth busiest segment was Jolo-Zamboanga with a
total of 68 flights. The five next busiest segments were, in the
order given: Cagayan de Oro-Cebu, Cagayan de Oro-Davao,
Cebu-Dumaguete, Cebu-Cotabato, and Cauayan-Manila. At the
very bottom of the list, there were four nonstop s~gments with
only three flights weekly (in one direction only). These were:
Antique (San Jose de Buenavista)-Iloilo, Antique-Manila, del
Pilar-Manila, and del Pilar-Puerto Princesa. Complete statis
tical data (flights, seats, and seat miles) for each nonstop seg
ment are contained in Item II of Appendix A.

A total of 91, 100 seats - -45, 428 seats in one direction and 45, 672
seats in the opposite direction--were flown on the various nOl1stop
segments in the one-week period by the three carriers. The first
ten busiest segments had a total of 34, 556 seats or 37. 9 per cent
of the total. The first 25 b'.i Jiest segments had 55, 576 seats or
61. 0 per cent of the total.

The busiest segment was Cebu-Manila with 8,608 seats for the
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EXIIIBIT II - B. ANALYSIS OF SCHEDULED AIR SERVICE BY NONSl'OP SEGMENTS FOR ONE-WEEK PERIOD !/ ~I

a Airport. (R-ked)
Flights Sea t s Sea t Mil e •... Total ~ Cumulative ~ Total ~ Cumulative ~ Total ~ Cumulative ~

~

Col. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

1 1 - 10 722 32.9 32.9 34.556 37.9 37.9 8.631.528 55.8 55.8
2 11 - 20 392 17.8 50.7 15.396 16.9 54.8 2.397.368 15.5 71.3
3 21 - 30 276 12.6 63.3 10.;36 11.8 66.6 1.496.908 9.7 81.0
4 31 - 40 217 9.9 73.2 8.240 9.0 75.6 1.042.504 6.7 87.7
5 41 - 50 140 6.4 79.6 5.548 6.1 81.7 664.104 4.3 92.0

6 51 - 60 140 6.4 86.0 5.040 5.5 87.2 444.140 2.9 94.9
7 61 - 70 116 5.3 91.3 4.516 5.0 92.2 313.048 2.0 96.9
8 71-80 80 3.6 94.9 2.880 3.2 95.4 225.936 1.5 98.4
9 81 - 90 66 3.0 97.9 2.460 2.7 98.1 165.728 1.1 99.5

10 "'1 -100 ~ --Y. 100.0 1,728 --.k! 100.0 74,088 --d 100.0

Tot a 1 2.197 loo.~ 91.100 loo.~ 15.455.352 100.0~

1 1 - 25 1.258 57.3 57.3 55.576 61.0 61.0 11.841.760 76.6 76.6
2 26" - SO 489 22.3 79.6 18.900 20.7 81.7 2..390.652 15.5 92.1
3 51 - 75 296 13.4 93.0 10.996 12.1 93.8 874.908 5.7 97.8
4 76 -100 ---la --l.:..C! 100.0 5,628 --i4 100.0 348,032 -b.! 100.0

Tot a 1 2.:')7 loo.~ 91.100 loo.~ 15.455.352 100.«K

!lBased on scheduled air service in effect late 1966.

~See Item ·JIin Appendix A for full statistical data..

Source: Published schedules of Air Manila. Fili~!na8 Orient Aixvays. and Philippine Air Lines.
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two directions. The least busiest segments were Antique-Iloilo,
Antique-Manila, del Pilar-Manila, and del Pilar-Puerto Princesa,
with 108 seats each.

Flights and seats on the various nonstop segments produced a total
of 15.5 million seat miles. The first ten busiest segments account
ed for 8.6 million seat. miles or 55.8 per cent of the total, while
the first 25 busiest segments accounted for 11. 8 million seat miles
or 76.6 per cent of the total. Of the three measures--flights,
seats, and seat miles--seat miles represented the greatest con
centration of scheduled air activity in the nation.

The three domestic scheduled carriers compete with each other to
an important extent. The operations of Air Manila involved, based
on schedules in effect in late 1966, service to 23 points and on
4,001 miles of routes. It had competition at all 23 points and on
all but 303 miles of its routes. Filipinas Orient Airways operated,
for its part, to 11 points and on 2, 652 miles of routes, all in com
petition with Air Manila 0:;: Philippine Air Lines or both. Philip
pine Air Lines operated to 58 points and on 12,647 miles of routes.
It had competition at 25 points and on 11, 095 miles of routes. Con
versely, it had no competiti.on at 33 points and on 1, 5S2 miles of
routes. Based on a review of nine statistical measures 27/ and
the corresponding results fOl' Fiscal Year 1965 (1966--not availa
ble- -would be more representative. of the current situation obtain
ing), PAL's share of the activity ran from 79.4 per cent of the
total number of hours flown by the fhree carriers to 100.0 per cent
of the total mail weight carried.

The question arises whether airline competition is good for the
country. In general, the answer is yes. Co~npetition provides a
workable means to obtain improvements in service and reductions
in fares. Effective competition also implies, on the othe r hand,
the availability and observance of ground rules for fair play. In
this, both the airlines and the gove rnment must play their proper
roles. It also may imply, in the case at hand, a trade·off of sub
sidy for competition. Until the introduction of competition, PAL
was in a position to subsidize its losses on short, thin traffic
routes with profits from long (or longer), heavy traffic routes.
In a sense, the government itself was providing subsidy for the

W Namely, revenue passengers carried, hours flown, miles flown,
passenger miles, seat miles available, cargo (kilos) carried,
mail (kilos) carried, ton-miles performed, and ton-miles availa
ble.
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operation of routes which were not capable of paying their own
way, but which were needed as a matter of national interest. With
the introduction of competition, however, PAL's ability to subsi
dize routes is reduced. This is a fdct which must be recognized
by the government. The validity of our observation here mayor
may not be confirmed by a review of PALls financial operations
on particular routes. In any case, the subject of competition and
subsidy invites governmental attention at this time.

Relevantly, in calendar year 1966, PAL had a net p ...·ofit of 5.2
million pesos, " ... in spite of unprecedented competition, a res
trictive govermnent schedules policy and a crippling pilot strike. II

This profit represented an increase of 6. 7 per cent over that of
1965. The President of PAL, in reporting the company's financial
results to a stockholder:;' meeting, listed several problems the
company faced. As described, they were: (a) The inadequacy of
the domestic fare structure in the face of increasing costs, (b) the
strengthening of the competition from the imposition of limitations
on PAL schedules, (c) the shortage of pilots, (d) the nine-day
pilots I strike last November, (.::) continuing competition at Lahug
aftrr PAL moved to Mactan, (f) competition on routes parallel to
PALls with turboprop equipment at fares lowe:r than PAL's com
parable aircraft, (g) the concentration of competing services on
heavily travelled trunkline routes, and (h) the inadequacy of air
ports and navigational aids.

On the plus side of the ledger, the President of PAL mentioned
the continuing improvement in the company's fleet of aircraft,
the introduction of pure-jet service m1 domestic routes in 1966,
and the creation of the Orient Airlines Research Bureau (OARB)."

PAL filed, on 18 April 1966, for fare increases. Under its cur
rent authority from the Board, PAL charges the following pas
senger fares: ~O. l3/seat mile for DC-3 service, ~O. ZI/seat
mile for F-Z7 and Viscount service, ~O. Zl/seat mile plus ~20

additional (for trip, regardless of distance) for BAC 1-11 service,
and PO. lZ/seat mile for F-Z 7 night service. It filed for thc..' fol
lowing increases: F-Z7 service--PO. ZI/seat mile plus P5 o.ddi
tional for any distance up to ZOO miles and no additional after
ZOO miles; F-Z7 night service--PO.16/seat mi.1e plus P5 addition
al for any distance up to ZOO miles and n'o additional after ZOO
miles; and DC-3 service--PO. l3/seat mile ',;)lus P5 additional for
trip, regardless of distance. As of 15 April 1967, the Civil Aero
nautics Board was still studying PAL's application for fare in
creases.
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The increase sought by PAL appears to represent more of an ad
justment of certain fares, essentially, for short distances, than
an address for a blanket increase in fares. Commenting further,
PAL's application for fare increases may indicate that it cannot
afford to subsidize loss routes with profit routes or that it does
not feel justified in doing so under a system of competition. At
this time, neither Air Manila nor Filipinas Orient Airways has
applications before the Board for fare increases or changes.
Any decision by the Board to increase or change fares would
necessitate, of course, an inquiry into carrier route costs, prof
its, and los ses.

Viewed from the standpoint of the general public, the present
level of fares are not out of line with what people can afford. On
a purely economic basis, however, current fares on short route
segments seem low. It might be suspected that in some route
situations, it would not be possible to meet all costs even with a
100 per cent load factor and completely amortized equipment.
Given the economics of transportation in general, costs are going
to be higher 011 a unit basis for a 100 -mile route than for a 1000
mile route. Terminal operations represent a major cost item
which canm t be spread thinly over a short route.

In calendar year 1965, Filipinas Orient Airways reported a net
loss of :Pl. 1 million on its operations, after paying its franchise
tax (:P80, 228. 68). T:lese results were for its first year of opera
tions. Up to the time of this writing, financial data for 1966 had'
not been received by the Board from Filipinas Orient Airways.
Financial information from Air Manila was not available to us
for both 1965 and 1966.

Air Manila reported that it has purchased eight F-27's in the
United States which had formerly belonged to Piedmont. Filipi
nas Orient Airways has asked Boeing Company, of Seattle, to
conduct feasibility studies on the use of the Boeing 727 and the
737 on its domestic routes. According to a press announcement
from London, under date of 6 February 1967, Philippine Air Lines
had received delivery of its thi.rd BAC 1-11, and was negotiating
for the purchase of a fourth BAC 1-11 for delivery in mid-1968.
It plans, according to the press release, to acquire a fleet of six
BAC I-II's. Its first BAC 1-11 was acquired in early 1S\66.
Starting on 1 March 1967, PAL began to fly C.n Avrc/HS 748 on
some of its DC-3 routes on a trial basis. From different indica
tions, it may be assumed that PAL wishes to dispose altogether
of its Viscounts.
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TABLE I

FIRE EXTmGUISHmG AGENTS AND EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Col. 1 2 3 456 7 8 9
TOTAL QUANTITl WATER/FOAM WATER TANK

INDEX _~EX~T~m~G;.;;U;.;;I~SH;;.I;;;;N~G~AG,;;;EN;::;:.;.:T:.:;S ~T:.:;;R:.:::.U,;;:CK~S~__~.:.TR;;.:;U:.;:C~K~S~__
NO. DRY CHEM WATER for FOAM CAPACITY CAPACITY

Lbs. Gals. GPM Gals. GPM Gals. GPM

I

II

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

Telephone or fire alann box.

Portable fire extinguishers and
telephone or fire alann box.

III

IV

v

VI

500

300

300

500

500

1500

3000

250

750

1000

1-500

1-500
1-1000

2-1000

250

250
500

500 ea.l-lOOO 500

I-Dry chemical truck.

I-Combination (water/foam and
dry chemical) truck.

I-Combination truck and 1-1000
gallon water/foam t~ck.

I-Dry chemical truck, 2-1000
gallon water/foam trucks, 1-1000
gallon water tank truck.

V'U 500 4500 1300 1-1000
1-1500

5eo
800

2-1000 500 ea. I-Dry ch~~ical truck, 1-1000 and
or or 1-1500 gallon water/foam truck,

1-2000 800 2-1000 or 1-2000 water tank truCks.

0m
I
>

VIII 500 7000 1600 2-1500 800 ea.2-2000 800 ea. I-Dry chemical truck, 2-1500
gallon water/foem trucks, 2-2000
gallon water tank trucks.



b. Non-scheduled Domestic Operators

Eight air operators possess current authority from the Civil
Aeronautics Board for domestic non-scheduled commercial air
transport operations. The eight are: Charter Service Corpora
tion, Civil Air Rural Transport (CART), Far East Aviation Ser;y
ice Corporation, Manila Aviation Service, Pacific Airways Cor
poration, Philippine Aerial Agricultural Corporation, Philippine
Air Transport Service, and Security Delivery Service. Between
them, they have a total of 29 aircraft, including one rotary-wing
aircraft. They are engaged in charter work, taxi hauling, dust-
ing and spraying, and in other activities of non-scheduled, trans
portation or utility nature. These operators are required to
furnish. periodically, reports to the Board on their respective ac- 'T-.o

tivities. The requirement does not appear, however, to be
strictly enforced or observed.

A proposed statement of economic regulations for air taxi opera
tors has been prepared in the Board. The regulations would ap
ply to the charter moverrEnt of persons and property utilizing
small aircraft. The term" small aircraft" is defined to mean
" •.. an aircraft (including helicopter) whose maximum certifica
ted take-off weight does not exceed 12,500 Ibs. I' To be eligible
for an air taxi operator certificate, the applicant would have to
be a citizen of the Republic of the Philippines, meet certain other
requirements, and satisfy the basic requirement of public con
venience and neces sity and the public interest. The grantee
would be required to file with the Board a monthly report provid
ing financial and traffic data on his operations. A yearly financial
statement would also be furnished to the Board. The regulation
would become effective upon approval of the Board and its :publi
cation in the Official Gazette, as yet unaccomplished on both
counts.

~. Scheduled International Operators

Scheduled air service between the Philippines and other countries
is provided by 12 foreign carriers and Philippine Air Lines. (See
Exhibit II-J) Together, the 13 carriers operated, on 1 March
1967, a total of 56 frequencies weekly to (or from, in the case of
PAL) Manila, with a total capacity of 6,049 seats. Nineteen
foreign frequencies operated through Manila, while the remaining
foreign frequencies turned around at Manila. Philippine Air Lines,
with 20 international frequencies, operated the largest number of
ilrce:rnational frequencies. Cathay Pacific Airways, next in line,
operated eight frequencies to Manila, followed by Qantas with
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fJOIIBIT II - J. IlITERlIATIOIlAL SCIIEIlIlLLIl AIR CARRIER OPEllAT~

Clirrl.... _ Badc PhUlppin.. Al..c ...ft W....Uy rreqlllODCJ W....kly Alrc...ft..
Allocat~UtU1u4

__tP
c: Cattl... Code Co_try Op..... ting llDut../F..equ....cy NOD-.top TYP" s...u Capl!Cl~
:i Autho..lty Itin.....ry aepenta (....u)Y

Col. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Al .. F.....ce AF Fr'aDce Al...g........... t (p)!.1 Parl.-Tokyo Salaoo-Kanll.-Tokyo 1-707 144 2 2 288 I

2 Al1talla AZ Italy!/

3 Cl"U Al.. T......port (CAT) CT Cb1Da. Rep. of Al.. ag ........... t (P) Taipei-ManU. Taipei-KanU. CV-880 101 2 2 202 4
DC-61 64 2 2 128 4

4 Cathay P.elfic Alzvaya (CPA) ex _gkoclg (U.I:.) Al...g ........... t IIoogkoag-J....d too Boaakoaa-KanU.- CV-8ao 101 I I 101 4
J ......ltoa

Bollllkoag-MaoU. Boaakoag-MaD1la CV-880 101 7 7 7f11 14

5 Caruda Iadoo...lao AlE".y. CA lDdoae.la Al................t (P) DJ.ka..ta-Tokyo DJakarta-Maolla-Boaakoaa uc-8 us&! 1 1 r# 4

6 J.paa Al.. L1De. (JALyY .n. ~~

7 Mal.y.la Sing.po.... Alrlin.. (lISA) IlL SlDppo.... !! S1Dgapo....-KanU. Singapo....-KanU. e-t 70 2 2 140 4

8 No..tbve.t Ori.... t Al..lin.. (_) ., 1ID1ted State. 0pe...t1llll perattaJIRev Yon-seattle- Ok1Dava_U. 1-707/3201 129 2 2 251 4
KanU.

9 PaD AaIe..lcaa World Alrvay. (PAA) PA 1ID1ted Stat.. 0pe...t1llll pe...1U!!SaD F...ocuco-S1Dgapo....1 Cua1Il-tIaDlla-Salaoo!!! 1-707 129 2 2 251 I
DJaka..ta

10 PbUlpp1De Al.. L1Dea (PAL) .. Pbll1pp1De. KanU.-Saa F.....el.co MaoU.-Nonolulu DC-8 133 4 4 532 I
KanU.-Sydaey MaoU.-Sydaey DC-I U3 2 2 266 4
Mao U.-Singapo..e MaoU.-Singapo..e DC-8 U3 1 1 U3 2
MaoU.-lIongkoog MaoU.-lIongkoaa DC-8/11AC-111 U3/74 10 10 1035 20
ManU.-Taipei KanU.-Taipel BAC-ll1 74 3 3 222 6

11 Qantu ~1.... Alrwa,.. QP Auet...lla Air .g...........t (P) Syda..y-Loodoo Sydaey/B..l.ban..-Manll.- 1-707 104 3 3 317Y 12
IIollllkoog·

3W1Sydaey-Tokyo Sydaey/B..l.baoe-Kanlla- 1-707 104 .3 3 12
IIongkoog

lotPSydaey-I:oogkoog Sydaey/B... lbao..-Kanlla- 1-707 104 1 1 4
IIongkoog

12 I:Ut-lDyal Dutch Al..lin... (lUI) I:L .eth....1aDda Al...g ............ t (P) A.n....cIaa-Tokyo Ballllkok-Maoll.-Tokyo DC-8 P3 2 2 266 I
Aaat....claa-Syda..y Bangkok-Kanll.-Sydaey DC-8 U3 1 1 U3 4

U Scand1Dn1aD Alrl1De. Sy.t_ (SAS) 51: r--~ Al...g ............ t (P)!!"COpeohag....-Tokyo Bangkok-Kanll.-Tokyo DC-8 U7 2 2 274 I

14 Svla..l .. SR Sv1tze..laod Al.............. t Zu..lch-Tokyo Bangkok-Kanll.-Tokyo CV-He " 1 1 " 4

15 thal Alrway. IntemaUooal TG thallaod Al...g ..........t Bangkok-KanU. Boaakoaa-Kanlla Caravell. 72 2 2 1,..s! 4

T 0 T A L 2/ 56 56 604' 150

.1 A. of I March 1967.
~ Baeed .... frequeocy .1locaU"" .chedu1e of the Cln1 ,,"-uUc. Board (CAB).
£! ODe _y ooly.
d/ An .1rc...ft aov_t equala ..... ~ff ad ODe 1aodlIlIl.
!I n(p)n indlcat... provldooal 0 .. t~...ry••• defined by the PblUppine Depa..e-nt of Fo..e1&o Aff.d.... pcd1llll nlO8otlaUOD of • peraoent ......-t 0 .. lIIIU1 ncb tt.e e. thep~~~t

1a t .....1Dat..d.
y the ltaUa CoYe........ t ha. c:-.n1cated it. ded /inte....n to the Pbll1ppine CoY.......... t in obtain1Dg rlaht. fo... I!aDlkok_lla-Tokyo .1.. op.....t1ooa.
II Actual ....t1Dg capacity DOt "-a; al"..., ..-d. L1a1ted by the Pbll1pp1De CAl to the ..I .. of 20 ....t. b.. tveeD Kanlla aod BoaakooIl.
hI A JAL reque.t fo utho..lty to ope...t .. betvea> T.ipel aod KanU. baa been _d.. to th.. PbUlppin.. CAl. llDder. priv.te .a...........t b..cveen JAL ad PAL. tha fo~ -Zd provide tha latte.. with a
- aha of th .." ue. deri"..d f.- it. (JAL) Tokyo ope...t1Daa. An ............. t (prov1a1ooa1) betve.... J.pao aod th.. PblUpp1De. _. d....'''..c ..d by th. latt.... effecUve to dey. f .... Z4 II...ch 11164.

No ..-t "",bt. b.. tveeD th.. tva """"tri...t thb t1ae.
!! CoYe d at thb tt.e UDd.... th.. PblUppine-1Io1t..d 1:iDade. .1 nlc... ag t.
J! Bo ..-t. A PhlUppine-Unlt..d Stat....1.. unlc t _. deoo c..d by th.. fo....... in 1959...ff..ctlve th.. follc>v1llll y...... Op..... t1Dg pe...la.loa .1Dc. 1960 baY. been provided _de..

UDllate:ral grant. of authorley.
'!! No Manll.-S1Illl&po.... FUth F de. 0 to'.._ .... traffic ..1&bu.
!! No Manll.-lIocgkollll FUth F daa e fH., "1&bta.
~ And .lao Norvay ad Sved..... $AS la " coaaortl_ """..d ad op..r.t..d by the th....e countri.... Th.. PhUlpplDe. baa .1...a .._c. (provla1ooa1) rith each of the th.... COUlItri....
~ SubJ ..ct to 50 pe.. c .... t CAlI capaclty U.ltatf.on.
£! In .ddlUoo. th.. Pb1l1pplD... ha••ir ...nle... ag...........u (Hoon-provb1ooal") rith C....ec... Indla. la.....I. IIexlco. P.U.Un. and Spain. aod .ar-ta (provl.1ooa1) with Be1&l_ ad ~.

th.. PblUpplD.. CoY.......... t ha. rec..iv..d propo...d draft. of nev ta f.- _ ..k. Franc N..th..rland•• Norvay.ad SvedlOll. th.. Pb1l1pp1De CoY.........t ha••lao a draft of a propoHd
..re-....t f.- th.. lIl:.1ted Stat.... th.. follov1D& .cIdit1ooa1 couotd ha".. exp........d an int t in cODc1ud1llll an .1.....nlc.....r_t "lth th.. Pblllpp1Da•• but with DO povposed draft.
•• yet; Aurt... lla. Iraq. 1:0..... (Rep. of). Lebanon. and Vl..tnaa.

Sourc.. : Cl..ll A..ronauUc. _ ..d; Depa~t of Fo....1&o Aff.l... ; Official Al..lin.. Guld.. (Fo.. March 1967). Vol. 24. No.3. P.rt one of tva part•• &eu!lea R. DoIIDellay Jllb11c:atloaa. C2a1c:a&o.
Il11nola. F..bruary 1967. " ...~ rae".; oth......



seven frequencies. The foreign carriers and PAL foreign frequen
cies. produced a total of 150 aircraft movements on a weekly basis.
(An aircraft movement equals one take-off or one landing.) Under
Republic Act 776. domestic and foreign frequencies are subject to
Board control and allocation. In the present situation. the 56 in
ternational frequencies operated to and from the Philippines repre
sented also the number of frequencies allocated by the Board.

The Philippines has air transport agreements with three of the
countries with flag-carrier operations to the Philippines. The
three countries are the United Kingdom. Switzerland. and Thailand.
In the case of six other countries (France, China, Republic of
Indonesia. Australia. Netherlands. and the SAS consortium coun
tri,es of Denmark. Norway, and Sweden). the agreements with the
subject countries are of a provisional nature. "As defined by the
Philippine Department of Foreign Affairs, the term "provisional"
is applied to air transport agreements which are in force pendiI?-g
negotiation of a permanent agreement or which are in force pend
ing termination at the convenience of the government. Scheduled
air operations between the Philippines and the United States 'are
conducted under a system of unilateral grants of authority. An
agreement 'existed between the' two countries until 1959. in which
year the Philippines denounced the agreement. with the results
taking effect in the following year with the termination of the
agreement.

At present, the United States is restricted to four frequencies
weekly by the Philippines. the number which is currently operated.
by the two United States 'carriers serving the Philippines; two by
Northwest and two by Pan American. Both carriers have petitions
before the Philippine Civil Aeronautics Board. for additional fre
quencies. In addition, Pan American is not perInitted to· caTry
Fifth Freedom or stopover traffic between Manila and Singapore.
Garuda is-restricted by the Philippine CAB to·20 seats weekly
between Manila and Hong Kong. Qantas has no Fj.fth Freedom
traffic rights between the same two points.. And Thai International
is restricted to the sale of 50 per cent of its seating capacity be
tween Manila and Hong Kong. Such restrictions do not act in the
best interest of the travelling public. insofar as they limit the

, .
choice in the number of frequencies available to a traveller.

The Italian Government has communicated' its interest in obtaining
rights for Bangkok-Manila-Tokyo air op.erations. Japan Air Lines
has 'an application before the Philip.pine Civil Aeronautics Board
for authority to operate to the Philippines. In the Trans-Pacific
case. which is now being heard by the United States Civil Aeronau-
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tics Board, several United States air carriers have expressed in
terest in operations to the Philippines. There is an understand
able interest in the Philippines. The Philippines commands a
strategic position in the world lines of communication!;; a.nd in rela
tion to Pacific countries such as Japan and Australia. It has
plenty of tourism potential viewed in terrns of its warmth and sun
shine and what it can do or could do. On the economic front, it is
rich in mineral deposits, forest products, and potentially so in
other W:::l.ys.

d. Non-scheduled International Operators

There are presently no non- scheduled international operators be
longing to the Philippines. Non-scheduled carriers and off-line
scheduled carriers will sometimes call on the Philippines to pick
up or discharge freight or to carry in a group of visiting tourists.
Their operations with respect to the Philippinel:l is of an occasion
al rather than a recurring or regular naturE:, however.

The lack of non-scheduled international operators on the Philippine
scene should not imply that there is no place for such operators.
On the contrary, there is a definite place. Non-scheduled interna
tional operators provide an important service in being able to move
freely with the traffic wherever it is generated and wherever it
wants to go. Their development should be encouraged.

3. Government Aviation

Five oper.:ltors can be defined in the category of government aviation
insofar as the Philippines is concerned. They are: the Bureau of
Plant Industry, the Civil Aeronautics Administration, the Philippine
Air Force, the United State s Air Force, and the United States Navy.
The extent of civil government operations can be gauged perhaps from
the fact that the list of registered civil government aircraft on 17 Nov
ember 1966 comprised seven aircraft. One was assigned to the Bureau
of Plant Industry, three to the Civil Aeronautics Administration, and
three to the Philippine Air Force. Deduction of the three aircraft as
signed to the Philippine Air Force would leave four aircraft in actual
civil government work. In its current budget proposal, the Civil Ae
rO'.autics Board has requested funds for an aircraft for Board use.

'vie have no information on the exact nature and extent of Philippine
Air Force operations. It has bases with airport facilities at Florida
blanca and at Lipa. We assume that it has not more than 300 aircraft
in its inventory of aircraft. The United States Air Force operates
from Clark Air Base which has airport facilities. It is also a tenant
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at Mactan Airport at Cebu. The United States Navy has airport
facilities at Sangley Naval Base, in Manila Bay, and at Cubi Naval
Base, on Subic Bay. Statistical data relating to aircraft move
ments at Clark, Sangley, and Cubi are furnished in the next sub
section.

D. Traffic

We come, at this point, to the heart of our inquiry and survey, essen
tially, what is moving and where? Without accurate, complete knowl
edge regarding the volume and distribution of the movement--persons,
goods, and vehicles--over a period of time, it is difficult, if not im
possible, to plan effectively for aviation or for any mode of transport.
Ideally, we should be able to obtain traffic statistics for the different
airports and routes for, say (at least), five years. Next, we should
be able to establish rates of growth (and declines) for the different air
ports and routes. And next, we should be able to extrapolate the iden
tified growth rates over a reasonable period of time, conditioning the
extrapolation to reflect indicated future changes in fares, frequencies,
aircraft and to reflect othe r change s and developments. The extrapo
lation can be constructed to provide a lower and higher limit of future
growth. The character of the movement itself over time should be the
best indication of what can bp. expected in the future. It reflects all
the factors (demographic, economic, and others) that otherwise would
be introduced into the problem of assigning growth rates to different
airports and routes on a more or less empirical basis.

In the case at hand, we were unable, as we disclosed in the Preface,
to obtain the full measure of traffic statistics we needed.

Our efforts to produce the required traffic statistics resulted, with the
exception of MIA International, in developing statistics on numbers of
departing and arriving passengers at different national airports for
calendar year 1965 only and on numbers of aircraft movements at dif
ferent national airports for calendar years 1965 and 1966 only. The
airport passenger statistics were developed on the basis of statistics
furnished to us by the Civil Aeronautics Board and by carriers. The
CAB had, in turn, developed the airport passenger statistics from an
analysis of airport caretaker reports it had conducted in connection
with its own needs. Caretaker reports are prepared on a bi-weekly
basis at all but a few national airports, the others being covered under
a different reporting system. The task of our going through thousands
of caretaker reports for any meaningful period of time would have pre
sented us with a long-term assignment. Apart from this fact, the re-
ports were sometimes difficult to read, and the information, we feared, '\J
was not always complete. Under the circumstances, we appro ached "
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the three domestic air carriers, and asked them for statistics on nUln
bers of passengers enplaned and deplaned at each of their stations.
Two carriers quite readily furnished to us the required statistics, but
the third carrier, citing the possible competitive effect on its opera
tions, refused to give us any useful airport passenger statistics.

In the matter of developing statistics on aircraft movements at national
airports, we turned to the Civil Aeronautics Administration. The CAA
routinely prepares a monthly statistical surnmary of aircraft move
ments. Statistical data are pre sented for all but a few nationai air
ports, the exceptions reporting under a- different system. The data are
brokeh down into commercial aircraft movements, civil aircraft move
ments, and military aircraft movements. Commercial aircraft move
ments comprise movements by aircraft belonging to the scheduled car
riers, and civil aircraft movements comprise aircraft belonging to all
others (that is, essentially, general aviation operators) ex c e p t
military. We borrowed the available monthly summaries from the CAA,
and proceeded to develop a recapitulation of aircraft movements by
airports and by acti,·ity (commercial, civil, and military) on a yearly
basis. Unfortunately, monthly statistical summaries of aircraft move
ments were complete only for the years 1965 and 1"966. Due to the par
tial destruction of CAA records by a typhoon, monthly summary reports
were available for only some months and only through 1963. The alter
native of going through thousands of caretaker reports was not accepta
ble for the same reasons given above.

We h.ad no problem in obtaining passenger and aircraft movements
statistics for Manila International Airport. This we did do, securing
traffic data separately for Manila Domestic and Manila International
for the five-year period 1962-1966 (calendar years). But oth~rwise we
were faced with the problem of a grave inadequacy of traffic statistics.
We had airport passenger statistics for only one year and aircraft
movement statistics for only two years. We had no passenger flow or
passenger O&D (origin and destination) statistics. We had obtained
some freight statistics, but they were too limited to be of any real use
to us.

Given the above situation, we rationalized our position and decided on
the following courses of action: (a) establish :the flow characteristics
of air traffic over the nation in terms of scheduled air service, which
we had already done, in the preceding subsection, in analyzing air
schedules of the three domestic scheduled carriers for a one-week
period, based on schedules in effect in late 1966; (b) utilize the 1965
airport passenger statisticp we had developed to determine the magni
tudes of air traffic activity at different airports; (c) analyze airline
schedules over a period of several years on the basis of representative
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on-e-week period of time to determine trends in growth (and declines)
for airports served by scheduled carriers; (d) identify any major dev
elopment bound to affect the growth of air traffic in the country, such
as <.\ pending fare increase; and (e) limit our forecast efforts to MIA
International for which we had historical data.

This was our approach then, Our preoccupation with scheduled air
transportation can be justified apart from the course of a ction forced
upon us. Scheduled air transportation serves, or can serve, the
greatest number of people at the lowest cost. It represents a mass
transport medium, insofar as civil aviation general is concerned. For'
this reason alone, scheduled air transportation invites particular
attention. Secondly, we would say that airline management is cogni
zant of air transport needs and opportunities to a far greater extent
than any other group in the nation. Airlines are in the business of
moving people and goods by air day in and day out. Thei r continuing
analysis of the market is reflected in the changes they make in the
volume and distribution of air service. These changes should be a
good basis for evaluating trends. We would not want to second guess
airline management, frankly. In rationalizing the exclusion of freight
and mail traffic from our analysis, apart from the fact "'hat we were
not able to obtain the subj'ect traffic statistics, we would say that pas
senger traffic has a far greate r influence on airport plar'.ning than
eithe r freight or mail traffic. Thif? picture may change i.nsofar as
the Philippines is concerned, but right .pow we have no trouble in be
lieving that passenger movement forms the bulk of the movement.

1. Passenger Movement

In calendar year 1965, there was a total of 4.4 million departing
and arriving passengers for 50 airports in the Ph.:lippine s. (See
Exhibit II-K) Five airports alone contributed 2. 9 million depart
ing and arriving passengers or 65.6 per cent of the total. The
five airports were Manila, Cebu, Bacolod, Dav,ao, and Zamboanga,
in that order. On an individual basis, Manila (International) had
666,027 departing passengers and 673, 438 arriving passengers
for a total of 1. 3 million passengers. Both domestic and inter
national passenger traffic are included in Manila figures sepa
rately. There were 1. 1 million departing and arriving passen.
gers for Manila (Domestic) and 258, 162 departing and arriving
passen/?ers for Manila (Interrtational)--l'9. 3 per cent of the com
bined d'.:>mestic and international total--for Manila. Cebu, next
after MIA, had a total of 970,0.00 departing ar.d arriving passen
gers; Bacolod, 250,186; Davao, 199,410; and Zamboanga,
118,317. As evidenced, there is a fast dropoff in traffic volumes
after Cebu. The next'five airports (Iloilo, C:;.gayan de Oro,
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IlIBIBIT xx - IC. DOMESTIC AU IAS8!RG!Il DBPAIlTUltBS AIm ARRIVALS BY AIRPORTS roa cy 1965

8 Rank Airport/Point
'.aaenger Hoveaaent

....
to3 Departure. Arrival. total

Col. (1) (2) (3) (4) (,l)

~

1 1 HanUa 666,027 673,438 1,339,465
2 2 Cebu 485,000 485,opO 970,000
3 3 kco10d 126,674 123,512 250,186
4 4 Davao 103,210 96,200 199,410
5 5 Zembo.nga 61,759 56,558 118,317,
6 6 IloUo 60,706 56,920 117,626
7 7 Clgayan de Oro 63,781 45,622 109,403
8 8 Cotabato 48,697 49,489 98,186
9 9 Butuan 42,573 41,544 84,117

10 10 Legaspi 42,368 40,049 82,417

11 11 Tacloban 3~,492 31,051 63,543
12 12 Dumaguete 29,050 27,818 56,868
13 13 Jol0 24,722 28,829 53,551
14 14 Dipolog 24,938 27,422 52,360
15 15 Daet 25,651 25,329 50,980

16 16 Cluayaa 23,768 25,897 49,665
17 17 Illgan 23,710 23,279 46,989
18 18 Kallbo 22,905 23~696 46,601
19 19 tuguegarao 22,612 23,021 45,633
20 20 Surigao 21,239 20,431 41,670

21 21 Laoag 20,225 18,293 38,518
22 22 RodS 19,364 19,121 38,485
23 23 Busyan (General Santoa) 19,017 17,494 36,511
24 24 San Jose (Mindoro) 17,556 15,840 33,396
25 25 Hamburao 16,099 16,683 32,782

26 26 Hisamis (Ozamia) 13,181 14,877 28,058
27 27 Baguio 14,273 13,686 27,959
26 28 M1tsbate 12,877 13,284 26,161
29 29 Aparri 12,63'3 12,073 21,,706
30 30 Hadnduqu"l 11,405 12,491 23,896

31 31 Tagbllaran 9,074 10,570 19,644
32 32 Naga 9,800 9,094 18,894
33 33 Virac (Catanduanea) 9,492 8,544 18,036
34 34 Calapan 8,914 8,958 17,872
35 35 Tublas (Ramblon) 8,736 9,062 17,798

36 36 Cllbayog 8,620 8,920 17,540
37 37 Puerto Princesa 7,217 6,398 13,615
38 38 J.ubang 5,250 5,882 11,132
39 39 5iargao 4,724 3,684 8,408
40 40 Viglln 3,671 4,366 8,037

41 41 Sanga-Sanga (Tavi-Tawi) 3,014 3,556 6,570
42 1.2 Tandag 3,414 3,058 6,472
43 43 Basco 3,237 2,778 6,015
44 44 San Jose de Buenaviata (Antique) 3,079 ~t919 5,998
45 45 Malaybalay 2,574 3,269 5,843

46 46 H11oDgOS 2,588 2,983 5,571
47 47 . Guiusn 2,214 2,355 4,569
48 48 Sorsogon 2,090 2,212 4,302
49 49 Allali Valley (Alah)' 1,633 2,259 3,892
50 50 Ormoc 841 923 1,764

Total 2,208,694 2,180.737 4,389,431

"'rco: "caretaker" reporte, carrier data, anel other soaree••



Cotabato, Butuan, and .Legaspi, in this order) added another
491,749 departing and arriving passengers or 11. 2 per c~nt of the
total for all 50 airports. Together, the first ten ranking airports
accounted for 3.4 million passenger movements, in and out, or
over three-fourths 01 the over-all total.

Domestic passenger departures and arrivals at MIA rose from
537, 324 in 1962 to 995, 337 in 1966. (See Exhibit II-L) The latter
figure represents a decline from 1. 1 million departures and ar
rivals in the preceding year. Aside from 1965 -1966, the remain
ing two-year periods evidence high growth rates. The r'.te of
growth amounted to 25. 3 per cent for 1963 over 1962, to 20. 4 per
cent for 1964 over 1963, and to 33.4 per cent for 1965 over 1964.
For the five -year perioci, the average ~nnual rate of growth was
17.8 per cent.

We cannot explain the 1')65-1966 drop in passenger traffic at
Manila Domestic. Airlines people with whom we spoke on the
subject we-re unable to provide a ready explanation. A few indi
viduals mentioned the p:5ychological effect stemming from several
air accidents in 1965. No one seemed to feel that traffic had been
divel'ted to surface transport means. Shortage of aircraft and
pilots might have been factors. 28/ PersoJ.lally, we would have
thought that traffic would have increased with the introduction of
air competition in 1965 and 1966, or at least the current rate of
growth would have been maintained. OLl the other hand, the
growth :r-ate s have been high, and predicted on large, expanding
numerical bases. As a mere function of numbers, one could ex
pect a slowdown in the growth rate s. The fact remains that the
1966 drop in passenger departures and arrivals at Manila (Do
mestic) was marked. Relevantly, there also was a noticeable
drop in the number of flights from and to Manila in 1966 over
1965, as we shall see in another exhibit.

All things considered, we are inclined to assign a future growth
rate to Manila (Domestic.) for the next five years, 1967 -1971, of
12 per cent minimum and 18 per cent maximum. These limits
should provide an adequate basis fo: airport planning purposes.
Concurrently, we note recent improvements in railway transpor
tation on Luzon, which could affect the upper limit, 'if not the
lower limit. Expansion and improvements in the highway trans
port plant are also noted. Water transportation does not seem to

1&1 liThe Pilot Shortage," The Economic Monitor', Vol. 1, ,No. 23,
Manila, R. P., 27 June 1966, pp. 9 and 13.
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D o l! B S or I C
U- TBAK Deputurea Arrtvala Total 1962-66 thiDg. Deputurea £.-rivab

A!laol.ute 'ercentage
Col. m (2) (J) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1- 1962 272.402 .264.922 537.324 89,021 78,845

2 1963 342.019 331,347 673.366 1J6.042 25.3 102.180 93.095

3 1964 403,804 406.723 810.527 137.161 20.4 117.659 109.851

4 1965 530.914 550.389 1.081.303 270.766 33.4 135.113 123.01.9

5 1966 493.392 501.945 995.337 (85.966) 8.0 (-) 165.920 143.071

or 0 e a 1 i.'2.531 2.055.326 4.097,857 458,003 71.1 609.893 547.911

114.523 Y 17.aY

a/
- Average ammal rate of cbClp.
"!I ':t.w-yaar lMIrap.

Source: Civil Aa:'OtlaUtlca MalIdtItradolla

I.lI '1' B K R A '1' I 0 • A J.

Total 1962=66 CJiiiiii traaait
AAaol.ute 'ereact!&! AbV,l.ut! J of C?>t(u>

(9) (10) (ll) U2> (13)

167.866 48.191 22.3

195.275 27.409 16.3 50.577 20.6

227.510 32.325 16.5 67.198 22.8

258.162 30.652 13.5 77.486 23.1

308.99l 50.829 19.7 75.610 19.7

1.157.804 141.W 66.0 . 319.062

35.281 Y 16.5 !lI 63.812 Y 2O.0Y
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us a factor about to introduce major changes in the national trans,:",
portation scene.

Statistics for passenger departures and arrivals at Maniia (Inter
national) demonstrate a steady growth in the five-year period,
1962-1966, from 167, 866 departures and arrivals to 308, 991,
respectively. The rate of growth dipped slightly in 1965 from
1964, but increased noticeably from 1965 to 1966. The average
annual rate of growth was 16.5 per cent for the five-year period.,
The growth rate in the next five-year period, 1967-1971, should
be maintained at about this level. A recent forecast, of the Boe
ing Company in Seattle, provides an average annual rate of growth
of 18.0 per cent for the years 1966 through 1970 and 14.0 per cent
for the years 1971 through 1975 for air passenger traffic in the
United States/Canada-Far East (including Hawaii-Far East) travel
market, which is defined to include the Philippines. 29/ The Boe
ing forecasts anticipate equipment innovations.

International air carriers easily move the bulk of vi::litors to the
Philippin~s. Visitors from abroad constitute, ~n turn, an impor
tant source of foreign exchange in the form of monies spent by
visitors for local goods and services. Such foreign exchange can
be used to purchase needed capital and consumer goods in the
world market. Visitor spending also create s jobs, expands busi
nesses and adds new ones, and augments national income and tax
revenues through the process of the "multiplier effect, " in which
money spent by international visitors continues to produce fresh
income as it change s hands in successive transactions. The
Philippines has, accordingly, a vital interest in doing what it can
to increase the flow of foreign visitors to its shore s.

The Philippines has valuable tourism assets. They include Mayon
and Corregidor and its abundance of sunshine, warmth, and tropi
cal scenery. Australia and Japan- -industrial states of growing
economic power and wealth--are potential sources 01 large num
ber of winter visitors seeking escape from the cold and snow.
Th~ Philippines is strategically located in relation to both nations.
By jet, Sydney is some seven or eight hour s to the south, and
Tokyo is about four hours distance to the north. With adequate
promotion and development, the Philippines should be able to ex
ploit the two sources of visitors - -with the added advantage of al
ternating winter locations--in coming up with its versions of

]1).1 International Forecasting 'Group, International Air Traffi'c Fore-
cast, TSR 1093, The Boeing Company, Renton, Washington, Jan- \0~
uaty 1966, n. 27.
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Acapulco, the Riviera, or Miami Beach. The Insular Hotel dev
elopment at Davao with its lovely setting on a beach is singly a
step in the right direction. This development should be able, in
larger measure, to draw large numbers of winter visitors. An
important stimulant and prerequisite for market development in
the given case will be, we believe, the availability of nonstop or
direct (single-plane) air service between Davao and overseas
points, namely, Tokyo and Sydney.

2.. Aircraft Movement

The analysis of airline schedules, covering a one-week period in
late 1960, 1962, 1964, and 1966, made several pertinent disclo
sures. (See Exhibit II-M) It revealed that in the 196u-1966
period scheduled air service had been: (a) dropped at 18 points,
(b) added and dropped and added again at two points, (c) added at
four new points, and (d) ontinuous at 52 points. It further re
vealed, using the 58 points presently served as a reference basis,
that 40 points registered increases in seat capacity, 10 points re
gistered declines in seat capacity, and 4 points registered no change
in seat capacity. In the case of remaining "* poip"..s (of the 58 points),
the points were new, and therefore no trend data were available for
them.

The 40 gainers included Guiuan and Iloilo in the range up to 5 per
cent; Baco1od. Cebu, and Dipolog in the 6-10 per cent range;
Apa:-ri, Bagnio, Cagayan de Oro, Laoag, and Legaspi in the 11-
2.0 per cent range; and Basco, Bislig, Cotabato, Dumaguete,
General Santos (Butuan), Jo10, Manila, Marinduque, and Zambo
anga, in the range above 21 per cent. The losers were Antique
(San Jose de Buenavista), Calbayog, Catarman, del Pilar, Hilon
gos, Kalibo, Larap, Ma1aybalay, Siargao, and Sorsogon. The
four " no change" points were A1ah (Allah Valley), Naga, Ormoc,
and Takurong. These figures are indicative of changes, but they
are certainly not conclusive or indicative of the real changes.
For all 58 a~rports, seat capacity increased 13.6 per cent. This
figure might have suggested an ,"ver-all growth rate of 10 per cent,
say, for planning purposes. However, as the growth and change
figures for particu1a:r airports demonstrate, the over-all growth
figure would not have been evenly distributed over the ~ystem of
airports. Complete statistical data (seats, seat miles, and flights)
for each point (or airport) are contained in Items III, IV, and V
of Appendix A.

In calendar year 1966, 76 national airports recorded a total of
398, 130 aircraft movements, an aircraft movement being one
landing or take-off. (See Exhibit II-N) This figure may be com-
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!XH11l1T 11 - K. AVIlIWl& ANNUAL ClWlGIl lH AU CAIUlUIl OPWnOllD (PAIt 6 yun).

Alrport.Jrointa ,lia ht • So. t • Sa. t Htla.
Nullbar Porcaat..a lfulaber Pareaataaa ~r '.rclat.

Col. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1 Alab No ClwIao No Ch.nso No Chonae
2 Antiqu. No Chanaa (12) (3.2) (1.1186) (3.1)
3 Allard 3 11.1 96 11.2 6.096 10.7
4 Baeolod 17 1l.0 632 8.11 144.976 13.9
5 Baguio 4 lll.O 160 20.7 l11.11lll 23.:t

6 llUeo tIo Chlnaa 60 22.2 2,208 5.5
7 B1I11a (Priv.ta) tIo Chonae U5 42.2 17.836 55.0
8 Butuaa 4 6.0 349 17.0 20.612 13.1
9 C&sayan d. Oro 10 10.4 6111 16.9 38,362 6.2

10 C&lapaa 1 3.1 3 18.11 (4,872) (10.6)

11 C.lbayoS (3) (6.3) (44) (305) 1l.124 7.0
12 'C&tara,tP* (2) (10.0) (20) (4.11) 24 .1
13 C'!layan 8 22.6 251 20.1 40.048 28.4
14 Cebu 71 20.4 3.1186 8.0 74).326 27.9
15 Coteb.to 17 lll.4 llllll 36.0 142,308 62.8

16 Dnt 1 3.4 87 6.7 20,882 27.1
17 Dav.o 33 344 1.315 35.4 284,242 30.7
18 Del Pillr (Privat.) (1) (11.3) (22) (7.0) 314 1.0
III DlpoloS 11 22.5 384 7.11 33.755 37.a
20 DulIlasuote 12 27.4 4115 28.3 36.841 3O.S

21 General Santo. 5 14.2 255 24.3 22.078 34.4
22 Culuan (1) (8.3) 2 1.11 102 1.t
ll3 HUonse. (3) (16.7) (56) (ll.Q) (3,468) (12.4)
24 lli s·n 4 8.1 221 16.0 20.936 19.7
25 110Uo 7 6.3 112 1.7 (574) (0.7)

26 Jol0 10 39.5 348 311.5 33,443 38.6
27 bUbo (2) (5.0) (24) (1.9) (8,584) (5.6)
28 Lae·s 3 10.6 156 15.1 1l.501 10.8
',ll wrap (Privata) (1) (2.8) (32) (3.') 1,668 9.0
30 wgupi 7 10.7 362 14.4 39.330 12.5

31 Lub.ns 1 8.3 31 \8.3 No Chana-
32 Kal.bans (4) (1l.0) 112 1.8 (1,876) (7.0)
33 Kal.ybal.y •.• (1) (10.0) (24) (5.0) (1.392) (2.3)
34 Hulb.j.o ***
35 K_buraa 10 27.8 327 U.6 24.415 26.5

36 K.nU. 47 9.1 2,579 44.7 7311,1l38 12.1
37 Karinducaua 3 31.6 124 32.2 ll,028 30.0
38 Ka.b.t. 1 2.0 24 2.8 7,164 6.6
J!l Nas' Jlo ChIJllO tlo Chona' tIo Chonaa
40 Ormoc 10 Chana' No ChaDp No Chan..

41 0181111 1 2.9 80 6.5 1.632 4.3
42 ru.rto Prine... 1 11.1 307 8.6 16.635 57.5
43 llexAi 4 9.4 104 53.' 33.867 69.3
44 S.bl.y.n (Bu. of 'ri.ODI)***
45 S.n Je.e l 10.6 101 10.0 813 2.t

46 SiuS·o No Chana' (18) (6,3) (648) (6.2)
47 Seneson (1) (10.0) (36) (14,5) (2.458) (15.5)
48 SudSIII 5 21.4 180 12.6 6.216 19.1
411 T.blAi 7 12.2 234 41.7 U,lll9 41.7
50 Tacleban No Chona. 57 3.2 18.035 7.1

51 T.sbUaran 1 11.1 48 11.1 2,352 10."
52 T.kuTOnS (Priv.t.) No Chana' No Chaaa' tlo Chaaa'
53 Tandas "**
54 Tavl.-T.vi 1 13.9 24 13,9 2.664 13.9
55 Tusuosarao 6 14.9 1117 14.2 18,023 15.9

56 Vis·n"'''''
57 Virae 1 1l.3 667 12.6 2.876 12.6
58 Z&llIboansa 19 19.2 944 27.5 217.045 33.2

Tot" 1 320 10.0 16,lll9 13.6 2,7llO.767 13.7

.. A' bued on on.·....11 p.riod in 1.t. l1l60. 11162. 11164. and 11166•
.. Airport dreppad anot "-opaned•

.... tlev Peint.

Oropped Pointe

1. !laler 7. bl10111 13. )Wtt
2. B••Uan 8. lllllb. 14. JUlluk

~
3. Cab.dbaran ll. Labatob 15. 'qldiut
4. Cubi 10. Labale 16. lanC&rlo.
5. Oilll008 11. LillIS' 17. Il0c0Q
6. Ipll 12. LUoy 18. Toledo

!2!!!5!.1 CIrri.r .ehedule ••



EXHIBIT II - N. PHILIPPINE AIRCRAFT HOVEHENTS BY AIRPORTS AND BY RANK FOR CY 1966

Aircraft Movements (Absolute)
8 Rank Airport

'04 Commercial Private/Civil Military Tot:a1~

Col. n) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1 1 Manila • Domestic & International 55.578 57.688 23.023 136.289
2 2 Cebu (Hactan. Lahug) 32,763 14.794 35,354 82.912
3 3 Baco10d 11.824 6.026 380 18,230
4 4 Davao 7.626 8.780 246 16.651
5 5 Zamboangll 6.180 7.735 1.147 15.062

6 6 IloUo 4.956 4.000 442 9.398
7 7 Cagayan de Oro 7.876 856 622 9.354
8 8 Cotabato 6.986 1.370 114 8.470
9 9 Baguio 1,818 2.976 2,288 7,082

10 10 Legaspi 4,390 344 232 4,966

11 11 Couayan 3,718 1,040 174 4,932
12 12 Bancad 3,464 924 106 4,494
13 13 Dumaguete 4,038 332 80 4,450
14 14 Plaride1 2 4,434 12 4,448
15 15 Tac10ban 3,256 344 244 3,844

16 16 Haria Cristina 3,376 342 58 3,776
17 17 Dipo10g 3,518 116 60 3,694
18 18 Jo10 2,210 586 332 3,128
19 19 Hisamis 2,388 674 50 3,112
20 20 Sur:1gao 2,786 120 40 2,946

21 21 Tugue:garao 2,646 108 156 2,910
22 22 San Fernando 88 1,930 788 2,806
23 23 Roxas 2,274 198 126 2,598
24 24 HlIIIlburao 2,374 154 34 2,562
25 25 Laoag 1,900 228 290 2,418

26 26 Buayan 1,828 368 88 2,284
27 27 San Jose (Mindoro) 1,614 138 392 2,144
28 28 Kal1bo 1,896 146 84 2,126
29 29 Daet 1,748 30 42 1,820
30 30 Romb10n 1,668 44 82 1,794

31 31 Hasbate 1,200 466 72 1,738
32 32 Vigan 1,170 222 160 1,552
33 33 TagbUaran 1,180 266 84 1,530
34 34 Rosales 40 1,308 90 1,438
35 35 Lubang 554 174 662 1,390

36 36 Ca1apan 970 222 118 1,310
37 37 Harinduque 1,066 90 148 1,304
38 38 Bagabag 164 1,036 78 1,278
39 39 Aparri 1,008 122 60 1,190
40 40 Ca1bayog 1,050 94 20 1,164

41 41 Naga 646 340 142 1,128
42 42 Puerto Princesa 644 232 108 984
43 43 Halabang 968 14 - 982
44 44 Tandag 254 662 4 920
45 45 Virec 736 10 154 900

46 46 Allah Valley 712 44 18 774
47 47 HUongos 534 104 32 670
48 48 San Jose de Bu~navista 596 18 36 650
49 49 Saoga-Sanga (Tawi-Tawi) 306 158 146 610
50 50 Ha1ayba1ay 312 126 136 574

51-75 51-75 2,122 2,342 880 5,344

Tot .. 1 203,021 124,875 70,234 398,~0

"
Source: Civil Aeronautics Administration. \\\



pared to 366,520 aircraft movements in 1965. The difference-
31,610--is small. Based on the reporting system, the figures for.
both years are more likely to be understated than overstated. Of
the 1966 total, five airports accounted for 269, 144 aircraft move
ments or 67.6 per cent of the total. The airports in question
were Manila, Cebu (Lahug and Mactan), Bacolod, Davao, and
Zamboanga in that order. The next five ail'ports, with a total of
39,270 aircraft movements, were lloilo, Cagayan de Oro, Cota
bato, Baguio, al!d Legaspi in that order. The ten airports ac
counted together for 308,414 aircraft landing and take-offs or 78.5
pel' cent of the total (398,130). The first 25 busiest airports ac
counted for 360, 532 aircraft movements or 90.6 per cent of the
total. Again, we are afforded evidence of a very high concentra
tion of airport activity.

Commercial aviation (which may be defined herein as comprising
scheduled carrier operators) contributed bntter than half of the
total number of aircraft movements in 1966. The specific figure
was 203,020 aircraft movements or 51. 0 per cent of· the total
(398, 130). General aviation (which may be defined herein as com
prising private operators, business/executive operators, non
scheduled commerCial operators, and civil government operators)
contributed the next biggest slice. The specific figure was 124,875
aircraft movements or 31.4 per cent of the total. At some air
ports th~ general aviation ~ctivity easily dominates the scene.
Considering both the micro- and macro-impact, any effective
systeIn of user /service charge would have to properly reflect the
general aviation load. Military aircraft movements, which in
clude United States military aircraft landings and take -offsat
Cebu and Manila, contributed the remaining 70,234 aircraft move
ments or 17.6 per cent of the 1966 total. The breakout for 1965
ran about the same. Complete aircraft movement statistics for
both 1965 and 1966 are contained in Items VI and VII in Appendix A.

The three United States military bas3s generated the following
number.,of aircl'aft movements in calendar year 1966: Clark-
168,853 itinerant and 63, 308 local; Cubi--24, 685 itinerant and
75,998 localj and Sangley--22, 645 itinerant and 23,493 local.
The total number of aircraft movements for the three bases was
378,982, a figure which must be termed substantial. No aircraft
movements statistics are available for Philippine Air Force acti
vities, apart from those included in military ail'craft movements
for the national airports.

From 1962 to 1966, the number of flights operated by scheduled
air c.arrie·rs increased, for MIA Domestic, from 23, 150 to 33,267,
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respectively. (See Exhibit IT-C) The 1966 figure represents a de
cline of 5, 287 flights or 13. 7 per cent from 1965. For the five
year period 1962-1967, the average annual rate of growth was 11.2
per cent. For planning purposes, we are inclined to use at this
time a growth rate of 10.0 per cent for commercial flight opera
tions at MIA Domestic in the five-year period 1967-1971. At MIA
International, scheduled or commercial air activities have steadily
increased from a leJrel of 5,398 flights in 1962 to 7,157 flights in
1966, expanding at an average annual rate of growth of 7.4 per
cent. Frcm 1965 to 1966, however, the number of international
scheduled carrier flights at MIA International increased only 3.2
per cent. Making allowance for the possible entry of Alitalia and
Japan Air Lines and the current frequency restrictions, we would,
at this tilne adopt a future growth rate of 5.0 per cent in the num
ber of flights that can be expected at MIA lnternational in the
period 1967-1971.

For trend data on numbers of scheduled air flights for the remain
ing airports, we invite attention anew to Exhibit II-M. As shown
in this exhibit, based on the one-week sample made in each of the
years from 1960 through 1966, some airports have experienced a
marked increase in numbers of scheduled flights, whereas others
have suffered a marked decline in numbers of scheduled flights.
A few airports have had no change. For example, the number of
scheduled flights for Cotabato increased by 19.4 per cent in the
period 1960-1966, while the number of scheduled flights for Hilon
gos declined by 16. 7 per cent. Alah (Allah Vall~y) was among the
points or airports showing no change in numbers of scheduled
flights in the concerned period of time. In evaluating the signifi
cance of increases or declines in numbers of scheduled flights for
different airports, a pertinent factor is the size of the base we are
dealing with.

E. SUnunary

To summarize, the Philippines has a total of 144 existing airports, in
cluding 76 national airports .. The latter airports are widely distributed
over the country, and comprise airports of varying descriptions and
capabilitie s. As of 17 November 1966, there was a total of 378 regis
tered aircraft in the Philippines. General aviation accounted, by far,
for the largest number (258). In the past two years, the number of
registered aircraft has increased noticeably. To complete the picture,
we determined that there were 239 air operators, of which 225 were
domiciled in the Philippines and 14 outside. The former includes three
domestic scheduled carriers and one international scheduled carrier
(one of the domestic scheduled carriers). The latter figure includes
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12 international scheduled carriers. The three domestic scheduled
carriers served in late 1966 a total of 58 points or airports in the
nation. Based OIl the traffic analysis conducted, it may be observed
in general that aircraft and passenger traffic is highly concentrated
at certain airports and over certain airways. Manila and Cebu are
easily the leading airports and the Manila-Cebu airway the leading
airway from the standpoint of aircraft and passenger traffic. In con
ducting the traffic analyses, certain expedients were utilized to over
come the lack of fully adequate traffic statistics.

UBlBIT II • O. AIRCllAFr nIGurs AT HANlLA Dl'l'BRHAnCIW. AlU1lI.T (SCBlDIJIZD OPERAnClfS)

I n t ern a t ion a 1

Yea r PUghts
D 0 III e 8 tic

1962-66 Change
Ab801ute Percentage PUght8 1962-66 Change

Abao1ute Percentage

Aircraft Paaaenger Ratio

Dome8tic International

1962 23,150 5,398 1:23.2 1131.1

1963 23,636 486 2.1 5,645 247 4.6 1:28.5 1:34.6

1964 27.980 4,3014 18.4 1i.218 .573 10.2 1:29.0 1:36.6

1965 38,:;:;4 10.574 37.8 6.936 718 11•.5 1'28.0 1:37.2

1966 33.267 (.5.287) (13.7) 7.1.57 221 3.2 1129.9 1:43.2

Tot a 1 10.117 44.6 1,759 29.5

AveraSfJl.,ear 2.529 11.2 440 7.4

Source' Civil Aeronautica Adlllll\tatraUOD.
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PART TWO

Technical Analysis and Findings



SECTION III
AIRPORTS

There can be little doubt that the Philippine Government is being se
verely challenged to meet airport developments of the future. And
further, that governmental responsibility in administering an airport
development program and related airport guidaJ}ce and assistance
programs, makes it necessary that the government increase its leader
ship and exert greater influence in airport development on a national
scale. This study C'.ttempts to describe the problem and to distinguish
between what is existing and what is necessary to identify a practi
cal planning case for future adequate system development.

The continuous growth of aviation during the past several years and
its projected expansion challenges the practicality and design concepts
now in common use. It is essential that aircraft performance and air
port design be closely correlated to obtain proper efficiency in the
aviation system. Airports must be constructed with facilities adequate
to handle the type of airplanes needed to provide the kind of service
required by the community. To this end airport design criteria should
satisfy functional requirements while providing limits of dimensions
arid configuT;:1.tion that will attain the economical achievement of a safe
and efficient airport system. It should prevent overbuilding beyond
the needs of the community and should preclude obsolescence of initial
development.

During the investigation preliminary to preparation of this report,
virtually every site was personally visited and evaluated. In addition
to the knowledge gained through those visitf' we have conferred with
representatives of all of the airlines and many of the employees and
officials of the Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA) in a successful
effort to further our knowledge and understanding of the problems
involved in the airports system which exists in this country today.

It is the general concensus of this Survey Team that the Philippine
airports system now in existence is less than satisfactory IJut that it
will provide an excellent foundation for the development of the ulti
mate system which will serve all metropolitan and urban areas as
well as much of the rural population.

The establishment of priorities and the extent of recommended im
provements for any particular airport can be perhaps one of the most
controversial aspects of this report. To this end we have attempted
to judge each location and each recommendation for improvement
(or lack of improvement) on a purely technical and objective basis.
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In the development of priorities it is essential that each location be
considered individually, as a part of a system, and in association with
the surrounding environment. As an aid to this study the Team has
developed several tables of statistics concerning aeronautical activity
at each airport. These tables are presented in Section IV Airways
System.

In the designation of priorities for airport development, the item of
safety has been our greatest concern. In this respect we have con
sidered the surface conditions of the runway, the clear zones and
approaches, the lateral cl~arances associated with the airport, obs
tructions both on the airport and surrounding terrain, orientation of
the airport with respect to wind conditions, the number of passenger
movements through the airport, the number of aircraft operations,
airport capacity, the types of aircraft now in use and the types of air
craft the air carriers propose for operation in the near future. The
availability or non-existence of other modes of transportation such as
highways and railroads, also have an influence on the priority and
scheduling of airport improvements. Unfortunately, it is not possible
to assign a numerical value to each of the considerations, add the
values, and let the sum determine the rank of the airport. Rather, it
is an exhaustive study of all the facets tempered with judgment and
knowledge of aeronautical needs and necessities. For the reasons
above the Team would prefer that any changes made in the sequence of
recommended airport development activities be instigated by the Phi
lippine Government if,indeed,such changes appear justified or desira
ble in the light of other considerations which the Team might not con
sider applicable.

In the preparation of the estimates of cost of the improvements we
have researched current bid abstracts for similar type work and have
been assisted through conversations with individuals associated with
the construction industry and local practices here in the Philippines.
At each location we have tried to take advantage of construction ma
terials which will provide the greatest economy over an extended
period of time. As previously noted, dimensional standards for de
velopment purposes are as contained in Annex 14 of the leAD regu
lations entitled"Aerodromes" and as categorized by the Philippine
CAA.

During this period of assessment it is important that we recognize
the right of the using aviation public to expect that the airports of the
national civil airport system are capable of lending adequate terminal
support and provide a measure of comfort and convenience appropri
ate to the sophistication of air travel today.
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Cauayan terminal building - 449,665 passengers 16th ranking.

Baguio terminal buildinng - 27,959 passengers - 27th ranking
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The following portions of this text are divided into eight parts. Part
A presents a schedule of recommended airport improvements as con
cern runways, taxiways, aprons, etc. and the estimated value of the
improvements. The time period involved has been arbitrarily set at
five years.

This time interval is in consonance with the program for the develop
ment and installation of air navigation and terminal aids covered else
where in this report. Part B is concerned with the installation of air
port lighting equipment and other lighting ai.ds.

Part C presents a discussion of needs for the improvement of terminal
facilities. D considers aircraft fire and rescue facilities, E discusses
maintenance, F is devoted to Manila International Airport, G contains
a brief summary of Section III, while part H presents the proposed
course of action consisting of Exhibit III-A followed by explanatory
tables.

A. Runways, Taxiways, and Aprons

At the present time in the Republic of the Philippines the runway length
requirements for airport development are determined by the airport
service type concept. This concept divided airports in the system
into categories; i. e., rural feeder, secondary, trunk, alternate inter
national and regular international; specifying a particular runway
length for each airport type based upon ce.rtain requirements. In a
ge'neral manner these requirements take into account the route pattern
being flown and the type of equipment normally used to fly those routes.
With the advent of the short and medium range jets this method will
often produce inaccuracies in establishing needed runway lengths. The
suggestion is therefore advanced that consideration be given to the
adoption of a method of runway length determination which incorporates
the use of the performance curves of the airplane expected to use a
particular runway. This method has gained wide recognition by air
port engineers and planners as an effective tool in airport design and
is used in a large part of the world today. We do recognize, however,
that changes in methods, such as the one suggested above, are sometimes
slow in adoption and implementation and for this reason we have used
the system currently in effect in the preparation of our recommen
dations and estimates.

There is no standard design for any airport type. Each airport design
will be different, reflecting the ideas of the designer, the requirement
of the users, and the conditions prevailing at the selected site. How
ever, to provide a national system of airports, there must be some
common denomination to guide the design of individual airports. To
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determine a basis for dimensional limitations, the Republic of the
Philippines has subscribed to the criteria defined in Annex 14 of the
leAO regulations entitled "Aerodromesll

•

With these criteria in mind a comprehensive phn of airport develop
ment 11as been prepared. 1./ It is important to note here however that
an airport design standard suitable for use in all parts of the nation,
for a variety of ail'planes and under many variations in local conditions.
must be based upon broad considerations. Where such a national
standard is to be applied in the design of a particular airport, compe
tent engineering personnel are required to adapt the standard to local
conditions. As most airport sites are not ideal, there are cases where
deviation from a standard may be required and justifiable in view of
other advantages of a site. Where adherence to the recommended
dimensional standards is impractical, the engineer should justify his
conclusion for deviation, For examplc, where direct adherence to the
separation between two airport components is considered impractical,
it will normally bc so becausc of the combination of physical area
limitations and thc cost of overcoming the limitations. The justifi
cation for deviation must be balanced agains't what may be the adverse
effect and so noted.

It is essential that an airport have adequate capacity or its utilization
and efficiency will be adversely affected. Overcapacity should be
avoided to the extent possible as it adds to a waste of resources.
Under capacity results in inefficient and costly operations both to the
airline management and the airport management. Simultaneously, it
adversely affects airport growth, utilization, and safety.

The various components of an airport system that must be analyzed
to develop and satisfy demand-capacity requirements consist of the
following:

1.
Z.
3.
4.

Runways 5.
Taxiways 6.
Holding aprons
Terminal aprons and 7.
aircraft parking aprons

Building facilitie s
Automobile parking and
acces s road system
Navigational aids

The foregoing items are in terms of analysis of facility needs. The
analysis must properly account for environmental features such as
airspace utilization, noise abatement procedures, proximity to other

!./ See Exhibit III-A and associated tables.
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airports or modes of transportation, and obstructions before the
optimum capacity of an airport can be realized.

B. Airport Lighting

In the preparation of a l:lchedule of recommended airport lighting it was
neces sary that we carefuHy ana.lyze the existing airline schedules and
that we confer with airline oificials to determine what effect,the recom
mendations contained in this entire program would have upon airline
scheduling. Again it was also necessary that we examine the airport
site to insure that surroundil.g terrain was not of a nature that would
prohibit safe night operation. After the foregoing considerations, the
activity statistics, previously identified, w~re again examined to
insure that the locations selected for field lighting do, in fact, possess
a large enough vetual or potential volume of night ope rations to warrant
the expenditure of funds and to insure the continued operation and
maintenance of the lighting system.

All of the recommended lighting installations are Medinm Intensity
Systems. Aside from the runway edge and threshold lighting, three
other essential ingredients in the system are: the obs truction lighting
of all obstructions in the approach and turning zones, the installation
of a lighted wind cone and a rotating beacon. It is further recom
mended that the beacon be the standard 36-inch, 1, OOO-watt model
with automatic lamp changer.

In addition to the field lighting systems there are two other types of
lighting which are also recommended for inclusion in the airport
improvement program. For the convenience of the passengers and the
aircraft crews, apron lighting is recommended for several locations.
This item is not an absolute necessity, however, it does provide an
assist in passenger handling, cargo handling, and aircraft servicing.
Thus it tends to reduce ground time for the aircraft, thereby increasing
the efficiency of both the airport and the aircraft.

The remaining important feature which is contained in these recom
mendations for airport lighting is termed a Visual Approach Slope
Indicator. This facility is intended to provide the pilot with visual
glide slope guidance during final landing approach. There are two
different configurations of this lighting aid in common use today. The
larger of the two systems (VASI) is composed of 12 separate light units
installed so as to appear symmetrically disposed about t:he runway
centerline in the form of two pairs of runway wing barf;. Eac:" of the
light units projects a beam of light having a white colo~'" in its upper
part and a red color in its lower part. The lights are installed and
leveled in such a manner that the pilot of an approaching all'craft will
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see all of the lights as having a red color if he is below the glide slope.
When on the propeJ: glide slope. the pilot will see the nearest lights
as white and the furthest as red. When the aircraft is above the glide
slope all lights have a white col·~. A companion installation to the one
just described is known as an _\.bbreviated Visual Approach Slope
Indicator (AVASI). The AVASI utilizes the same type of equipment as
the VASI except that it contains fewer light units and is located on only
one side of the runway. The information provided by this system is
also the same as that provid~d by the VASI, howeve 1'. the maintenance
and installation costs of the AVASI are much lower than the VAS!. These
aids are primarily intended to improve safety where a visual deficien
cy exists at the a~rport. Such deficiencies may be caused by terrain
which rises steeply toward the end of the runway. or lack of contrast
in the approach areas which may be caused by open water, featureless
terrain or dense growth within la, 000 feet of the runway threshold.
It is also useful in ass isting the pilot to make an approach over natu
ral or man made obstructions. One basic requirelnent for the instal
lation of eIther of these systems is that the runway be equipped with at
least a medium intensity runway lighting system.

Much careful thought has been given to the preparation of recommen
dations concerning the selection and scheduling of these visual aids.
In this case again we have discussed our recommendations with vari
ous government and airline officials and found them to be quite
acceptable.

c. Tennlnal Buildings

The rapid growth of the aviation industry and the ever increasing public
acceptance of this most modern form of transportation is forcing con
tinual change and expansion of passenger facilities to meet the oper
ational requirements of the airports. The air traveler today expects
to find, in the airport terminal building, comfortable waiting rooms.
eating faciliti.es, concessions. restrooms, baggage handling and pro
tection areas, and convenience to airline service counters. Simul
taneously, the airlines, airport ma.nagement and occasionally other
government offices also create demand for space in this building which
is often thought of as the nerve center of the airport. In our travels
throughout the airport system we encountered varying degrees of
terminal structures. In many cases no structures at all exist for
the passengers. The only bllildinss being those in usc by the airlines.
A few of the airports have a scattering of huts and small sheds used
for a variety of purposes. Other:; were extremely neat. well kept.
but small structures. At the bus'ler airports the terminal buildings
are comparatively large. When examined with a critical eye. all are
inadequate in one way or another.. These comments are not intended



Laoag terminal building nearing completion - 38,518 passengers - 21 st ranking.
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Mactan Terminal Building - Philippines' second busiest airport with 970,000 passengers. The build
ing, dedicated in 1<;"66, is n--t yet complete. Muctan. located on an Islund near Cebu City, is the Phil.
Ippines' principal Inlernatiol -I Alternate airport with a runway and approaches second to none in South
east Asia. The passel,'lgers' principul problem is transportation to and from Cebu City which must be ac·
compllshed by a c;ombination of bus and antique ferry boat - a trip which usually takes at least one
hour



Temporary lerminal slruclures serving COlabalo IhI;:, Fhilippines' 8lh ranking airport
through which over 98.000 passengers passed in 1966

(otabato t91nporary structure
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to be derogatory in any sense since we all realize that there are many
other items of grcater importance which are also necessary for satis··
factory and safc airport development. No survey of thc airports
system, however, would be complete without a discussion of all major
components of the airport. Scvcral scts of architcctural standards
have becn developed to furnish guidance to the efficient design of a
terminal structure. We have uscd one such guidc in our efforts to
determinc the approximate size of terminal buildings required in vari
ous locations. We realize it would be impractical to consider the
construction of a terminal building at all airports in the national
systcm within the five years this recommended program spans. For
this reason we have included terminal building recomlncndations for
only thc twenty··eight busiest airports in the system. Even this we
recognize as an ambitious program when all other faccts of the
program are considered. Consequently, you will note that the majori
ty of the tcrminal buildings arc scheduled during the latter part of the
program. In this way. we hopc to assurc that the primary expenditure
of funds will be used in the improvement of more critical airport needs.

D. Aircraft Fire and ~escue Facilities

Ideally, it would bc desirable to provide the same degree of aircraft
fire and rescue scrvice at all airports used by like type aircraft
regardless of air traffic volume 01' density. Studies have shown that
there is a rcasonably cons istent ratio of aircraft ground emergencies
or accidents to aircraft movements. Whilc it is recognized that there
is always a possibility of a major accident occurring on any civil air
port, the probability of this occurrence is sufficiently limited at
those airports with fcwer movements to permit the acceptance of a
lesser degree of protcction.

The degrce of aircraft fire and rescue service suggested is based on
the risk potential. In determining the risk potential the factors of fuel
load on takc off, passcngcr capacity of thc aircraft and frequency of
movemcnts must be considercd. For thc purposc of this discussion,
thesc factors arc exprcssed as acronautical opcrations and indexed.
Tablc I has been dcvcloped to readily identify thc quantities of ex
tinguishing agents, fire and rescue truck capabilities, and other facili
ties suggcsted for airports falling within thc various indexes.

Index r. Unattended airports subjected to limited operations.

Index II. Airports used exclusively by single-engine aircraft
with seating capacities not exceeding four.



Index III. Airports used exclusively by general aviation
aircraft having 1,200 or more annual departures by aircraft
grossing under 12,500 pounds that are capable of carrying
four or more persons.

Index IV. Ail'ports having 5,000 or more .annual departures
of general aviation aircraft grossing over 12,500 pounds or
1,400 or mOl'e annual air carrier departur~s scheduled for
en route segments up to 200 miles.

Index V. Airports having 1,400 or more annual air carrier
departures sched,-l ed for en route segments of 200 or more
but less than 400 miles.

Index VI. Airpol'ts having 1,400 or more annual air carrier
departures scheduled for en route segments of 400 or more
but less than 1,000 miles.

Index VII. Airports having 1,400 or more annual air carrier
departures scheduled for en route segments of 1,000 01' more
but less than 2,600 miles.

Index VIII. Airports having 1,400 or more annual air
carrier departures scheduled for en route segments of
2, 600 or more miles.

When an airport which falls in Indexes V through VIII qualifie s for an
index on the basis of scheduled miles to be flown hy departing aircraft
but has less than 1,400 annual departures in that m~:e range, the next
lower Index may be used. The equipment recommendation for an
Index IV airport is the minimum which should be considered for an
airport serving air carrier operations or those of similar size. air
craft used in charter or nonscheduled flights.

When, due to unusual or irregular flying activities, an airport cannot
be readily indexed, the aeronautical operations conducted on the air
port should be carefully analyzed and the fire and rescue service de
termination should be based on a realistic application of the philosophy
reflected in this discussion. In considering Table I, it is essential
to recognize the pl'evailing local conditions on an airport-by-airport
basis in al'l'iving at a judgment on equipment needed.

A direct-line telephone or fire alarm box provides a means at Index
I airports by which the local fire department, ambulance service, or
police may be readily notified of an emergency occurring on or
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Calapan TErminal Building, 17,872 passengers 24th ranking.
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adjacent to an airport.

To provide a reasonable degree of service at Index II airports, a .suf
ficient number of portable hand fire extinguishers having a 12 B. C.
Underwriters Laboratories' rating should be:

(1) Strategically located within the apron and parking areas in
the ratio of one extinguisher for each 10 based aircraft. :'he
extinguishers should be installed in weatherproof cabinets
painted red and adequately labeled. The cabinets should have
"brealr glass" fronts which would permit ready access in case
of emergency and, to an extent, reduce the unauthorized use
and pilferage of, or damage to, the fire extinguishers.

(2) Provided to permit the installation of two extinguishers on
each of one or more vehicles normally restricted to use on
the airport.

Aircraft fire and rescue trucks of the type and in the number listed will
be capable of transporting the total quanti~y of fire exting"uishing agents
suggested in columns 2 and 3 for Index III through Index VIII airports.

A minimum of two trucks capable of carrying and discharging the
quantity of a water/foam solution listed in columns 5 and 6 is suggested
for Index V through Index VIII airports. Two trucks will provide a
capability to simultaneously prot,~ct both sides of an aircraft fuselage
involved in fire and reasonably assure maintaining a firefighting and
rescue capability of not less than 50 percent when on.e truck is being
serviced or repaired. Water tank trucks of the size and in the number
listed will transport and discharge the water suggested in columns 7
and 8 to resupply the water/foam trucks for Index VI through Index
VIII airports.

Truck assignments suggested permit an orderly progression in pro
viding acceptable fire and rescue service, as airport activities in
crease, with the minimum economic burden. This is accomplished
through maximum utilization of existing equipment augmented to the
degree necessary to satisfy the ir!creased protection demand.

Airports in Index VI through Index VIII which are equipped with a
combination truck may consider this unit an acceptable substitute for
the 500-pound dry chemical truck. The additional water/foam capa
bility of a combination truck compensates for the dry chemical
deficiency.

Fire extinguishing agent carrying and discharge capabilities of
standard structural type firefighting trucks, responding from 6ur-



rounding communities to on-airport aircraft emergencies, should not
be applied against the suggestions in columns 3 and 4 of Table 1.

Stockage. The stock level of fire extinguishing agents should provide:

(1) Double the quantity of fire extinguishing agents carried on
the water/foam trucks for airport stock to readily resupply
the trucks. In those instances where suppliers cannot replenish
this stock within 48 hours, the quantity stocked should be pro
portionately increased in ratio to replenishment time.

(2) A rese rve stock at 3.irports contemplating the foaming of
runways in an amount nece s sary to meet this condition without
depleting the foam required for fL.·efighting o1,?erations.

(3) A quantity of agents to be used for trai':!ing. This quantity
should be over and above that reserved for use in firefighting
and the foaming of runways.

(4) Consolidation of the stocks for various uses and withdrawals
made on a "first in-first out" basis.

E. Maintenance

Any structure or facil·ity which is subjected to usage or exposure to
the elements is bound to deteriorate. While such deterioration cannot
be completely prevented, it can be arrested to the point where the
expected life of a facility can be realized, consistent with the durabi
lity which went into its original design and construction. Timely and
effective maintenance is the one sure means by which this deteriora
tion can be reduced to its least detrimental minimum.

Lack of adequate, timely maintenance is the greatest single cause of
unnecessary deterioration of airport facilities. The attitude of the
airport management towards maintenance responsibilities readily
reveals itself upon examination of the functional reliab:1ity of airport
components and even in the airport's overall appearance. Failure of
an airportoelement--pavement, drainage feature, building facility or
utility can often be attribdable to an indifferent maintenance Clttitude
and the consequent absence of a vigorously followed maintenance
program. Deteriorated cu.'dition of runways surveyed by the Team
can, for the most part, be attributed to lack of timely maintenance.

Maintenance, no matter how effectively carried out, cannot overcome
or compensat.e for a major design or construction inadequacy. It can
prevent the total and possibly disastrous failure which may result
from such deficiency. The maintenance inspection can reveal, at an
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T ABLE I

FIRE EXTINGUISHING AGENTS AND EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Col. 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9
c.:-

TOTAL QUk'IJTITY WATER/FOAM WATER TANK

INDEX EXTINGUISHING AGENTS TRUCKS TRUCKS

NO. DRY CHElvl WATER for 1:0AM CAPACITY CAPACITY EQUIP~iENT DESCRIPTION

Lbs. Gals. GPl\l Gals. GPM Gals. GPM

I Telephone or fire alann box.

n Portable fire extinguishers and telephone
or fire alarm box.

ill 500 1-Dry chemical truck.

IV 300 500 250 1-500 250 1-Combination (''later/foam and dIy
chemical) truck.

V 300 1500 750 1-500 250 1-Combination truck anu

1-1000 500 1-1000 gallon water/foam truck.

VI 500 3000 1000 2-1000 500 ea. 1-1000 500 1-Dry chemical truck; 2-1000 gallon warer/
foam trucks; 1-1000 gallon \'later tank
truck.

vn 500 4500 1300 1-1000 500 2-1000 500 ea. 1-Dry chemical truel,; 1-1000 anul-1500
1-1500 800 or or gallon water/foam truck; 2-1000 or

1-2000 800 1-2000 gallon water tank truck.

vm 500 7000 1600 2-1500 800 ea. 2-2000 800 ea. 1-Dry chemical truck; 2-1500 gallon ''1ater/
foam trucks; 2-2000 gallon ''later tank
trucks.



early stage, where a problem exists (or may develop) and thus pro
vide the time-warning to permit corrective action to be taken.

Maintenance is a continuous function and is the responsibility of every
one who is employed on the airport. Nevertheless, this continuous
"look-see" responsibility is only a small part of the job. A series
of scheduled, periodic inspections or surveys, conducted by experi
enced engineers and technicians, must be carried out in a truly ef
fective maintenance program. The program of maintenance surveys
must be controlled to assure that each element or feature being
inspected is thoroughly checked, that potential problem areas are iden
tified, and that corrective measures aloe recommended. The mainte
nance program must provide for adequate "follow-up" of the inspection
to see that the corrective work is expeditiously accompliBhed and
recorded. The many and varied demands of this work make it clear
that the overall maintenance program must be entrusted to a competent
and responsible individual on the airport's technical staff.

Although everyone who works on the airport is in effect a "maintenance
reporter," the detailed maintenance surveys must b~ performed by
persons possessing special skills and knowledge. Aside from a
thorough familiarity with the various above and below ground instal
lations, facilities, and appurtenances. they must be well aware of the
distress warning signs which normally precede trouble and how to
recognize them. They must know the corrective procedures which
will arrest the observed potential problems and be thoroughly schooled
in operation of the various tools or items of equipment which are
available for their use.

It will probably not be possible to find one person gifted in the many
skills and crafts which are essential to proper maini;enance and repair
of an airport complex. Th~ maintenance supervisor or person charged
with overall maintenance responsibility, should pos ses s a general
working knowledge of all such skills however, and in addition to having
a profound respect for maintenance functions, must be a competent
organizer and talented leader. Such a person will surround himself
with the needed specialists and will see also that training of his staff
is carried out· to insure maximum benefit is realized from those who
make up his organization.

The maintenance supervisor should establish a schedule of formal
inspections for the variety of facilities and services installed at the
airport. This does not mean that at other than sched~led inspection
times the staff is indifferent to its maintenance responsibilities.
Naturally, all are expected to be aware of the continuous need for
advising on and reporting of potential or actual maintenance problems.
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Zamboanga terminal building and tower - 118,317 passengers - 5th ranking.

San Fernando, La Union - a rural, or feeder type airport, useful as an alternate to
Baguio. Not regularly scheduled by commercial carriers, but popular with private
and military fliers. Adjacent to Poro Point, the nation's third most important point
of ingress and egress. The report recommends an HVOR facility te be located here.
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The formal inspection should be carefully scheduled to assure that all
areas, particularly those which may not come under day-to-day obser
vation, are thoroughly checked. In mak~ng the inspection, each
problem or potential problem cHscovered should be recorded by identi
ty, location, type of distress, and its apparent cause, and a suggested
method of correction should be recommended. Maximum advantage
should be made of the use of maps and charts to provide a historical
log of the maintenance work and to aid in checking performance of
facilities. The inspector should submit a report of his findings and
recommendations, initiate action to get the work under way, and
monitor progress on the rehabilitation work to assure its early com
pletion and acceptability. The organization for maintenance activities
will vary from airport to airport, but the general types of maintenance
are relatively the same regardless of airport size or extent of
development.

The paving enginezr should make a thorough condition and performance
survey by conducting a detailed field inspection of all paved areas.
These inspections should be scheduled at least twice a year. In areas
of uniform temperatures, the inspection should be conducted immedi
ately following and immediately prior to the rainy season.

Visual inspection of the a irfield lighting system should he made
periodically, taking into account the recommendations of component
manufacturers, weather, location of the airport, numbers and nature
of operations, and system complexity. In addition, regular readings
should be made as recommended by manufacturers. Standby power
units should be run at regular intervals to assure readiness if
required. Complete visual inspections of the lighting system should
be made routinely at least once a week. If severe storms occur in
intervening periods, resulting in excessive rainfall or lightning strikes,
additional inspections should be conducted immediately thereafter.

The nature and extent of the sewage treatment and disposal facilities
have a corresponding effect on the system I s maintenance requirements.
Where elaborate airport sewage treatment facilities are installed,
there will no doubt be personnel trained in plant operations, and they
should be made responsible for plant and system maintenance. Usual
ly such plants are found on only the largest of airports.

Where less extensive or more primitive disposal systems are em
ployed, such as septic tanks, primarily filters only, or where raw
sewage is dunlped into convenient water courses, maintenance
problems will be less demanding technically but will impose other
responsibilities on the airport management. The more primitive
the installation, the more acute are the requirements to prevent the
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system from becoming a hazard to health or a nuisance. It should be
very evident that the disposal of untreated sewage into outfalls where
there is even a remote possibility of contamination or pollution en
dangering human or animal life, should be discouraged vigorously.

The upkeep of sewerage (piping and ancillary facilities) will require
very little maintenance effort. Occasional rodding and flushing may
be required to remove blockages but this usually cannot be anticipated
in a separate system. If a combined system is installed, i. c., one
handling both sanitary sewage and storm water, some clogging may be
anticipated after severe rains due to the introduction of foreign
materiai (twigs and branches, silt, paper, etc.) flushed into the
system by hc-avy surface runoff. Where kitchen waste is disposed of
through the sewer system, it is sometimes the practice to install
grease traps or separators. These will require frequent cleaning to
perform effectively.

F. Manila Infernallonal Airport

It was not the intention of the Team to devote appreciable time to a
study of .l'vlIA. Because of the scope of our project to do so would
have seriously reduced time available for analysis of the domestic
airport system. We did, however, reach some conclusions regarding
MIA, both from a passengers viewpoint as well as that of the aircraft
operator. To reach these conclusions was not difficult since the de
ficiencies of MIA should be obvious to those who have occasion to use
the terminal.

The Team is aware of the controversial nature of the MIA problem
and current discussions regarding a course of action. The '-luestion
uppermost seems to be whether to build a new runway parallel to 06
24 or to move the airport entirely.

Regardless of the final determination, the present runway 06-24 will
be in usc for an absolute minimum of two years in the event work
started tomorrow on a new runway and much longer if the airport is
moved. Repairs recently completed on 06-24 have only slightly
improved the surface and at best can only be termed temporary since
heavy jet traffic may soon undo this effort.

In view of the foregoing it is recommended that first priority should
be given to applying an asphalt surfa.ce COUl'se tu 06- 24. The work
should be done by an asphalt contractor and/or contractors capable
of doing the job properly and rapidly. This work can be done with
out closing the airport. The runway can be closed from 10:00 p. m.
to 6:00 a. m. and within this time frame it is believed that 500 tons
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of asphalt could be put down daily which would result in restricted
operation for only thirty days. It is estimated that 84,000 yards of
asphalt may be required and at 330 pounds per cubic yard, 1Z, 600
metric tons will be required, at an estimated cost of less than one
million pesos.

A three-inch overlay is considered as a minimum thickness. It
should be added to the center 60 feet of the existing ZOO foot wide
asphalt runway and then a 40 foot (approximate) transition to existing
surface. No additional work should be necessary on the outside 30
foot r.anes. In placing the three inch overlay care should be taken
to provide a smooth profile and a uniform transverse grade of l-l/Z
per r:~~nt. This will probably increase the present transverse grade
but it is recommended in order to remove water from the runway
as soon as possible and tlius reduce hydroplaning action often en
countered by jet aircraft on wet runways. It will also inhibit
deterioration of the asphalt.

Both international and domestic terminal buildings, ramps, aprons,
and other aircraft and passenger servicing areas are inadequate for
today's traffic and the situation is ra;pidly worsening. Additionally,
the domestic terminal constitutes a navigational hazard due to
proximitr to the runway.

After weighing all factors, the Team believes that the Philippine
Government would be well advised to retain the present MIA site
rather than move elsc:;where. This conclusion is based primarily
on accessibility and economic factors. The Team recognizes that
any long range plan to expand MIA to accommodate larger aircraft
now proposed should be preceded by a comprehensive feasibility
study. Such a study would be devoted to examining new runway
possibilities as well as construction of a new International Terminal
and conversion of runway 06-Z4 to a taxiway.

G. SUmmary

Of the 76 national airports in the Philippines only 13 could be con
siclered to have adequate runway surfacing a.nd some of these are
badly in need of attention. With the exception of Manila and Mactan
none of the remainder can accept a pure jet aircraft of the BAC-l-ll
class without suffering a weight penalty because of runway length
or for other reasons. A number of airports must be closed during the
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rainy season. Terminal buildings are either inadequate or non
existent, however, exceptions such as Bacolod exist and it is notable
that in most cases these are clwned and operated by PAL. The Team
has established a priority system based on a number of factors with
safety as primary considerati.on. A schedule of proposed action has
been prepared and is present~d in Exhibit lll-A and Tables I through
V.
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TABLE I
First Year 1 of 5 pages

AirpoJ·t: CAGAYAN DE ORO
..!:!!!!.!:!!.!lte length: 1800 METERS

Location: CAGAYAN DE ORO, MISAMIS ORIENTAL
Ultimate strength: 100, 000 DG

I It em Recommendations Cos t

Runway

Taxiway

Lighting

Terminal area

Land

Mitlcellaneous

Repair transition betw..'en concrete and asphalt paving, extend r/w
300 m x 30 m, strengthe:t existing asphalt paving.

Repair transition between concre:.te and asphalt paving on t/w.
Construct parallel taxiway.

Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and tw, Rotating beacon,
apron £lood lighting, VASI,

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot and improve access
roads.
Develop water supply, improve sewage facilities

Acquire 15 hectares

Fencing, painting

$198,000

248,000

124,000

41,000
16,000

12,000

18,000

Total '--------------------- $657,000

Airport: COTABATO
Ultimate length: 1800 METERS

Location: COTABATO CITY, COTABATO
Ultimal~e strength: 100,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

TermiT4al area

Land

Miscellaneous

Extend r/w 800 m x 30 m, concrete paving

Construct parallel taxiway, concrete paving

Construct and pave (asphJ.lt) auto parking lot and improve
access roads.

Acquire 28 hecta£'C:ls

Fencing, painting

$ 244, 000

294,000

35,000

36,000

18,000

Airport: DIPOLOG
Ultimate length: 1500 METERS

Total -------------------- $ 627, 000

Location: DIPOLOG, ZAMBOANGA DEL NORTE
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Terminal area

Land

Miscellaneous

112

Extend r/w 500 m x 30 m, pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and Pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m xiS m each)

Enlarge (150 m x 65 m) and Pave Apro:n (concrete)

Construct and pave auto parking lot (asphalt) and improve
access roads.

Acquire 37 hectares

Fencing, painting

Total --._---------- ••• _._.

$ 247, 000

19,000

115,000

37,000

30,000

15,000

$463,000

\~l



Table I, (cont1d)
First Year

Airport: MAMBURAO
Ultimate length: 1500 METERS

2 ot 5 pages

Location: MAMBURAO, OCC, MINDORO
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

It em

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Terminal area

Land

Miscellaneous

Recommendations

Reconstruct, extend and pave (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Construct and pave apron 100 m x 60 m (concrete)

Construct and improve auto parking lot and entrr.nce road (unpaved)

Acquire 26 hectares

Fencing, painting

Cos t

$288,000

16,000

36,000

7,000

47,000

15,000

Total .---------- ••-------- $409,000

Airport: JOLO
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: JOLO, SULU
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Terminal area

Land

Miscellaneous

Reconstruct, extend and pave (concrete)

Construct anel pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Construct and pave apron 150 m x 50 m (concrete)

Construct and pave auto parking lot (asphalt) and improve
access roaels

Acquire 20 hectares

Fencing, painting

$325,000

14,000

42,000

20,000

36,000

15,000

Airport: BUAYAN (GEN. SANTOS)
Ultimate length: 1800 METERS

Total··· •••••••·._•••• • ••• $452,000

Location: RAJAH BUAYAN CITY, COTABATO
Ultimate strength: 100, 000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Termin9.l area

Land

Miscellaneous

Reconstruct, extend and pave (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 20 m each)

Construct and pave apron 100 m x 60 m (concrete)

Construct and pave auto parking lot (asphalt) and improve
access roads

Acquire 10 hectares

Fencing, painting

$469,000

17,000

46,000

66,000

13,000

18,000

Total •••••••••••••••••••• ~ $67.9,000

'f--~
113 \.;U



Table I (cont1d)
First Year

Airport: TUGUEGARAO
Ultimate length: 1500 METERS

It em

Location: TUGUEGARAO, CAGAYAN
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DO

Recommendations

3 of 5 pagel

Cos t

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Terminal area

Land

Miscellaneous

Reconstruct, extend and pave (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m xiS m each)

Enlarge (50 m x 50 m) and pave (concrete)

Construct and pave auto parking lot (asphalt) and improve
access roads

Acquire Z9 hectares

Fencing, painting

$367,000

25,000

45,000

56,000

38,000

14,000

Airport: ILIGAN
Ultimate length: 1500 METERS

Total·······.· •••••••••••• $545,000

Location: ILIGAN, LANAO DEL NORTE
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Runway Extend 500 m and pave (asphalt), overlay existing r/w 1000 m $Z36,000

Taxiway Be Apron Sealcoat asphalt surfaces 6,000

Terminal area Construct and pave auto parking lot (asphalt) and improve accell road. 71,000

Land Acquire ZZ hectares 13,000

Miscellaneous Fencing, painting 15,000

Total····· ••••••••• ••••••• $341,000

Airport: APARRI
Ultimate length: 1500

Location: APARRI, CAGAYAN
Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Miscellaneous

Reconstruct, extend and pave (concrete)

Construct'and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m xiS m each)

Con.truct and pave apron 100 m x 50 m (concrete)

Acquire Z5 hectares

I!~encing, painting

$212,000

34,000

34,000

32,000

lZ,OOO

Total •••••••••••••••••••• $3Z4, 000

Airport: DAET
Ultimate length: 1500 METERS

Location: DAE,T, CAMARINES NORTE
Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

114

Reconstruct, extend and pave (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Construct and pave apron ZOO m x 70 m (concrete)

$Z66,000

16,000

92,000

\'b~



Table I (cont'd)
First Year

DAET (cont'd)

It e m

Terminal area

Land

Miscellaneous

Re commendations

Construct and pave auto parking lot (asphalt) ana improve
acces s roads

Acquire 17 hectares

Fencing, painting

4 of 5 pagel

Cos t

$ 49,000

31,000

15,000

Total······ ••••••• •••••••• $469,000

Airport: KALIBO
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: KALIBO, AKLAN
Ultimate strength: 75, 00'0 DO

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

're rminal area

Land

Miscellaneous

Extend 400 m and pave (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Enlarge (100 m x 80 m) and pave (concrete) apron

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot and improve
acce88 roads

Acquire Z4 hectares

Fencing, painting

$zn, 000

zz,ooo

94,000

34,000

6Z,000

15,000

Airport: MARINDUQUE
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Tot~l ••••••••••••••••••••• !499,OOO

Location: OASAN, MARINDUQUE
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DO

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Mis cellaneous

Reconstruct, extend and pave (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Enlarge (100 m x 50 m) and pave (concrete)

Acetuire Z9 hectares

Fencing, painting

$zn,OOO

18,000

5Z,000

38,000

15,000

Total······.·······.······ $395,000

Airport: CALAPAN
Ultima.te length: 1300 metero

Location: CALAPAN, MINDORO ORIENTAL
Ulttmate strength: 50,000 DO

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Terminal, arCla

Construct and pave new runway (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m xiS m each)

Construct and pave apron 100 m x 50 m (concrete)

Construct and pave auto parking lot (asphalt) and construct entr~ce
and accellll roads

$Z30,000

Z4,000

36,000

51,000 K
115 ~yc



Table I (cont'd)
First Year

CALAPAN (cont'd)

It e m

Land

Miscellaneous

'Recommendations

Acquire new airport site, 37 hectares

Fencing, painting

5 of 5 pagev

Cos t

$ 67,000

13,000

Total --------------------- $421,000

Airport: PLARIDEL
Ultimate length: 1200 METERS

Location: PLARIDEL, BULACAN
Ultimate strength: 25, 000 DO

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Lighting

Terminal area

Land

Miscellaneous

Airport:
Ultimate length:

116

Construct and pave (asphalt) r/w (1200 m x 15 m) $ 86,000

Construct and pave parallel t/w (asphalt) 75,000

Construct and pave apron & tiE! down area (150 m x 300 m) 80,000

Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w, Rotating beacon, AVASI 86,000

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot, (100 m x 200 m) 75,000

Acquire 25 hectares 54, 000

Fencing, painting 15,000

Total --------------------- $471,000

Location:
Ultimate strength:

(Intentionally left blank)



TABLE II
Second Year 1 of 5 pages

Airport: CAGAYAN DE ORO
Ultimate length: 1800 meters

Location: .CAGAYAN DE ORO, MISAMIS ORIENTAL
Ultimate strength: 100,000 DG

It e m Recommendations Cos t

Terminal
building

Terminal building construction 1660 sq. meters

Total - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- ---

$150,000

$150,000

Airport: COTABATO
Ultimate length: 1800 meters

Location: COTABATO CITY, COTABATO
Ultimate strength: 100,000 DG

Lighting

Terminal
building

Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w, Rotating beacon,
Apron floodlighting, VASI

Terminal building construction 1570 sq. meters

Total -----.-------------

$IZ3,OOO

141,000

$Z64,OOO

Airport: PUERTO PRINCESA
Ultimate length: 1500 meten

Location: PUERTO PRINCESA, PALAWAN
Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Terminal area

Land

Mis cellaneous

Extend r/w 500 m x 30 m, pave r/w (concrete)

Const.'uct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Construct and pave apron 100 m x 50 m (concrete)

Construct and pave (asphalt) aut!) parking lot and improve
access roads

Acquire Z8 hectares

Fencing, painting

Total -------------------

$371.000

15.000

33.000

4Z.000

ZZ.OOO

15.000

$498,000

Airport: BACOLOD
Ultimate length: 1800 meters

Location: BACOLOD, OCCIDENTAL NEGROS
Ultimate strength: 100,000 DG

117

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Lighting

Land

Miscellaneous

Extend and pave ext. 300 m x 30 m (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) parallel t/w
Construct and pave (concrete) stub t/w

Enlarge and pave (concrete) apron 100 m x 60 m

Extend Medium Intensity Lightin£ System on r/w, install
lighting on t/w, Apron floodlighting, VASI

Acquire 21 hectares

Fencing, painting

Total -- - -- - -- - --'"" - ------

$100,000

310,000
11.000

53,000

10Z,OOO

Z73.000

16,000

$865,000 '"

\~'J.



Table II (cont1d)
Second Year

Airport: DAVAO
Ultimate length: 1800 meters

It e m

Location: 'BANGOY, DAVAO CITY
Ultimate strength: ZOO, 000 DG

Recommendations

Z of 5 pages

Cos t

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Lighting

Terminal arlla

Miscellaneous

Extend and pave ext. 300 m x 30 m (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) parallel t/w
Construct and pave stub and exit t/w

Enlarge and pave (concrete) apron ZOO m x 40 m, 150 m x 100 m

Extend Medium Intensity Lighting System on r/w, install
lighting on t/w, Apron floodlighting, VASI

Construct and p3.ve (asphalt) auto parking lot and improve
acces s roads

Fencing. painting

l3Z,OOO

509,000
lZ3,OOO

Z63,OOO

104,000

Z99,OOO

Zl,OOO

Airport: LEGASPI
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Total -------------------- $1, 45l,~~00

Location:. LEGASPI CITY, ALBAY
. Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway &
Apron

Lighting

Land

Miscellaneous

Extend r/w 300 m x 30 m, pave r/w (asphalt)

Sealcoat asphalt surfaces

Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w, Rotating beacon,
Apron floodlighting, VASI

Acquire 13 hectares

Fencing, painting

$ZZ9,000

. A·OOO

96,000

68,000

15,000

Total -------------------- $416,000

Airport: BUTUAN
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: BUTUAN CITY, AGUSAN
Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Lighting

Terminal area

Land

Miscellan.. ';·I1S

Reconstruct, extend and pave r/w (concrete) $35Z,OOO

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each) 14,000

Construct and pave (concrete) apron 100 m x 60 m 77, 000

Medium Intensity Lighting System on r/w and t/w, Rotating
beacon, Apron floodlighting, VASI 99, 000

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot and improve access roads 78,000

Acquire 50 hectares 40,000

Fencing, painting 15,000

118

Total --------------------- $675,000



Table n (cont'd)
Second Year

Airport CAUAYAN
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Item Recommendations

Location: CAUAYAN, ISABELA
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

3 or 5 pages

Cost-
Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Te rminal area

Land

Miscellaneous

Extend r/w 500 m x 30 m, pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub (70 m x 15 m each)

Enlarge (100 m x 50 m) and pave (concrete)

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot and improve access
roads

Acquire 22 hectares

Fencing, painting

$Z47,000

19,000

5Z,000

35,000

Z4,000

15,000

Airport: SURIGAO
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Total ---.-.-••••••• -.-.. $392,000

Location: SURIGAO, SURIGAO DEL NORTE
Ultimate strength: 50, 000 DO

I

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Terminal area

Land

Miscellaneous

Reconstruct, extend ~OO m and pave (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Construct and pave (concrete) apron 100 m x 60 m

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot and improve access
roads

Acquire 27 hectares

Fencing, painting

$300,000

18,000

4Z,000

51,000

,49,000

13,000

Total _••• _._._._.-.--_.. $473,000

Airport: MISAMIS (OZAMIS)
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: OZAMIS, M1SAMIS OCCIDENTAL
Ultimate strength: 50,000 DG

Runway Reconstruct and pave r/w (concrete) $247,000

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Miscellaneous

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Enlarge (100 m x 50 m) and pave apron (concrete)

Acquire 29 hectares

Fencing, painting

16,000'

51,000

5Z,000

13,000

Total -_ ••••• _-_ ••••_...... $379,000

Airport: ROMBLON (TABLAS)
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: ALCANTARA, ROMBLON
Ultimate strength: 50,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Extend 300 m and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m xiS m each)

Pave apron (concrete)

• cont1d •

$Z54,000

18,000

34. ~~O'f
l



Table II (cont'd)
Second Year

ROMBLON (cont'd)

It e m

Land

Miscellaneous

Recommendations

Acquire Z5 hectares

Fencing, painting

4 of 5 pages

Cost

$ 33,000

13,000

Total ••••• - ••• - ••-.----. $35Z,OOO

Airport: SAN JOSE
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: SAN JOSE, MINDORO OCCIDENTAL
Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Terrriinal area

Land

Miscellaneous

Extend 400 m and pave (asphalt), overlay existing r/w 1100 m $206,000

Construct and pave (asphalt) Z stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each) 14,000

Enlarge and pave (asphalt) apron 100 m x 60 m overlay existing
apron 100 m x 60 m 59,000

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot and improve access roads 45,000

Acquire 11 hectares 57,000

Fencing, painting 15,000

Total·.- _. - -.-•• -. _. _••• $396,000

Airp"rt: GALBAYOG Location: CALF.lAYOG, SAMAR
Ultimate length: l500;....;;m.e;;.;t;.;;;e~r~s U=lt;.;"im=a;.;;t~e....:s;;.;t~r.,;;e,;;;nr1J0I.,;;;th,;;;:--.,;7.,;;5..:.,...;.O~O~O....:D;;.G.=.... ~ _

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Miscellaneous

Reconstruct, extend and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave (conc'rete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15m each)

Enlarge (l00 m x 70 m) and pave apJ"on (concrete)

Acquire 17 hectares

Fencing, painting

$Z47,OOO

19,000

106,000

14,000

15,000

Total'···_···_·····_······ $401,000

Airport: MASBATE
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: MASBATE, MASBATE
Ultimate strength: 50, 000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Terminal area

Land

Miscellaneous

120

Reconstruct, extend and pave r/w (~oncrete)

Pave taxiway (150 m x 15 m)

Enlarge (100 m x 80 rn) and pave apron (concrete)

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot and improve
access roads

Acquire Z8 hectares

Fencing, painting

$Z5l,OOO

11,000

86,000

56,000

50,000



Table II (cont'd)
Second Year

Airport: VIRAC
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

It e m

Location: VIRAC, CATANDUANES
Ultimate st1'ength: 75,000 DG

Re commendations

5 of 5 pages

Cos t

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Miscellaneous

Reconstruct and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave (concr;.ie) two stub t/w (70 m· x 15 m each)

Enlarge (100 m x 50 m) and pave apron (concrete)

Acquire 33 hectares

Fencing, painting

$309,000

24,000

49,000

26,000

15,000

Airport: NAGA
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Total --------------------- $423,000

Location: PILO, CAMARINES SUR
Ultimate strength: 50, 000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Terminal area

Land

Miscellaneous

Reconstruct and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Construct and pave (concrete) apron 100 m x 60 m

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot and improve
access roads

Acquire 22 hectares

Fencing. painting

$256,000

19,000

37,000

68,000

40,000

13,000

Total ---------------------- $433,000

Airport: LAHUG
Ultimate length: 1200 meters

Location: CEBU CITY, CEBU
Ultimate strength: 100,000 DG

Runway

Miscellaneous

Sealcoat asphalt surface 1200 m x 15 m

Fencing. painting

$ 21,000

12,000

Airport:
Ultimate length:

Total --------------------- $ 33,000

Location:
Ultimate strength:

(Inte nti o.nally le £t blank)
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Airport: JOLO
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

It em

TABLEm
Third Yea.r

Location: JOLO, SULU
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DO

Recommendations

1 of 5 pages

Cos t

Terminal
Building

Terminal Building construction 1, ZOO sq. meters

Total --- -- ------ -- - -- --

$108,000

$108,000

Airport: PUERTO PRINCESA
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: PUERTO PRINCESA, PALAWAN
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DO

Lighting

Terminal
Building

Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w, Rotating beacon

Terminal building construction 510 sq. meters

Total ------------------

$ 49,000

46,000

$ 95,000

Airport: BACOLOD
Ultimate length: 1800 meters

Lo~ation: BACOLOD, OCCIDENTAL NEOROS
Ultimate strength: 100, 000 DG

Terminal
Building

Terminal building construction 3,350 sq. meters

Total ------------------

$30Z,000

$30Z, 000

Airport: DAVAO
Ultimate length: 1800 meters

Location: BANGOY, DAVAO CITY
UltimQ.t~ strength: ZOO, 000 DG

Terminal
Building

Terminal building construction Z, 760 sq. meters

Total ------------------

$Z48,000

$Z48,000

Airport: CAUAYAN
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: CAUAYAN, ISABELA
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Lighting Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w, Rotating beacon,
Apron floodlighting, AVASI

Total ------------------

$ 70,000

$ 70,000

Airport: SURIGAO
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: SURIGAO, SURIGAO DEL NORTE
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Terminal
Building

122

Terminal building construction 10ZO sq. meters

Total ------------------

$ 9Z,000

$ 9Z,000

\~l



Table III (cont'd)
Third Year

Airport: BASCO
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

It em

Location: BASCO, BATANES
Ultimate strength: 50,000 DO

Recommendations

2 of 5 pages

Cos t

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Terminal area

Land

Miscellaneous

Reconstruct, extend and pave (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Construct and pave apron 100 m x 50 m (concrete)

Construct and improve auto parking lot and access roads (unpaved)

Acquire 37 hectares

Fencing, painting

Total - -- -- - - - - - --- - -- ----

$264,000

23,000

40,000

12,000

11,000

13,000

$363,000

Airport: MACTAN
Ultimate length: 2526 meters

Location: LAPU-LAPU CITY, CEBU
Ultimate strength: 200,000 DO

Taxiway

Lighting'

Apron

Terminal area

Miscellaneous

Construct and pave (concrete) t/w from civil apron to parallel
t/w (220 m x 23 m)

Pave (concrete) t/w from military apron to r/w (270 m x 23 m)

Construct and pave (concrete) t/w from apron extension to
parallel t/w (200 m x 23 m)

Medium Intensity Lighting System on new t/w construction, VASI

Enlarge (100 m x 330 m) and pave apron (concrete)

Extend and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot

Painting, fencing

Total - ---- --- - -- -- - - - ---

$ 52,000.

48,000

5Z,000

61,000

348,000

18,000

18,000

$597,000

Airport: ZAMBOANOA
Ultimate length: 1836 meters

Location: ZAMBOANOA, ZAMBOANOA DEL SUR
Ultimate strtmgth: 200,000 DO

Taxiway

Apron

Lighting

Land

Miscellaneous

Construct and pave (concrete) parallel t/w and t/w connecting
apron extension

Enlarge (200 m x 125 m) and pave apron (concrete)

Medium Intensity Lighting System on new t/w, Rotating beacon,
Apron floodlighting, VASI

Acquire 51 hectares

Fencing, painting

Total _._----_.- ••_•••• -

$444,000

233,000

95,000

91,000

20,000

$883,000



Table III (cont'd)
Third Year

Airport: ILOILO
Ultimate length: 1800 meters

It em

Location: ILOILO, ILOILO
Ultimate strength: 100,000 DG

Recommendations

3 of 5 pages

COR t

Runway

Taxiway

Lighting

Terminal
Building

Land

Miscellaneous

Construct and pave (concrete) r/w extension 300 m x 30 m

Construct and pa-!e (concrete) parallel t/w

Medium Intensity, Lighting System r/w and t/w. Rotating beacon.
Apron floodlighting, VASI

Terminal building construction 1740 sq. meters

Acquire lZ hectares

Fencing, painting

Total •• ••••••• •••••• • •••

$ 71.000

Z94.000

lZ5.000

157.000

ZZ.OOO

ZO,OOO

$689,000

Airport: LAOAG
Ultimate length: 1460 meters

Location: LAOAG, ILOCOS NORTE
Ultimate strength: 100,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

LighLing

Terminal area

Miscellaneous

Overlay existing asphalt paving

Improve and pave (asphalt) parallel t/w

Enlarge and pave (asphalt) apron (l00 m x ZOO m)

Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w, Rotating
beacon, Apron floodlighting, VASI

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot and access roads

Acquire 30 hectares

Fencing, painting

Total·······.······.··.

$Z18.000

189.000

6Z.000

114.000

85,000

54.000

19.000

$741,000

Airport: ROXAS
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: ROXAS, CAPIZ
Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

Runway

Lighting

Terminal area

Miscellaneous

Construct and pave (concrete) r/w extension 300 m x 30 m $107.000

Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w Rotating
beacon, Apron floodlighting, AVASI 70.000

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot and improve access roads ZI.000

Acquire Zl hectares 168.000

Fencing, painting 15.000
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Total··.·· •• ·.····.··.--- $381.000



Table III (cont'd)
Third Yeur

Airport: TAGBILARAN
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

It e m

Location: TAGBILARAN, BOHOL
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Recommendations

4 of 5 pages

Cos t

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Terminal area

Land

MisceUaneous

Improve and pave (concrete) r/w

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Enlarge (ISO m x 60 m) and pave apron (concrete)

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot and improve
access roads

Acquire Z7 hectares

Fencing, painting

Total. ------------------

$Z81,OOO

14,000

76,000

Z9,OOO

35,000

15,000

$450,000

Airport: LUBANG
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: LUBANG, MINDORO OCCIDENTAL
Ultimate at rength: 50, 000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

MisceUaneous

Extend r/w 300 m and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) stub t/w (70 m x 15 m)

Construct and pave (concrete) apron

Acquire ZZ hectares

Fencing, painting
Drainage repai r

Total -------------------

$Z39,OOO

lZ,OOO

33,000

7,000

13,000
15,000

$319,000

Airport: CATARMAN
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: CATARMAN, SAMAR
Ultimate strength: 50,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

MisceUaneous

Reconstruct, extend and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave stub t/w (concrete) (70 m x 15 m)

Construct and pave (concrete) apron

Acquire 8 hectares

Fencing, painting

Total --------------------

$Z15,OOO

lZ,OOO

33,000

6,000

13,000

$Z79, 000

Airport: ORMOC
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: ORMOC, LEYTE
Ultimate strength: 50, 000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Extend 300 m, improve and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Construct and pave (concrete) apron

- cont'd••

$Z40,OOO

15,000

34,000



Table III (cont 'd)
Third Year

ORMOC (cont'd)

It e m

Land

Miscellaneous

Acquire ZO hectares

Fencing. painting

Recommendations

Total········.·.·.· •• ••

5 of 5 pages

Cos t

$ Z6,000

13.000

$3Z8,000

Airport: SAN JOSE DE BUENAVISTA
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: SAN JOSE DE BUENAVISTA, ANTIQUE
Ultimate strength: 50.000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Miscellaneous

Extend, improve and pave :~/w (concrete)

COllstruct and pave stub t/w.( concrete)

Construct and pave apron

Acquire 18 hectares

Fencing. painting

Total···················

$Z76,000

9,000

33,000

144,000

13.000

$475.000

Airport: SIARGAO
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: SIARGAO. SURIGAO DEL NORTE
Ultimate strength: 50.000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Miscellaneous

Extend 300 m and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave stub t/w (concrete) (70 m x 15 m)

Construct and pave apron (concrete)

Fencing. painting

$Z69.000

lZ,OOO

37,000

13.000

Airport: SORSOGON
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Total···················· $331,000

Location: BACON, SORSOGON
Ultimate strength: 50.000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Miscellaneous

126

Reconstruct. extend and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave stub t/w (ooncrete) (70 m x 15 m)

Construct and pave apron (concrete)

Fencing. painting

Total ~:-~,~. __.--~ ... _••• _•• _.

$ZZ7,000

11,000

3Z,000

13,000

$Z83.000



TABLE IV
Fourth Year 1 of 5 pages

Airport: DIPOLOG
Ultimate length: 1500 lneters

Location: DIPOLOG, ~~AMBOANGADEL NORTE
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Item Recommendations Cost

Total ------------------- $108,000

Terminal
building

Terminal building construction I, ZOO sq. meters $108,000

Airport: BUAYAN (GENERAL SANTOS)
Ultimate length: 1800 mete rs

Location: RAJAH BUAYAN CITY, COTABATO
Ultimate strength: 100,000 DG

Total ------------------- $164,000

Lighting

Terminal
building

Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w, Rotating
beacon, Apron £loodlighting, AVASI

Terminal building constr,uction 940 sq. meters

$ 79,000

85,000

Airport: TUGUEGARAO
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: TUGUEGARAO, CAGAYAN
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Total ------------------- $173,000

Lighting

Terminal
building

Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w, Rotating
beacon, Apron £loodlighting, AVASI

Terminal building construction 1,080 sq. meters

$ 76,000

97,000

Airport: ILIGAN
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: ILIGAN, LANAO DEL NORTE
Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

Total - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $ 98, 000

Terminal
building

Terminal building const1'uction 1,090 sq. meters $ 98,000

Airport: DAET
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: DAET, CAMARINES NORTE
Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

Lighting Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w, Rotating
beacon, Apron £loodlighting, AVASI

Total -------------------

$ 7Z,OOO

$ 7Z,OOO

Airport: KALIBO
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: KALIBO, AKLAN
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Lighting Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w Rotating
beacon, Apron £loodlighting, AVASI

Total - -- -- - - - -- - - - --- ---

$ 7Z,OOO

1 7Z,obo 'I,,
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Table IV (cont'd)
Fourth Year

Airport: LEGASPI
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

It e m

Location: LEGASPI CITY, ALBAY
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Recommendations

Z of 5 pages

Cos t

Terminal
building

Terminal building construction 1,475 sq. meters

Total ----- - ----- -- - -- - ---

$133,000

$133,000

Airport: BUTUAN
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: BUTUAN CITY, AGUSAN
Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

Terminal
building

Terminal building construction 1,475 sq. meters

Total - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

$133,000

$133,000

Airport: CAUAYAN
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: CAUAYAN, ISABELA
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Terminal
building

Terminal building construction 1,130 sq. meters

Total - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

$lOZ,OOO

$lOZ,OOO

Airport: ZAMBOANGA
Ultimate length: 1836 meters

Location: ZAMBOANGA, ZAMBOANGA DEL SUR
Ultimate strength: ZOO, 000 DG

Terminal
building

Terminal building construction 1,745 sq. meters

Total --------------------

$157,000

$157,000

Airport: LAOAG
Ultimate length: 1460 meters

Location: LAOAG, ILOCOS NORTE
Ultimate strength: 100,000 DG

Tarminal
building

Terminal building construction 1, OZO sq. meters

Total - -- -- - --- - --- - -- ----

$ 9Z,000

$ 9Z,000

Airport: ROXAS
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: ROXAS, CAPIZ
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Total -------------------- $ 89,000-,........-
Terminal

building
Terminal building construction 990 sq. metel'S $ 89,000

;

Airport: DUMAGUETE
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: DUMAGUETE, NEGROS ORIENTAL
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Runway

Lighting

Terminal area

128

Extend and pave r/w ZZO m (concrete)

Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w, Rotatinp
beacon, Apron floodlighting, AVASI

Construct and pave (asphalt) auto parking lot and impro\ra
access roads

- cont'd -

$ 43,000

75,000

27,000

\"53



Table IV (cont'd)
Fourth Year

DUMAGUETE (cont'd)

3 o{ 5 pages

It e m

Land

Miscellaneous

Acquire 11 hectares

Fencing, painting

Recommendations

Total········.·.·.······.

Cost

$ Z9,OOO

15,000

$189,000

Airport: TACLOBAN
Ultimate length: 1800 meters

Location: ·TACLOBAN, LEYTE
Ultimate strength: 100,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Lighting

Miscellaneous

Extend and pave r/w 600 m (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (ZOO m j( ZO m each

Extend and pave apron ZOO m x 60 m (concrete)

Medium IntenBity Lighting SyBtem r/w and t/w, Rotating beacon,
Apron floodlighting, AVASI

Fencing, painting
ConBtruct Beawall {or r/w protection

Total •• •••••••• ••• •••••• •

$176,000

65,000

96,000

-'8,000

18,000
Z8,OOO

$461,000
I

Airport: VIGAN
Ultimate length: 1300 meterB

Location: VIGAN, IlocoB Sur
Ultimate Btrength: 50,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Miscellaneous

ReconBtruct, extend and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two Btub t/w (70 m x 15 m eachj

Construct and pave Cl.pron (concrete)

Acquire ZO hectareB

Fencing, painting

Total···················

$Z8l,OOO

Z3,OOO

33,000

4Z,OOO

13,000

$39Z,OOO

Airport: TACURONG
Ultimate length: 1300 meterB

Location: TACURONG, COTABATO
Ultimate Btrength: 50, 000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Miscellaneous

ConBtruct and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two Btub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Construct and pave apron 80 m x 50 m (concrete)

Acquire 37 hectaroB {or 1'10W airport site

Fencing, painting
Clearing (37 hoctal'eB)

Total···················

$306,000

Z7,OOO

Z6,OOO

56,000

13,000
ZZ,OOO

$450,000, 1'\
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Table IV (cont'd)
Fourth Year

Airport: ALLAH VALLEY
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

It em

Location: BANGA, COTABATO
Ultimate strength: 50, 000 DG

Recommendations

4 of 5 pages

Cos t

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Miscellaneous

Improve and pave r/w (concrete)

Improve and pave stub t/w (concrete) (70 m xiS m)

Improve nnd pave apron 80 m x 50 m (concrete)

Fencing, painting

Total --------------------

$187,000

11,000

33,000

$244,000

Airport: SABLAYAN
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: SABLAYAN, MINDORO OCCIDENTAL
Ultimate strength: 50, 000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Miscellaneous

Construct and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave stub t/w (concrete) (70 m x 15 m)

Construct and pave apron 80 m x 50 m (concrete)

Acquire 37 hectares for new site

Fencing, painting
Clearing (37 hectares)

Total --------------------

$276,000

12,000

31,000

74,000

13,000
18,000

$424,000

Airport: TANDAG
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: TANDAG, SURIGAO DEL SUR
Ultimate strength: 50,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Miscellaneous

Improve, extend 300 m and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m x 15 m each)

Construct and pave apron 100 m x 50 m (concrete)

Acquire 16 hectares

Fencing, painting

$249,000

12,000

26,000

21,000

13,000

Airport: TAWI-TAWI
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Total -------------------- $321,000

Location: BONGAO, SULU
Ultimc.tc ;.~rength: 50, 000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Miscellaneous

130

Improve and pave r/w (concrete) $258,000

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m xIS m each) 18,000

Construct and pave apron 100 m x 50 m (concrete) 49, 000

Acquire 6 hectares 5, 000

Fencing, painting 13,000

Total -~------------------ $343,000
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Table IV (cont'd)
Fourth Year

Airport: MALAYBALAY
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

It e m

Location: MALAYBALAY, BUKIDNON
Ultimate strength: 50, 000 DG

Recommendations Cos t

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Miscellaneous

Construct and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave stub t/w (concrete) (70 m xiS m)

Construct and pave apron 80 m x 50 m (concrete)

Acquire 37 hectares f01' new site

Fencing, painting
Clearing (37 hectares)

Total -------------------

$Z75,000

11,000

19,000

48,000

13,000
15,000

$381,000

Airport: BROOKES POINT
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: BROOKES POINT, PALAWAN
Ultimate strength: 50, 000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Land

Miscellaneous

Construct and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m xiS m each)

Construct and pave apron 100 m x 50 m (concrete)

Acquire 37 hectares for m'w site

Fencing, painting
Clearing (37 hectares)

Total - - --- - -- - - - -- - - - ---

$Z94,000

14,000

31,000

30,000

13,000
lZ,OOO

$394,000

Airport: BAGUIO
Ultimate length: 1600 meters

Location: BAGUIO, MOUNTAIN PROVINCE
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Runway

Taxiway lit
Apron

Miscellaneous

Overlay existing asphalt surface

Overlay existing asphalt surface

Fencing, painting

144,000

39,000

18,000

Tot91 ---'----------------- $ZOl,OOO
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TABLE V
Fifth Year 1 of 2 pages

Airport: MAMBURAO
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: MAMBURAO, OCCIDENTAL MINDORO
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

It em Recommendations Cos t

Lighting

Terminal
building.

Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w Rotating beacon,
Apron floodlighting, AVASI

Terminal building construction 890 sq. meters

Total ----- - -- - -- -- - -- - ---

$ 71,000

80,000

$151,000

Airport: DAET
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: DAET, CAMARINES NORTE
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Terminal
building

Terminal building construction 1,150 sq. meters

Total --------------------

$103,000

$103,000

Airport: KALIBO
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: KALIBO, AKLAN
Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

Terminal
building

Terminal building construction 1,090 sq. meters

Total - - - --- - - - - - -- - -- -- --

$ 98,000

$ 98,000

Airport: SAN JOSE
Ultimate length: 1500 meters

Location: SAN JOSE, MINDORO OCCIDENTAL
Ultimate strength: 75, 000 DG

Total -------------------- $153,000

Lighting

Terminal
building

Medium Intensity Lighting System r/w and t/w, Rotating beacon,
Apron floodlighting, AVASI •

Terminal building construction 890 sq. meters

$ 73,000

80,000

Airport: NAGA
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: PILI, CAMARINES SUR
Ultimate strength: 50, 000 DG

Total ---------------- ---- $ 54,000

rerminal
building

Terminal building construction 600 sq. meters $ 54,000

I\.irport: DUMAGUETE
Jltimate kngth: 1500 meters

Location: DUMAGUETE, NEGROS ORIENTAL
Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

rerminal
building
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Terminal building construction 1,240 sq. meters

Total - - - -- - - - --- - - - - - - ---

$112,000

$112,000



Table V (cont'd)
Fifth Year

'Airport: TACLOBAN
Ultimate length: 1800 meters

It em

Location: TACLOBAN, LEYTE
Ultimate strength: 100, 000 DG

Recommendations

2 of 2 pages

Cos t

Terminal
building

Terminal building construction 1,320 sq. meters

Total -------------------

$119,000

$119,000

Airport: BAGUIO
Ultimate length: 1600 meters

Location: BAGUIO, MOUNTAIN PROVINCE
Ultimate strength: 75,000 DG

Terminal
building

Terminal building construction 810 sq. meters

Total -------------------

$ 73,000

$ 73.000

Airport: MALABANG
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Location: MALABANG, LANAO DEL SUR
Ultimate strength: 50,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Miscellaneous

Extend r/w 300 m and pave extension (asphalt)
Patching and sealcoaling

Construct and pave (asphalt) stub t/w (70 m x 15 m)

Construct and pave apron 70 m x 50 m (asphalt)

Fencing. painting

Total -------------------

$ 58,000
$ 38,000

11,000

28,000

13,000

$148,000

Airport: HILONGOS
Ultimate length: 1300 meters

Locatio!): HILONGOS, LEYTE
Ultimate strength: 50,000 DG

Runway

Taxiway

Apron

Miscellaneous

Improve, extend 300 m and pave r/w (concrete)

Construct and pave (concrete) two stub t/w (70 m xiS m)

Construct and pave apron 80 m x 50 m (concrete)

Fencing, painting

Total ------------------

$Z97,000

Z3,000

32,000

13,000

$365,000
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SECTION IV
AIRWAYS SYSTEM

An airways system comprises the complex of designated controlled
airspace, air traffic control services and procedures, aeronautical
fixed and mobile communication services, and air navigation and com
munications facilities that are required for the safe and expeditious
flow of air traffic under Instrument Flight Rule (IFR) and Visual Flight
Rule (VFR) conditions.

This section of the report is concerned with the Philippine National Air
ways System and associated operational services. Included is a general
examination of the existing airways structure, air traffic control and
communication facilities and services, as well as navigation aids and
communications equipment, and concluding with recommendations for
improvement.

A. Evaluation of Existing System

1. Airway/Route Structure

A two-layer altitude stratification concept is used in the Philippine
airway/route system. Domestic airway widths at flight level (FL)
240 and below are 5 nautical miles (NM) either side of centerli.ne.
Oceanic route s at FL 240 and below in th~ Manila Flight Informa
tion Region (FIR) commence one hundred NM from the ingress /
egress navigational facilities for the domestic airway system, and
include the airspace 25 NM either side of the route centerline to
the FIR bounClary. Airspace designated for high altitude jet routes
above FL 245 includes ten NM either side of the route centerline
for domestic as well as oceanic routes of the high altitude struc
ture. A triangular section of airspace ca:::t 3.nd no:rtheast of
Jomalig VOR, extending to the FIR boundary, has been designated
control area. The floor of controlled airspace in the Manila FIR
has been established at 1500 feet above the terrain and 500 feet
below the lowest minimum enroute altitude over water.

Handling of airspace actions is the responsibility of an Air Navi
gation Services Coordinating Committee (ANSCC) which was es
tablished seve ral years ago by Executive Order No. 203. The
Committee was creat,,~d to determine and correlate user require ..
ments of Air Navigation Service and to coordinate with other
agencies in the solution of problems conce rning air space matters.
Included in their responsibilities is the approval of installations,
operation, maintenance, alteration or decommissioning of radio
aids to navigation, assignment of radio frequencies, establishment
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of airdrome and grow,d aids and the establishment of procedures to
insure coordination of military activities affecting civil aviation with
the CAA. The ANSCC is composed of the Civil Aeronautics Adminis
trator or his authorized representative as Chairman, and of repre
sentatives of the following offices: (a) Weather Bureau; (b) Bureau of
Telecommunications; (c) Civil Aeronautics Administration; (d) Phil
ippine Air Force; (e) Radio Control Division, Department of Public
Works and Communications; (f) Philippine Air Lines; and (g) such
other representative s as the Committee may invite to the Committee
Conference as advisors or observers. The Committee is authorized
to solicit the regular participation as observers in the Committee of
duly authorized representatives of the U. S. Air Force Headquarters,
~ 3th Air Force; Commander U. S. Naval Forces (Philippine); Airline
PUots Association of the Philippines; U. S. FAA; and the International
PJ.'r Transport As~ociation. These representatives may also be invited
to submit recommendations to the Committee on matters of joint inter
est.

The ANSCC has been generally inactive for approximately the past
five years. It was reported to the Team that for the most part, the
only meetings of the Committee during this pe riod we re held to elect
officers. Airspace activity and obstru.ction evaluation have for some
time been handled by CAA personnel. The CAA is presently attempt
ing to have control of all airspace matters transferred to their Airways
Operations Division.

In the existing low altitude system (see Exhibit IV -A) outside of the
Manila/Clark AB/Cubi Point NAS terminal areas, one airway is es
tablished in the North Luzon area. Another single airway serves
the main domestic traffic artery between Manila and Mactan South
of the Romblon NDB. A single airway provides cont ...olled airspace
on the route from Manila to Zamboanga and Hkewise [or the route
from Mactan to Zamboanga. Although a dual airway serves the
Mactan-Davao route, the minimum enroute altitudes are 9 and 12 thou
sand feet, respectively, due to the terrain that must be crossed. Out
oide of the Manila/Clark AB/Cubi Point NAS areas, the existing Airway
system and associated NAVAIDS provide enroute airspace and terminal
approach guidance to seven terminals in the Philippines. Two-way
traffic flew iG utilized on nearly all Airway/Route segments and, in the
absence of a basic dUial airway system, departing aircraft are assigned
crossing restrictions at or near their filed cruising altitude in many
instances within or immediately adjacent to terminal. areas to insure
separation from inbound enroute aircraft. Departure routings within
the Manila and adjacent terminal areas afford little latitude in which
to efficiently establish aircraft at assigned altitudes prior to joining
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the airway system without vitally affecting other departure and arrival
route s within the area.

The major portion of international traffic arriving and departing Manila
enters or departs the Domestic Airway System via four navigational
facilities. Transition from Domestic/Oceanic separation minima for
both low and high altitudes occurs 100 miles beyond those fixes. Multi
ple airway and route convergence at these fixes also compound the con
gestion of a two-way traffic flow.

The High Altitude Jet Airway/Route System provides several oceanic
routes to the west of Manila extending from the Lubang VOR to the FIR
boundary. The triangular control area for Oceanic Routes extending
East from the Jomalig VOR to the FIR boundary includes altitudes to
FL450. North routes to Hongkong (via San Fernando), Taipei, and Oki
nawa (via Laoag) are also adequately served in the high altitude struc
ture. To the south of Manila, however, only one high altitude airway
serves the islands and points beyond. (See Exhibit IV -B)

Few restricted areas have been established in the Manila FIR and these
do not interfere with the airway configuration and the movement of air
traffic. Several warning areas have been designated in the Manila FIR
adjacent to the island of Luzon. Nearly all are located in the area to
the west and northv,;est of the Manila, Cubi Point NAS, and Clark AB
terminal areas. Warning areas and restricted areas are assigned for
use by all the military branches and various activities, which ir.clude
both air and surface units, are conducted in these areas. Several de
signated warning areas west of Luzon involve controlled airspace. A
joint use concept of operation is employed to provide the most efficient
use of airspa.ce. Warning areas are published on aeronautical charts
and in airman information publications, and activated by Notice to Air
man (NOTAM) by the primary military agency concerned.

Additional controlled airspace in the form of terminal control areas
and control zones has been designated to supplement the low and high
altitude domestic airway system previously described. Five terminal
control areas of various shapes ser':e the major airport terminals at
Manila, Cubi Point NAS, Clark AB, Mactan and Davao, and these
terminal control areas extend upward from 1500 feet above the terrain
with the exception of Clark and Cubi Point control areas, which extend
upwards from the surface. Control zones have been designated at
Manila, Clark AB, Mactan/Lahug, Cagayan de Oro, Davao and Zam
boanga. Control zones are generally circular areas of five miles
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radius, or more, centered on the airport served and extend upwards
from the surface. The basic circular area has been modified in some
cases by extending the zone two miles on either side of the final ap
proach path, to a distance which includes the area within which an air
craft would normally descend below 1500 feet above the terrain on
instrument approach to the airport. No specific standard has been
established by the CAA for the amount of air traffic which would justi..
fy the establishment and/or designation of controlled airspace. Air
traffic control service and controlled airspace have been designated to
the extent permitted by the capability of available air-ground commu
nications and the operating personnel made available to the administra
tor for this purpose.

The airway/route system is based primarily on the use of twelve low
frequency Non-Direction Beacon (NDB) NAVAIDS ope rated by the CAA
Six of these NDBs serve as approach aids at five of the major terminal
locations. Nine Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Ranges (VORs)
operated by the CAA supplement the airway system and serve as ap
proach aids for five airports. At two of these airports (Manila and
Mactan), CAA NDBs are also available for approach aids.

Philippine Air Lines operates six NDBs and all are used as terminal
approach aids. Two are located at airports which are also served by
a CAA NAVAID. Their NDB at Butuan operates continuously, in ac
cordance with an agreement between PAL and the CAA, and provides
navigational guidance along two segments of the airway from Mactan
to Davao. The rest of PAL's NDBs are operated 'l1pon request" and
are normally only available to the company' 5 own aircraft. Four of
the PAL NDBs serve airports outside the CAA Airway System.

Various military NAVAIDs at Clark AB, Basa AB, Cubi Point NAS,
Sangley Point NS, and Mactan Airport supplement the airway system
and provide approach aids for the se locations. Military Tactical Air
Navigation (TACAN) facilities are presently operating at seven loca
tions; namely, Paredes Air Station, Poro Point, Clark AB, Cubi Point
NAS, Sangley Point NS, Lubang and Mactan. Some are temporary
installations. Replacement facilities are being installed at Lubang
and Maetan. Additional TACAN facilities are being installed at Roxas,
Davao and Zamboanga airports. Except for facilities under construc
tion at Maetan, Davao and Zamboanga, TACAN installations are not
sufficiently close to CAA VORs to be considered as co-located facili
ties.

NAVAIDs operated by the CAA are generally in poor condition. From
the cockpit of several Air Carrier and civil aircraft it was observed
that few of the NDBs were operating at sufficient power to provide
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adequate g'.lidance along the entire portion of airway segments between
NAVAIDs. One NDB could not be received more than seven miles from
the NAVAlD site. Most VOR sites in the system are located too far
apart to permit reception at or near minimum enroute altitudes. Satis
factory monitor capability at mo st VORs doe 5 not exist and flight in
spection of facilities is not being conducted frequently enough to assure
satisfactory operation. At the writing of this report, the Jomalig VOR,
which serves as Manila I s major ingres (j /egres s point for international
traffic to and from the east, has operated in a "test" status for ap
proximately one year awaiting flight inspection.

The "users" are well aware of the unsatisfactory NAVAID situation
and all complained of the serious inadequacy of existing facilities.
Through personal observation and discussion with several groups, it
was noted that the majority of airline and civil flying in the Philippines
is accomplished through the use of commercial broadcast stations as
a primary means of navigation.

The number of navigation aids operated by the CAA are critically few
in number. A review of air traffic activity statistics for national air
ports confirms that well over half of the 76 airports operated by the
CAA should be served by adequate navigation aids, communications,
aviation weather service, and air traffic service to permit IFR flight
to and from these terminals.

2. Air Traffic Control (ATC)

The Philippine CAA is re sponsible for providing air traffic facilities,
services and procedures for aircraft flying within an airspace desig
nated by the International Civil Aviation Organization (lCAO). This
area, the Manila Flight Information Region (FIR), encompasses al
most one million square miles of lateral airspace and must today be
considered the crossroads of the majority of air movements in South
east Asia. Although air traffic activity records were only available
for the past two years, the Team was informed that air traffic in the
Manila FIR has increased in excess of 2S0 per cent since 1960.

Two area control centers (ACCs) have the responsibility for providing
ATC service to Instrument Flight Rule (IFR) and Special Visual Flight
Rule (VFR) aircraft within controlled airspace in the Manila FIR. The
Cebu ACC, or sub-ACC as it is called by the CAA, is located in the
Lahug airport control tower at Cebu and is responsible for control of
aircraft in the central Visayan island and Mindanao areas at FL 280
and below. The balance of controlled airspace in the Manila FIR is
the responsibility of the Manila ACC located at the Manila International
Airport. Geographical boundaries of the Manila FIR and Cebu sub-ACC 'f:
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area of responsibility are depicted in Exhibit IV -C.

'Within the Manila FIR, responsibility for approach control (APP)
service to IFR and special VFR aircraft has been delegated to five
CAA and two military terminal area traffic control facilities as fol
lows:

Facility

Manila Control Tower

Maetan Control Tower
Cagayan de Oro Control Tower
Davao Control Tower
Zamboanga Control Tower
Clark Radar Approach ControL!!

(RAPCON)
Cubi Point Control Tower.!!

Airports

Manila International Airport and
Sangley NAS

Maetan and Lahug Airports
Cagayan de Oro Airport
Davao Airport
Zamboanga Airport

Clark AB and Basa
Cubi Point NAS

Aerodrome Control (ADC) Service is provided by seven CAA and five
Military control tower facilities at the following airports:

Baguio
Clark AB.!!
Basa ABY
Cubi Point NAS
Sangley Point NAS.!!
Manila

Fe rnando AB.!!
Lahug
Mactan
Cagayan de Oro
Davao
Zamboanga

For purposes of this report only the two ACC, five APP and seven
ADC air traffic facilities operated and maintained by the CAA are
discussed.

a. Area Control Centers

(1) Manila ACC

The facility operates in an older building on the Manila Inter
national Airport. Much oi the facility's original equipment was
installed by the US CAA in the late 1940' s. It has since been
supplemented by equipment provided unde r the Colombo Plan,
by US AID and the US military. A surplus 10ZA Switching

JJ Military facilitie s.
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System was installed in 1964 to provide communications.

The ACC I S area of jurisdiction is divided laterally into four manual
positions, i. e., two oceanic and two domestic. The east and west
portions of the FIR are each served by one oceanic position and one
domestic position. One flight data position serves all control sec
tors. 102 -A communication te rminations are identical at all control
sectors and the flight data position except that flight data does not
have transmit/receive capability on the facility's one UHF and two
VHF £l·equencies. One q.dditional position provides Aircraft Move
ment Information Service (AMIS) within the entire Manila FIR for
air defense purposes. The four control sectors are individually
recorded through use of four "belt type" tape recorders. The flight
data and AMIS positions are not recorded.

Air traffic activity recorded by Manila ACC during the period from
January 1, 1965 through December 31, 1966 follows:

IFR AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS

Air Carrier Military Civil Total

Calendar year 1965 40,329 63,905 836 105,070
Fiscal year 1966 44,082 86,700 1, 104 131,886
Calendar year 1966 43, 775 103,295 887 147,957

IFR AIRCRAFT FIX POSTINGS

Air Carrier Military Civil Total

Calendar year 1965 161,316 255,620 3,344 420,280
Fiscal year 1966 176,328 346,800 4,416 527,544
Calendar year 1966 175, 100 413,180 3,532 591,812

During this two-year period, total aircraft operations increased 290/0
and total aircraft fix postings increased 41 %. Significantly, military
aircraft operations and fix postings increased 62% during the same
period and in December 1966 accounted for 70% of the center's acti
vity. Accelerated U. S. military operations caused much of this
traffic increase.

The facility should be capable of providing area control service to
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aircraft operating in the controlled airspace for which it is re sponsi
ble, however, many deficiencies exist and actual capability of the faci
lity falls considerably short of today's user requirements in the exist
ing international and domestic system. Major deficiencies are in the
area of communications, lack of a sufficient number of qualified
journeyman personnel, and the crowded facility layout which has not
pel'mitted expansion to meet the needs of rapidly increasing air traffic
volume.

Some years ago the CAA recognized the fact that increasing air traffic
was fast exceeding the capabilities of their Area Control Centers and
other air traffic facilities. In 1959 the Philippine Government began
negotiationa with Export-Import Bank for a sizeable loan to improve
facilities at Manila. A new Manila ACC was part of this project. Its
specifications were conceived in the early 1960 I S and construction of
the facility starten ~,il 1962 but for a vadety of reasons it is only now
approaching completion. The project is being accomplished under a
turn-key contract.

The new Manila ACC has several deficiencies. Except for an addi
tional flight data position, sectoring and console arrange
ment provide essentially the same physical capability as the existing'
center, i. e., two oceanic sectors, two domestic sectors and an Air
craft Movement Information Service (AMIS) sector. There is adequate
room for expansion, however.

The major dt£:i cienc:'y of the new facility lies in its lack of a flexible
communications switching system. With the present installation, air
ground frequencies and distant interphone linp.5 are on a common con
trol panel at each sector and cannot be usel simultaneously by two
persons working the sector. Only one panel, with 12-channel capabi
lity, is installed at each sector to serve the two positions of operation.
The panel works baslcally like a transmit/receive radio control panel.
When a receiver is selected in the controllers headset, the transmit
ter for that frequency/incoming line is also selected. In order to
monitor a freguency /incoming line without transmitting, the select key
must be moved to the monitor position and monitoring is then via a
common speaker, Push button sig:""lalling from the ACC to distant
stations is poi>sible through the use of a tone transmitter, and a dis
tant station can signal the ACC through the same process but t'1.e tone
will sound simultaneously at all consoles at which the line terminates
and selective signalling .is not possible. If the transmit/receive selec
tor key is in the neutral position the transmitter is not selected and
the receive signal is limited to the visual monitor uf a type 47 light
bulb. Select keys for standby transmitters and receivers are also on
the panel thus reducing the availability of channels per sector. Direct
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access to monitor both sides of a conversation, is not possible among
sectors, and no provision exists for direct communications among
sectors, except by use of the Teletalk. Additionally, no provision
exists for coordinator positions.

Local interphone lines to adjacent facilities (Manila ADC and APP,
international and domestic air/ground communications, Weather
Bureau, tape relay center, maintenance equipment room, etc.) are
not included in the common control panel described above. These are
accommodated in a separate voice call intercom system. One common
master control unit, including speaker, is installed at each console in
the ACC. The system does not tie in to the controllers transmit/re
ceive headset and is not recorded.

The nature of the air traffic control system is such that the expeditious
and orderly control of air traffic depends upon an effective communi
cations system. To safely separate IFR aircraft and furnish essential
services, controllers must have the capability to rapidly and accurate
ly coordinate and exchange aircraft movement data and related" "Jr
mation. Many of the important basic requirements for efficient ACC
sector operation are not satisfied by these two communications sys
tems. The following is a summarization of the deficiencies described
in the foregoing paragraphs:

1. Lack of selective signalling to individual sectors for incoming calls
on either system.

2. The receiver and t!'ansmitter for each radio frequency are on the
same panel key and cannot be controlled separately.

3. Interphone lines on individual 12-channel transmit/receive panels
may not be used simultaneously by one controller while radio fre
quencies are being used by another.

4. Local coordination circuits on the voice call intercom system are
not recorded.

5. Sector tr,.~smit/re-ceivemonitor capability is limited and not ade
quate for training of controller personnel.

6. Coordination between sectors cannot be accomplished by use of the
12-channel transmit/receive equipment.
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7. During periods of high activity an abnormally high noise level and
. associated interference will occur through use of the voice call and

speaker monitor system and will most certainly result in missed
calls, repeats, etc.



As indicated before, specifications for the new Manila ACC were sub
mitted several years ago prior to the marked increase in traffic in
recent years. The CAA is aware of the many deficiencies in the new
facility and that its electronic capability is considerably below that of
the existing ACC. They plan to accept the new ACC when it is com
pleted and attempt reengineering and modification to correct the defi
ciencies prior to moving operations to the new facility.

(2) Cebu Sub-ACC

This facility is located in the control tower at Lahug Airport. It is
composed of a single sector, with seven strip bays, installed on top
of the console desk at the left side of the tower cab.

Air traffic activity recorded by the Cebu Sub-ACC during the period
from Jaf111ary 1, 1965, through December 31, 1966, follows:

IltR AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS

Air Carrier Military Civil Total

C:alendar year 1965
Fiscal year 1966
Calendar year 1966

24,514
21,073
19,929

. 5, 157
8,841

10, 362

525
449
425

30, 196
30, 363
30,716

IFR AIRCRAFT FIX POSTINGS

Air Carrier Military Civil- Total

Calendar year 1965
Fiscal year 1966
Calendar year 1966

53,087
49,085
48,042

11, 103
19,083
25,070

1, 154
1,205
1,512

65,344
69,373
74,624

During this period the number of air carrier IFR operations and IFR
fix postings declined. Actually, total air carrier activity significantly
increased at most terminals in the facility's area of responsibility.
Thus these figures indicate that progressively fewer air carrier air
craft utilized the Cebu Sub-ACC's IFR services during the reporting
periods. Civil IFR traffic shows a steady increase. Military activity
more than doubled and represents the increase in U. S. military
traffic through Mactan airport in support of the war in Vietnam.

Due to an extreme lack of adequate mobile and fixed communications
capability, the facility cannot satisfactorily provide area control
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service to aircraft operating in the controlled airspace for which
it is responsible. For example controllers have not been able to
communicate with aircraft on one civil VHF frequency for several
months and must use the Lahug ADC frequency for this purpose.
Physical and electronic equipment have deteriorated to the point
that virtually nothing is economically salvageable.

The CAA has planned, and money has been appropriated and re
leased, to move the Cebu Sub-ACC from Lahug to Mactan Airport.
However, for various reasons, this project has not yet passed the
planning stage.

b. Aerodrome Control and Approach Control Facilities

A new control tower structure was provided for Manila International
Airport during construction of the present airport terminal building
and the CAA commenced operations in the new facility November 24,
1966. Local, ground and approach control services are provided from
separate control positions. Equipment in the tower cab was installed
under the same contract as the new Manila ACC and the facility is in
good condition. A separate room for approach control including new
console and associated equipment is located on the fourth floor of the
terminal building, but has not yet been commissioned.

The same type transmitter /receive r control panel as installed in the
new Manila ACC is used by each con.tro1 position in the tower cab and
constitute s the major deficiency of the facility. Receivers and trans
mitters for each frequency are on the same key and cannot be con
trolled separately, thus restricting controller flexibility in the mani
pulation required in the normal use of ADC and APP frequencies.

Through monitoring on several occasions, it was also noted that trans
missions from the Manila tower and approach control positions were
difficult to understand. They appeared to be over modulated and signal
quality was poor. Several users contacted also complained about this
deficiency. Incoming signals received in the facility are also noisy
and distorted. During periods of heavy traffic considerable interfer
ence results from the large number of missed calls and repeats re
quired by both controllers and pilots.

Mactan Contre! Tower was built in 1961 as a Philippine Air Force
(PAF) installation. When the U. S. Air Force came to Mactan in May
1965, an agreement was reached with the PAF which authorized the
USAF to augment the PAF tower complement. On April 23, 1966, the
CAA assumed operational responsibility for Mactan control tower and
USAF controller's duties have been restricted since that time. The
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Mactan AB has become a joint-use airport and is now designated as an
alternate international civil airport. Each of the three domestic air
carriers serving the Cebu area now operate from the Mactan airport,
the last two having transfe rred ope rations from the Lahug airport in
Cebu in early 1967. In December 1965, the USAF reached an agree
ment with PAF which authorized the USAF to maintain the electronic
equipment as socia ted with Mactan towe r and this arrangement still
exists. The USAF recently installed a new console in the towe r cab.
They ha ve augmented othe r equipm(~nts and indicate they plan to con
tinue to assist in this m.anner in the future. CAA controllers provide
local control and approach control service from the tower cab. USAF
provides airport surveillance radar (ASR) and ground controlled ap
proach (GCA) radar service "on request" from mobile equipment.

Mactan towe l' doe s not ha ve a discrete frequency for approach control.
Local control, ground control and approach control functions are all
handled on one civil and one military VHF frequency. The situation
is further complicated by the fact that Lahug tower and the Cf.lbU sub
ACC, some six mile s distant, also ope rate on the same civil frequen
cy. Although air ca rrie r s can and do use the military frequency at
Mactan, other civil aircraft do not have this capability. Occasionally,
aircraft receive instructions intended for another aircraft and clear
ances are often not received by pilots due to one facility interfering
with the other. This situation has apparently e'ren resulted in an oc
casional· incident where aircraft have landed at the wrong airport. In
an attempt to alleviate the problem, maintenance people at Mactan
have reduced the power on their civil VHF transmitter. The inter
ference problem still exists, however, and the dangerous aspects of
this problem are obvious. Discrete civil frequencies for the Mactan
and Lahug towers and Mactan approach control are sorely needed.

Compared with other CAA facilities outside the Manila area, working
quarters in the Mactan tower, although crowded, are otherwise quite
satisfactory and working conditions have apparently improved consi
derably in recent months.

ADC for Lahug airport, Cebu, is provided by the CAA from an old
steel structured tower on the airport. The facility is generally in a
poor state of repair and much is needed to put it in shape. As indi
cated previously, the Cebu Sub-ACC is also located in this tower cab
although plans are to move it to Mactan airport in the near future.

The other ADC facilities operated by the CAA are at Baguio, Cagayan
de Oro, Davao, and Zamboanga airports. Approach control services
are also provided at the latter three locations. Condition of these
facilities varies from poor to fair. Major deficiencies are again lack
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of adequate fixed communication service capability and in many cases
lack of backup equipment for mobile communications equipment. Dis ..
crete communications equipment and frequencie s are not available for
the approach control function at either of the three locations that pro
vide APP service and interference with the ADC function often results
The Davao facility is sited too close to the runway and operating
quarters are severely cramped. The Zamboanga tower cab is too low
to permit a good view of the airport operating area. Several faciliti..es
lack altimeters and adequate wind direction and velocity equipment.
At others there is no record that existing equipment has been cali
brated since original installation. Many instances where service to
the "users" was severely hampered because of extended out3.ges of
electronic and othe r equipment were reported to the survey team.
The usual reason given was the non-availability of spare parts.

At Bacolod, the third busiest airport in the Philippines, a control
tower was planned some time ago. Construction was scheduled to
start in December 1965. Monies appropriated for this purpose were
not released, however, and ADC service is stillllot available. A.
complement of controllers have been providing airport advisory serv-
ice to arriving and departing traffic since September 1965, from an
old building that used to house the transmitters for a Philippine Air
Lines radio beacon facility. Full ADC and APP service is definitely
needed at this airport.

c. Quality of Service

During this survey, all CAA air traffic facilities were visited by
members of the Team. Operations alld procedures were observed
and discussed with controllers and supervisory personnel as well as
facility and Airways Operation Division management personnel. Air
traffic service provided by the various facilitie s was extensively
monitored from the cockpit of air carrier, government and civil air
craft and through use of portable VHF receive rs.

Certain safety standards are prerequisites to the air navigation and
air traffic processes. Navigation aids and communications equipment
must be adequate, accurate and reliable, and air traffic service must
be provided in a safe manner. A good portion of the communications
equipment and most navigation aids operated and maintained by the
CAA do not meet these safety stand.uds. Many NAVAJDs are not
monitored properly and flight inspection of the system is not accom
plished as required to ensure satisfactory ope ration. Air traffic faci
lities are further condoning this compromise to safety bv using this
communication equipment to issue clearances for aircraft to proceed
with reference to these NAVAIDs under instrument night rules. In
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event of an accident, the legal ramifications of such practices are
quite obvious.

Excessive delays to air traffic are common throughout the system
during busy periods, particularly at: the major terminals. Air traffic
delays to aircraft may occur in many ways. For example, an inbound
aircraft that is not permitted to start enroute descent early enough to
be at the appropriate altitude for apprC'ach to an airport is delayed the
length of time it subsequently takes the pilot to descend after he reaches
his destination on the appropriate approach fix. Air traffic procedures
and/or clearances that restrict departing aircraft by requiring them to
climb to ce rtain altitude s and then come back ove r the navigational
facility at the airport, or to shuttle prior to crossing specific naviga
tional fixp,s also delay aircraft the time it takes to perform the required
maneuvers. Increased segregation of departure routings from those
assigned to arriving traffic would do much to speed up the flow of traf
fic and reduce the amount of coordination required to keep aircraft
separated. Initial steps have been taken along this line for departures
from the Manila Internati'onal Airport and some other terminal areas.
However, many terminal arrival and departure procedures still need
much improvement.

Two or more controllers in one facility and controllers in separate fa
cilities must coordinate their activitie s and keep each other informed
regarding air traffic movements within the areas affected by them.
This action must be accomplished in advance of the !light of the aircraft
and any delay in performing this activity often results in a direct delay
to the aircraft concerned. If available procedures do not permit the
continuous and smooth !low of traffic during busy periods, delay factors
are introduced and tend to "add up" for subsequent aircraft in the sys
tem.

Lack of adequate CAA equipment and communications capability is anoth
er bas i c reason for many of the delays and deficiencies in the present
system. At many locations the controllers just have inadequate tools
to work with. Much of the time defective equipment takes an abnormally
long time to repair or replace. Adequate backup aeronautical mobile
and fixed communications equipment does not exist at several locations.
Unreliable circuits hamper coordination and passing of aircraft move
ment information. Most of these deficiencies are directly related to a
critical shortage or complete lack of spare parts and test equipment
and failure to maintain adequate standards of performance. At one busy
location unsatisfactory arrangements and relationships between Airways
Operations and Airways Engineering personnel have contributed to seri
ous misunderstandinea and extended periods have occurred when equip
ment did not perform properly if at all.
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Given the proper tools in the form of adequate equipment and proce
dures, the controller must be capable of performing the job. Mistakes
that occur in the provision of air traffic service are extremely danger
ous, and unde-r certain circumstances they have unfortunately been
measured in terms of loss of life and property. The Team observed
many examples of excellent application of air traffic control procedures.
However, many examples of below average and unsatisfactory proce
dures and provision of service were also noted. Lack of standardization
in communications practices and in the application of procedures and
techniques were prevalent throughout the system. Lack of adequate
coordination standards exist and in some instances complete absence
of basic coordination processes are being condoned. Many letters of
agreement among facilities are out of date and procedures therein ob
solete. It was also observed that controllers in many cases do not
follow procedures contained in current agreements. Application of air
traffic control is a complex, dynamic proce ss with constantly changing
perspectives. Close coordination with other controllers in accordance
with established standards is one of the most important aspects of a
controller's duty and personal attitudes or other factors cannot be al
lowed to interfere with this.

From personal observation and discussions with facility administra
tive personnel, it is apparent these deficiencies are directly related
to a shortage of well-trained and qualified control personnel. The
CAA operates an ATC training school which has adequate space and
well equipped area control and approach control laboratories. In the
past, this school has devoted most of its attention to teaching newly
hired personnel the basic and elementary processes of air traffic con
trol, consequently, graduates must still be considered trainees. Dur
ing the past five years the CAA has conducted three of these basic
certification courses (with a total of 94 gradu'ates) and the fourth is now
in progres s. After completing this basic course the individual must
devote a considerable length of time in advanced "on-the-job" training
under expert instructional supervision to become a rated journeyman
controller. At best) it normally takes a minimum of two to three
years to accomplish this since most new employees have little if any
previous aviation experience. While CAA traffic facilities generally
have their authorized personnel complements filled, we found that
','on-the-job" training in these facilities is not being conducted to the
degree, necessary to sustain a qualified complement of control person
nel. For example, only 16 out of the current complement of 27 con
troller II (journeyman) and senior controllers in the Manila ACC have
area ratings. Only'S controllers in the ACC have been area rated in
the past three years. In Manila tower, only one of the 10 controller II
and senior controllers has an approach control rating. From informa
tion we have recei1led apparently no one has received an approach
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control rating in the facility during the past five years.

An aggressive, properly oriented training program is absolutely
necessary to properly qualify existing non-rated and future con
trol personnel for pe rformance of safe air traffic services.

Saturation of the CAAI s present air traffic system has already
been reached. Military stopgap projects such as preferential
international routing, traffic tunnelling c.:>ncepts, and establish
ment of the Southeast Asia Military Altitude Reservation Facility
have only been partially effective in maintaining a compromise to
permit the flying of civil aircraft into, ove r, and through the
Manila FIR. However, the present system will not support many
additional stopgap projects and immediate action is required.
Civil air carriers and International Air Transport Association
(LATA) have publicly expressed alarm concerning the problems
they are experiencing with the CAA's overloaded ATC system.
During our contacts with the domestic airlines, civil aVIation and
PAF operational people, each were quite emphatic in their criti
cism of the CAA's capability to handle traffic expeditiously and
safely in the existing airway system.

Extended delays to IFR aircraft are common and operational
flight hazards and less than minimum separation incidents are
taking place with increasing frequency. We are deeply concerned
over the number of such occurrences personally observed by the
Survey Team and reported by the various aviation interests con
tacted. The present airway, communications, and air traffic
system does not function in a manner that would be recognized by
any major ICAO subscriber nation.

3. Communications

The CAA operates ten Airways Communications Station (ACS) facilities.
Table IV -1 lists these stations and indicates the primary and backup
(or standby) aeronautical mobile service (air/ground communications)
and aeronautical fixed service (point-to-point communications) capabi
lity of each.

Similar to Air Traffic Control facilities, many Airways Communications
Stations do not have adequate back-up or standby equipment for mobile
and fixed communications. When extended outages occur due to lack of
spare parts, communications services are seriously hampered.

There are two Area Control Centers (ACC), seven Aerodrome Control
(ADC), and five Approach Control Facilities (APP). To properly
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Table IV-l

EXISTING COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES

MOBILE FIXED
Radio

VHF(Stby) HF (Stby) HF (Stby) CW(Stby) Teletype (Stby)

Laoag x x x x x
Baguio x x
Manila x x x x x x x x
Legaspi x x x
Virac x x
Cebu x x x x x x
Tagbilaran x x x
Bacolod x x x (x)
Romblon x x x x
Zamboanga x x x x

(x) Receiver only

perform their function, each must necessarily be equipped with ade
quate Aeronautical Mobile and Fixed Service Communications. As in
dicated in Section IV A-2, many deficiencies exist in the communica
tions capability of these facilities. All but one of the control towers
utilize 118. 1 mHz for Air-Ground VHF communications. APP func
tions at four locations and the Cebu Sub-ACC also use this frequency.·
The five ACS facilities that have VHF capability are also on the same
frequency. Congestion and interference are prevalent a good portion
of the time and particularly during busier traffic periods. From jet
altitudes it is often extremely difficult if not impossible to work indi
vidual facilities on 118. 1 mHz because of the number of aircraft and
ground stations using it. It is a basic requirement that ACC, ADC,
APP and ACS service functions be provided on discrete frequencies.
The importance of air traffic clearances, advisories, and aircraft
movement information is such that all possible interference must be
eliminated. A requirement also exi!;lts for discrete VHF frequencies
within each of the ACC, ADC, or APP functions when two or more
facility's areas of radio coverage overlap.

Wherever possible, air-ground communications requirements for en
route purposes should be satisfied by the use of Very High Frequency,
however, because of the lack of Airways Communications Stations,
and distance and terrain problems involved, particularly in Mindanao,
it will be necessary to use High Frequency (HF) for some time to come. '"
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Legaspi airway ccmmunications station and Weather Bureau facility. In spite of its appearance
this facility does not provide aerodrome traffic control service. Legaspi, with 82,417 passen·
gers in 1965, ranks 10th in the nation.

Laoag airway communicatiol1! station and airport Weather Bureau station
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Several of the existing Airways Communications Stations lack a VHF
frequency for Air- Ground Communications and 6619. 5 kHz is being
used for this purpose. The frequency is quite congested and consider
able interference results, particularly from the users' standpoint.
This is further compounded by the present pl'actice of frequently using
6619. 5 kHz for point':'to-i9oint communications. The Cebu Sub-ACC
reported they rarely are able to work aircraft on the frequency because
of interference from other stations. Although normally satisfactfJry
during the daytime, 6 mHz reliability is well below acceptable stand
ards much of the time at night. Transmissions from stations in Com
munist China also cause conside rable inte rie lence and often rrmde r
the frequency unusable for extended periods during night and early
morning hours. Several stations reported the reliability of this fre
quency does not normally exceed 60%.

The only voice frequency presently used for point-to-point communica
tions is 6700. 5 mHz. Reliability of this frequency is reported as gen
erally satisfactory in the Luzon and Central Visayan arfJas. Continu
ous wave (CW) frequencie s are also available at some stations. Because
of inherent propagation problems and relatively short distances between
stations, the 6 mHz frequency does not provide satisfactory point-to
point communications in the Mindanao area. This frequency is also
being utilized at various locations by Airways Engineering personnel
for maintenance coordination and other administra.tive traffic. Con
gestion and interfel'ence exist now and will further increase as more
stations are added to the system.

In accordance with ICAO standards, it is a requirement that reliable
point-to-point voice circuits exist between the Manila ACC and adja
cent ACC's to facilitate the transfer of flight data, accomplish coor
dination, etc. Without the interchange of flight data on all aircraft
movem,ent, an area controller is unable to provide the air traffic serv
ice he is responsible for. He cannot provide adequate service to air
craft about which he lacks sufficient information. Even more serioub
are the aspects involved with providing sfJrvice to known traffic without
sufficient information conc,e rning other a.ircraft which may be occupy
ing the same airspace.

The situ,ation described exists between Manila ACC and the Cebu sub
ACC. The interchange of flight moverpent data is f ..·equently not ac
complished, or transferred too late to be of use. The USAF has pro
vided SSB capability betweon the two facilities; however, transfer of
control messages on many aircraft are not being received until they
are already in the receiving ACC's area.

The same general situation, i. e., lack of. adequate point-to-point voice ~.
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circuits, exists among both centers (Manila ACC and Cebu Sub-ACC)
and the ADC, APP and ACS facilities in theh' respective areas of res
ponsibility. The same condition exists between the Manila ACC and
some of the oreign Area Control Centers responsible for Flight
Information Regions ~,djacent to the Manila FIR. Again, in each case
the inte rchange of flight movement data is freq uently not accomplished or
is transferred too late to be of use. Unreliable point-to-point commu
nications is thus a nlajor contributing factor to a dange rous situation.

4. Navigational Aids and Communications Equipment

The majority of electronics equipment operated by CAA for domestic
airway service is World War II surplus that was installed by the USCAA
in the late 1940 I s. A few items of air / ground equipment and some te st
equipment were provided by Australia under the Colombo Plan in the
late 1950 I s. The VORs, othe l' than the one at Manila, are all Collins
type 40 I' s and were installed in the late 1950 I s. Due to age of the ma
jority of the equipment, spare parts are a Maintenance
and performance standards do not exist for several reasons, principally
because of inadequate test equipment, and lack of spare parts. Tools
and working equipment for most domestic facilities are, for all prac
tical purposes, non-existent.

It is not the intent of this report to criticize the use of old equipment
which is presently rendering a semblance of service. Indeed radio
communications equipment seldom becomes obsolete until a different
mode of signal emission comes into being. Radio transmitters and
receivers, when properly maintained can render the same servire in
tended by the manufacturer almost indefinitely.

The Team views with deep concern the fact that electl'onics equipment
owned and operated by the CAA in the Philippine Airways System has
reached its present state of deterioration simply through lack of a
proper maintenance program. This lack of maintenance of all sorts of
equipment seems to be common to the entire Government sector. On
the other hand, the Private sector is generally doing an admirabb job
despite supply problems. One example close at hand is the excellent
manner in which Philippine Air Lines maintains their communications
equipment at the provincial locations and it is intere sting to note that
the PAL equipment in most cases is of World War II vintage similar to
that utili zed by CAA.

It would be redundant to attempt an extensive analysi~ of factors con
tributing to the lack of maintl~nance of things in the Government sector,
but v.ithout \vishing to belabour the subject unduly we would like to
hemize briefly those deficiencies which have been repeatedly obsl~rved
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and seem to be most applicable to the CAA.

1. Lack of Government support of the CAA's activities in budget
ary matters.

2. Inadequate warehousing and distribution of spare parts.

3. Inability of CAA to keep highly qualified technicians due to low
salaries.

4. Absence of a compulsory technician training program.

5. Absence of an effective field management program. This in
volves regular field inspections by headquarters personnel, and
closer supervision of field employees activities.

6. Poor morale on the part of field employees due to extensive
delays in filling requisitions for repair parts, and general
over-all lack of attention to needs of technicians in the field.

7. Almost total absence of test equipment and tools.

8. Lack of appreciation for uniform standards of performance.

At some locations we found harmonious relations to exist between
maintenance and operations personnel but, conversely, we also en
countered facilities where they were openly antagonistic to each other.
At the latter locations, the poor quality of service was obvious.

To illustrate specific deficiencies of the E1ystem by category we offer
the following:

a. VOR

Of the eight Collins 40 1 VORl s operated by CAA, only one was
determined to alarm by shifting the monitor phase selector off
course in excess of 2 degrees, and only one was monitored by any
semblance of remote II status indicating" device in the associated
communication facility. The automatic transfer units are not
utilized because the filaments are not ene rgized on the standby
equipment. Under this condition, 4 minutes are required for the
standby transmitter to cycle lion the air" and stabilize. The auto
matic transfer unit, however, only allows 2 minutes for the moni
tor unit to accept the signal, thus the standby transmitter would
be shut-down prior to getting "on the air" and stabilizing.
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Jomali!; VOR - one of the two most important navigational aids in the Philippines. Provides
track guidance on incoming flights from the east and from Okinawa to the north while a
similar VOR at Lubang island provides ingress and egress for all airways to the west. \ 'G '~.



Most of the VOR's appear to be well sited except one which has never
been acceptable and another which would probably be satisfactory
were it not for the fact that CAA erected two steel NOB antenna towers
over 100 ft. high with a flat-top antenna approximately 600 ft. £rOlTI
the VOR. To compound the situation at this latter location, the Phil
ippine Air Force constructed a large "A" frame type chapel with sheet
metal roof approximately 1500 ft. from the VOR. Only 2 of the 8 oper
ate primarily from cOlTImercial electrical power, and one facility does
not have a monitor and another is on test basis. Identification signal
on neither has been relTIoved.

b. NDB

Six of the 12 NOB's operated by CAA were visited by TealTI lTIembers,
however, none of the 6 visited were operating within the criteria stipu
lated by ICAO standards nor were they emitting thp. power advertised
in the Ae ronautical Information Publication (AI....,). One NDB was em
pirically determined to be operating at one-sixtr. the power indicated
in the AlP; another could only be received for approximately 7 miles
from the station. Another was operating at half power, etc. NOTAMS
were not issued for any of these conditions. None of the locations hac1
an impedance measurinJ inr.~rument to facilitate accurate antenna
tuneup, and two' of the antenna tuning units we re not mete red.

Three of the six CAA NOB's located on airports present a hazard to
air navigation considering the 250 ft. and 7 to 1 clearance criteria
from the runway cente rline. Philippine Air Lines ope rate's five NOB I S

on an unscheduled basis for PAL flights only, and one on a continuous
basis. Three of the six are hazards to air navigation under the criteria
cited above.

c. Communications

The Team visited all airways communication facilities, towers, and/or
centers that are operated by CAA. It was observed that a few facilities
were in good condition but most were unsatisfactory. At one location
a cente r has not been able to comlTIunicate on one VHF frequency for
seve ral months; at another a communication station can only comlTIuni
cate on high frequency for approximately 40 miles. In both instances,
the problem could be rectified with minor antenna maintenance. In
general, the quality of modulation at all locations was poor.

d. Technical Reguirements

(1) General

'A..
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(a) Navigational aids should comply with the ICAO monitoring
standards.

(b) For VHF communications equipment we recommend Federal
Aviation Administration standards.

(c) For all other equipment, we recommend compliance with the
manufacture r I s instruction manual s.

(d) Specific requirements by category are:

(2) VORY

Suitable equipment located in the radiation field shall provide signals
for the operation of an automatic monitor. The monitor shall transmit
a warning to a control point ·and either remove the identification and
bearing information components from the carrier or close the facility
down completely if anyone or a combination of the following deviations
from established condition arises:

(a) A change in excess of one degree at the monitor site of the
bearing information transmitted by the VOR;

(b) A reduction of 15 per cent in the modulation components of
the radio frequency signals voltage level at the monitor of either
the subscriber or variable phase signals or both;

(c) A failure of the monitor. Failure of the monito),· itself shall
automatically remove from the VOR radiation the components
giving bearing information.

(3) NDB 2/

For each NDB suitable means shall be provided to enable detection 01
any of the following conditions at an appropriate location:

(a) A decrease in radiated carrier power of more than 50% below
that required for the rated c.overage;

(b) Failure to transmit the identification signal;

1/ ICAO Annex 10, Part I, Sechon 3. 3.7
2/ ICAO Annex 10, Part I, Section 3.4.8
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(c) Malfunctioning or failure of the means of monitoring itself.

(4) VHF Air/Ground Communicationsl!

(a) Transmitter output frequency - within ±.005% of assigned
frequency.

(b) Modulation levels - voice peaks 50 -100%
- audio tone 85-100%

(c) Power output - 75-100% of rated output

(d) Receiver sensitivity 4/ - not more than 16 MV to produce
10 mw in 600 ohm with 10 PB SIN ratio.

(e) Squelch action - not more than 4 MV to open.

(f) AVC level control - output within 4.5 DB from 15.0 MV to
1.0 V input.

(g) Maximum audio power level - at least 0.8 watt.

B. Conclusions

The Team concludes that aeronautical services provided by the Philip
pine CAA are both inadequate and unsafe, and that positive action
should be taken at an early date to correct this condition. That the
present aviation environment is hazardous is borne out by the large
numbe r of commercial and military accidents which have occurred
during the past few years. Almost without exception these crashes
could have been avoided had there existed adequate navigational aids,
communications and weather information. It is significant that these
accidents took place while aircraft were enroute rather than at termi
nal areas, which leads the Team to conclude that from the standpo~nt

(.If safety, first priority in developing the Philippine Aeronautical en
vironment should go to development of the Airways System.

In our evaluation of the present Airways System, we have necessarily
focused attention on the status of the main features as well as such
diverse subjects as spare parts supply factors, supervision, mainte
nance of equipment, and ATC operational procedures.

11 From FAA Handbook SM P 6500. Z
j/ From FAA Handbook AF P 6500. Z8
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In Section V we examine the status of Support Services which, although
treated as separate subjects, directly relate to an evaluation of the
present system.

Specifically, the Team's findings highlight the following areas:

1. A serious lack of navigational aids.

2. NAVAIDs presently installed are, with a few exceptions, ineffective.

3. Item 2 above can be attributed to the following factors:

(a) Absence of an adequate facility flight inspection program.

(b) Lack of maintenancE! standards.

(c) Lack of spare parts at field installations.

(d) Almost total absence of test equipment.

(e) Low morale on the part of many field personnel.

4. The provision of Air Traffic Services is well below standard
because.

(a) "User" needs far exceed the capacity of the ATC system.

(b) Controllers have inadequate and insufficient tools to work with.

(c) Control procedures and techniques lack standardization.

(d) Effective communication between the pilot and controller is not
possible in much of the controlleJ. airspace.

(e) Reliable communications among facilities do not exist to. pe]: ..
mit ~ffective coordination of aircraft movements.

5. Inadequate cOInlllunications capability in both the fixed and mobile
areas can be attributed to factors indicated in Item 3 that apply to
the equipment component. It was generally found that communi~
cators were competent and doing a good job .with the tools at hand.
They are hal'npered by the following:

(a) Cramped quarters.
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(b) Rundown condition of typewriters, and electronics tools of the
trade.

(c) Awkward operational configuration.

(d) Unreliable transmitters and receivers.

(e) Radio frequency and propagation problems involving interference
and other factors.

6. The efficiency of the Airways System as a whole is seriously affected
by a shortage of well-trained personnel. It is believed this stems
from:

(a) Lack of a re-training program in the electronics maintenance
area.

(b) Failure to provide advanced and refresher training to operations
personnel who have been assigned to field locations directly follow
ing gtaduation from basic training classes.

(c) Lack of an active evaluation program to assure that facility op
erations personnel are adhering to accepted procedural standards.

7. In the Systems Support area, the Team finds that airport and navi
gational aid conditions are not accurately portrayed in Notices to
Airmen (NOTAMS). This is not because of error at the main Air
ways Information Service (AIS) office b·~t can be attributed among
other things to the following:

(a) Lack of general knowledge at the field level of when the trans
misaion of a NOTAM is required.

(b) Inability of the communications system to deliver NOTAM in
formation to concerned locations.

(c.) Reluctance of field electronics personnel to issue NOTAMt'
regarding malfunctioning of facilities under their control.

8. The Team observed a serious shortage of current weathel .i~ta at
most locations visited. With the exception of Trunkline Airports
weather information regarding conditions enroute, and at other
terminals,was either lacking entirely or out of date. This was due
to:

(a) Majority of the Weather Bureau's 49 weather stations are
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located in nearby cities and their reports cannot accurately portray
conditions as they occur at the airport.

(b) Lack of an airways communications system to rapidly transfer
weather information throughout the system.

To correct the deficiencies brought to light in this Section is necessari
ly an expensive process. In another section, cost estimates are pre
sented and it will be noted that a figure of slightly under ten million
dollars has been developed for commodity costs alone. We are unable
to quote contractors' fees.

The Team recognizes that built-in delays are inherent in projects of
this sort. This is due to slow processes in arranging for financing,
entering into contractual arrangements and ordering equipment. We
would be fortunate indeed if the first components of the system would
begin to arrive in Ie ss than two years from the date negotiations begin.

This means then that it would be probably three years before the avia
tion industry would begin to feel the very first effects of the 5-year
development plan.

The T~am feels that a delay of this magnitude is intolerable and that
some measure of improvement must begin immediately. We are there
fore planning an interim or rehabilitation phase to start as soon as the
necessary arrangements can be made. In following documentation, we
refer to this portion of the plan as "Phase I". It is estimated that this
phase would cost approximately $614, 000 and would ·consist of rehabi
litating all navigational aids and communications facilities as well as
supplying new equipment wherE: indicated. Phase I is only a step to
wards improved safety in the present system; therefore, it should be
immediately followed in dovetail fashion by a second phase which would
ultimately result in an airways system capable of handling all traffic
needs for the foreseeable future.

c. Proposed Action

The existing Airway System, its navigation aids, air traffic and fixed and
mobile communications facilitie sara discussed in Section IV -A. Section
IV -B consists of a summary of findings brought out in IV -A and reaches
certain conclusions leading to a course of action.

IV-B concludes that enhancement of the Airways System should be divided
into two phases: Phase I would consist of a program aimed at bringing the
pre sent airway system up to an acceptable standard of se rvice through
provision of certain items of new equipm.ent and reha.bilitation of presently
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installed equipment.

Phase II presents the 5-year airway and facility development program
which is engineered in increments to match anticipated growth factors
in the airways system. It should be noted that all new equipment rec
ommended for procurement and installation in Phase I will become a
part of the Phase II program.

It will be noted that throughout Sections IV -A and IV -B the Team has
mentioned lack of properly trained personnel. Recommendations re
lating to this subject are not contained in IV -C but can be found as a
separate Section (VI·--Staffing and Training).

That portion of this document which immediately follows deals only with
the propused course of action in Phase 1.

1. Phase I--Interim Rehabilitation

A rehabilitation of all existing NAVAIDS is required to provide ade
quate, accurate and reliable navigational guidance to aircraft oper
ating along each airway and in each terminal area in the present
syfltem. NAVAID maintenance and modification should be accom
plished as necessary to ensure conlpliance with appropriate ICAO
standards.

Rehabilitation of the existing Manila ACC, Manila OFACS/ACS, La
hug Tower /Cebu ACC, and Cebu ACS facilities is not included in
Phase 1. The Manila ACC and OFACS/ACS facilities will be Inoved
to the International Terminal Building as soon as the current equip
ment installation and subsequent modifications as required are
accomplished. The CAA has tentative plans to construct a new
building at Mactan for the Cebu Sub-ACC and ACS. Money has been
:released for this project and "!Ie strongly recommend it be accom
plished as soon as possible. A new building for these facilities is
preferred to their being moved to another location such as the exist
ing Mactan terminal building. A new building is more suitable to
the present needs of these facilities and would permit future expan
sion which will most certainly be required. CAA plans also include
a general rehabilitation of Lahug tower to permit the continued
provision of .!\DC service at this airport.

Other existing air traffic and airways comrrlUnication facilities and
equipment should be rehabilitated as required to obtain satisfactory
operation. Sufficient additional aeronautical telecommull: '-,tions
equipment should be provided these facilities (1) to permL ltisfac- )(.
tory air / grollnd communications capability with airc raft ope ratingIq'g.:
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anywhere in controlled airspace, and (2) to establish adequate point-to
point communications capability to facilitate coordination and the pass
ing of aircraft movement information among facilities. Again, compli
ance with ICAO standards is recommended to assure satisfactory per
formance of the air traffic and aeronautical telecommunications system,
including the provision of adequate back-up or standby capability.

a. NAVAIDS

This section outlines recommended action to upgrade existing CAA
navigational aids to the technical requirements outlined in Section
IV-A-4d. To this end, we have elected to present these recommend
ations in two parts: VOR and NDB.

Because all new equipment recommended for procurement in the
Phase I plan would be absorbed in the Phase II program, a consider
able amount of test equipment is included. Although the' majority of
the existing VOR shelters will be discarded in Phase II, we feel that
they will be required tr: ?rovide equipment protection for another 4
to 5 years. Therefore, in the interim these shelters should be re
habilitated. We do not recommend any major cable projects unless
the installation will also S8 rve Phase II.

The Team could not minutely examine all of the NAVAID facilities
to determine component and spare part requirements. We have
therefore consolidated items such as wire, hardware, tubes, fuses,
resistors, etc., into a common heading of hardware and supplies.

A detailed outline of Phase I NAVAID recommendations is as follows:

(1) Recommended Alterations of All Existing VORis

(a) Disassemble the Romblon facility and cannibalize same
for spare parts.

(b) Provide adequate vacuum tubes and parts to allow fila
ments on the standby equipment at all locations to remain I

"on."

(c) Activate the automatic transfer units and overhaul mon
itors to meet standards as outlined in the technical require
ments section.

(d) Bury 5$ 000 feet of new power cable from the power
house to the facility at Cagayan de Oro. 150 ieet of conduit
will be required under the runway. If frangible conduit is
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used, it should be encased in concrete. The existing cable report
edly shorts when wet. Also there is considerable voltage drop be
cause sections of the original cable have been replaced by cable of
insufficient size to accommodate 2400V. Accordingly, 220V is
presently being fed into the cable. The transformers at each end
p-re reported to be satisfactory. Although the Cagayan de Oro facil
ity is scheduled for replacement in the Phase II Plan, we recom
mend burying a 12-pair control and audio cable along with the power
cable because the new VOR should be constructed on the same site.
Note that it is imperative that this work be done prior to runway
repairs.

(e) At Zamboanga we recommend nothing be done until t1].e NDB and
transmitter station are relocated. After the above action has been
accomplished and a subsequent flight check indi'cates the facility is
either in or near tolerance, we recommend burying 1,000 feet of
new power and control cable in lieu of the present overhead cable.
If the facility is still out of usable tolerance after relocating the
NDB and transmitters, we recommend cannibalizing the equipment
for use as spare parts for the remaining VOR's until the Phase II
Plan materializes.

(f) Install a 16-foot radius counterpoise on the Lubang facility. Be
cause this facility is presently operating without a counterpoise,
flight checks indicate a ISO-degree "cone of confusion" over the
station.

(g) Overhaul and extensively rust-proof the Jomalig counterpoise
and equipment shelter.

(h) Perform some rust prevention and paint counterpoises and
equipment shelte rs at all VOR locations.

(i) Install fixed-tuned VHF receivers for "0££ air" monitoring at
each as'sodated airway communications station or air tra££ic c,on
trol facility.

(j) Install visual/aural alarm on each receiver.

NOTE: It will be necessary for power house mechanics to continue
monitoring J omalig and Lubang until such time as VHF Hnks can be
installed under the Phase II program.

The USAF is presently burying power and control cables to the Mactan
(Cebu) facility which will assist in rectifying present deficiencies at
that location.
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Additionally, each VOR facility should be provided te st equipment
as described below.

NOTE: The Manila VOR is presently in the process of being re
placed. Although some test equipment may be provided by the
contractor, we recommend Manila be supplied with the same test
equipment package as the other VOR's because that which will not
be required at the VOR could well be utilized in the training school.

Field Detector, VOR, portable
Insulation tester, DC
Oscilloscope,S", VHF with dolly
Tube checker
Volt-ohm-milliamete r
VOR test generator
VTVM, DC-AC-RF
Wattmeter, VSWR indicator

(2) Recommended Reconfigurations of Existing NDB's

(a) Install new 1, 000 watt system at Cebu because the existing
equipment is beyond economical repair. The flat-top antenna to
be rehabilitated in lieu of replacement because in the Phase II
Plan we recommend decommissioning the Cebu NDB and trans
ferring the new electronic equipment to Puerto Prince sa.

(b) Transfer existing Cebu equipment to Laoag for use as spare
parts.

(c) Install new 1, 000 watt system in relocated transmitter station
at Zamboanga because existing equipment, except the antenna, is
beyond economical repair. The existing Colombo Plan antenna
should be used with new equipment at the new site.

(d) Install new 400 watt system at Romblon because existing
equipment is beyond economical repair. The flat-top antenna
should be satisfactory after rehabilitation.

(e) Install the CAA modified 250 watt equipment (already on hand)
with new antenna tuning unit at Legaspilvecause the existing sys
tem is totally inadequate. Rehabilitate the flat-top antenna.

(f) Cannibalize equipment made surph',:" by the above action at
Zamboanga, Romblon, and Legaspi, as necessary, to effect re
pairs on the remaining NDB's.
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(g) Rehabilitate the remaining NDB's and install new antenna
tuning units on all except Bacolod and Rosario. These two
systems are in good condition.

(h) Install a visual/aural alarm receiver with antenna in the
associated airway communication station or air traffic con
trol facility.

Additionally, each NDB facility should be provided test equipment
as described below. Manila personnel would share test equipment
between Rosario, Antipolo and Inner Ma.rker facilities.

Ammeter, AC
Ammeter, RF (3)
Decade resistance box
Impedance measuring b'JX
Transceive r (2)
Oscilloscope, 5"
Volt-Ammeter, Clamp-on, AC

b. Aeronautical Communications Reguirf~ments

(1) Mobile Communications

(a) An additional VHF frequency for the APP functions at
Mactan, Cagayan de Oro, Davao and Zamboanga i6 recom
mended to eliminate existing interference with the ADC func
tion at these locations. Discrete VHF frequencies among
facilities for ADC and/or APP functions should also be pro
vided at those locations where facility areas of radio coverage
overlap.

(b) A common enroute air/ground VHF frequency, to provide
effective communications at. short ranges, is recommended
for each airways communications station and the Cagayan de
Oro and Davao air traffic facilities. TMs enroute communi
cations capability should be on a discrete channel which does not
interfere with frequencies used for ACC, ADC, and APP func
tions.

(c) HF voice capability is required to provide enroute air /
ground communications with aircraft operating outside areas
of VHF coverage. The pl'esent 6619.5 kHz frequency should
be changed to a more suitable frequency in the 6 mHz band to
avoid interference from foreign stati -'[':10 A common 3 mHz
frequency should be added to provide an acceptable standard
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of communications during night and early morning hours.

(d) It is recommended that the following facilities have HF voice
communication capability on 3mHz and 6 mHz frequencies to
provide satisfactory air/ground coverage in the domestic airways
system.

Laoag ACS
Manila ACS

Legaspi ACS
Romblon ACS

Cebu ACS
Zamboanga ACS
Davao Tower

Exhibit IV-D shows the location of facilities providing enroute mobile
communication services after Phase I. The shaded areas indicate
approximate VHF coverage above terrain or at 5000 feet mean sea
level altitude whichever is higher.

(2) Fixed Communications

(a) HF voice frequency 6700.5 kHz is presently used for point-to
point communication by four Airways Communication Stations and
one Control Tower. This frequency provides satisfactory com
munications in the Luzon and Central Visayan areas and its use
is recommended at all ACS facilities north of an east-west line
through 2.nd including Cebu. CW capability for backup presently
exists for all the se stations except Bacolod. Standby HF voice
capability should be provided there.

(b) In addition to 6 mHz voice, 3 mHz capability is recommended
for stations south of Cebu to compensate for short distances in
volved and inherent wave propagation. To reduce interference,
the .6 mHz frequency should be other than 6700. 5 kHz. Cagayan
de Oro tower, Davao tower, Cebu ACS, and Zamboanga ACS
should have capability on both 6 mHz and 3 mHz to assure 24
hour coverage. The dual equipment required to provide this
service will also satisfy backup needs. Because of its proximity
to Cebu, Tagbilaran would only need 3 mHz. The station's exist
ing CW provides backup.

(3) Additional/New Eguipment

Additional equipment required to provide the air/ground VHF and HF
voice, and point-to-point HF voice and CW capability is listed below
by individual facility.

(a) Laoag ACS
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Main HF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv) 3 mHz
Main HF Point-to -Point voice (Xmt/Rcv) 6mHz

(b) Manila ACS

Main VHF Air/Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Standby VHF Air/Ground (Xmt/Rcv)

(c) Romblon ACS

Standby VHF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Main HF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv) 3 mHz

(d) Legaspi ACS

Standby VHF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Main HF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv) 3 mHz
Main HF Point-to-Point voice (Xmt/Rcv) 6 mHz

(e) Virac ACS

Main VHF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Standby VHF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Main HF Point-to-Point voice (Xmt/Rcv) 6 mHz

(f) Bacolod ACS

Standby HF Point-to-Point voice (Xmt only) 6 mHz

(g) Cebu ACS

Main VHF Air/Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Standby VHF Air / Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Main HF Air/Ground (Xmt/Rcv) 3 mHz
Startdby HF Air/Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Main HF Point-to-Point voice (Xmt/Rcv) 6 mHz (for south frequency)
Main HF Point-to-Point voice (Xmt/Rcv) 3 mHz (for south frequency)

(h) Mactan Tower

Main VHF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Standby VHF Air/Ground (Xmt/Rcv)

(i) Tagbilaran ACS

Standby VHF Air/Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
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(j) Cagayan de Oro Tower

Two main VHF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Two standby VHF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv)

(k) Davao Tower

Two main VHF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Two standby VHF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Main HF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv) 6 mHz
Main HF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv) 3 mHz

(1) Zamboanga ACS

Two main VHF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Two standby VHF Air /Ground (Xmt/Rcv)
Main HF Point-to-Point voice (Xmt/Rcv) 6 mHz
Main HF Point-to-Point voice (Xmt/Rcv) 3 mHz

Table IV -2 indicates how facilities would be equipped to provide enroutc
air ground and point-to-point communications service upon completion
of Phase I.

TABLE IV-2

PHASE I. ENROUTE MOmLE. AND FIXED COMMUNICATIONS CAPABIUTY

Mobile (Air/Ground) Fixed Point-to-Point)

Radio 11 Microwave
VHF HF HF CW Tele vpe SSB l.inleY

Main Stby Main Sfuy Main Stbv Main Stbv Main Stbv
FACILITY 6mHz 3mHz 6mHz 3mHz
Laoag x x x x x x
Bal!uio x x
Manila x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Romblon x x x x x x

Legaspi x x x x x x
Virac x x x x
Bacolod x x x x
Cebu x x x x x ~aY Xes) x x x x x x
Tagouaran x x x x
Cal!avan de Or(l x x x x
Davao x x x x x x
Zarnboanga x x x x x x x x

(n) 6 mHz HF freqrency used by Cebu and stations to the north.
(s) 6 mHz and :3 mHz HF frequency used by Cebu and stations to the south.
}j Military circuit and equipment.
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Exhibit IV -E depicts the aeronautical fixed communication service
among facilities after Phase 1.

c. ATC and Communications Electronic Equipment

This section outlines recommended action to upgrade existing CAA air
traffic control and communication facilitie s to the technical require
ments outlined in section IV -A-4d.

As previously stated, all new equipment recommended for procure
ment in the Phase I plan would be transfe rred to the Phasp, II program.
For this reason, more sophisticated High Frequency (HF) equipment
is being recommended for Phase I than would actually be required. As
the Phase II program proceeds, however, this HF equipment will pro
vide the "backbone" of the backup system.

The major electronics components of Phase I are test equipment and
additional communications equipment, the cost of which can be easily
determined since most are off-the-shelf items. Immediate improve
ments, however, should be realized by performing antenna overhaul,
equipment reconfiguration and alignment, replacing electronic compo
nents, installing new cable, etc. For these latter items, the Team
can 0 n I y g i ve a n approximate estimate. As mentioned in a
previous section it would be most difficult to provide a detailed analy
sis of each piece of equipment used in the present system, consequent
ly coaxial, power and control cable s, wire, hardware, connectors,
switches, condensers, resistors, etc., for all existing facilities are
consolidated as "hardware and supplies. II

(1) Recommended Reconfigurations of Existing Communications
Equipment

(a) Install 14 new 4 channel 350 watt HF transmitters at the
following locations: Laoag (2), Romblon (1), Legaspi (2),
Bacolod (1), Cebu (4), Davao (2), and Zamboanga (2).

(b) InI::tall new doublet antennas (1 for each of the transmitters)
at each location indicated above. In most cases existing poles
can be utilized.

(c) Rehabilitate existing HF transmitters and antennas at each
location. Install antenna switching units to enable full utiliza
tion of the new 4 channel transmitters on any of the HF anten
nas.

(d) Install 13 new single-channel HF receivers at Laoag (Z),
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Romblon (1), Legaspi (2), Cebu (4), Davao (2), and Zamboanga
(2).

(e) Install new tunable whip antennas (1 for each HF receiver) at
each location. The whip antennas to be mounted atop the commu
nication or control facility.

(f) Rehabilitate existing HF receiving equipment and antennas at
each location.

(g) Install 23 new 50 watt, crystal controlled, VHF transmitters
and fixed-tuned VHF receivers complete with separate antennas
at Manila (2), Romblon (1), Legaspi (1), Virac (2), Cebu (4),
Tagbilaran (1), Cagayan de Oro (4), Davao (4), and Zamboanga (4).

(h) Rehabilitate existing VHF equipment with special attention
devoted to antennas and transmission lines.

(i) Install 12 new dual channel amplifiers at (l each) Laoag,
Manila, Romblon, Legaspi, Virac, Cagayan de Oro (2 each), Ceb.u
Davao and Zamboanga.

(j) Install 20 new self-contained transistorized speakers at Laoag
(2), Manila (1), Romblon (2), Legaspi (2), Virac (2), Cebu (4),
Cagayan de Oro (1), Davao (3), and Zamboanga (3). As these
speakers are self-contained with built-in amplifiers, provision
should be made to inter-switch them with any drcuit.

(k) Rehabilitate existing CW transmitters, receivers, and anten
nas by replacing components where lldcessary.

(1) Rehabilitate all required ancillary equipment by replacement
of cables. wires and equipment components as necessary. Fab
ricate and modify consoles. switching panels. connecting frames;
etc. as nece ssary.

(m) Additionally. each communication facility should be provided
test equipment as described below.

Audio attenuator
Audio oscillator
Bridge. capacitance-resistance
Headphones
Modulation monitor
Noise meter
Oscilloscope, 5" VHF



Receiver test set
RF load, 250-watt VHF
Signal generator VHF/UHF
Signal generator LF
Tube checker
Volt-ohm-milliamete l'

VTVM, DC-AC-RF
Wattmeter, VSWR indicator
Insulation te ster, D. C.

d. Cost Estirnating Phase I

An across the board 25% extra was added to all original commodity cost
estimates for several reasons; some being:

1. Transportation
2. Overhead
3. Price increases

The 25% margin was not added to hardware and supplies which include
such items as wire, cable, components, fabrication material, insu
lators, tubes, fuses, tools, etc. Exhibit IV-F displays the method by
which the 25% factor was applied.

The $250,000 recommended for hardware and supplies will require
prorating at the tizr..e Phase I is implemented. Some locations will of
course require considerably more of this ;;ype support than others. As
previously stated, the Team could not devote the tiP.:le required to
determine all requirements, however, it was noted that large amounts
of hardware and supplies will be necessary to rehabilitate the system.

The Phase I Program should not increase yearly maintenance costs
except for a slight increase in power bills and electrical power gener
ating fuel consumption. Actually, a reduction in maintenance costs
from a manpower standpoint should result because of an incre-ase in
productivity stemming from increased technical proficiency. This,
we are sure can be brought about through adoption of the Team's
recommendation that CAA expand their electronics training schoolll
and more explicitly that they re-train and carefully examine existing
technical personnel. By process of upgrading their existing technical
staff, we envision a vast improvement in efficiency. As a further in
centive for greater productivity, the CAA should make representation
aimed at elevating technician salaries to those levels enjoyed by

y See Section VI--Staffing and Training
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private industry--this however, only when they merit the salary and
position.

Electronics equipment recommended for installation in Phase I also
includes one year supply of spare parts. Additionally, the equipment
should be relatively easy to maintain and we do not envision difficul
ties in procuring spare parts when required. We do wish to emphasize,
however, that the equipmer.~ must be maintained in a manner that
would be recognized by the manufacturer in order for these statements
to be valid.

Table IV-3

TOTAL ESTIMATED COSTS (NEW EQUIPMENT ONLY)
IN PHASE I FOR EACH LOCATION

Alabat
Bacolod
Baguio
Cabanatuan
Cagayan de Oro
Cebu
Davao
Jomalig
Laoag
Legaspi
Lubang
Manila
Romblon
Tagbilaran
Virac
Zamboanga

$ 3,928
17,940
4,250
3,928

34,700
71,290
35,800
4,325

31,868
28,935
4,325

20,675
30, 377
10,085
8,625

53,816

TOTAL $364,.870

Hardware and supplies will require pro-rating at time
of implementation on a need basis.

2. Phase II--Five-year Development Plan

~
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This section presents a five-year development plan for the expansion
of the Philippine Airway System to meet air traffic activity needs.
Recommendations are presented for airways, NAVAIDS, air traffic
and communications facilities, aeronautical mobile and fixed commu
nications service, and associated electronic equipment required in the
proposed system.



a. Standards

'The CAA is empowered to provide necessary air navigation facilities
and air traffic control and communications services to insure efficient
utilization of the navigable airspace and the safe and expeditious flow
of air traffic. Thus, the CAA has the responsibility for providing en
route components of the airways system to allow aircraft to serve
qualified aviation communities, to provide terminal facilities and serv
ices at airports, and to assist aircraft in starting and terminating
their flights.

In the Philippines, no specific criteria or standard has been established
for allocating air navigation facilities and associated operational serv
ices. The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAD), of which
the Philippines is a member state, specifies guidelines in the form of
international standards and recommended practices to be followed in
determin:ng the needs of an airway system. The criteria therein are
quite general however, and do not attempt to cover the many types
of situations that may arise because of the complex nature of the func
tions involved.

'The Team was asked by the CAA to apply U. S. Federal Aviation Ad
ministration (FAA) standards wherever possible in determining the
needs of the Philippine Airway System. This we have done and our
recommendations in the five-year development plan are based upon
FAA ai rway planning standards wherever their application is feasible.
'The criteria utilized in our planning are generally based on air traffic
demand because volume of traffic and passenger movement is a tan.gi
ble and measurable indication of the need for air navigation facilities
and air traffic control services.

Since the CAA (like the U. S. FAA) must operate, maintain, and im
prove their air navigation system within budgetary limitations, it is
not possible, nor would it be economically feasible, to satisfy each
and every operational need. Similarly, air traffic demand does not
by itself always constitute a requirement for an air navigation facility
or air traffic service. Previous air traffic and passenger movement
activity information available to the Team was also limited. For
the'se reasons our planning has been oriented to adjustments as in~li

cated by growth or reduction in air traffic activity.

This was required to establish an orderly distribution of facilities
and services at locations where they benefit the greatest number of
users for the least cost consistent with safety and operational effi
ciency. Locations where service is recommended were individually
evaluated to determine whether the combination of tangible and
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intangible benefits is commensurate with the cost of the facility and lor
service.

b. Traffic

Complete statistical information concerning passenger movement, air
carrier schedules and air traffic activity compiled by the Team is
presented in various exhibits in Section II of this report. For ease of
reference, certain pertinent information therein is also being present
ed in this section.

The following six tables depict statistical information for various na
tional airports and air carrier route segments. Each table indicates
the respective airports or flight segments by rank according to the
volume of activity being reported. Table s IV -4, IV -6, and IV -7 each
contain a separation line. Air navigation and air traffic services are
proposed for each location or segment listed above this line except as
noted. Reference to these tables, use of the statistics therein and ap
plication of recommended standards and criteria are made in later
portions of this subsection.

c. Proposed. Ai t'way System

We recommend the Philippine National Airway System be based pri
marily upon the use of VOR navigational facilities. This facility is a
more stable and accurate navigation aid and its use permits greater
flexibility in establishing an airway system with segregated inbound/
outbound traffic flows. For this reason, the five-year development
plan also recommends that busier routes in the present system be re
placed as soon as possible with a system based upon VOR navigation
facilities.

We further recommend that application of accepted criteria be utilized
in establishing the width of airways/routes in the VOR system. This
c.riterion basically designates domestic VOR airway/route widtl'\ as
four nautical miles either side of the centerline to a point 51 nautical
miles from the NAVAID where it increases in width on a 4.5 degree
angle to 10 mile s on each side of the route cente rline at a distance ap
proximately 130 miles from the NAVAID. This criterion provides
best utilization of airspace particularly in the high altitude strata where
late ral traffic separation within 51 nautical mile s of a facility could be
provided in less than half the airspace presently required, and airspace
savings would continue to be realized in decreasing amounts out to a
distance in excess of 100 miles from a VOR facility.

The present domestic airway system terminates 100 miles from shore-

?-OCG
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TABLE IV - 4

DOMES TIC & INTERNATION AL
PASSENGER MOVEMENTS BY AIRPORT

~ Airpo..u CY 1965

1 Manila 1.339.465
2 Maetan 970.000
3 Bacolod .25 0 ~ 186
4 Davao 199.410
5 Zamboanga 118.317
6 Iloilo 117.626
7 Cagayan de Ol"O 109.403
8 Cotabato 96.186
9 Bancasi (Butuan) 84.117

10 Legaspi 82.417
11 T aeloban 63.543
12 Dumaguete 56.868
13 ]010 53.551
14 Dipolog 52.360
15 Daet 50.980
16 Cauayan 49,665
17 Maria Cristina (IUgan) 46.989
18 KaUbo 46.601
19 Tuguegarao 45.633
20 Surigao 41.670
21 Laoag 38,518
22 Roxas 38.485
23 Buayan (General Santos) 36.511
24 San] ose (Mindoro) 33.396
25 Mamburao 32.782
26 Misamis (Ozamis) 28.058
27 Baguio 27.959
28 Masbate 26.161
29 Aparri 24.706
30 Marinduque 23.896
31 Tagbilaran 19.644
32 Naga 18.894
33 Virae 18.036
34 Calapan 17.872
35 Romblon (Tablas) 17.798
36 Calbayog 17.540
37 Puerto Princes a 13.615
38 Lubang 11.132
39 Siargao 8.408
40 Vigan 8.037
41 Sanga-Sanga (T aw i-Tawi) 6.570
42 Tandag 6.472
43 Basco 6.015
44 San]ose de Buenavista 5.998
45 Malaybalay 5.843
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TABLE IV • 5

DOMESTIC SCHEDULED AIR SERVICE (AM/FOA/PAL)
NUMBER 0 F FLIGHT S PER ONE WEEK PERIOD

(Rankirog by Points Served)

Average Annual Rate (0;0)
Ch ange in Air Carrier

~ Number of Flights Operations (Past 6 Years)
(in & out)

1 Cebu (Mactan) 728 20.4
2 Manila 726 9.1
3 Bacolod 266 9.0
4 Davao 208 34.4
5 C agay an de Oro 192 10.4
6 Zamboanga 184 19.2
7 Cotaba to 180 19.4
8 Iloilo 154 6.3
9 Dum aguete 108 27.4

10 Legaspi 102 10.7
11 Dipolog 98 22.6
12 Mamburao 84 27.8
13 Bancasi (Butuan) 80 6.0
14 Cauayan 78 22.6
15 Jolo 76 39.5
16 T aclob an 72 No Change
17 Surigao 70 21.4
18 Buayan (General San tos) 68 14.2
19 Tugueg.arao 68 14.9
20 Maria Cristina (Iligan) 66 8.1
21 Misamis (Ozamis) 56 2.9
22 Romblon (Tab las) 56 12.2
23 Laoag 42 10.6
24 Aparri 40 11.1
25 Ba guio 40 19.0
26 Roxas 40 9.4
27 San Jose (Mindoro) 40 10.6
28 Daet 38 3.4
29 Calbayog 28 ( 6.3)
30 Kalibo 28 ( 6.0)
31 Marinduque 28 31.6
32 Masbate 28 2.0
33 Vigan 1/ 28 No Change
34 Tagbilaran 26 11.1
35 Bislig (Private) 24 No Change
36 Virac 20 9.3
37 Lubang 16 8.3
38 Malabang 16 ( 9. 0)
39 Mambajao ~/ 16 No Change

~40 T akurong 14 No Change
(continued next page)
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..!!!l!i Number of Flights
(in & out)

41 Allah Valley 14
42 Calapan 14
43 Naga 14
44 Puerto Princes a 14
45 Larap 12
46 Sablayan §.I 12
47 Basco 8
48 Catuman 8
49 Ormoc 8
5 0 T an d a g il 8
51 Sanga-Sanga (Tawi-Tawi) 8
52 Antique 6
53 Del Pilar 6
54 Guiuan 6
55 Hilongos 6
56 Malaybalay 6
57 Siargao 6
58 Sorsogon 6

4.394

II Air Carrier Service began Jan. 22, 1965
2/ Air Carrier Service began May 9, 1966
31 Air Carrier Service began Dec. 21. 1966
il Air Carrier Service began Dec. 17, 1964
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Average Annual Rate (0/0)
Changes in Air Carrier
Opera tions (P ast 6 Years)

No Change
3.1

No Change
11.1
( 2.8)

No Change
5.6

(l0. 0)
No Change
No Change

13.9
No Change

(11.3)
(8.3)

(16.7)
(10.0)
(25. 0 )
(10.0)



Rank-

TABLE IV- 6

DOMESTIC SCHED U LED AIR SER VICE (AM/FOA/PAL)
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS PER ONE WEEK PERIOD

Ranking by Non-Stop Segments

Segments Total

14
14

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
90S
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Cebu
Bacolod
Bacolod
Bacolod
Jolo
Cagayan de Oro
Cagayan de Oro
Cebu
Cebu
Cauayan
Cebu
Dipolog
Legaspi
Cebu
Butuan
Davao
Iloilo
Cebu
Manila
Mam burao
Cotabato
Cauayan
Cebu
Cebu
Manila
Manila
Baguio
Cebu
Cotabato
Coubato
Davao
Daet
Cebu
KaUbo
Mamburao
Aparri
Aparri
Cebu
Legaspi
Manila
Bancasi (Butuan)
Bancasi

Manila
Cebu
Manila
Iloilo
Zamboanga
Cebu
Davao
Dumaguete
Cotaba to
Manila
S urigao
Dumaguete
Manila
T acloban
Cebu
Buayan (Gen. Santos)
Manila
Davao
Zamboanga
Manila
Zamboanga
Tuguegarao
Dipolog
Iloilo
Marind uque
Romblon
Manila
Maria Cristina (I1igan)
Davao
Maria Cristina (Iligan)
Manila
Manila
Zamboanga
Romblon
San Jose (Mindoro)
Laoag
Tuguegarao
Tagb'"ilaran
Virac
Roxas
Cagayan de Oro
S urigao

(continued next page)
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80
70
68
54
54
54
46
42
42
42
41
40
40
40
39
38
36
34
32
28
28
28
28
28
26
26
26
26
26
25
22
22
22
20
20
20
20
20

~
Q\~
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Rank S e g m e n t s Total

91 Kalibo Manila 6

92 Legaspi Sorsogon 6

93 Mamburao Sablayan 6
94 Roxas Rom blon 6

95 Sablayan San Jose (Mindoro) 6

96 Siargao Surigao 6

97 An tique Iloilo 3
98 Antique Manila 3

99 De I Pilar Manila 3
100 Del Pilar Puerto Princesa 3

T o t a 1 2,191
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TABJ..E IV - 'i

CY 1966 AIRPORT RANKING --TOTAL AIR CARRIER OPERATIONS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
3'1
38
3!?
40
41
42
43
44
45

Manila
Mactan
Bacolod
Cagayan de Oro
Davao
Cotabato
Zamboanga
Iloilo
Legaspi
Dumaguete
Cauayan
D ipolog
Bancasi (Butuan)
Maria Cristina (Iligan)
Tacloban
S urigao
Tuguegarao
Misamis
Mamburao
Roxas
Jolo
Laoag
Kalibo
nuayan (General Santos)
Baguio
Dact
Romblon
San Jose
Masbate
Tagbilaran
Vigan
Marinduque
Calbayog
Ap arri
Calapan
Malabang
Virac
All all Valley
Naga
Puerto Princesa
Lubang
Ormoc
Basco
Malaybalay
S anga -Sanga (T awi -Tawi)

55.578
32.!153 !!
11.824

7.876
7.625
6.986
6.180
4,956
4.390
4.038
3,718
3.518
3.464
3.376
3,256
2.786
2.646
2.388
2.374
2.274
2.210
1,900
1.896
1.828
1,818
1.748
1.668
1.614
1,200
1.180
1.1'70 Y
1.066
1.050
1,008

970
9682!
736
712 Y
646
644
554
390
356 §J
312 Y
306 2!
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'AI Total Air Carrier Operations for Lahug and Mac~n Airports.
~ Not included for service since commercial operations have been erratic during

previous years and now only resumed again in January ]965.
Y Not included for service due low number of Air Carriers flights presently scheduled.



TABLEIV-8

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS - C'{ 1965

Rank Airport Commercial Private Mi1i~ Total--
1 Manila 57.226 52.62'1 21.93,Q 131.788

2 Cebu (Lahug only) 30.090 11.558 3.088 44.736

3 lJacolod 13.668 5.806 390 19.864

4 Davao 9.258 5.130 428 14.816

5 Zarnbcxmga 5.815 6.218 884 12.917

6 Cagayan de Oro 8.372 1.0?~ 731 10.175

7 Iloilo 6.714 2.956 360 10.030

8 Cotabato 5.728 1.260 290 7.278

9 Baguio 1.982 2.372 1.964 6.318
10 Legaspi 5.536 426 282 6.244
11 Cauayan 4.854 1,090 158 6.102

12 Plaridel 118 5.884 4 6.006

13 Bancasi (Butuan) 3.682 1,092 58 4.832

14 Dipolog 4.098 26'1 122 4,484

15 Dwnaguetc 3.508 616 160 4.284

16 Tugucgarao 3.604 176 228 4.008

17 l\laria Cristina (Iligan) 3.446 390 142 3.978
18 Surigao 3.686 160 68 3.914
19 San Jose (Mindoro) 3.048 300 250 3.598
20 Mamburao 3.306 126 56 3.488
21 Tacloban 2.882 400 1f1d 3.468
22 Hoxas 2.970 230 230 3.430
23 Kalibo 2.502 220 410 3.132
24 Misamis 2.112 912 102 3.126

25 Laoag 2.488 254 318 3.060

26 Jolo 2.114 504 130 2.748

27 Daet 2.560 54 68 2.682
28 Buayan (General Santos) 1.938 566 138 2.642

29 Aparri 1.720 278 12'1 2.122

30 Masbatc 1.484 294 92 1.870
31 Calapan 1.1t'2 36'1 210 1.726
32 Tagbilaran 904 732 8G 1.722
33 Calbayog 1.430 152 108 1.690
34 Bagabag 1.572 52 1.624

35 Lubang 894 56 598 1.548
36 Malabang 1.454 28 '14 1.526
37 Vigan 1.226 98 14-1 1.468

38 Naga 898 402 162 1.462

39 Marinduque 1.226 98 126 1.450
40 Romblon 1.226 90 112 1.428
41 San Fernando 90 582 718 1.390
42 Tandag 482 600 38 1.120

(continued next page) t-
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Table lV-8. continued
Aircraft Operations - C'{ 1965

Rank Airport Commercial Private Militcuy Total-
43 Puerto Princesa 862 206 46 1.114
44 Rosales 138 61)8 120 926
45 Allah Valley 806 76 40 922
46 Malaybalay 500 192 210 902
47 V!rac 736 18 144 898
48 San Jose de Buenavista 682 66 102 850
49 Hilongos 584 192 60 836
50 Sanga-Sanga (Tawi-Tawi) 332 144 96 572
51 Basco 384 26 108 518
52 Baler 2 344 150 496
53 Palanan 16 374 44 434
54 Guiual~ 288 12 82 382
55 Sorsogon 292 40 36 368



TABLE IV - 9

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS - CY 1966

~ Airpuu Commercial Private Milit:uy Total--
1 Manila 55,578 57,688 23,023 136,289
2 Cebu (Mactan &; Lahus> 32,763 14,794 35,35'1 82,912
3 Bacolod 11,824 G,026 :.l80 18,230
4 Davao 7,620 8,780 246 16.651
5 Zarnboanga 6,180 7,735 1,1'17 15,062
6 Iloilo 4,956 ·1,000 '1-12 9,398
7 Cagayan de Oro 7,876 85G 622 9,35·1
8 Cotabato 6,986 1,370 114 8,470
9 Baguio 1,818 2,970 2.288 7,082

10 Legaspi 4,390 344 232 4,966
11 Cauayan 3,718 1,040 1'14 4,932
12 Bancasi (Dutuan) 3,464 92'1 106 4,494
13 DLUnaguete 4,038 332 80 4,4:',0
14 Plaridel 2 4,434 12 4,448
15 Tacloban 3,256 344 24'1 3,844
16 Maria Cristina (lllgan) 3,376 342 58 3,776
17 Dipolog 3,518 116 60 3,694
18 Jolo 2,210 586 332 3,128
19 Mis:unis 2,388 674 50 3,112
20 Surigao 2,786 120 40 2,946
21 Tuguegarao 2,640 108 150 2,910
22 San Fernando 88 1,930 788 2,806
23 Roxas 2,274 198 120 2,598
24 Mmnburao 2,374 154 34 2,562
25 Laoag 1,900 228 290 2,418
26 Duaj'an (General Santos) 1,828 368 88 2,284
27 San Jose (Mindoro) 1,614 138 392 2,144
28 Kalibo 1,896 140 8·1 2,126
29 Daet 1,748 30 42 1,820
30 Romblon 1,668 44 82 1,794
31 ~'tas:'ate 1,200 466 72 1,738
32 Vigan 1,170 222 160 1,552
33 Tagbi1aran 1,180 266 84 1,530
34 Rosales 40 1,308 90 1,438
35 Lubang 554 174 662 1,390
36 Calapan 970 222 118 1,310
37 Marinduque 1,066 90 148 1,304
38 Dagabag 164 1,036 78 1,278
39 Aparri 1,008 122 60 1,190
40 Calbayog 1,0:>0 94 20 1,164
41 Naga 646 340 142 1,128
42 Puerto Princesa 644 232 108 984

(continued next page)
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Table IV-9, continued
Aircraft Operations - C'{ 1966

Rank Airport Commercial Private Mil1taJ:Y .!!!!!!.

43 Malahang 968 14 982
44 Tandag 254 662 ., 920
45 Virac 736 10 1~ 900
46 Allah Valley 712 44 18 774
47 Hllongos 534 104 32 670
48 San Jose de 8uenavista 596 18 36 650
49 Sanga-Sanga ;rawi-Tawi) 306 158 146 610
50 Malaybalay 312 126 136 574
51 Omloc 390 104 50 544
52 Lingaycn 20 506 12 538
53 8aler 350 134 484
54 Basco 356 8 84 448
55 Iba 280 94 374

Military Airports

Itinerant ~ .!.2!!!

1. Clark AD 168,853 63,308 232.161
2. Cubi NAS 24,685 75,998 100,683
3. Sangley NAS 22.645 23.493 46.138



line, beyond which oceanic routes commence, and oceanic separation
standards apply. These standards require 100 nautical miles lateral
separation between route centerlines or 20 minutes longitudinal (time)
separation between aircr;:-:~ at the same altitude. We recommend that
oceanic route extensic" to the domestic VOR airways/routes be de
signated to permit reduced separation minil,na along VOR radials ex
tending inr oceanic control area pursuant t.o the standard dOCU111ented
by ICAO.!.. This standard permits reduction in the 100 nautical mile
lateral separation when electronic aids to air navigation enable the
pilot in cOlnmand of an aircraft to determine accurately the aircraft's
position. These oceanic route extensions to the VOR airway system
should extend to the maximum distance which would be compatible with
a suitable minimum reception altitude (150-l75 NM) as determined by
flight inspection. This would permit the application of reduced separa
tion minima for considerable distances wi,thin the oceanic area which is
not now possible. The prime objective would be to extend these routes
to a point where lat<:ral oceanic separation would exist between the
various heavily travelled oceanic route c'enterlines that converge on
domestic ai rway ingre ss/egres s fixe s.

Accomplishing these recommendations will greatly increase controller
capability for providing efficient service with maximum utilization of
airspace.

(I) NAVAID Crite ria

U. S. FAA criteria specify that a community served by an airport
becomes a candidate for IFR navigcLtion capability between the air
port and enroute structure when:

(a) it has 200 or more annual instrument approaches, or

(b) it has 1,825 or more annual. passenger originations.

An instrument approach is defined as an IFR approach made by an
aircraft to an airport when the visibility is less than three miles
and/or the ceiling is at or below be minimum initial approach alti
tude: No statistics were availabl{~ for the number of instJ'ument
approache s conducted to national airports in the Philippines.

Direct application of the criteria of 1,825 or more passenger ori
ginations (3, 650 passenger movements) for CAA operated airports
is not considered feasible. The Team was only able to obtain pas
senger movement information fOI one year, CY 1965, and firm

I/ICAO Document 4444-RAC/SOl/S, Part III, Paragraph 11.1.
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statistics, based upon adequate historical data, could not be developed
to assure that these passenger movements would be sustained or would
increase in years to come.

Through analysis of airline schedules for the past six years we were
able to establish an average rate of change in the number of schcduled
air carrier opcrations during this period and thus obtain a substantial
indication of rrowth or decline in the number of passenger movements.
The right hand column of Table IV -5 in this subsection indicates the
annual average percent of change in scheduled operations during the
six-year period. Annual decreases are shown in parenthesis. It
should be noted that higher ranking airports all show substantial in
creases while most of the lower ranking airports show no change or
a definite decline.

To establish a criterion from which we could select those airports
which would qualify for IFR navigation capability, we compared this
information with the number of passenger movements for Pdch airport
shown in Table IV -4. We determined that, with the exception of Cal
bayog and Kalibo, the airports in Table IV -4 that recorded 5, 000 or
more passenger originations (10, 000 or more total passenger move
ments) were also airports which had recorded growth in scheduled
operations during the six-year period. Airports with less than 5, 000
passenger originations generally show no change, small increases or
a definite decline in scheduled operations.

The cost of NAVAID installation in the Philippines is substantial be
cause a conside rable amount of site development is required at many
locations and engine generated power must be provided foi. most instal
lations. In the judgment of the Team, expenditure s of such large sums
of money cannot be justified at lower activity locations where costl
benefit ratios are questionable. Our recommendations then must be
limited to those locations where a sufficient number of passenger
movements will be maintained to warrant the expenditure for facilities
and lor se rvice.

For this de irelopment plan we are recommending that IFR navigation
capability be provide.:l only to those airports which reported 5, oeo or
more passenger originations (la, 000 passenger movements). Thirty
eight nat. 'nal airports meet this criterion. They are the locations
listed in Table IV -4 above the separation line. Calbayog and Kalibo
are included. Although annual schedule s at the se locations have de
clined 6.3 and 5. a percent, respectively, for six years, a reduction
in passenger movements at this same general rate for the next several
years would not drop these locations below the recommended criterion.
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Dual transmitters are recommended for all VOR, TVOR, and NDB
NAVAID facilities to assure continuous operations.

u. S. FAA standards require that VOR/VOR TAC facilities comprise
the primary system for short-range navigation. Most tactical air
navigation (TACAN) or distance measuring equipment (DME) equipped
aircraft operating in and through the Philippines are jet aircraft. It
is also apparent that during the next several years the majority of
DME equipped aircraft using the domestic system will be operating
above FL 240. We do not recommend that VOR facilities be provided
with DME equipment except where such facilities are required to pro
vide guidance for inte rnational and domestic traffic in the high altitude
airway system. In the interest of cost/benefit, it is also not consi
dered appropriate to recommend DME installations at facilities where
a military TACAN is installed as a collocated or even an adjacent
facility.

An Instrument Landing Facility (ILS) is required (by U. S. crite ria) at
an airport which records 700 or more annual instrument approaches
with certain additional provisos. As stated before, instrument ap
proach activity figures were not available for Philippine airports.
ILS installations recommended in this report are justified by individual
location.

Airport Surveillance Radar, with Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon
System (ASR/ATCRBS) capability, meets establishment criteria for
approach control locations recording a total of 20, 000 or more annual
instrument operations and 100, 000 or more annual itinerant operations
at all airports (located within radar coverage) under its jurisdiction.

An Automatic Terminal Information .Service (ATIS) facility transmits
transcribed terminal information to aircraft arriving and departing
terminal areas. An airport with an Airdrome Control Service record
ing 100, 000 or more annual itinerant operations is a candidate for
ATIS.

An airport recording 50, 000 or more annual itinerant operations is a
candidate for a VCR Test Facility (VOT)providing a certified VOR
ground check point is not available or capable of being established.
An airport recording 75, 000 or more annual itinerant operations is
eligible for a VOT regardless of whether a certified VOR ground check
point exists.

(2) Navigation Facilities

The airw~y system we have proposed is based upon enroute VOR,
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terminal VOR (TVOR), and Non-Directional Radio Beacon (NDB) naviga
tion facilities (see Exhibit IV-G). Twenty-three VOR's make up the
basic enroute system. Nineteen of these facilities will also provide
terminal service to qualified locations. Enroute facilities are required
at Ormoc and' San Fernando and their location at these airports will
permit terminal service. TVOR' s are recommended at eleven locations
to provide terminal service. Although performance is basically the
same as a VOR, the TVOR is a less expensive navigation aid and oper
ates at a lower power. The TVOR' s also provide enroute service over
the shorter distances to supplement the basic enroute system.

Thirteen NDB I S are recommended. They provide a means £01' enroute
navigation via the longer airway segments and terminal service to low
er activity locations. At other terminals they supplement existing fa
cilities as approach aids. An NDB is recommended at some terminal
locations in the interest of cost/benefit. For example, Jolo is a rela
tively busy terminal location and as such qualifies for the installation
of a VOR facility. HoweveJ~, from our inspection of the area it appears
the nature of terrain in the vicinity of this location precludes installa
tion of a VOR at the airport which could provide reliable enroute and
instrument approach course guidance. The only satisfactory site ap
pears to be atop an 823-foot hill approximately 2 miles on a bearing of
40 degrees from the airport. A VOR installation at this site would be
extremely expensive because of the high cost of site development, the
need for engine generated main and standby power and a VHF link to
control and nlOnito:: the facility. Because of the terrain, instrument
approach altitude minimums would also be high. The cost of a VOR at
this site exceeds that of an NDB facility (with engine generatec. main
"nd standby power) by approximately $175, 000. For this reason the
NDB facility is recommended at Jolo.

i.)ME facilities are recommended at those NAVAID loc;:ations that sup
port the high altitude airway system providing a TACAN installation
does not exist as a collocated or adjacent facility at the same location.
These facilities materially assist the pilot in planning and executing
enroute descents and the air traffic controller in his separation of
climbing and descending jet traffic.

The ICAO indicates the standard for establishing ILS facilities at inter
national airports . ..!IManila airport is regularly used by international
air services. It qualifies for installation of ILS, and one is presently
being installed. Mactan is the primary international alternate airport
in the Philippine s. As such, this airport should have the NAVAID

y ICAO Publication: International Standards' and Recommended Prac
tices, Aeronautical Telecommunications, Annex 10, Chapter Z.
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capability required for an international airport. Additionally, the future
potential of this ail'port as being one regularly used by international air
services must be considered. Traffic growth has also been considerable
in recent years. A conservative projection of traffic activity at Mactan
indicates that total operations will exceed 100, 000 within five years. For
these reasons we are recommending and programming an ILS installa
tion at Mactan in the fifth year of this plan. Admittedly, this recommend
ation is based in part upon projection and probability. As such, estab
lishment of the facility should be subje ct to critical scrutiny by the CAA
prior to actual installation.

Manila International Airport qualifie s without que stion for installation of
ASR/ATCRBS equipment. Tl.~S instalhtion should be ASR-5 (or equiva
lent) to provide the quality of radar service needed at this high activity
terminal.

An ATIS facility transmits transcribed terminal information, such as
wind velocity and direction, altimeter setting, active runway, instrument
approach in use, etc., to aircraft arriving and departing terminal areas.
It permits the air traffic controllers to concentrate more on their pri
mary function of controlling traffic by eliminating the necessity of fur
nishing this information to each aircraft and reduces frequency conges
tion in the terminal area. Manila International Airport qualifies for
ATIS and installation is recommended.

The airway system recommended is primarily based upon the use of
VOR facilities. In all, 34 VOR and TVOR facilities are recommended.
A definite need exists for a te st signal for the pre -flight checking of
aircraft VOR receivers. Manila and Mactan airports meet accepted
criteria for VOT and installation is recommended.

Installation or retention of CAA NAVAID' s is recommended at the fo1~

lowing locations:

VOR Facilitie s

1. Laoag
2. Aparri
3. Cauayan
4. San Fernando
5. Cabanatuan
6. Manila
7. Jomalig
8. Alabat

9. Lipa
10. Lubang
11. Legaspi
12. Masbate
13. Roxas
14. Ormoc
15. Iloilo
16. Cebu\ (Mactan)

17. Bancasi (Butuan)
18. Cagayan de Oro
19. Dipo10g
20. !ligan
21. Cotabato
22. Davao
23. Zamboanga
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TVOR Facilities

1. Tuguegarao
2. Daet
3. Mamburao
4. San Jose (Mindoro)
5. Kalibo
6. Baco1od

NDB Facilities

1. Baguio
2. Antipo10
3. Rosario
4. Naga
5. Calapan
6. Marinduque
7. Virac

DME Facilities

1. Aparri
2. Cabanatuan
3. Manila
4. Iloilo

ILS Facilities

1. Manila
2. Mactan

ASR/ATCRBS Facility

1. Manila

ATIS Facility

1. Manila

7. Tacloban
8. Dumaguete
9. Surigao

10. Misamis (Ozamis)
11. Buayan (Gen. Santos)

8. Romblon
9. Ca1bayog

10. Puerto Princesa
11. Tagbilaran
12. Zamboanga
13. Jo10

5. Jomalig
6. Lipa
7. Alabat
8. Ormoc

VOT Facilitie s

1. Manila
2. Mactan

y Following the installation of VOR or TVOR facilities at existing
CAA NDB locations, we recommen'd decommissioning of NDB's
at locations other than those listed here.
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(3) I-'rlorities:

A complete airway system, with sufficient navigation aids as well as
effective air traffic and communications service is required. Ob
viously all requirements of the system cannot be met simultaneously
and a schedule of priorities is necessary. We have scheduled instal
lation of facilities and equipment in the five-year plan in four incre
ments as follows:

1. First 2 years
2. 3rd year

3. 4th year
4. 5th year

Conside rable engineering work, site survey and other planning activity
will be required prior to the actual installation of initial facilities, and
for this reason the first increment is scheduled for 2 years. It should
be possible to accomplish planning activity for later increments in ad
'-ance of the installation year.

The priority schedule is based upon the need to provide enroute and
terminal service to higher activity locations first an~1 to lesser acti
,-ity stations in an orderly progression. In a few instances, lowl'J'
activity stations receive service in the early increments becausl' in
stallation of ;acilities that serve them is needed to provide enroutc
service to higher activity locations. The following schedule is recom-

-mended for installation of NAVAID facilities:

FIRS T 2 YEARS

VOR Facilities

Lipa
Roxas
Iloilo
Cotabato
Iligan
Bancasi (Butuan)
Zamboanga
Manila (T raining

Facility)

TVOR Facilities

Bacolod
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3RD YEAR

Dipolog
Cabanatuan
Cauayan
Alabat
Legaspi
Masbate

Tac10ban
Dumaguete

4TH YEAR

Ormoc
Cebu
Jomalig
Luban

Daet
Kalibo
Tuguegarao
Surigao
Buayan

5TH YEAR

Aparri
Cagayan de Oro
San Fernando

Mamburao
San Jose
Misamis



FIRST 2 YEARS

NDE Facilities

3RD YEAR 4TH YEAR 5TH YEAR

Naga (50 W)
Virac (50 W)
Calapan (50 W)
Jolo (100 W)

DME Facilities.!!

Marinduque (50 W)
Calbayog (100 W)
Puerto Princesa (1 KW)
Baguio (50 W)

Lipa
Iloilo

ILS Facility

Cabanatuan
Alabat

Jomalig
Ormoc

Aparri

Mactan

ASR/ATCRBS Facility

Manila

ATIS Facility

Manila

VOl' Facilities

Manila
Mactan

Because of the size of the VOR and TVOR installation program, the
Team is recommending these installations be accomplished on a turn
key contract basis. This aspect is further discussed in a later portion
of the report. It is mentioned here only to indicate why the lower acti
vity locations, at which NDB facilities are installed, receive service
in the first two priority increments. The NDB facilities can be installed
by the CAA, thus they appear early in the program.

(-1) System Increments

(a) First 2 years .

.!! DME facilities should be installed concurrently with the VOR facili
ties at these locations.
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The installation of NAVAIDS recommended in this increment will per
mit establishment of additional airways shown in Exhibit IV -H. When
added to the existing system, this airway configuration will provide
enroute and terminal service to the 10 highest ranking terminals in
total passcngc)' movcmcnts (see Table IV -4). Maria Cristina (Iligan)
and Roxas arc also included to satisfy requirements for enroute serv
ice to othc r Locations. The existing airway system and installation of
NDB facilities during this period permit service to eight additional
locations. Thus, 19 of the 38 qualifying te rminals are se rved in the
first two years.

(b) 3rd yca r (Exhibit IV -I)

Eight additional airports receive enroute and terminal service. An
alternate route from Manila to Mactan becomes available as well as
a morc dire ct VOR routing between Mactan and Zamboanga. Addition
of the VOR at Cauayan provides a shorter route to the north from
Manila to Okinawa and Tokyo. Service is now available to 14 of the
16 highc st ranking te rminals in total passenge r movements.

Masbate l'C ceive s se rvice due to the need for an enroute VOR at this
location, ancl Marinduque, Calbayog and P~lerto Princesa are included
through cstablishmcnt of NDB facilities.

An i'JDB is also installed at Baguio. Recommendation for this facility
is nol intcndcd to provide cnroute IFR 01' terminal service. Because
of airport location and terrain, it is extrenlely doubtful that a safe
instrumcnt approach pl'o(;cdurc to this airport is possible that would
offel~ ceiling 0 r visibility landing minimums lowe r. than that required
for VFR flight. Baguio was the ninth busiest airport in the Philippines
in total aircraft operations in calendar years 1965 and 1966. Over 25
pcrccnt of these opcrations were air carrier aircraft. The NDB here
is rccommended only as an aid to assist VFR aircraft in their opera
tions to and from this airport.

(c) 4th ycar (Exhibit IV -J)

Six additional qualifying airports receive enroute and terminal service.
The 23 highest ranking passenger movement locations are included as
well as 33 of the 38 airports which qualify for service. An alternate
routc from Manila to Davao and a more direct VOR routing from Manila
to Iloilo arc now available. To provide the required route from Taclo
ban to Mactan, installation of a VOR at Orrr:.oc is neccssary and this
community also receives terminal service.
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(d). 5th year (Exhibit IV -K)

The remaining five locations that qualify for service are included.
An enroute aid is required at Sin Fernando airport and this loca
tion also receives terminal service. With the complete airway
system, enroute and terminal service is now provided for 38 of
the 42 highest ranking airports in scheduled air carrier opera
tions (Table IV-7). (Baguio ca.nnot be considered as receiving
terminal service. ) Airways are also provided to accommodate
the 40 busiest air carrier non··stop flight segments (Table IV-6),
and a total of 60 of the 100 dif7:erent flight segments presently
scheduled. Each of these 60 Hegments are served by direct or
very nearly direct airway routings.

(5) High Altitude Airway System

The recommended high altitude VOR airways are shown in Exhibit IV-L.
No additional VOR facilities are required to support this system.

The proposed domestic airway alignment basically provides route seg
regation for inbound/outbound traffic flow to the north and south of
Manila. Alte rnate route s, which bypass the highe r activity direct
route via Mactan, are provided Jor Manila-Davao traffic. User route
planning as well c!' air traffic control flexibility will be enhanced by
the designation of additional oceanic routes and oceanic control area
(CTA).

It is intended that the two CTA's be designated to serve both the low
and high altitude strata. They .are only shown on the high altitude
exhibit for ease of reference. The recommended altitude limits of
these CTA's are: lower limit--FL 50 and upper limit--FL 450. The
present CTA, extending east from the Jomalig VOR to the FIR bound
ary, is enlarged slightly to the south to include oceanic ingress/egress
routing via the Alabat VOR. To the west, from POl'O Point and Lubang
to the FIR boundary, CTA is also recommended to encompass the sev
eral oceanic routes.

Proposed DME locations are also included in Exhibit IV -L. All are
collocated with VOR installations. Also depicted are the existing and
proIJosed military TACAN facilities. Where collocated DME aids are
not installed, TACAN facilities (either collocated or adjacent) will be
available to provide distance information to pilots from each of the
14 VOR locations that make up the system.
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d. Air Traffic Facilities

The Philippine Government, as an ICAO Contracting State, has deter
mined that Air Traffic Se rvice will be provided in accordance with
ICAO standardsY in the territory over which it has jurisdiction. The
CAA has been designated as the authority re sponsible for providing
Air Traffic Control Service, Flight Information Service and Alerting
Service within airspace designated as the Manila FIR. This subsection
deals with the Area Control, Approach Control and Aerodrome Control
Services required to provide adequate En Route and Terminal Air Traf
fic Service to users of the Airway System recommended in the Five
year Development Plan. Our recommendations concerning Flight In
formation and Alerting Services appear in a later section of the report.

Three types of facilities provide Air Traffic Control Service. They are
the Area Control Center (ACC), Approach Control (APP), and Aero
drome Control (ADC) facilities. Enroute and Terminal Service for
IFR flights in the System are normally provided by one or more Area
Control Center(s). At certain airports, where warranted by air traffic
volume, Aerodrome Control towers are required to provide service
for VFR traffic and to assist in the provision of se rvice to IFR aircraft.
Additionally, the volume of IFR traffic in a given terminal area may
require the provision of Approach Control Service for arriving and
departing IFR flights. When APP Service is required in a terminal
area, it is normally collocated with an Aerodrome Control tower faci
lity.

(1) Criteria

Area Control cente rs are required to provide Air Traffic Control
Services for the safe and expeditious flow of IFR traffic. The ACC
is the hard core of enroute traffic control. However, because of
the necessarily integrated nature of the Airway System, this facility
may serve both enroute and terminal functions. For example, the
ACC may provide se rvice for controlled flights at many airports
with instrument approach procedures where the volume of IFR
traffic does not warrant establishing an aerodrome control and ap
proach control facility.

Long Range Radar (LRR) provides the controller with a visual
presentation of his traffic and results in higher utilization nf the
airspace by permitting reduced separation minima to be employed
when traffic is under radar control. Secondary surveillance radar

y ICAO Document, Annex 11, Air Traffic Services.
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is an integral part of an Enroute Radar System. Its basic function
is to supplement LRR by transmitting interrogating signals to
transponder equipped aircraft to facilitate radar identification.
Basically, U. S. FAA criteria permit establishment of Long Range
Radar to provide radar coverage on airways and routes with 60 or
more IFR peak day flight~.

U. S. FAA criteria specify that an airport with 24, 000 or more annual
itinerant aircraft operations is a candidate for an airport cor.t.rol tower.
Direct application of these criteria in the Philippines are not considered
feasible, however, for several reasons. At most of the busier airports,
commercial air carrier aircraft operations considerably exceed the
number of military and private aircraft operations. Because of the
larger volume of passenger movelnents involved, the need for adequate
Air Traffic Service is considerably increased. Additionally, terrain
considerations and the remoteness of certain higher activity locations,
particularly in the Mindanao area, preclude the effective provision of
this service from adjacent locations. Inability to establish Remote
Cente r Air /Ground (RCAG) and Remote Communication Outlet (RCO)
facilities in these areas must also influence the criteria for providing
ADC and APP Service. Conversely, ADC should not be provided at
airports reporting a low volume of aircraft movements since the cost
of providing service becomes excessive for the number of aircraft
involved. Using a criterion of 15, 000 annual operations as a broad
guideline, permits the best combination of cost versus benefit when all
relevant factors are considered.

Approach Control Service may be implemented at Aerodrome Control
towers on airports having a radio navigational aid' that is suitable for
holding purposes and an approved approach procedure, or if the air
port has an ILS installed or programmed, provided that the service can
be implemented within the basic resources of the facility. This service
may be extended to an adjacent airport within 30 nautical miles using
direct or indirect commwlications if air/ground coverage exists at the
final approach altitude over the navigation aid serving the adjacent air
port. Communications equipment necessary to provide a discrete ap
proach control channel and associated point-to-point conlmunicat~ons

may be requested when:

At ADC Tower J-urports--5, 000 or more annual instrument operations
are recorded and the airport has an Instrument Landing System pro
grammed.

At Adjacent Non-Tower Airports--l, 500 or more annual instrument
operations or 1,825 or more annual passenger originations are re
corded and the airport is within 30 nautical miles of the Approach
Control facility.
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Adherence to the above FAA criteria is recomnlended for establishing
APP facilities in this Development Plan except with regard to the com
munications equipment necessary to provide a discrete Approach Con
trol channel. This means that each ADC tower will also provide APP
Service where a suitable navigational aid serves the airport. At lower
activity ADC locations discrete frequencies for local control and
ground control functions are not required, therefore discrete approach
control channels are being recommended to reduce frequency congestion
and interference at APP locations regardless of whether an ILS is in
stalled or programmed.

(2) Area Control Centers

Two ACC facilities, located at Manila and Cebu (Mactan.), are recom
mended to provide enroute IFR service within the proposed Airway
System. Although certain factors support providing this service for
the entire System from one facility at Manila, they are far outweighed
by other considerations. Reliable fixed and mobile communications
capability is an absolute System requirement. A link communications
system will provide the main point-to-point communications for Luzon
and the Visayan area. Several repeater sites in this ystem will also
serve as remote outlets for mobile communications. Aeronautical fixed
communication requirements for the Mindanao area will be satisfied in
a different manner. Manila and Mactan are the major air traffic hubs
in the country and the major communications switching centers should
also be at these locations. The fixed and mobile communications sys
tem will be in the building stage during the first several years. Many
factors may affe ct the reliability of this system until sufficient experi
ence is gained to assure that its components will remain reliable during
adverse conditions. For example, quite severe weather, with heavy
precipitation and very high winds, often occurs during the several tropi
cal storms recorded each year. The relatively large number of terminal
areas to receive air traffic service in the southern half of the Archipelago
also support the need for an ACC facility in the Cebu area.

Only general requirements of the two ACe facilities are discussed since
many factors will influence the actual requirements. Detailed opera
tional, procedural and engineering planning by the CAA will be required
to determine specific needs. Minimum communication switching re
quirements were jointly determined by a member of the Team and
representatives of the Airways Operation~ Division.

Remote Center Air /Ground (RCAG) communications facilities are recom
mended to provide direct pilot-controller two-way radio-telephonic com
munication in as much of the domestic system as possible commensurate J
with costs involved. In those portions of the ACC areas of resPOnSibi1itY'l..~
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not served through RCAG installations, two-way communication with
IFR aircraft will be accomplished by relay through Airways Commu
nication Stations. Specific recommendations for the required mobile
communications, including the location of remote sites, are included
here. Aeronautical fixed communications requirements for air traffic
and ACS facilities are contained in section IV. C. 2. f. of the report.

Cebu ACC

As indicated in Phase I recommendation, we support the immediate
construction of a new building at Mactan for the Cebu sub-ACC and
ACS. Considerable expansion of the Cebu ACC facility will be required
as the Five-year Development Plan is implemented. A requirement
for up to seven control sectors will exist depending upon the air traffic
activity experienced during this period and the operational procedures
employed to handle the air traffic. Additional sectors for flight data,
the coordinator and supervisor positions, as well as installation of
other ancillary equipment (recorders, etc.) will be required. Commu
nication switching system requirements indicate that a total of 40 ter
minations in the facility will be necessary. This number will accom
modate the estimated minimum basic requirement of 33 terminations
when Phase II of this Plan is complete, and provide enough spares to
satisfy additional requirements which may occur during this period and
permit later expansion.

During the development plan we recommend the Cebu ACC area of res
ponsibility conform generally to the boundaries depicted on Exhibit
IV -G at FL 280 and below. In later years, as the capability of the new
Cebu facility permits, and if communications with facilities in the
Mindanao area can be further improved through the use of a link com
munications system, it should be feasible to expand the Cebu ACC area
of responsibility to include the higher altitudes and additional airspace
in the southern portion of the Manila FIR. In the interim, however, we
do not recommend such action due to the limited direct controller-to
pilot communications capability of the System in the Cebu ACC area of
responsibility.

Single channel remote VHF capability from RCAG sites at Romblon,
Negros and Majic (Cebu) are recommended to provide direct controller
to-pilot air /ground communications. These should be discrete ATC
frequencies to reduce interference and permit added flexibility among
sectors in the .f\.CC facility. Capability for VHF emergency frequency
121. 5 mHz should also be provided the Cebu ACC from RCAG sites at
Negros and Majic (Manila ACC will have this capability from the Rom
blon site). Dual transmit/receive equipment is recommended for each
VHF channel to provide backup. Radio coverage from these sites will
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include several of the higher activity airway segments and ATC com
munications with IFR aircraft in the remainder of the Cebu ACC area
of responsibility would be accomplished through Airways Cnmmunica
tion Stations.

Manila ACC

The CAA plans to re-engineer and modify the new ACC facility located
in the Manila International Terminal Building as soon as possible to
provide area alr traffic service in the Manila FIR. The Manila ACC's
area of responsihility should include the entire Manila FIR at altitudes
above FL 280 and that portion of the FIR at lower altitudes which ex
cludes the Cebu ACC area of responsibility described above. As the
Five-year Plan is implemented, additional consoles will be required
to provide an estimated minimum of seven control sectors. This
figure includes those required for oceanic control. Additional sectors
for flight data, coordinator positions, and other ancillary equipment
will also be required. The communications switching system should
have a capability of at least 45 terminations to provide five spares.
The minimum basic requirement when the Phase II is complete is esti
mated as 40 terminations.

Single channel remote VHF capability from RCAG sites at Laoag, Mt.
Santo TOlilas, Tagaytay, Bacaycay, Romblon and Majic is recommended
to provide direct controller-to-pilot communications. These should
eac.h be discrete ATC frequencies to reduce interference and permit
sector flexibility in the facility. Capability for VHF emergency fre
quency 121. 5mHz should be included from the Laoag, Mt. Santo Tomas,
Tagaytay, Bacaycay, and Romblon sites. Again, dual transmit/receive
equipment is recommended for each VHF channel to provide backup.
Air/ground radio coverage from these sites will include the major
domestic airway segments in Manila's area of responsibility. ATC
communications with IFR aircraft in the remaining portions of the FIR
would be accomplished through ACS facilities.

Aeronautical mobile communications coverage from the Remote Center
Air/Ground sites recommended in this section is depicted in Exhibit
IV-M.

IFR traffic activity on several of the airways and routes providing
ingress/egress to the Manila, Clark AB, and Cubi Point NAS terminal
areas regularly exceeds the criteria for long range radar. Radar capa
bility for the Manila ACC is considered a basic requirement; however,
several factors preclude early establishment of such a system. Due to
terrain, adequate radar coverage of the airways/routes involved can
only be attained through the use of a minimum of three remote sites.
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Site selection and development, access road and powe r line require
ments, availabilit.y of equipment, and the need to completely re
engineer the new ACC facility to accommodate the radar equipment are
just a few of the major cost considerations involved to establish the
system and remote radar to the ACC facility. In addition to the enor
mous cost involved, accomplishing such a plan would take considerable
time and it is extremely doubtful this type of system could be opera
tional for at least five to seven years.

We recommend the requirements for an enroute radar air traffic sys
tem be satisfied through joint-use of existing and proposed air defense
radar. This Air Defense System would supplement the present ter
minal radar systems at Cubi Point NAS, Clark AB and the airport sur
veillance radar proposed for Manila in the third year of this Plan.
Thus, coverage would be available to provide complete air traffic radar
service on all route s arriving and departing the Manila complex. Costs
would be far less than those involved with a separate long range system
and the se rvice cc~ld be provided at a much earlier date. We recom
mend the long range :radar presentations from those air defense radar
sites in the vicinity of Poro Point, Luban'g and Paracale be used in the
System. Placement of Air Traffic Control personnel at these sites
would be required to provide the service. An agreement between the
CAA and the military interests involved would, of course, be a prereq
uisite to this Plan. Communication and other equipment aspects would
have to be jointly determined. The Team was informed that this con
cept of operation has been discussed among military and CAA interests
and met with the general approval of those concerned. The concept
proved satisfactory in the United States several years ago and we
strongly recommend its application in the Philippines to provide the
required enroute radar air traffic services.

(3) Aerodrome Control (ADC) and Approach Control (APP) Facilities

We recommend ADC service be provided from aerodrome control tow
ers at the following seven airports:

1. Manila
2. Lahug
3. Bacolod
4. Mactan

5. Cagayan de Oro
6. Davao
7. Zamboanga

Provision of APP service from these control tower facilities is recom
mended for each location except Lahug. IFR aircraft arriving and de
parting this airport use the Mactan radio navigation aid facilities and
APP service to these aircraft should continue to be provided by the
Mactan air traffic facility. ADC and APP service is presently provided ~
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at the locations recommended above ex~ept for Bacolod and for some
time the CAA has planned to provide service there. Because of the
proximity of the lloilo and Bacolod airports, and the large volume of
air carrier traffic at Boilo, we reconlmend the Bacolod air traffic
facility also provide APP !'ie rvice for lloilo ai rport.

Except at Cagayan de Oro, the IS, 000 annual aircraft operations crite
rion was exceeded in CY 1966 at each airport where ADC service is
recommended. Commercial air carrier activity at Cagayan de Oro
totalled 7, 876 operations in CY 1966 however, and scheduled commer
clal fli.ghts have increased at the rate of 10.4% per year for the past
six years. Also because of the airport location, elevation, and nature
of the surrounding terrain, adverse weather conditions often prevail.
For these reasons, we recon1mend that approach control service con
tinue to be provided by an aerodrome control facility at this airport.

Air carrier operations are rio longer scheduled at Lahug due to the
recent move of domestic airline facilities to Mactan airport. During
CY 1966, Lahug recorded a total of 17, 550 military and general avia
tion aircraft ope rations. Future utilbation of Lahug airport by these
aviation segments is indefinite at this time, and we are not including
any recommendations for improved ATC facilities., We recommend
retention of aerodrome control at Lahug only as h:>ng as traffic activity
warrants this service.

The volume of airport operations at Baguio is 'considerably below the
criteria we recommend for providing aerodrome control. The CAA
provides this service there now. We have programmed an expansion
of the ACS function at Baguio during the first 2-year increment to ob
tain improved enroute air /ground communications capability in this
area. We feel that airport advisory service provided by the ACS fadl
ity will adequately serve user needs. Therefore, ADC is not included
in our plan. Continuing this service at Baguio is at the option of the
CAA.

We recommend the operating quarters in each control tower facility he
equipped with temperature and humidity control. The following sched
ule is recommended to establish and/or improve ADC and APP facili
ties during the 5-year development plan. Aeronautical mobile commu
nications requirelnents are included. Dual transmit/receive equipment
for each VHF channel is recommended to provide backup. Recommend
ations for ae ronautical [ixed communications are contained in Section
IV. C. 2. f. No re commendations are included for the Manila control
tower on the premise that any additional requirements there will be
satisfied by the CAA when the new approach control facility on the fourth
floor is commissioned.
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FIRST 2 YEARS

1. Construct a new control tower facility at Bacolod. Three operating
positions in the tower cab will be required to perform the ADC, APP
and night data functions. Interphone capability should be provided
each position. Three VHF frequencies are roquired--one each for
ground control, local control and approach control. A separate
ground control frequency is considered essential to accommodate
the additional clearance delive ry workload due to the highe r volume
of commercial air carrier traffic at Bacolod. The discrete APP
frequency should be remoted to the Negros high site to provide radio
cove rage at the final approach altitude ove r the navigation aid at
Iloilo ai rpo rt.

2. Construct a new control tower facility at Davao. The existing facility
is located too close to the runway and presents a definite hazard. Ad
ditionally, the physical dimensions of the structure are inadequate to
accommodate the facilities and equipment necessary to provide the
service required at Davao. A combined ADC/ACS facility is recom
mended. Three operating positions will be required to perform the
ADC, APP and communications functions'. Inte rphone capability
should be provided each position. Four VHF frequencies are required
--one each for local control, approach control, the enroute ACS func
tion and to provide capability on cme rgency channel 121. 5 mHz. HF
air/ground capability on 6 mHz and 3 mHz is also required for the
ACS function to provide enroute communications along airway seg
ments where location of terrain precludes adequate VHF coverage.

3. Provide additional facilities and equipment in the existing Cagayan
de Oro control tower,as required,to establish a conibined ADC/ACS
facility with three operating positions and VHF frequency capability
the same as that recommended for Davao.

4. Provide one additional VHF frequency at the Mactan towe r for ground
control. The volume of traffic at Mactan warrants separation of
ground control and the associated clearance delivery workload from
the local control function to further reduce frequency congestion and
interference.

5. Provide additional facilitie s and equipment in the existing Zamboanga
control towe l' as necessary to establish three ope rating positions to
pedorm the ADC, APP and night, data functions. Interphone capabi
lity should be'provided each position. Additional VHF capability
beyond that provided in Phase I, should not be required.
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FOURTH YEAR

A new terminal building at Zamboanga, to replace the present one, is
programmed for the fourth year of the airports development plan. A
new control towel' facility will thus be required. We recommend the
towe r cab be located on top of the proposed te rminal building structure.
The new facility should have the same capability as the previous one;
i. e., as recommended above in the program for the first 2 years.
Except for the structure, console layout, air conditioning, etc., it is
not anticipated that additional new electronic equipment will be required.

FIFTH YEAR

A new control tower building is recommended for Cagayan de Oro to
replace the present one. This is based upon our assumption the present
building will be beyond economical repair and its replacement will be
warranted by the fifth year. Several factors during the interim years
may influence this requirement and the validity of this expenditure
should be subject to careful scrutiny by the CAA prior to construction.
The new facility should have essentially the same capability as that
provided the present on(" during the first two years. Similar to the new
Zamboanga facility, it is not expected that a significant amount of new
electronic equipment would be required.

e. Airways Communication Station (ACS) Facilities

The basic function of a system of ACS facilities is to provide enroute
service to airborne aircraft. Air/ground communications are required
on airways at and above minimum enroute IFR altitudes and along regu
larly travelled VFR routes at the most used altitudes. In those portions
of the airway system where ACC facilities do not have the capability of
direct controller-to-pilot communications through RCAG sites, Airways
Communication Station (ACS) facilities must be the medium for relaying
clearances and position reports between ACC traffic controllers and
pilots for the separation of IFR enroute air traffic. ACS facilities alsc.;.
have the basic role of providing air /ground communications and enroute
services for VFR aircraft. Air/ground communications include broad
casts of general interest to all enroute aircraft and specific information
to individual pilots upon request. It also includes other essentials such
as VFR position reports, flight plan changes, search and rescue actions,
and pilot reports (PIREP's) of flight conditions aloft. Fundamentally it
consists of updating the pilot on changes in conditions since his departure
and providing him with new information pertinent to the route ahead,
destination or alternate.
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The ACS air/ground system provides the only communications and aero
nautical information service available to VFR general aviation. Com
mercial air carriers may have their company communications systems
and the military has its base operations offices to provide these services
for their aircraft; however, they must depend on the ACS facilities when
information is not available through these other channels.

In addition to the primary function of air / ground communication, these
stations operate the radio navigation aid system and the point-to-point
communication system which is most essential to the air traffic control
system and the safe and expeditious movement of all air traffic. They
are the prime means for monitoring navigation aids (VOR/VORTAC and
NDB) and of pruviding constantly updated accurate aeronautical informa
tion regarding airports, airway facilities, obstructions, restricted
areas, and other hazards to flight. Additional functions include flight
assistance services such as preflight pilot briefing; issuance of infor
mation, suggestion, and advice to aircraft during flight; assistance to
aircraft in difficulty; initiating search and rescue action; issuance of
information in the form of airport advisory service..!! to aircraft using
airports where ADC service is not provided; the handUng of flight plan
and arrival messages; issuance of Notices to Airmen; and participation
in the Weather Bureau weather observation program.

(1) Criteria

As stated above, the basic function of the ACS facility is to provide
enroute service to airborne aircraft. No amount of preflight activity
or flight assistance service should qualify a location for an ACS un
less there also exists a requirement for air /ground communications.
Wherever possible, more than one location should be se rved by one
station when remote control of the air/ground facilities is econo
mically, operationally and technically feasible. The operational
requirements for ACS facilities recommended in this plan were de
termined by the Team on a site by site appraisal of the air/ground
communication needed to implement the airway structure and asso
ciated VFR routes. These requirements govern the need for the new
service recommended, the retention or relocation of existing service,
and the discontinuance of service at certain existing locations.

(2) Proposed ACS Facilities

ACS facilities at the following locations are recommended to provide

11 Airport advisory service is the issuance by radio of airport condition,
surface winds, altimeter oetting, active runway and known local traf- -I...
fie information to arriving and departing flights. ( "

_r)..l\6
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adequate communications facilities in the proposed airway system:

1. Laoag
2. Tuguegarao
3. Cauayan
4. Baguio
5. Manila
6. Naga
7. Virac
8. Legaspi
9. Masbate

10. Marinduque
11, San Jose (Mindoro)
12. Roxas
13. Iloilo
14. Cebu

15. Calbayog
16. Tacloban
17. Dumaguete
18. Surigao
19. Puerto Princesa
20. Bancasi (Butuan)
21. Cagayan de Oro
22. Maria Cristina (Iligan)
23. Dipolog
24. Davao
25. Buayan (General Santos)
26. Cotabato
27. Z amboanga
28. Jolo

The ACS facilities listed for Cagayan de Oro and Davao represent the
communications portion of combined ADC/ACS facilities recommended
at the se locations. This combination in more economical and consi
dered feasible due to the volume of activity af thesp. airports.

Each Airways Communication Station (or ACS function of a combined
ADC/ACS facility) should have single channel VHF transmit/receive
capability with backup equipment to provide enroute air / ground com
munications. R(::mote Communication Outlet (RCO) location of trans
mitters and receivers is required for the Baguio, Manila and Cebu
stations. The Bureau of Telecommunications sites on Mt. Santo Tomas
(Baguio ACS), Romblon (Manila ACS), and Majic (Cebu ACS), and the
CAA site at Tagaytay (Manila ACS) are recommended.

Earlier in the report we recommended capability on emergency VHF
frequency 121. 5 mHz be provided thr.ough RCAG sites to the Manila
and Cebu ACC facilities. Local capability on this frequency was also
recommended at the combined AlJC/ACS facilities at Davao and Cagayan
de Oro. To provide adequate coverage in remaining areas of the sys
tem we recommend VHF capability on 121. 5 mHz, with dual equipment
for backup, be included for the ACS facilities at Tuguegarao, Cauayan,
Marinduque, San Jose, Naga, Virac, Legaspi, Masbate, Calbayog,
Roxas, Tacloban, Dum.aguete, Surigao, Butuan, !ligan, Dipolog, Cota
bato, Buayan, Zamboanga, Jolo, and Puerto Prince sa.

VHF coverage areas from the network of ACS facilities are depicted in
Exhibit IV -N. Profiles of coverage in this exhibit are shown for 5,000
feet mean sea level altitudes or the surface,whichever is higher. As
indicated, VHF cov~rage will be available throughout the domestic
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airway system and associated routes except for these areas: north of
Luzon towards Basco, Palawan, San Jose de Buenavista and south of
Iloilo towards Zamboanga, and parts of Mindanao and the Tawi-Tawi
group. To provide enroute air/grovnd communications to aircraft
ope~ating in these areas, transmit/receive capability on 6 mHz and
3 mHz is recommended at the Laoag, Manila, Davao, Zamboanga,
Iloilo and Pue rto Princesa ACS facilitie s.

The CAA recently implemented the provision of airport advisory serv
ice by ACS facilities. We strongly recommend this service be provided
by each of the ACS facilities included in this plan.

Aeronautical fixed communications requirements for the ACS network
of faci!ities are included in the next subsection of this report.

(3) Priorities

The following priority schedule is based upon the need to provide com
munication service along the higher activity airways and routes first.
Installation of new ACS facilities is scheduled in four increments to
correspond with the planned airway system. Enroute communications,
monitoring of navigation aids, as well as othe l' required functions will
thus be available as the system is established.

First 2 Years

Roxas
Iloilo
Cotabato
Iligan
Bancasi
Legaspi
Naga
Baguio

3rd Year

Jolo
Dipolog
Cauayan
Masbate
Tacloban
Dumaguete
Calbayog

4th Year

Tuguegarao
Surigao
Buayan
Laoag
Zamboanga

5th Year

San Jose (Mindoro)
Marinduque
Puerto Princesa

Except for Legaspi, Laoag, Zamboanga and Baguio, existing facilities
are not included in this schedule since recommendations 5n Phase I
included general rehabilitation of ACS facilities and provided added
equipment. Legaspi and Laoag are included he re to provide new facil
ities at these locations. We do not feel it would be economically feasi
ble to renovate the Legaspi ACS and recommend a new station during
the first increment. By the fourth year of the program we feel the
same situation will prevail at Laoag. Zamboanga is included in the
fourth year to indicate the requirement that this station should be
removed to the new terminal building programmed for that year. At
Baguio we recommend expansion of the present iacility to establish an
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ACS in lieu of ADC with equipment to provide VHF air / ground com
munications from the Bureau of Telecommunications high site at
Mt. Santo Tomas.

We recommend the existing Romblon ACS be decommissioned when
the RCa on Romblon island is commissioned. Manila ACS will then
be capable of providing air/ground coverage in this area and the
Romblon facility will no longer be required. Likewise, the Tagbi
laran ACS will not be required when the RCa at Majic (Cebu) is
commissioned since the Cebu ACS will be capable of providing cov
erage the re.

f. Aeronautical Fixed Communications

The expeditious and orderly flow of air traffic depends upon an effective
communications systen1. The exchange of aircraft movement data
through this system enables air traffic controllers to safely separate
aircraft on instrument flight plans and to furnish essential services to
aircraft operating on visual flight plans. The nature of the air traffic
control system requires that certain manned control facilities be con
nected with a minimum number of interphone or sirnilar type circuits
to make the system work regardless of activity. For example, it is
necessary that adjacent ACC facilities be connected. In addition, all
ATC facilities such as aerodrome control towers, approach control
facilities, airways communications facilities, etc., within an Area
Control Center area of responsibility must be c.onnected to the ACC to
exchange ATC information needed to provide separation of aircraft
operating on instrument flight plans.

International standards for air traffic service requirements for commu
nications are described in the ICAO Air Traffic Services document,
Annex 11, chapter 6. Indication by time, of the speed with which the
communication should be established, is provided in this document as
a guide to communications services, particularly to determine the
types of channels required. We have endeavored to meet these stand
ards insofar as possible in our recommendations for fixed communica
tions. In the Philippines, many different situations arise in the provi
sion of an adequate point-to-point system. Dependable land-line capa
bility exi sts only in a few areas. The island configuration and moun
tainous terrain further complicate the provision of adequate fixed com
munications. Present or planned communications capability exists in
certain areas but is lacking in others.

In examining this problem, the Team immediately discarded a proposal
to establish a national microwave system exclusively for aviation pur- 'I....
poses as too expensive (an estimated $5.5 million) and turned to a study ,"-
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of existing and/or proposed commercial or government circuitry. We
found that the Bureau of Telecommunications (a branch of the Depart
ment of Public Works) is presently involved in an expansion program
covering all of the Philippines except Mindanao (see Exhibit IV -P).
This project is being carricd out by Inte rnational Telephone and Tele
graph Company in conjunction with BUTEL and consists of a combina
tion of troposcatter, microwave and very high frequency links reaching
almost every location recommended for service in our proposed air
ways development plan. The BUTEL timetable (see Exhibit IV -Q)
indicates systern completion date well in advance of scheduled aviation
requirements.

The Pre sident ha s dire cted all Philippine gove rnment agencie s to avail
themselves of the BUTEL circuitry rather than install additional facil
itie s. In consonance with this directive and in the int e rest of economy
the Team analyzed anticipated BUTEL capability and found that the sys
tem as planncd, if maintained and operated properly, will adequately
serve the needs of aviation. Anticipated channel requirements have
been discussed with BUTEL engineers and it was indicated that these
requirements could be met at most locations and with slight expansion
at the remainder. Since both the BUTEL and CAA are presently divi
sions of a parent agency, the matter of leased channel and other costs
was not discussed as this is considered to be an internal Philippine gov
ernment n1atter.

In accepting the responsibility for handling aviation communications,
the BUTEL must recognize that this is not a commercial type of serv
ice and that messages relating to aircraft movement are highly perish
able, therefore, this service must be given the highest priority possi
ble. The Team notes'with some apprehension that BUTEL has in the
past shared CAAI s inability to secure funds for maintenance of facili
ties, and wishes to emphasize that responsibility for the aviation serv
ice carries with it a requirement for the utmost in r.eliability.

As previously pointed out,the BUTEL circuitry does not at present ex
tend into Mindanao past Cagayan de Oro, although it is understood that
plans call for embracing this area at a later date. In the absence of
other facilities in Mindanao and because of extensive aviation activity
in this area,the Team proposes wide use of Single Sideband radio equip
ment for fixed communications purposes. This is admittedly expensive
but appears to be the most reliable means of se rving both the ACC and
inter-ACS requiremcnts without additional frequencies and equipment.
As previously mentionec1 it is proposed to use the Upper Sideband for
communications to and from the ACC and the Lower Sideband for ACS
to ACS communj.cations, and eventually when BUTEL services are
made available to Mindanao, this equipment would be used for backup.
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Bureau of Telecommunicaticns Tropcscatter repeater and distribution facility on Mt. Majic near Cebu. One of the sites for proposed collocation of the
CAA VHF air-to-grcund communications system. Others would be located along with BUTEl facilities at Negros, Mt. Sto. Tomas, Romblon and Mt. Gonzales.



Elsewhere in the system we are indicating the requirement for a Side
band circuit between Manila and Cebu for backup purposes, as well as
between Bacolod and Cebu. At all other locations served by BUTEL
circuitry, conventional AM radio installations are required for backup
purposes in case of BUTEL circuit failure. (For an examination of
the eventual fixed communications network see Exhibit IV -0).

In addition to trunk line point-to-point communications, many local
circuits will be required at CAA facilities for exchange of information
with aviation agencies and/or offices in the near vicinity. For example,
air traffic and ACS facilities should have the capability to communicate
with the local operations office of each major user of the system. In
some instances these local requirements may be satisfied by discrete
or multidrop circuits. At larger terminals, it is often necessary to
establish teletypewriter circuits to meet requ.irements for collection
and transmission of non time-critical data among facilities. Local cir
cuits are nec1essary for ATC coordination amnng control sectors within
a facility, as well as among facilities in a given local area. Require
ments for these local circuits must be individually determined to satisfy
operational needs. These requirements may change on relatively short
notice depending upon air traffic activity and the operational procedures
involved.

Our recommendations in this study are limited to the minimum point
to-point trunk line communications channels required to adequately
provide service in the recommended airway system. Additional local
circuit requirements should be individually determIned by the CAA.

1. BUTEL Channel Reguirements

This portion pertains to voice, data, and signalling channels required
from the BUTEL point-to-point trunk line communication systems.
In order to clearly depict what each channel requirement and capabi
lity is expected to be, we elected to itemize the circuits by location
and service. For this reason there are numerous footnotes which
describe the functions expected at the end of this portion.

11 ACC-ACS

Manila-Laoag-Cauayan-Tuguegarao
I voice channel

Manila-Naga-Legaspi-Virac-Masbate
1 voice channel

Manila-San Jose
I voice channel
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EXHIBIT Dr-Q PROdECT SCHEDULE NATIONWIDE NETWORK
TIME TABLE FOR SITE DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION

BUREAU OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS

2.
3..
50
6.

SITE DEVELOPMENT AND C.E. CONSTRUCTION PERIOD

1967 1968
LOCATION OF PROJECT

QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER llJARTERllJARTEIl QUARTER QUARTER

JAN FEBIWl APR MAY J~ JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC J~ FED MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEf OCT
PHASE I

1. SILING BATA )
DAU )
TARLAC ) FINISHED
BALUNGAO )
IlT.STO.TOIiAS )
BAGUIO )
PHASE II

• MANILA
T~AYTAY

• ROIiBLON
O. llAJiC
1. CEBU
2. IlACASANDIG
3. CAGAym DE ORO
• MACTAN(CALBAYOG)

PHASE III
50 BAYBAY
6. ABUYOG
7. KANLANDOG
• CATBALOGAN (VHF)

9. TAClOBAN
• ORIlOC

1.IlUSIN
PHASE III·A
DAGUPAN

• BAYOIiBONG
.. ILAGAN

TUGUEGARAO
6. BONTOC
• VIGAN

BANGUED
PHASE IV

• TAGBILARAN
• DUIiAGUETE

1. BACOLOD
2. ILOILO
3. ROXAS
.. KALIBO
50 SAN. JbSE DE BUENAVISTA

PUERTO PRINCESA
PHASE IV·A

7. LAOAG
L LINGAYEN
9. IDA
O. CABANATUAN
1. SAN FERNANDO. LU.
2. IlALOLOS

SAN FERNANDO. PAMP.
•• BALANGA

PHASE V
S. RIZAL
6. IlAYABOBO
7. PANSOL
L IlENASAG
9. liT. BACAYCAY
• VILLAZAR

1. SAN JUAIl. RPTR.
2. LEGASPI

BARIW
PHASE VI

• SORSOGOH
50 IlASBATE

DAET
7. NAGA
• CALAPAN
• VIRAC ~ FINISHED

PHASE VII
• BATANGAS

1. IWIBURAO
2. SAN JOSE, llINDORO OCe.

BOAC
LUCENA

'"S. STA. CRUZ, LAGUNA
CEBU

7
L
9

1
1
1
1
1.

1
1
1
18
1
20
2

~

5
56.
5
sa
59

60
6
6
63
~

6
66.

29
30
3
3
~

3
3
36.

22
23
2
25
2
27
2L

•••••50
5
5
51

3
3
3

•••
4
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Manila-Puerto Princesa
I voice channel

Cebu- Tacloban- Calbayog
I voice channel

Cebu- Iloilo - Roxas
1 voice channel

Cebu-Dumaguete
1 voice channel

!I ACe-ACC

Manila-Cebu
2 voice channels

1/ ACC-APP

Cebu-Bacolod
I voice channel

Cebu-Cagayan de Oro
I voice channel

1/ _!:_P_P_-_A_C_S

Bacolod- Iloilo
I voice channel

y ACC-RCAG

Manila - Laoag
2 voice channels

Manila-Mt. Santo Tomas
2 voice channels

Manila - Bacaycay
2 voice channels

Manila- Romblon
2 voice channels

Manila-Majic
1 voice channel

Cebu-Romblon
1 voice channel

Cebu-Negros
2 voice channels

Cebu-Majic
2 voice channels

232

APP-RCO

Bacolod-Negros
1 voice channel

1:./ ACS-RCO

Baguio-Mt. Santo Tomas
1 voice channel

Manila- Romblon
I voice channel

Cebu-Majic
1 voice channel

11 ACS-ACS

Manila-Baguio-Laoag-Cauayan
Tuguegarao

2 data channels withi/ stunt
box feature

Manila-Naga-Legaspi-Virac
Masbate

2 data channels with stunt box
feature

Manila-San Jose
1 data channel

Manila-Marinduque
I data channel

Manila-Puerto Princesa
I data channel

Manila-Cebu
2 data channels, E.I duplex
operation

Cebu-Tacloban-Calbayog
I data channel with stunt box
operation



3/ ACS-ACS (continued)

Cebu-Iloilo - Roxas
I data channel with stunt box operation

Cebu-Dumaguete
1 data channel

Cebu-Cagayan de Oro
2 data channels, duplex ope ration

6/ VOR Monitoring

San Fernando-Manila ACS
Cabanatuan-Mani!a ACS
Mamburao-Manila ACS
Bacaycay-Manila ACS (Jomalig VOR/DME)
Rizal-Manila ACS (Alabat VOR/DME)
Kalibo-Roxas ACS
Ormoc-Cebu ACS
Daet-Naga ACS

y These are intended to be conferencing channels wherein the ACC or
APP ve rbally calls a specific ACS. Each ACS, howeve r, would be
provided a selective ringing unit for discrete ringing of the ACC or
APP. A single send/receive channel will be required for each cir
cuit.

2/ Except for Laoag these circuits will terminate in BUTEL hi-site
repeate r stations. (At Laoag the te rminal shall be at the Laoag
ACS and then routed to the Pa rede s RCAG via a CAA link.) Each
channel for this service consists of a separate send and receive
channel. Tl'ansmitte r keying and equipment transfe lOS will be via
tones. Therefore, separate signalling channels will not be requiloedo

3/ These data channels are for exchanging infolomation in hard copy
form. The second channel is [010 transmitting weather information.
Only one telegraph channel is required [or each circuit unless other
wise noted.

4/ A "stunt box" is a selective code reading device which actuates a
teleprinter or other data handling equipment when the pre-selected
coding for that specific equipment is entered on the message head
ing from the originating station.



5/ Duplex operation means that separate send and receive channels are
required for each aircraft.

f!! The VOR monitoring circuits only require a single make /break sig
naIl ing c hanne1.

In all (:ase:;, the CAA will provide the necessary equipment to effectively
utili~e the above circuits. For instance, at the Bacaycay Repeater the
CAA will ploovidc the VHF link to the Jomalig VOR/DME, and the VHF
equipment fo 10 tilL' RCAGo BUTEL, howeve r, would then maintain the
equipment installed in their facilities.

2. CAA Radio Communicatiun Requirements

Because thc 15UTEL point-tu-point trunk line communications system
does not (lxtcnd intu thc Mindanao-Sulu area (other than Cagayan de
Oru), the C}\1\ will I;~ required to provide this service. Also the CAA
will be locqui locd to insure adequate backup of the BUTEL circuits to
insure communication capability pertinent to the expeditious flow of air
traffic. Accol"Clingly, the CAA's point-to-point communication respon
sibilities are outlined below.

y ACC-APP

Ccbu- Zamboanga-Davao
I voicc channel

y ACC-ACS

Cebu- Dipolog-J olo-Iligan
Cota ba to - Butuan- Buayan

I voice channel

Cebu-Dipolog-Zamboanga-
J olu-I1 igan-Cotabato-Buayan
Davao- But\ian

I vuice channel

4/ Cebu-Surigao
1 voice channel

Cebu-Zamboanga-Manila
2.! I continuous wave (CW)
circuit
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6/ ACS-RCO (guard channel)

Manila- Tagaytay
I voice chan:1el

7/ ACC-ACC (backup)

Manila-Cebu
I voice channel

8/ ACC-APP (backup)

Cebu-Bacolod
I voice channel

9/ APP-ACS (backup)

Bacolod -Iloilo
I voice channel



~ ACS-ACS (backup)

Manila-Baguio-Laoag-Cauayan-Tuguegarao-San Jose-Puerto
Princesa-Marinduque - Naga-Legaspi- Virac-Masbate-Calbayog
Tacloban-Roxas-Iloilo-Cebu

I voice channel

Cebu-Dumaguete-Dipolog-Zamboanga-Jolo-Iligan-Cotabato
Buayan-Davao-Cagayan de Oro-Butuan-Surigao

I voice channel

.!.!I Manila-Cebu
2 data channels

1/ On ISB with selective calling system at each end.
2/ On ISB. Selective calling from the ACS to the ACC.
11 On ISB. All ACS' S can communicate with each other.
j/ On HF-AM. 6 mHz and 3 mHz frequencies to be available.
if Existing. Nothing furthcr planned.
E.! A separate send and receive channel required over existing CAA

micl'owave link.
y On ISB. Selectivc calling system at each end.
8/ On SSB. Selective calling system at each end.
9/ On HF-AM. Discrete 3 mHz frequency.
~ On HF-AM. North of,and including Cebu,all ACS's will be on a

6 mHz frequency. South of, and including Cebu, all ACS's will
have both 3 mHz and 6 mHz capability. The 6 mHz frequency
being different from that north of Cebu.

.!.!I On ISB.

g. Electronics Eguipment

(1) VOR/DME

The Team conducted a personal inspection of the recommended
HVOR and DME sites. Three of the TVOR sites were not visited.
These were Dumaguete, Misamis, and Surigao. At all locations
where new equipment is planned, we recommend a 36 fto x 36 ft.
masonry building to house the VOR equipment, in some cases the
collocated DME and in some cases the engine generators. We
realize that some equipment manufacturers supply a prefabricated
shelte l' with the equipm.ent. In our opinion, howeve r, the prefab
ricated shelters may not be compatible with Philippine clim.atic
conditions. Additionally, the prefabricated shelters we have been
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exposed to do not provide adequate maintenance or storage space and
could not accommodate engine generators. The 1296 sq. ft. building
we recommend would provide ample maintenance and storage space;
would accommodate the engine generators and would allow sufficient
room to add DME without building expansion at a later date. An extra,
but very tangible benefit realized by the large r building is the size of
the counterpoise. With a 52-foot diameter counterpoise, standard
VOR ground checks can be performed via a portable VOR field detector
from the edge of the counterpoise.

This method of ground checking is vastly superior to the tripod-in-the
field method required with the prefabricated shelter. We cannot over
emphasize the importance of an accurate VOR ground check program.
Savings realized in flight inspection time of a satisfactorily adjusted
and ground checked facility as opposed to a facility requiring adjust
ment by direction from the flight inspection crew arp., indeed, great
and obvious. Accordingly, for each HVOR, DME, or TVOR facility, we
recommend a 36 ft. x 36 ft. masonry building which we estimate to
cost $7,290.

Another item common to all new VOR locations ~also the existing Zam
boanga site) is that of site checking. Although a location can appear to
be satisfactory in all aspects from visual observation there are numer
ous anomalies that will affect the radiated courses from a VOR. There
fore, prior to building a facility an air transportable VOR is required.
A team of engineers and technicians are required to erect the test VOR
and the location is then flight inspected by a regular flight inspection
aircraft. Concurrently with the team that is preparing the portable VOR
for flight inspection, a Civil Engineering surv~y crew prepares a site
profile indicating distance and elevation of surrounding obstructions
and terrain. This is used by the flight inspection crew in the course of
their evaluation.

If the site check satisfies all major requirements, the permanent struc
ture can then be firmly programmed. However, if the site check is un
satisfactory, the portable VOR may have to be moved. Obstructions
such as trees, fences, buildings, etc. may have to be removed or
screened and another flight check conducted.

Sometimes a particular site completely fails a flight check in which
case funds expended do not result in a tangible product. Historically
in the USFAA this condition occurs on approximately 10% of the site
potentials.

Accordingly, for all new VOR locations, a site check cost of $10,000 has
been developed which is broken down as follows:
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1. Amortization of portable VOR
2. Site failure potential
3. Flight check aircraft
4. Engineering Team
5. Site survey
6. Transportation

Total

$ 400
1,000
5,000
2,000
1,000

600

$10,000

In Phase I we recommended disassembling the Romblon VOR and using
the equipment as spare parts for the remaining Collins Type 401 VORl s.
The Team visited Romblon (Tablas) on two occasions for the main pur
pose of attempting to locate a feasible VOR site. We concluded that a
site along the coastal shelf would be entirely unsatisfactory because of
the proximity of rapidly rising te rrain behind the plain which would
probably cause severe scalloping. This phenomenon does, indeed, occur
from the existing site which results in the facility's ineffectiveness. Be
cause of the relatively constant smooth surface of the surrounding Sibu
yan Sea, we are of the opinion that a mountain top site would experience
severe vertical nulls due to sea reflections of the radiated signal.

For the above cited reasons we recommend that Romblon (Tablas) not
be considered for a VOR. Additionally, the airway requirement will
be satisfied with VORIS at Lipa and Roxas thus rendering the Romblon
site unnece ssary.

Although basic equipment at each location will be identical, the total
costs vary to some degree at the majority of the sites. Thes~ vari
ances are due to differences in site acquisition and clearing costs,
commercial or airport power availability, land line or cable availability,
etc. For these reasons a brief description of each recommended VOR
or DME site follows in alphabetical order:

Alabat HVOR/DME

The airport location is unsatisfactory for VOR/DME site because of
adjacent terrain. Consequently, the Team selected a site on Sangirin
point which apparently presents no serious problems. One hectare of
land would be required with easement to clear vegetation to a I, 000
foot radius. Cost of land at this location is estimated at $1,250 per
hectare. An additional cost would be procurement and removal of co
conut trees in the area. A I, ODD-foot radius equates to 29 hectares
with an average of 140 trees per hectare. The estimated removal cost
is PlO per tree but the Team was unable to determine the acquisition
cost per tree.
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A dual channel VHF link to Bureau of Telecommunications Rizal Re
peater required for monitoring purposes, and two 37.5 KVA engine
generators with one 3, ODD-gallon fuel tank will be required. A main
tenance vehicle should be assigned to this location.

Total Estimated Cost ------- $216, 950 I

Aparri HVOR/DME

Recommended location is adjacent to and south of the approach end of
runway 28 which is on airport property, and requires negligible site
clearing. Dual channel VHF link to Tuguegarao ACS will be required
for monitoring, also two 37. 5 KVA engine generators with one 3,000.
gallon fuel tank required, as well as one maintenance vehicle.

Total Estimated Cost ------- $202,562

Bacolod TVOR

Should be located adjacent to ~nd north of the approach end of runway
03 which is on airport property, and calls for minor site clearing.
Approximately 4,000 feet of power and control cable (to be buried) as
well as step-up, step-down transformers required. Maintenance ve
hicle requirement is satisfied under the Phase I Program.

Total Estimated Cost ------- $119,400

Buayan TVOR

Should be located on the west side of the runway on airport property
requiring minor site clearing. Here as at Bacolod a step-up, step
down transformer will be needed along with 4,000 feet of power and
control cable. One maintenance vehicle is also indicated.

Total Estimated Cost ------- j12l,900

Butuan HVOR

Terrain in the vicinity of the airport indicate s that a VOR would
probably not function in an acceptable manner in this area and suggest
ed possible location is across the Agusan River approximately 7-1/2
miles southeast of the airport. In this installation one hectare of
ground would be required with land cost estimated at $800 per hectare
with site clearing apparently negligible. Dual channel VHF link to
Butuan ACS required for monitoring purposes. Two 37.5 KVA
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engine generators, and 3,000 gallon fuel tank and one maintenance
vehicle would be required.

Total Estimated Cost ------- j161,312

Cabanatuan HVOR/DME

Appropriate location adjacent to main road approximately 2 NM south
east of Cabanatuan town. One hectare plot of ground required, and
cost is estimated at $2, 600 per hectare with negligible site clearing.
Dual channel VHF linIe to Bureau of Telecommunication Switchboard at
Cabanatuan City would be needed for monitoring. Additional require
ments call for two 37. 5 KVA power plants, one 3, 000 -gallon fuel tank
and one maintenance vehicle.

Total Estimated Cost -------

Cagayan de Oro HVOR

$205,812

Located adjacent to existing VOR with no further site development re
quired. Power, control cables, and maintenance vehicle requirementE
satisfied under the Phase I Program.

Total Estimated Cost -------

Cauayan HVOR

$102,250

Should be located on south side of runway, on airport property with
minor site clearing indicated. 4,000 feet of power and control cable
and step-up, step-down transformer and one maintenance vehicle re
quired.

Total Estimated Coat -------

Cebu (Mactan) HVOR

$124,400

This facility should be collocated with PAF TACAN in the TACAN
building. Costs are estimated at $1500 to modify the TACANbuilding
in order to accommodate the VOR equipment. Existing TACAN power
and control cable s to be utilized.

Total Estimated Cost ------- j 96,812

Cotabato HVOR

Should be located at east end of old airport because installation at the ,)
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existing airport would preclude enroute coverage towards Dav:ao and
Buayan.

Another possible location which would provide straight-in terminal ap
proach and also enroute coverage is approximately 5 NM directly in
line with the 28 approach end of the runway. Land acquisition and an
access road would be reqUired at this site whereas this would not be
a requirement at the recommended old airport site. With site on old
cdt"port property, minor site clearing would be required. A dual chan
nel VHF link to Cotabato ACS is needed for monitoring purposes. Two
37. 5 KVA engine gene rators and one 3, OOO-gallon fuel tank as well as
a maintenance vehicle will be required.

Daet TVOR

Total Estimated Cost ------- ~159,062

Located adjacent to and north of the approach end of runway 24 on air
port property, with minor site clearing indicated. Monitoring to be
via Bureau of Telecommunications circuit to Naga ACS. 4, 000 feet of
power and control cable and a step-up, step-down transformer will, be
required. Power and control cable same ao Bacolod. Maintenance
vehicle also required.

Davao HVOR

Total Estimated Cost ------- $121,900

We recommend retention of the Collins type 401 VOR at this location.
The shelter and equipment will be rehabilitated under the Phase I
Program, and a maintenance vehicle is also scheduled under the Phase
I Program. If later developments dictate the equipment should be re
placed, we recommend collocating in the PAF TACAN building. Costs
would be comparable to that developed for Cebu (Mactan).

Dipolog HVOR

Recommended location in the vicinity of Barrio Olingan approximately
4 NM southeast of the airport. Dipolog is, at best, a poor area for a
VOR because of surrounding terrain. One hectare plot of ground
would be required and cost is estimated at $800 per hectare at this
location. Site clearing will be negligible. Dual channel VHF link to Di
polog ACS required. Two 37. 5 KVAengine generators, one 3,000-gallon
fuel tank and one maintenance vehicle will be required.
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Dumaguete TVOR

We as surne the facility can be located on the airport. This location
was "low passed" during inclement weather. The most logical site
appears to be adjacent to and west of the 09 approach end of the runway,
with moderate site clearing required. Power and control cable require
ments identical to Bacolod, and one maintenance vehicle will be required.

Total Estimated Cost $126,900

Iligan (Maria Cristina) HVOR

Location indicated on the east side of the runway. Inclement weather
in the vicinity during the Team's visit to this area precluded detailed
observation of the surrounding terrain. On airport property but con
siderable site clearing required. Power, control cable, and vehicle
requirements similar to Bacolod.

Total Estimated Cost ------- $136,275

Iloilo HVOR/DME

Located adjacent to and north of the 20 approach end of the runway.
On airport property with site clearing negligible. Power, control
cable and vehicle requirements similar to Bacolod.

Total Estimated Cost ------- $174,650

Jomalig HVOR/DME

Best location adjacent to existing VOR with no further site development'
needed. Dual channel VHF link to Bureau of Telecommunications
Bacaycay Repeater required for monitoring purpose s. Two 37. 5 KVA
engine generators and one 3, OOO-gallon fuel tank required to supple
ment and partially replace existing power system.

Total Estimated Cost ------- $191,500

Kalibo TVOR

.$123, 150Total Estimated Cost -------

Located adjacent to and north of the 05 approach end of the runway, on
airport property with moderate site clearing required. Monitoring to
be via Bureau of Telecommunications circuit to Roxas ACS. Power, con
trol cable, and vehicle requirements similar to Bacolod•
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Laoag HVOR

The Team recommends retention of the Collins type 401 at this location
with shelter and equipment rehabilitation accomplished under the Phase
I Program. A maintenance vehicle will also be provided under the
Phase I Program. If later developments dictate that the equipment
should be replaced the cost estirn.atas developed for Cagayan de 01'0

will be applicable.

Legaspi HVOR

Terrain in the immediate vicinity of the airport indicates that a VOR
would probably not function in an acceptable manner, therefore it
should be located 3-1/2 NM from and in line with the 06 approach end
of the runway. One hectare plot of ground required and costs are esti
mated at $5,200 per hectare at this locati~m. Site clearing appears to
be minor. Dual channel VHF link to Legaspi ACS required. Two 37.5
KVA engine generators and one 3, ODD-gallon fuel tank also required.
Maintenance vehicle requirement is satisfied under the Phase I Pro
gram.

'Total Estimated Cost -------

Lipa HVOR/DME

$162,812

Should be located on government property at Fernando Air Base
(Philippine Air Force). Site clearing negligible. Dual channel VHF
link to Tagaytay CAA Remote Air Ground Communications outlet re
quired for monitoring purposes. One 37.5 KVA engine generator and
one 2, DOD-gallon fuel tank and one maintenance vehicle would be re
quired.

Total Estimated Cost -------

Lubang HVOR

$193, 187

Located adjacent to existing VOR, with no further site development
required. Dual channel VHF link to Lubang air defense site required.
Two 37.5 KVA engine generators and one 3, ODD-gallon fuel tank re
quired to supplement and partially replace existing power system.

Total Estimated Cost -- - - - --

Mamburao TVOR

$147,750

Proposed location adjacent to and south of the 16 approach end of the
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runway on airport property with negligible site clearing indicated.
Monitoring to be via Bureau of Telecommunications Circuit to the
Manila ACS. Power and control cable requirements similar to
Bacolod.

Total Estimated Cost -------

Manila HVOR (Training)

$119,400

Located adjacent to existing Airways Engineering Divisi.~n training
school.

Total Estimated Cost -------

Masbate HVOR

$102,250

Located adjacent to and northeast of the 21 approach end of the runway,
extensive coconut tree clearing will be required. Although clearing
will only be about 1/2 to 3/4 as extensive as at Alabat, we have used
the general tree clearing formula developed for Alabat a· .~le basis for
cost estimates. Power, control cable and vehicle requirements simi
lar to Bacolod.

Total Estimated Cost -------

Misamis TVOR

$137,150

Assume the location is on the airport. The Team did not visit this
location, however, we would assume air.port location with power, con
trol cables, and vehicle requirement similar to Bacolod. A dual chan
nel VHF link to lligan ACS would also be required for mor.itoring.

Total Estimated Cost ------- ..$143,775

Ormoc HVOR/DME

Located adjacent to 18 approach end of runway on airport property with
no site clearing required. Monitoring via Bureau of Telecommunications
circu:i' to Cebu ACS. Two 37.5 KVA engine generator, one 3,000-gallon
fuel tank, and one maintenance vehicle required.

. Total Estimated Cost ------- ji205, 062

Roxas HVOR

The VOR could possibly be collocated with the PAF TACAN and we
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firmly recommend a site test in that area. However, because of metal
roofed buildings in the area of the TACAN site which could derogate
VOR signals, we proceeded to develop cost estimates for a separate
facility located adjacent to and east of 32 approach end of runway. Site
on airport property with minor site clearing required. Power, control
cable and vehicle requirements similar to Bacolod.

Total Estimated Cost ------- _$130,900

San Fernando HVOR

Should be located atop a relatively flat hill off the southeast side of the
01 approach end of the runway. One hectare plot of ground required
and moderately dense vegetation to be cleared for a 1, OOO-foot radius.
A rehabilitated Collins type 401 VOR is re commended. Accordingly,
HVOR equipment procurement costs do not exist. Monitoring will be
v:a Bureau of Telecommunications circuit to Manila ACS. One 37. 5
KVA engi~:~ generator, one 3, OOO-gallon fuel tank and one maintenance
vehicle will be' required.

Total Estimated Cost

San Jose TVO~l

_$ 53,250

Located adjac:ent to 10 approach end of runway on airport property with
minor site clearing required. Power, control cable, and vehicle re
quirements similar to Bacolod.

Total Estimated Cost

Surigao TVOR

_~12l, 900

Identical to the Misamis TVOR except a VHF link is not required.

Total Estimated Cost ------- _$121, 900

Tacloban TVOR

Located adjacent to and we st of 18 approach end of runway on airport
property with minor site clearing required. Power, control cable,
and vehicle requirements siInilar to Bacolod.
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Tuguegarao TVOR

Located on the west side of the runway on airport property with minor
site clearing required. Power; control cable and vehicle requi rements l
similar to Bacolod.

Total Estimated Cost

Zamboanga HVOR

$123,150

Should be located adjacent to existing VOR. The NUB and transmitter
station will be relocated under the Phase I Program. The VOR could
possibly be collocated with the PAF TACAN and we firmly recommend
a site test in that area. However, because the TACAN is closer to
the large metal roofed PAF chapel it is questionable as to whether a
VOR would function properly at that location,

If the PAF chapel continues to derogate the VOR courses after the
NDB and transmitter station have been relocated, cost figures com
parable to those at Butuan would be required. In our opinion the best
location for relocating the VOR would be in the vicinity of Muluuan
approximately 6 NM due east of the runway; however, for the purpose~

of this report we as sume the present location will be satisfactory.
Maintenance vehicle requirements have been satisfied in the Phase I
Program.

Total Estimated Cost ------- $117,000

TOTAL Estimated Cost for the Phase II VOR & DME Program- -$4, 547,783

(2) NDB

A large majority of the NDB equipment for the Phase II Program \... ill
either come from equipment in the exis ting CAA inventory or from
decommissioned facilities that were upgraded under the Phase I Pro
gram but rendered obsolete by morc sophisticated equipment in Phasl'
II. Only one building specifically designed to serve the purpose as an
NDB shelter is programmed. At all other locations, the NDE will be
housed in a joint remote transmitter, engine ger.erator, NDB building.
Because some of the NDB I S are scheduled foJ.' installation priur to
establishing a communication station or airport lighting. the cost esti
mate for the NDB includes a building large enough to accommodate the
remote transmitter equipment and airport power plants. In the case of
Calbayog and Naga, engine generators of sufficiC'nt capacity to accom
modate the comm'unication station are included. At Puerto Princesa,
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the engine generator included in the NDB program will satisfy the com
munication station and airport requirements.

All NOB IS, with the exception of J 010, are recommended for location
behind the existing airport terminal building. A flat top antenna com
plf'te with antt:'nna tuning unit is recommended for each. In all instan
ces. tlw 250-foot distance from runway centerline and the 7:1 height
ratio must bl' consid('rcd in determining antenna height.

A brit'f description and equipment source of ('ach recommended NDB
sit~ follows in alphabetical order:

Baguio

Construct a 500-sq. ft. masonry building behind the existing airport
terminal building on airport property with no site clearing required.
Relocate the NOB equipment from Cabanatuan (upon completion of the
Cabanatuan VOR/OME) to Baguio. Install one 5 KVA engine generator
and one 500 - gallon fupl tank.

Calapan

Total EstimatE'd Cost $11,562

Construct a 500 - sq. ft. masonry building behind the existing airport
terminal building. on airport property with no site clearing r,equired.
RelocatE' the NDB t'quipment from Lipa (upon completion of the Lipa
VOR/DMEl to Calapan. Install one 5 KVA engine generator and one
SOO-gallon fuel tank.

Calbayog

Total Estimat('d Cost ------- $11,562

Const rllet a 1500 - sq. ft. masonry building btohind the existing airport
terminal building. on airport property with no site clearing needed.
Install new dual channel 100 W equipment, and install two 37.5 KVA
t'ngine generators and one 3, OOO-galion fuel tank. One maintenance
vehicle will also be required.

Jolo

Total Estimated Cost $39,375

Acquire a 1/2 hectare plot of ground in the vicinity of Candea, approxi
mately 4 NM from the airport on a heading of 250 degrees, and construct
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a SOD-sq. ft. masonry building on the site. Install new dual channel
100 W equipment with flat top antenna and tuning unit, and two 5 KVA
engine generators and one 3, ODD-gallon fuel tank. ~e maintenance
vehicle also required.

Total Estimated Cost -------

Marinduque

$15,740

Construct a 500-sq. ft. masonry building behind the existing
terminal building. Install new dual channell 00 W equipment with flat
top antenna and tuning unit. One maintenance vehicle will be required.

Total Estimated Cost -------

Naga

Identical to Calbayog.

Total Estimated Cost -------

Puerto Princesa

$11,562

$39,375

Construct a 1500-sq. ft. masonry building approximately 200 yards
south of existing terminal building on l/2-hectare plot. Moderate site
clearing will be required. ACS transmitters also to be located in this
building. Our cost estimate is based on $600 per hectare at this loca
tion.

Relocate the NDB equipment from the Cebu (Mactan) facility, and
install two 62.5 KVA engine generators and one 5, ODD-gallon fuel tank.
One maintenance vehicle will be required.

Virac

Total Estimated Cost ------- $41,750

Construct a 500-:sq. ft. masonry building behind the existing ACS build
ing on airport property. Minor site clearing required. Relocate the
NDB equipment and antenna system from Bacolod (upon completion of
the Bacolod VOR) to Virac, also install one 5 KVA engine generator
and one 500-gallon fuel tank.

Total Estimated Cost ------- $11,562
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Laoag and Legaspi

Decommission these NDB facilities and .use the equipment for spare
parts in gene ral.

TOTAL Estimated Cost for Phase II NDB Program -- $182,588

(3) ILS

The Instrument Landing System (ILS) recommended for Cebu (Mactan)
should be similar to the ILS at Manila. The main reason being for the
sake of standardization. By standardizing, technicians trained to
maintain the Manila ILS could readily maintain the Mactan ILS. Addi
tionally, in an emergency, spare parts and test equipment can be
readily inte rchanged.

The cost estimates are based on a similar installation being undertaken
at Manila except the Mactan ILS will not require the special flight in
spection console equipment that was included with the Manila package.
A maintenance vehicle is included.

Total Estimated Cost -------

(4) ASR/ATCRBS

Airport Surveillance Hadar

$228,000

The Airport Surveillance Radar (ASR) recommended for Manila
International Airport should be similar to the ASR-5. The system
should also include an Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System
for positive identification of aircraft which are transponder
equipped. Accordingly, the cost estimates for the Manila ASR
are based on a similar installation at Guam. This includes a
complete ASR-5, test equipment, video mappers, cables, spare
parts, ATCRBS equipment, a radar simulator, a 62.5 KVA engine
generator and building, and a maintencmce vehicle. We have also
included a second radar simulator to be used by the Manila ACC
and/or A TC training center for long- range radar training.

Total Estimated Cost

(5) VOR Test

$696,250

The two VOR Tests (VOT) recommended for MadIa and Mactan are
devices which enable the user to check the accuracy of his VOR
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receiver. They require only a small building and are usually collocated
with another facility.

Total Estimated Cost ------- $16,250

TOTAL Estimated Cost for Phase II ASR, ILS,
and VOT Program

(6) Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS)

- - $940, 500

The Terminal Information Service Recorder recommended for the ATIS
at Manila should incorporate the following features:

(a) Produce an output for transmission during both record and
playback functions so that a new message will be broadcast as it
is dictated.

(b) Having· a recording speed of not less than 1.2 inches per second.

(c) Accommodate a message up to 3 minutes in duration.

(d) Include a failure detection circuit to alert controller personnel
whenever the output of voice signals fails for a duration of 15 sec
onds.

The acquisition cost of the recorder is less than $1, 000. Ancillary
equipment is minor in nature and installation is relatively easy. Ac
cordingly, the total estimated cost to establish the Manila ATIS is
$2,000.

(7) Area Control Center (ACC)

Because of the deficiencies of the new Manila Area Control Center and
because of the total inad~quacy of the Cebu Sub-ACC to handle even
today's traffic, we have proceeded to cost estimate one Type 300
switching system capable of accommodating 7 consoles. This swit'ch
ing system could be used at either Manila or Cebu as the situation dic
tates at the time of implementation. In either case, the Type 102
switching system in the existing Manila ACC should be utilized to the
maximum extent. Obviously, if CAA engineers can modify the con
soles in the new Manila ACC to satisfy requirements there will not be
a need for the Type 300 system. In the event the control panels in the
new Manila ACC cannot be satisfactorily modified, we recommend
they be installed at relatively low activity ACS's.
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Included in this cost estimate are the VHF equipment and ancillary
material necessary for establishment of the recommended remote
center air ground communication outlets (RCAG's) and the remote
communication outlets (RCa's) described in Sections IV - C-2 -d and e.

Basic equipment at the RCAG's and RCa's is as follows:

Site VHF Transmitter VHF Receiver Antenna

Paredes 4 4 8
Santo Tomas 4 4 8
Tagaytay 2 2 4
Bacaycay 4 4 8
Romblon 6 6 12
N~gros 6 6 12
Majic 8 8 16

Transmitter keying and equipment transfer would be accomplished via
tone channeling utilizing the voice channel allocated to the individual
circui t.

Included are the estimated costs for consoles and a multitude of ancil
lary equi pment such as recorders, amplifiers, speakers, racks,
frame s, power supplies, etc. Engineering and installation will be
major factors; therefore, 35% was added to the basic cost estimate.
We emphasize that BUTEL circuit charges or prorated construction
charge s (if any) are not included.

Problems associated wit:h the new Manila ACC must be resolved before
definitive plans can be Inade, therefore, since RCAG's and RCa's are
generally collocated and some are recOlnmended for use by both Manila
and Mactan ACC's, the cost of these facilities was divided equally be
tween the two locations. It will be further noted that the switching'sys
tem has been charged to the Manila ACC.

Es timated Costs:

Manila - - - - - RCAG's and RCa's ----
300 switching system - -

Total ----------

$ 56,950
781,568

$838,518

Mactan ----- RCAG's and RCa's ----- $ 56,950

TOTAL Estimated Cost for ACC, RCAG's
and RCO's--- $895,468
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(8) Aerodrome Control (ADC) Towers

The only aerodrome control towers specifically discussed in this sec
tion are the recommended facilities at Bacolod and Mactan. Although
Zamboanga is also an ADC and APP facility, we elected to include the
Zamboanga ADC in the ACS portion later in the report.

Bacolod- - We recommend the Bacolod Tower be a free standing
five-story masonry structure with an area of 400-sq. ft. per
floor. Atop this structure we recommend a 320-sq. ft. tower cab.
Because of heat that would be transferred through the windows,
we further recommend this structure be centrally air conditioned.
The building must have the five-story height to assure the con
trollers an unobstructed view of the entire runway. A cost estimate
of $23, 000 has been developed for the building .

.
The existing NDB building should be utilized for the remote trans-
mitters.

Primary approach control frequency equipment should be located
at the B UTEL Negros Hi- site to assure coverage in the Iloilo area.
In the event the BUTEL link circuit fails, back-up air/ground
equipment for approach control should be located in the ADC build
ing.

A single sideband circuit is recommended as back-up for BUTEL
voice circuitry between the Bacolod control tower and the Cebu
ACC. Additionally, an AM HF voice circuit is recommended as
back-up for the B UTEL voice circuit between the Bacolod Control
Tower and the Iloilo ACS. This HF equipment has been provided
in the Phase I Plan. Accordingly, the following electronic equip
ment is recommended for the Bacolod facility:

5 VHF transmitters (50 W) (2 at Negros Hi-site)
5 VHF receivers (Crystal Controlled) (2 at Negros Hi-site)

10 VHF antennas (4 at Negros Hi-site)
1 SSB transmitter (450 W)
I SSB receiver
1 SSB converter
2 Selective ringing units
2 Altimeters
2 Wind direction and velocity indicating systems

Hardware and supplies
Power, control, audio, and coaxial cable with connectors
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1/ Ancillary equipment
i/ Fabrication material

Enginee ring and installation
Flight check
Transportation

We also recommend one 62.5 KVA engine generator be installed in
the existing CAA power house to supplement the standby power
capability. Use of the airport power plant is also being recommend
ed to provide se rvice for the TVOR facility in the VOR program.

Total Estimated Cost ------- $111,912

Mactan- - The ADC building and equipment at .Mactan belong to the
Philippine Air Force. The CAA, however, provides the ATC serv
ice with maintenance being performed by USAF personnel. With
this in mind, the Team emphasizes that the equipment necessary
to establish ground control at this location should be requested
from the PAF. However, in the event this approach does not prove
fruitful, we recommend the following procurement for the Mactan
ADC.

2 VHF transmitters
2 VHF receivers
2 VHF antennas

Coaxial, audio and control cables, select key.s, etc. neces.;,
sary for installation

Total Estimated Cost --_ •. _-- $ 3,400

(9) Airway Communications and Combined Tower/Station (ADC/ACS)

The Team physically visited all of the sites recommended for Airways
Communications Stations and combined towers/stations (ADC/ACS)
except Dumaguete and Surigao. In all instances, the recommended
location of ACS' s is on the airport, thus providing the airways commu
nicators with a view of the runway. For sake of standardization, we
re"ommend a 2500 - sq. ft. masonry structure complete with electrical
wiring, sanitation facilities, windows, etc. for each ACS. For these
structures we have developed a cost of $21, 250 which includes 12,000
sq. ft. of excavation, grading, and asphalting of the surrounding area.

!7 Includes amplifiers, control and monitoring panels, speakers,
phones, microphones, power supplies, racks, etc.

'l:../ Includes consoles, jack panels, frames, benches, etc.
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Associated with each ACS we recommend a combined remote trans
mitter, engine generator, and in some cases a Non-Directional Beacon
(NDB) building of 1500 sq. ft. which will also be located on the above
mentioned 12, OOO-sq. ft. macadamized area at an estimated cost of
$6,750.

Although some of the ACS's are basically identical they nevertheless
do differ to some extent. For this reason we have elected to treat them
on either a collective or individual basis in this section. There follows
a narrative section on ACSI S with individual cost estimates. For sake of
simplicity, we refer the reader to Exhibit IV -M located at the end of
this section. This exhibit depicts the ACS and ADC/ACS buildings and
equipment by location in chart form and is designed to assist the reader
in comprehending this section.

The following equipment, hardware, supplies, and services are recom
mended as a minirnum for the Butuan, Buayan, Cotabato, Dipolog, Ili
gan, and J 010 ACS IS;

4 VHF transmitters (50 watt)
4 VHF recei vel'S (crystal controlled)
8 VHF antennas (2 circularly polarized transmitting" 2 coaxial receiv-

ing)
2 SSB transmitters (I kilowatt)
2 SSB receivers
2 Sideband converters with demultiplexers'
4 HF antennas for SSB (vertical with ground plane)
2 Selective ringing units
1 HF transmitter (4 channel, 350 watt)
2 HF receivers
I HF doublet antenna
2 HF tunable whip antenna
I Altimeter
I Wind direction and velocity indi,cating system

Hardware and supplies
Power, control, audio, and coaxhl.1 cable with connectors
Ancillary equipment .!/
Fabrication material !:.../
Test equipment i/

1/ Includes amplifiers, control and monitoring panels, speakers, inter
phones, microphones, power supplies, racks, etc.

:!:./ Includes consoles, pilot briefing desk, jack panels, frames, etc.
1/ Consists of equipment listed in Section IV-C-I-c-{l)-{m).
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Enginee ring installation
Flight check
Transportation

The total estimated cost for each of the ACS's is $151, 925 which in
cludes buildings (previously described) and two 62.5 KVA engine
generators with a 5, 000 - gallon fuel tank.

The Calbayog, Tacloban, Roxas, Iloilo, Dumaguete, and San Jose
ACS's are all basically identical with minor exceptions as noted. It is
recommended that these ACS's receive the same type and amount of
equipment as Butuan, Buayan, etc., except single sideband equipment
is not required. However, since we recommend these facilities be
connected to the Bureau of Telecommunications circuitry, the following
teleprinter equipment has been included:

I Automatic send receive (ASR) page printer
I Keyboard send receive (KSR) page printer

The individual cost estimates for each of the above ACS's is $120,837
which includes buildings (previously described) and two 62.5 KVA en
gine generators with a 5, OOO-gallon fuel tank. At Calbayog, the NDB
cost estimate included electrical power generation equipment and the
remote transmitter, NDB, am engine generator building. Accordingly,
the cost estimate for Calbayog is $95,337.

Although Iloilo is programmed to receive an extra HF transmitter and
receiver (for backup to Bacolod) we recommend the new HF equipment
provided Romblon in Phase I be transferred to Iloilo- -when Romblon
ACS is decommissioned.

The Masbate, Naga, Cauayan, and Tuguegarao ACS's are all basically
identical to Calbayog, Tacloban, etc., except the locations are recom
mended for 2 channels of data handling capability. These ACS's should
receive the same type and amount of equipment as Calbayog, Tacloban,
etc., with the following additions:

1 Receiver only (RO) page printer
1 Transmitter distributor ('I'D)

The individual cost estimate for each of the above ACS's is $122,337
which includes buildings (previously described) and two 62.5 KVA en
gine generators with a 5, OOO-gallon fuel tank.

At Cauayan a four-channel VHF link and carrier system is required
from the ACS to the BUTEL outlet at Ilagan. The cost estimate for
Ca\',ayan is $149, 000.
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At Naga, the NDB cost estimate (indicated under NAVAID Section) in
cluded electrical power generation equipment and the remote transmit
ter, NDB engine generator building. The cost estimate for Naga is
$96,837.

The Surigao ACS should receive the same equipment as Butuan, Buayan,
etc., with the exception of the single sideband equipment. Accordingly,
the cost estimate for Surigao is $121,375.

The Marinduque ACS should r"1ceive the same equipment as Calbayog,
Tacloban, etc. with the exception of the 2 selective ringing units. Addi
tionally, the electrical generation units should be 37.5 KVA in lieu of
the 62.5 KVA units. The total estimated cost for Marinduque is $115,775.

The Puerto Princesa ACS should receive the same equipment as Calbayog,
Tacloban, etc. However, at Puerto Princesa, the cost of the electrical
generation units and the remote transmitter, NDE engine generator build
ing was included in the NDB cost estimate. Accordingly, the total esti
mated cost for the Puerto Princesa ACS is $95,337.

The remaining ACS's were equipped to varying extent under the Phase I
Program. We have therefore elected to cost estimate each on an individ
ua 1 basis in alphab.etical order.. The costs only reflect commodity pro
curement and buildings. We envision minor engineering and installation
costsat these locations since local manpower should be utilized to the
maximum extent. More explicitly, these locations should be implemented
by CAA installation crews in lieu of a contractor turnkey project, thus
reducing overall costs.

Baguio

Baguio will require 1 ASR and 1 KSR teleprinter in PhaGe II. The ACS
will be located in the new terminal building programmed for the 5th year
in the airport section. In the interim, it will continue to be opel'ated in
the tower. Total estimated cost- -$3, 728.

Cagayan de Oro

Cagayan de O:ro, being an ADC/ACS in Phase II, has nevertheless been
well equipped in Phase 1. A new building, however, is rt:!commended for
this location, at an estimated cost of $22, 750, which meets with the
approval of the Airports and Engineering Divisions of CAA. Additional
equipment required for the Cagayan de Oro ADC/ACS are:

1 ASR page printer
1 KSR page printer

1 RO page printer
1 TD
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4 VHF transmitter (50 watt)
4 VHF receivers (crystal cont':olled)
8 VHF antennas (transmitting and receiving)

Ancillary equipment, hardware and supplies, fabrication mate
rial, and transportation as' previously described.

Cebu (Mactan)

Total Estimated Cost ------- $51,375

This location attracted a considerable portion of the Team's 'attention
which is evidenced by the Phase I Program recommendations.

In Phase II we again recommend a rather large package for Mactan
because of the influence this aviation hub exerts on the overall domestic
airway system. Although our proposals rely heavily on BUTEL cir
cuitry for tributary stations out of Cebu, the Cebu ACS must also be
capable of communicating with the Mindanao Air Traffic facilities that
are not serviced by BUTEL. Accordingly, not oniy teleprinting equip
ment for BUTEL circuitry terminating in o,ther provinces is required
but also single sideband (SSB) equipment for communications with Min
danao facilities is essential.

Because the Cebu ACC and ACS must have instantaneous communication
capability of a high degree of efficiency to both the Manila ACC, ACS
complex and the Bacolod ADC, we recommend SSB equipment as a back
up to BUTEL circuitry. The Team feels that insufficient space has been
planned for the ACS portion of the building; howeve r, it would appear
logical that CAA should modify structural dimensions La accommodate
required expansion.

With the above in mind, we recommended all of the equipment planned
for installation at the Butuan, Buayan ACS' s and the Calbayog, Tacloban
ACS's with the following cl'ceptions or additions:

No AMHF equipment
2 VHF transmitters
2 VHF receivers
4 VHF antennas
I SSB (I KW) transmitter
2 SSB receivers
3 HF antennas
2 SSB converters with demultiplexers
I SSB (450 W) transmitter
I Teleprinter transmitting group (multiple transmitter-distributor

--6 each)
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4 ASR teleprinters
6 KSR teleprinters
6 RO teleprinters

Ancillary equipment, hardware and supplies, fabrication material.
etc.

Davao

Total Estimated Cost - - - - - -- $194,475

Davao is being recommended as an ADC/ACS in Phase II. Accordingly,
a building identical to the one at Cagayan de Oro is recommended for
Davao. However, BUTEL does not have Davao scheduled for their cir
cuits. Therefore, we recommend SSB communications to and from the
Mactan ACC and ACS complex. Accordingly, we recommend the folluw
ing new equipment for Davao:

2 SSB transmitters (1 KW)
2 SSB receivers
2 SSB converters with demultiplexers
4 HF antennas for SSB
2 Selective ringing units

Ancillary equipment, hardware and supplies, fabrication material,
etc.

Laoag

Total Estimated Cost ------- $85,950

At Laoag the remote transmitter, NDB, and engine generator buildings
are almost new and in excellent condition. We therefore only recom
mend a new ACS building for Laoag. The Phase I Program adequately
supplies the Laoag ACS with HF, test, w 0 r kin g equipment, and
vehicles. This facility is recommended for 2 channels of data handling
capability which will require the following equipment.

1 ASRteleprinter
1 KSR teleprinter

1 RO teleprinter
1 TD

Adc~itionally, since Paredes Air Station is programmed as a Manila ACC
communication outlet, a four-channel VHF link and carrier system is
required from the Paredes Air Station to the B UTEL outlet at Laoag.

Total Estimated Cost - - - - - -- $78,266
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Legaspi

The CAA has already built new remote transmitter and engine generator
buildings at this location which are equipped in either CAA approved
plans or Phase I programming. Under BUTEL circuitry recommenda
tions, Legaspi is programmed for 2 channels of data hand~.ing capability
so will requh'e the same teleprinter package as Masbate, Naga, etc.
Legaspi is also recommended to receive a new ACS building, with the
inclusion of ancillary equipment, hardware and supplies, fabrication
material, etc.

Manila

Total Estimated Cost - - - - - -- $56, 978

A new Manila ACS is presently in the process of construction. In Phase I
we recommended installation of equipment that will accommodate a VHF
enroute frequency.

In Phase II we rely entirely on BUTEL circuitry for all tributary stations
out of Manila. This requires installation of a relatively large amount of
teleprinter equipment in the Manila ACS. Although HF equipment is
available in Manila for back-up of most ci rcuits, we do rec')mmend a
SSB circuit to back-up the BUTEL trunk between Manila and Cebu.

Accordingly, we recommend the following for the Manila ACS:

1 SSB transmitte r (1 KW)
1 SSB receiver
1 SSB converter with demultiplexer
2 HF antennas for SSB
2 Selective ringing units
1 Teleprinter transmitting group
1 Teleprinter receiver group
4 ASR teleprinters
6 KSR teleprinters
6 RO teleprinters

Ancillary equipment, hardware and supplies, fabrication material,
etc.

Virac

Total Estimated Cost - - - - - -- $85,490

Virac requires 2 channels of data handling capability and a selective
ringing circuit in Phase II. VHF guard channel capability is also a
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requirement. However, we recommend the VHF equipment supplied
Tagbilaran in Phase I be transferred to Virac when Tagbilaran is de
commissioned.

With ancillary equipment, hardware and supplies, fabrication material
included, the total estimated cost is $10,825.

Zamboanga

Because both the ADC and ACS facilities are housed in the same build
ing, we have elected to treat them as combined. The ACS wil~ require
the ISB point-to-point communication capability with one sideband serv
ing the ADC. A VHF guard channel has been recommended for the ACS.
Basically, the same equipment that has been recommended for the Davao
ADC/ACS is applicable to Zamboanga.

In the fourth year, new quarters are recommended for the Zamboanga
ACS and ADC facilities in the new termir 1 building. Although building
costs are in the Airports Section of this rel1ort, consoles, benches,
pilot briefing counters, racks, frames, etc. are included here. A new
operating position for the CW circuit is also included.

Therefore, the total (>:.;timated cost for the Zamboanga ACS/ADC is
$63,200.

A cursory examination of these. estimates readily reveals the communi
cation deficiencies in the Mindanao-Sulu area (other than Cagayan de
Oro). This is because BUTEL circuitry does not go there. The Team
is of the opinion, howe:rer, that the SSB equipment will perform the
service adequately. Actually, the usage of the term SSB is somewhat
a misnomer as we actually envision ISH (Independent Sideband) for the
Mindanao- Cebu and the Cebu-Manila back-up circuit. More precisely,
the Upper Sideband (USB) would be utilized between the Cebu ACC and
the tributary ADC/ACS's or ADC's with selective ringing provided each
tributary station. The L:>wer Sideband (LSB) would be for communica
tion between the Cebu ACS and the tributary ACS's and also the ACS's
could communicate with each other on this channel.

The Team questioned the comparatively low building cost figures quoted
by local contractors, however, we agreed on $8.50 per sq. ft. for ADC/
ACS, ADC buildings which includes basic electrical wiring, sanitation
facilities, windows, etc. This figure was confirmed by CAA engineering
personnel. Oddly enough, the same figure reputedly C"L:?plies to tower
type structures as well as one story buildings. For the RTR and engine
generator buildings, which should only be a plain structure without win-
dows, sanitation facilities, etc., we used a figure of $4. 50 per sq. ft. ""

0-C(;~
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This figure also meets with the approval of reliable local sources.

Although, in most cases, we elected to leave the actual distribution of
the surplus electronic equipment from the Romblon and Tagbilaran
ACS's (which are recommended for decommissioning in Phase II) to the
discretion of the engineers who implement the plan, we do wish to em
phasize that all of the new equipment recommended in Phase I has been
absorbed in Phase II.

TOTAL Estimated Cost for the Phase II ADC and ADC/ACS

Program is ------------------------------------------- $3,064,357

3. Estimated Airways Facilities Maintenance Cost

Admittedly, an estimate of maintenance costs iG influenced by many
factors, one of the most impo:·tant of which is environment. The prob
lem is' compounded when maintenance of an entirely :new system is con
templated, and particularly when the development plan calls for a sys
tem growing in size and complexity within a certain time frame.

As pointed out elsewhere, the Team does not foresee a significant in
crease in maintenance cost resulting from the Phase I effort. An
increase in fuel costs may result from the need for more electric power
generation, and power bills may increase at those few locations where
prime power is secured from commercial sources.

In Phase II the increased yearly maintenance cost estimates are pre
dicated on actual costs for maintenance of similar facilities in the
FAA's Pacific Region. Tabular read-outs for all facilities are per
formed by an automatic data processing system on a quarterly basis.
Cost items included are: (1) Total direct man-hours, (2) all salaries
and benefits, (3) direct material costs, (4) utility and contract charges,
and (5) locally purchased low value items required for facility mainte
nance. It is realized that salaries and benefits are higher in the FAP.
than in the CAA; however, because a considerable amount of training
will be neces sary, overall cos t figures may be comparable as a result
of t)le increased man-hours required. ldter the training requirements
are satisfied and the technical work force has stabilized, the Team is
of the opinion that salaries and benefits should be increased in order
to retain stability.

A major item not specifically covered in the maintenance cost estimates
is that of electrical power generation. At some locations, e. g., Butuan,
Cotabato, Dipolog, etc.., ti.is will be an expensive item because of the
necessity of generating prime power not only at the airfield but also at
the NAVAID facility. A figure of four gallons of fuel consumption per
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hour for 37.5 KVA engine generators and 6. 7 gallons per hour for the
62.5 KVA plants has been used. In both cases, a figure of 7 -1/2% was
added to cover lubrication material and spare parts. In neither case,
however, was electro-mechanical technician salaries included. The
Team does not attempt to cover this aspect since electronic technicians
may be trained to service and maintain engine generators with supple
mental help from a II roving ll crew of electro-mechanical technicians.
The IIrovingll crew would perform nlajor maintenance and overhaul of
the units on a scheduled or lias needed ll basis. Another facto.r is Plant
security which we envision as a major problem at all unattended facili
ties, and undoubtedly, security guards will be required at numerous
locations. However, since this service is not related to technical
p<.:lrformance of the airway system, the matter is considered to be in
ternal. There is a possibility, of course, that some security guards
could be trained to perform minor adjustments and effect switching
from main to standby engine generators. Accordingly, the method for
performing maintenance on the electrical generation units has been left
to the discretion of the implementing agency.

Another major item not covered is that of contractual services which
we recommend be provided by the Bureau of Telecommunications.
This includes BUTEL maintenance of air/ground communication out
lets at their hi- sites and maintenance of VHF link, at their repeaters.
However, since BUTEL and CAA are both government agencies, the
matter is infrastructural in nature. Accordingly, we el~cted not to
cover such costs in this report. Estimated yearly maintenance cost
increases by increments and location can be found in Table IV-lO.

D. Sununary

This section has reviewed the Team's impressions gained from personal
inspection of the Philippine aviation system. Deficiencies have been
pinpointed and a system of priorities advanced for use in implementing
an airways modernization program. The Team notes that unavoidable
delays are often experienced in securing substantial financial assistance
in projects of this type and proposes that the improvement program be
divided into two phases. The first, with modest funding requirements
would attempt to rehabilitate the present airways facilities and provide
a limited amount of new equipment. The second phase, requiring a
larger amount of money would dovetail with the first effort and be car
ried out in increments over a five-year period. An orderly course of
action is proposed embracing both phases with specific price tags placed
on each.
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Exhibit IV- R

ACS-ADC/ACS BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT
PHASE II

ACS RTR Engine Single SEL TTY VHF HF VHF Estimated
Bldg. Bldg. Generator Side Band Call Circuit Freqs. Freqs. Link Cost

Baguio !/ 1 $ 3,7Z8
Buayan 1 1 2 2 ~ 2 1 151,925
Butuan 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 151,925
Cagayan de Oro CS/T 1 a 2 51,375
Calbayog 1 !/ Y 1 1 2 1 95,337
CauayaH 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 149,000
Cotabato 1 1 2 Z Z 2 1 151,925
Davao CS/T 1 1 2 Z 1 85,950
Dipolog 1 1 2 2 Z 2 151,925
Dumaguete 1 1 Z 1 1 2 120,837
!ligan 1 1 2 2 Z 2 151,925
Iloilo 1 1 Z 1 1 1 120,837
Jol0 1 1 2 2 Z 2 151,925
Laoag 1 1 2 1 78,266
Legaspi 1 1 2 1 56,978
Mactan, 4 4 6 1 194,475
Manila 1 Z 6 85,490
Marinduque 1 1 2 l 115,775
Masbate 1 1 2 1 2. 2 1 122,337
Naga 1 !/ y 1 2 2. 1 96,837
P. Princesa 1 !/ Y 1 1 2 1 95,337
Roxas 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 120,837
San Jose 1 1 2 1 1 Z 1 120,837
Surigao 1 1 2 2 1 121,375
Tacloban 1 1 2 1 1· 2 1 lZO,837
Tuguegarao 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 122,337
Virac !/ 1 2 1 10,825
Zamboanga ACS 1 2 Z Z 63,200

Control Tower rrnrrAY. _ '!i3,064,357

!/ RTR building included in NDB costs.

AI Engine generator included in NDB costs.

This chart only depicts new equipment that would be requfred in Phase!I. F()r instance·1 VHF •.
frequency consists of: 2 VHF transmitters

Z VHF receivers
4 VHF antennas

Ancillary equipment, cables, switches, etc.

Obviously, some of the ACS-ADC/ACS facilities require more than 2 VHF frequencies. However,
the equipment for these will come from existing equipment or that supplied in Phase I.

A brief narrative on each.ACS-ADC/ACS facility can be found in Section IV-C-2-g.
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Exhibit IV-5, page Z

VOR ILS RADARY NDB ACS & ADC/ACS ADC ACC4/ TOTAL

Marinduque 11,562 115,775 127,337
Masbate 137,150 122,337 259,487
Misamis 143,775 143,775
Naga 39,375 96,837 136,212

l/Ormoc 205,062 205,062
P. Princesa 41,750 95,337 137,087
Roxas 130,900 120,837 251,737
S. Fernando 53,250 53,250
San Jose 121, 900 120,837 242,737
Surigao 121,900 121,375 243,275
Tacloban 122,150 120,837 242,987
Tuguegarao 123,150 122,337 245,487
Virac 11,562 10,825 22,387
Zamboanga 117,000 63,200 180,200

TOTAL 4,564,033 228,000 696,250 182,488 3,064,357 115,312 895,468 $9,745,908

.!.I Include s DME
y Includes VOT
l/ Includes ATCRBS and two radar simulators for training
11 Refer to IV-C-2-g-(7) .



TAjjLE IV-IO

PHASE II
ESTIMATED YEARLY FACILITY MAINTENANCE COST INCREASES

First Two Years

Addition to Existing Estimated
Location and/or Additional Facilities Maintenance Cost

Baco1od ADC/APP/TVOR $ 19,308
Baguio ACS 1,068

1/ Butuan ACS/VOR/LINK 40,276
Cagayan de Oro APP/ACS 3,040

2./ Ca1apan NDB 9,096
Cotabato ACS/VOR/LINK 40,276
Davao CS/T 7, 728

~./ Iligan ACS/VOR 34,268
Iloilo ACS/VOR/DME 40,276

1/ Jo10 NDB 15,396
Laoag ACS 1,680
Legaspi ACS 2,380
Lipa VOR/DME/LINK 26,532
Mactan ACC/ACS/VOT 88,000

1/ Manila ACC/ACS/Training School/VOT 28,000
1/ Naga ACS/NDB 23.248
1/ Roxas ACS/VOR 34,268

Virac ACS/NDB 4,828
Zamboanga APP/ACS 7, 728

$427,396

Third Year

2./ Alabat VOR/DME/LINK $ 30,332
Baguio NDB 3,060
Cabanatuan VOR/DME/LINK 30,332

1/ Ca1bayog ACS/NDB 23,248
1/ Cauayan ACS/VOR/LINK 37,052
11 Dipo10g ACS/VOR/LINK 40,468
1/ Dumaguete ACS/TVOR 34,268

Jo10 ACS 16, 188
E./ Legaspi VOR/LINK 17,588

Manila ASR/ATCRBS/ATIS 40,652
1/ Marinduque NDB 12,896
11 Masbate ACS/VOR 34,268
11 Puerto Princesa NDB 15·, 396
1/ Tacloban ACS/TVOR 34,268

$370,016
~Plus first two years costs 427,396

$797,412 ~qo



Fourth Year
Addition to Existing Estimated

Location and/or Additional Facilities Maintenance Cost

y Buayan ACS/TVOR $ 34,268
1/ Daet TVOR 15,650

Jomalig DME 12,744
~./ Kalibo TVOR 15,650

Laoag LINK 2,784
2/ Ormoc VOR/DME 28, 124
3/ Surigao ACS/TVOR 31, 768
II Tuguegarao ACS/TVOR 34,268

$175,256
Plus first three years costs 797,412

$972,668

Fifth Year

2.1 Aparri VOR/DME/LINK $ 30,332
Mactan ILS 18, 148

11 Mamburao TVOR 15,650
Marinduque ACS 16,188

§./ Misamis TVOR/LINK 17,588
Puerto Princesa ACS 16, 188

'1:./ San Fernando VOR II, 580
11 San Jose ACS/TVOR 34,268

$ 159,942
PIlle first four years costs 972,668

$1,132,610

TOTAL estimated increase iI,l, yearly' maint~nance
costs after all of Phase II implemented --------- $1,135.,000

!I Includes separate electrical power generation units for the airport
facilities and the VOR.

'1:./ Due to isolation, Calapan and San Fernando require full time service
of one electronic technician.

1/ Includes combined electrical power generation unit for both airport
and NAVAIDS.

4/ The training facility portion covers only basic maintenance of equip
ment and training aids. Equipment damage, breakage, modifications,
etc. not included.

2.1 Includes electrical power generation for facility.
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TABLE IV-II

TOTAL ESTIMATED COSTS IN PHASE II FOR EACH LOCATION
(Airports excluded)

A1abat ---------------------------- $216,950
Aparri---------------------------- 202,562
Baco1od-----------~---------------231,312
Baguio - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15, 290
Buayan --------------------------- 273,825
Butuan --------------------------- 313,237
Cabanatuan------------------------ 205,812
Cagayan de Oro -------------------- 153,625
Calapan--------------------------- 11,562
Calbayog -------------------------- 134,712
.Cauayan -------------------------- 273,400
Cotabato -------------------------- 310,987
Daet------------------------------ 121,900
Davao ---------------------------- 85,950
Dipolog -------------------------- 313,237
Durnaguete ------------------------ 247,737
Iligan ---------------------------- 288,200
Iloilo ---------------------------- 295,487
Jolo ---------------------------- 167,665
Jornalig -------------------------- 191,500
Kalibo ---------------------------- 123,150
Laoag ---------------------------- 78,266
Legaspi--------------------------- 219,790
Lipa------------------------------ 193,187
Lubang ----------------------"------ 147,750
Mactan---------------------------- 975,546
Marnburao ------------------------ 119,400
Manila ------------------------- 1,339,849
Marinduque -----------~----------- 127,337
Masbate -------------------------- 259,487
Misarnis -------------------------- 143,775
Naga------------------------------ 136,212
Orrnoc---------------------------- 205,062
Puerto Princesa ------------------- 137,087
Roxas ---------------------------- 25~, 737
San Fernando---------------------- 53,250
San Jose -------------------------- 242,737
Surigao ------~~------------------ 243,275
Tacloban-------~------~------~----242, 987
Tuguegarao ---~-------~---~------- 245,487
Virac----------------------------- 22,387
Zarnboanga ----------------------- 180,200

'lbta1 -------- $9, 7~5, 908



SECTION V
SUPPORTING SERVICES

In addition to the provision of navigational aids, communications,
traffic control and terminal facilities, the International Civil Avia
tion Organization (IeAO) of which the Republic of the Philippines is
a member state, requires that a number of additional services be
provided to support the airways system. These are:

A. Flight Inspection Service (FIS)
B. Meteorological Services (MET)
C. Aeronautical Information Services (AIS)
D. Flight Assistance Service (FAS)
E. Search and Rescue (SAR)
F. Administration

The following portion of this document will be devoted to a brief des
cription of the nature of these services and the manner in which they
fit into the organization of the Civil Aeronautics Administration.

A. Flight Inspection Service

The amazing growth of air traffic operations has dictated the estab
lishment of a system of all-weather air navigation to enable large
numbers of aircraft to move quickly and safely to destinations.
Safety of flight and effective control of aircraft movements necessi
tates that the components of this air navigation system be accurate,
adequate and reliable. This requirement is not ref'tricted to the
ground facilities which give directional guidance to the aircr~£t. It is
also essential that the communications equipment used in the system
meet the standards of performance intended.

The present high level of aviation safety attained in various parts of
the world today is due directly to the establishment and maintenance
of standards for air navigation facility operation.

To insure that the Philippines may also offer to aircraft operators a
high standard of safety, it is essential that a system of inspecting air
navigation aids be established and maintained. Air navigation facili
ties must provide maximum assistance to the users with uniform
quality of information. Careful and d.ccurate flight checks by especial
ly qualified personnel using special aircraft and equipment are neces
sary for this purpose. The following indicated criteria has been
established by international agreement:
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1. Aircraft

The general characteristics of .aircraft suitable for flight inspection
are:

a. Reliable multiengine type capab~~ of safe flight with one engine
inoperative and fully equipped and instrumented-'for night and in
strument flight.

b. Sufficient capacity for flight inspection crew, observers,
ground and maintenance and/or installation personnel and neces
sary electronic equipment with required spares.

c. Sufficient range and endurance to permit completion of a nor
mal mission without reservicing.

d. Aerodynamically stable throughout its' sp~ed range.

e. Low noise and vibration level.

f. Stable electrical system of adequa.te capacity to operate the
required electronic and recording equipment as well as the air
craft's equipment.

g. Wide speed and altitude range to enable flight inspections to be
conducted under the conditions normally encountered by the users.

h. Suitability for future modification to adapt it for flight inspec
tion of new and improved aids that are now in development.

2. Crew Qualifications

Because of the great importance of the flight inspection program, and
the influence which competent and resourceful flight inspection person
nel have in improving air navigation aids, personnel of the highest cal
iber available must be assigned to these duties. A background of com
munications, electronics, air traffic control and/or aircraft operations
is desirable. In addition, an interest in flight inspection work, a will
ingness to exert initiative, tact and discretion will be assets to the
performance of the required duties. Special qualifications for the flight
inspection air crew positions are:

a. FLIGHT INSPECTOR should be a graduate of a. recognized
flight inspection school or have experience equivalent thereto,
and will have demonstrated proficiency in flight inspection to the
satisfaction of the CAA Director.



b. FLIGHT INSPECTION CO-PILOT must be familiar with flight
inspection work and possess the potential to ultimately qualify as
a Flight Inspector.

c. FLIGHT INSPECTION TECHNICAL SPECIALIST (1. PANEL
OPERATOR, 2. THEODOLITE OPERATOR) should be a graduate
of a recognized flight inspection school and will have demonstrated
proficiency in flight inspection work to the satisfaction of his supe
riors. When such personnel are not available, Flight Inspection
Specialists may be selected from among the best redio technicians
available who can demonstrate proficiency in flight inspection work.

3. Electronics Equipment

Special airborne and ground electronic flight inspection equipment must
be l1sed in the flight inspection program. The effectiveness of this pro
gram requires that reliable information be used to determine the status
of an air navigation facility. This necessitates that airborne electronic
flight inspection equipment of the highest standard be used, and that this
equipment be carefully checked and calibrated. Because the aircraft
equipment if used as the standa.rd against which a flight facility is ad
justed, the accuracy of calibration of the airborne equipment is of ex
treme importance. This then means that in addition to the airborne
equipment a GROUND CALIBRATION LAB ORATORY must be maintained
and operated by qualified technicians. Calibration intervals vary with
different components of the airborne system but every thirty days is
considered a good average.

4. Types and Priorities of Flight Inspections

Official flight inspections are of five basic types: (a) Site evaluation,
(b) Commissioning, (c) Periodic, (d) Special, and (e) Surveillance.

a. Site Evaluation

A flight inspection to determine the suitability of a proposed site
for the permanent installation of an air navigation facility. It may
include checks normally made during a commissioning inspection
and any additional tests which may be required.

b. Commissioning

A comprehensive flight inspection designed to obtain complete in
formation as to facility performance and establish that the facility
will support its operational requirements, and where applicable,
general operator performance. A commissioning inspection will
be accomplished prior to commissioning any air navigation facility.
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c. Periodic

A regularly scheduled flight inspection comprehensiv~ enough to
determine that the facility will still meet standards for a commis
sioned facility and support its operational requirements.

d. Special

A flight inspection required by special circumstances to determine
facility performance or characte ristics. Such circumstances will
include reported equipment malfunctions or deficiencies, aircraft
accidents where fa.cilities may be involved, and major maintenance
or modification of facilities. Development of new operations re
quirements and provision of flight inspection assistance in the eval
uation of new aids will also be included in this category.

e. Surveillance

An unscheduled flight inspection accomplished on commissioned air
navigation facilities for the purpose of determining through continu
ing in flight evaluations, that the performance of the air navigation
system or any component thereof continues to meet applicable
standards.

5. Frequency of Recurring Flight Inspections

The following schedule of periodic flight inspection is the internationally
established minimum requirement. In some cases, it may be necessary
to conduct inspection of some facilities more frequently to provide a
reasonable assurance of continuing satisfactory performance.

Facility

1. Instrument Landing System (ILS)
- -All components

2. VOR
3. TACAN
4. Airport Surveillance Radar (ASR)
5. Approach Lighting System (ALS)
6. Tower Communications
7. Radio Communications
8. VORTAC
9. Low Frequency Marker Beacons

(NDB)
10. Precision Appro~r.h R=\dar

Days between Inspections

60-75
120-150
120-150
120-150
180-210

Surveillance (not announced)
Surveillance (not announced)

120-150

330-365
60-75



6. Evaluation of Prejlent Flight Inspection Service

It is true that the CAA has attempted to maintain a program of flight
inspection for several years through use of a U. S. excess C-47 fitted
out for the purpose. That this program has been If.l.rgely unsuccessful
is evidenced by the fact that few, if any, of the facilities are operating
satisfactorily by any standards. The C-47 which was originally trans
ferred to the CAA for flight inspection use has been seldom utilized for
this purpose on a scheduled basis. Indeed, the interior was outfitted
for executive purposes and for the past few years has been primarily
used as such. With rare exception, any flight inspection activity per
formed was in conjunction with VIP flights. And this is understandable,
since the CAA receives no direct appropriation for operation of the
aircraft.

An additional aircraft (C-45) was secured from FAA exces s sources in
1963 and flown for the first time in December 1965 after extensive re
habilitation. This aircraft was originally used for several years by
USFAA Pacific Region (in Hawaii) for flight inspection purposes. Ex
cept for the absence of a few components, it could be used by CAA for
this purpose. The aircraft was ir..volved in a minor landing accident
several months ago and has not been repaired due to lack of funds as
well as an apparent lack of inte rest in using it. Aside from the slight
damage mentioned, this plane is in excellent condition. There are in
dications that only two airmen in the CAA have been checked out in this
aircraft, and that no one cares to fly it. Failure of the present flight
inspection program is attributed to a number of fact(~rs which can be
summed up briefly as follows:

a. Lack of budgetary support to keep an effective flight inspection
program going.

b. Utilization of the CAA flight inspection aircraft for purI10ses
otht:r than intended.

c. Failurtl,to keep electronic components aboard the flight inspec
tion aircraft ready for use at all times.

d. Lack of an adequate ground-based calibration laboratory.

e. Lack of a sufficient number of trail~ed flight inspection personnel.

The Team does not wish to dwell on the foregoing, since every official of
the CAA is completely aware of the existence of these factors which ren
der the flight inspection program ineffective. However, it must be
clearly understood by all concerned that benefits to be derived from
"installation of a communications and navigational aid system as
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recommended by the Team will be only in direct relation to the CAA' S

ability to implement and effectively carry out a flight inspection pro
gram. When the installation phase of this Team I s recommendations
has been completed, the following facilities will be in operation and
will require flight inspection service in all of the categories outlined
in Section IV.

23 Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Ranges (VOR)
11 Terminal VORIs (TVOR)
13 Non-directional Beacons (NDB)

2 Instrument Landing Systems (ILS)
2 Approach Lighting Systems (ALS)
1 Airport Surveillance Radar (ASR)

28 Airway Communications Stations (ACS)
2 Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTC)

--!..Airport Traffic Control Towers (6 with Approach Control)

Total--89 facilities to be checked. The implications of this problem
are more than impressive.

7. Discussion of Possible Solutions

a. Turn the entire project over to Philippine Air Force. PAF
already has one completely equipped C-47 flight inspection plane
for which they have little or no use. PAF has a calibration labo
ratory but it is not presently in use due to absence of certain com
ponents. Flight crews could be trained under the JUSMAG program.

Positive Factors: Flight Inspection duties could be accomplished
and at the same time provide flight training for PAF personnel.
Cost to the GOP would be relatively small.

Negative Factors: Turnover in PAF personnel would not provide
continuity in the program. National emergency might require
diversion of aircraft to other activities. CAA might encounter
problems in mair.taining control over the program.

b. Contract with the USFAA for the service. FAA now provides
flight inspection service for the U. S. Military owned and operated
facilities in the Philippines and elsewhere in Southeast Asia.

Positive Factor: The work would be done in an effective manner
by professional crews and with equipment second to none in the
world.

Negative Factors: The FAA does not have the crews nor equipment
to perform this additional work at present. To perform this activity .~
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Conical monopole antenna fer WMO weather broadcast service is erected by CAA technicians
under SEATO Meteorological Telecommunications Project.
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to the degree required in five years would require two full-time
aircraft and three crews based in the Philippines. FAA charges
vary but might av" rage $300 to $500 per hour for flight inspection
work, thus making the cost well-nigh prohibitive.

c. CAA accept full responsibility for performing the flight inspec
tion activity.

Negative Factors: High cost, but not so high as contracting with
USFAA. Problem of keeping equipment maintained. Lack of qual
ified personnel in early phases of program.

Positive F:'l.ctors: Complete control of the entire program from
maintenance and operation of the ground facilities to, and including,
the flight inspection process.

8. Proposed Action

The Team recommends that (1) GOP acquire two airplanes, mechanically
adequate for the service and completely equipped with appropriate elec
tronics components. In this connection, the Team feels that the type of
aircraft acquired will depend on cost factors and availability. Probably,
the most economical from an initial acquisition, maintenance and oper
ation standpoint. would be the DC - 3 (C -47), although this aircraft admit
tedly lacks high altitude capability. (2) Three complete crews of flight
inspection personnel be trained and utilized for this purpose only. (3)
Firm restrictions on use of these aircraft for any other purpose that
would interfere with the primary mission should be imposed. (4) A
completely equipped ground laboratory should be set up in conjunction
with the CAA Airways Engineering Division maintenance laboratory.
(5) All activities of the Flight Inspection Branch should be carried out
with strict adherence to ICAO Document 8071, Manual on Testing Radio
Navigational Aids and the U. S. Standard Flight Inspection Manual, May
1963.

B. Meteorological Services

When aircraft are required to operate over large areas, on fixed sched
ules regardless of most weather conditions, a weather reporting, col
lecting, and predicting service is required. It must tell the pilot the
weather conditions to be faced at the terminus of this flight at his planned
arrival time, at possible alternate landing points and during enroute flight.

The c.:ollection and dissemination of weather information in the Philippines
is primarily the responsibility of the Weather Bureau, a branch of the
Department of Commerce and Industry. The Weather Bureau (WB) pres-
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ently operates 49 stations, 42 of which are equipped with single-sideband
radio transceivers. Eight of these stations are located at airports with
the remainder in cities at varying distances from the airport. At five
of these eight airport locations, the CAA is handling weather communica
tions for the WB. In addition to these 49 observational points the WB
operates two radar stations - -one at Baras Bato (near Virac) and the other
at Manila in the Port Area.

Primarily, the WB system was set up to se rve domestic and c1imatolo- .
gical needs of the Philippines. With the exception of those stations lo
cated at airports, observations are made on a three-hourly basis (hourly
when a typhoon is in the area) at a point away from the airport and do not
serve aviation needs.

The WB, although satisfactory for the purpose intended, does not ade
quately serve the needs of aviation. The Aviation Weather Service re
quires hourly weather observations at all airports in the National Avia
tion System. The communications system serving these locations must
be capable of rapid exchange of these observations as well as other sup
plemental weather information, such as special reports which are re
quired on a priority basis when rapid changes are taking place in weather
conditions which might affect the safety of aircraft moving in the imme
diate area. Weather information is highly perishable and, unless it is
timely, the flying public is not being properly served and can be moving
in a very unsafe environment.

1. Proposed Action

Weather Bureau Ai"rport Stations (WBAS) should be located at the
following airports as the Airway Communications Stations (ACS)
rec.ommended in this report are completed. One hundred fifty
square feet of space at each station has been allowed for this pur
pose and is included in the cost estimate.

Mactan
Davao
Zamboanga.!.l
Iloilo
Cagayan de Oro.!!
Cotabato
Legaspi!!
Tacloban

Dumaguete
Jolo.!]
Tuguegarao
Surigao
Laoag.!.l
Roxas
Tagbilaran.!!

1/ Indicates those locations where WBAS are already in operation. "30 \
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Weather observation and reporting facilities should be located
at the following recommended Airways Communications Stations:

Butuan
Dipolog
Cauayan
lligan
General Santos
San Jose (M)
Baguio

Masbate
Marinduque
Naga
Virac
Calbayog
Puerto Princesa

All CAA Communications personnel working in the Domestic Service
would be required to study the principles of weathel' observing and
pass initial and refresher examinations to be administered by the
Weathe r Bureau.

At those airport locations where the WB will not take observations,
the CAA Commw1ications personnel should perform this activity.

At those airport locations where WB presently provides or intends
to provide service on a part-time basis, CAA should take over the
observational activity during periods when WB personnel are not
available.

Since the Survey Team does not recomm~:mdACS at the following
indicated airports, the WB should plan to provide observe!' service,
or make arrangements with airline personnel to take observations
and make them available as required.

Bacolod
Daet
Kalibo

Mamburao
Ozamis
Aparri

Calapan
Romblon
Lubang

It is recommended that the WB provide all weather instrumentation
at airport facilitie s. This should include, but not be restricted to,
the following:

Wind direction and velocity indicator
Wet and dry bulb thermometer' and outdoor shelter
Aneroid barometer
Mercurial barometer
Rain gauge
Barograph
Thermograph
Ceiling light

~
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c. Aeronautical Infonnatlon service (AIS)

The operator of any type a~rcraft must have at his di 3posal considerable
information concerning the air navigation fa::ilities and terminal areas
which he may be expected to use. For example, he must know the regu
lations concerning entry into and transit of the airspace of each country
in which he intends to operate; he must know what aerodromes, naviga
tion aids, meteorological services, communication services and air
traffic services are available and the procedures and regulations asso
ciated with them. He must also be informed, often on very short no
tice, of any change affecting the operation of these facilities and serv
ices, and must know of any hazards likely to affect his flight. While
this information can usually be provided before take -off, in some in
stances it must be provided during flight.

It is the responsibility of the pilot-in-com=nand of any aircraft to ac
quaint himself with all information pertinent to the safe operation of
his flight. In the case of international commercia.l air transport, ICAO
(Aeronautical Information Services Annex 15) lays down some rather
stringent requirements which can only be satisfied by the provision of
information usually supplied by an aeronautical information service.
Flight crews must be familiar with the regulations and procedures of
all States overflown, certain specific types of information must be car
ried on board an aircraft, and no flight may be commenced unless there
is adequate assurance that the necessary facilities and services are
available and are operating satisfactorily. The ability to comply with
these requirements is largely dependent UPO~l the existence of an ade
quate aeronautical information service. The nature of aviation neCes
sitates the imposition of this obligation on the government rather than
on the airline operators, since the safety, efficiency and economy of
air navigation rests, in part, on the availability of accurate and timely
information which, in most instances, has its origin in an infrastructure
under the control of the Civil Aeronautics Administration. Furthermore,
the procurement of information by various individual operators independ
ently is not only inefficient and wasteful of human effort, but may be
dangerous since obviously only the Civil Aeronautics Administration,
which is responsible for the facilities, services, and procedures, is in
a pos ition to promulgate bona fide information. It will be l"loted that
both domestic and international aviation have the same need for an aero
nautical information se rvice.

Three major res pons ibilities of the AI S are (1) Establish procedures
for origination, collection and dissemination of Notices to Airmen
(NOTAMS); (2) Establish and operate an International NOTAM Office
and Briefing Centel' a~· MIA; (3) Develop, maintain and distribute the
Aeronautical Information Publication (AlP).
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1. Notices to Airmen (NOTAMS)

NOTAMS consists of two classes--I and II. Class I NOTAMS are of an
immediate nature requiring tro..nsmission in message form via any or
all of the telecommunications facilities available. A Class II NOTAM
is generally not of immediate concern and may be handled by mail.
NOTAMS are originated and issued whenever the following information
is of direct operational significance:

a. The establishment or withdrawal of electronic and other aids
to air navigation and aerodromes;

b. Interruption or return to operation, change of frequencies,
change of identification, change of orientation (directional aids),
change of location, power increase or decrease amounting to 50
per cent or lnore, change in broadcast schedules or contents, or
irregularity or unreliability of operation of any electron~c aid to
air navigation, and air/ground communic::.tions services;

c. Interruption of or return to operation of aerodrome lighting
system;

d. Establishment, withdrawal, or significant changes made to
visual aids;

e. Occurrence or removal of temporary obstructions to aircraft
operations in the maneuvering area;

f. Presence or removal of hazardous conditions due to snow, ice,
or water on the moven"lent area;

g. Establishment, withdrawal or significant changes made to pro
cedures for air navigation services;

h. Presence of airborne hazards to air navigation;

i. Military exe rcises or maneuvers affecting air navigation;

j. Major changes to search and rescue facilities and services
available;

k. Interruption or return to ope ration of hazard beacons and
obstruction lights marking obstruction to air navigation;

1. Changes in entry regulations requiring immediate action;

m. Erection or removal of obstructions to air navigation;



n. Establishment or discontinuance (including activation or deacti
vation) as applicable, or changes in the status of prohibited, res
tricted or danger areas.

The need for origination of a NOTAM shall also be considered in any of
the following circumstances:

a. Occurrence or correction of major defects in the movement
area;

b. Interruption or return to service of significant units of airport
rescue or fire fighting facilities;

c. Interruption or return to service of refueling services;

d. Air display or mass movements of aircraft;

e. Availability of new maps and charts;

f. Changes in legislation requiring immediate notification;

g Any other significant circumstance.

The basic purpose of any NOTAM is the dissemination of information in
advanc€ of the event to which it relates, except in cases of unservice
abilities which cannot be foreseen. A NOTAM must be received by the
addressee in sufficient time for him to take any action required by the
NOTAM. The value of a NOTAM lies in its "news content" while its
residual historical value is quite small.

2. Aeronautical Information Publication (AlP)

The AlP is a document, the development and dissemination of which is
not only required by ICAO but which becomes, in essence, the airmen's
"bible." Its importance in this respect is directly related to the accu
racy and timeliness of information published. In essence, the AlP is a
loose-leaf binder consisting of an index of all aviation facilities availa
ble to the flying plblic of the country in which it is published. It is the
responsibility of the Aeronautical Information Service not only to pub
lish and distribute this bonk but also (equally as important) ~o assure
that it is up to date through the timely issuance of additions, deletions,
and amendments as they become necessary.

The effectiveness of this Service is directly related to (1) the accuracy
and dependability of those responsible for originating the information;
(2) the efficiency of the cOI':J.munications media used for transmitting the
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information to the headquarters of the Service; and (3) the evaluation
and distribution of information thus collected to those who have a need
to know through use of the AlP, or NOTAM, as appropriate.

3. International NOTAM Office and Briefing Center

It is at this point that NOTAMS are originated, received, collated, and
distributed by one means or another to other locations, either domestic
or international. This is the nerve center of the AIS and the location
must be convenient to airline operators and crew members, since the
service provided also includes flight crew briefing and flight planning.
This Center is staffed with two categories of Specialists, the NOTAM
Officer, and the Briefing Officer. The former generally, but not al
ways, comes from the ranks of the Communicator and the latter from
the area of Traffic Control. During periods of light activity, one man
often can handle both jobs. The Weather Bureau should also establish
weather briefing facilities in conjunction with this office.

4. Evaluation

The AIS section was established in May 1964 on the strength of CAA
Official Order No. 24, Series of 1964. The staff consisted of one Act
ing AIS section chief and five minor employees. It enjoys only a quasi
official status and was created as a temporary infrastructure of the CAA
to comply with ICAO commitments and to meet the ever-growing needs
of the aviation ground services. Since then, other employees have been
added to the staff. A very fine AlP has been published and distributed.
The reception and distribution of NOTAMS suffer limitations because of
poor communications, and also because of failure at the field level to
provide timely and accurate information for AIS use. The AIS office is
understaffed and, additionally, no effort has been made to establish a
Briefing Center.

5. Proposed Action

a. With exception of the reproduction section, relocate the NOTAM
Office to the first floor of the Terminal Building and at the same
time establish a Briefing and Flight Planning Center as an integral
part of this effort. The office should be in operation 24 hours a day.

b. Personnel and operation of FASCO should be placed under con
trol of the AlS but would continue operation at the Domestic Termi
nal on its present part-time basis. The terms of reference for both
offices would be identical; however, one would serve the domestic
carriers and general aviation, while the other would serve the inter
national terminal area. During hours when the Domestic Unit is
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closed, flight plans would be received at the International Unit
(main office) instead of the RCC.

c. The AIS should be recognized and staffed as a separate and
distinct ground facility, with personnel assigned on a full-time
basis to these duties exclusively.

Do Flight Assistance Service

F AS is usually aimed at the General Aviation segment of the industry.
This is so because large scheduled air carriers generally maintain
their own dispatching and communications system and it is the responsi
bility of the airline dispatcher to provide this service to his pilots. How
ever, the smaller carriers as well as the executive, company, and
private fliers in the Philippines are II on thei r own. II The Team's statis
tics have already brought out the fact that General Aviation constitutes
a very significant portion of the overall aviation effort in the Philippines,
and it is our opinion that this segment presently receives slight consider
ation.

FAS is provided by the Airways Communicator; however, it should be
noted that all employees of the CAA have a direct re sponsibility to pro
vide either as routine, or on their own initiative, any information which
might affect the safety of flight. Indeed, the subject of F AS is now an
important portion of the curriculum of the Airways Operations Training
Center operated by the CAA at MIA.

FAS falls into the following principal categories:

1. Pre-flight

II Pre - flight" cons i sts of providing a convenient location
to examine a display of conditions from the point of take -off to his
intended point of landing. This information consists of terminal and
enroute weather data, condition of navigational aids, communications
facilities, and terminal and alternate airport landing surfaces and
servicing capabilities, such as fuel and repairs. The display area
is usually located in Airway Communications Stations (ACS), and keep
ing the data display current and accurate is considered to be one of
the responsibilities of communications personnel. The data display
must also be supplemented by additional verbal briefing by the com
municator on duty.

2. In-flight

In-flight advisory service is provided by the Airways Commu-
nicator and this is also referred to as "flight following service. "
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In short, he now has the airplane in the air and on his own initia
tive provides the pilot with pertinent information relative to sig
nificant weather change s that might affect the safety of flight.
He also notifies the pilot of any changes in the status of navigation
al aids or landing areas involved. If, after the estimated time
of landing the pilot doe s not close out his flight plan (notification
of arrival) the communicator sets in motion a series of events
with the ultimate goal of locating the airplane. From this point
on personnel of the Rescue Coordination Center (RCC) take over.
Action taken by the RCC is described in another chapter.

3. Airdrome Advisory Service

This service is rendered by communications personnel to
approaching or departing aircraft at airdromes not served by a
control tower. It usually consists of current weather informa
tion, runway condition, and any hazards which might affect the
safety of flight in the area. It should be emphasized that the
communicator doe s not issue control instructions- -only a.dvice.

4. Weather Broadcast Service

In addition to transmis sion of significant weather information
directly to individual aircraft being served by the communication13
facility a weather broadcasting service must be provided. These
voice broadcasts consist either of "live" or "recorded" informa
tion transmitted at scheduled intervals over the voice facility
provided on VORIs and/or NDB's. Broadcasts of a non-scheduled
nature are also made under certain weather conditions which
call for "special" reports.

5. Evaluation

The Team notes that with the exception of one facility (FASCO)
located at Manila Domestic Terminal little action has been taken
to place this important function in motion. This can be generally
attributed to lack of weather information, poor communications
circuitry and space problems. There must also be an education
al program carried out among the flying fraternity. Pilots have
been flying for so many years in the Philippines with minimal
service that they have grown used to it. Once the CAA facilities
are moved into adequate quarters conveniently located on air
ports and equipped with modern efficient electronic aids airmen
will become conscious of the service and grow to accept and rely
on its efficacy. In short, the CAA must build up the confidence
of the airmen in the quality of service which it can and must provide.



E. Search and Rescue

In accordance with Article 25 of the International Civil Aviation Or
ganizati0n (ICAO) each Contracting State is requirefl to render assist
ance to aircraft in distress within its territory. The Standards also
extend such obligations to neighboring territories or seas.

The Philippines began to fulfill this ICAD requirement in 1950 with the
implementation of a Rescue Coordination CC!nter (RCC) at l\1anila In
ternational Airport. Traditionally, the responsibility for operation of
an RCC falls within the organizational structure of one of the govern
mental agencies designated to carry out physical search and rescue
operations, such as the Navy, Coast Guard or Air Force. In the
Philippines, the Civil Aeronautics Administration has been designated
as the responsible agency, and conducts this work from a room on the
fourth floor of the MIA terminal.

Organizational Structure of Search
and Re scue Facilities in the Philippines

USAF CAA
Joint Search & Rescue

Rescue Coordination Center
Team, Clark AB

Sang1ey Philippine Air Force

CubijSubic Philippine Navy

Coast & Geodetic Survey

Other Agencies

Following is a brief description of the Search and Rescue process and
how the RCC fits into the overall picture. It should be pointed out that
procedures followed conform, insofar as possible, to international

. regulations, both Maritime and IeAO.
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1. Uncertainty Phase

Air Traffic Service units operated by the CAA notify the RCC
when an aircraft is considered to be in a state of emer
gency. This condition obtains when no communication has been
received from the aircraft within a period of thiTty (30) minutes
after the time a scheduled position report should have been
received or when an aircraft fails to arrive within thirty (30)
minutes of the estimated time of arrival last notified to or esti
mated by air traffic service units, except when no doubt exists
as to the safety of the aircraft and its occupants.

During the uncertainty phase RCC alerts the various SAR units
at its command as to the possibility of an emergency, and ascer
tains that the Preliminary Communications (PRECOM) search is
taking place.

2. Alert Phase

This phase follows the uncertainty phase when the PRECOM
checks have failed to reveal any news of the aircraft, or when
an aircraft has been cleared to land by a Control Tower and fails
to le.nd within five minutes of the estimated time of landing and
comr.:lUnication has not been re-established with the aircraft.

At this time the RCC orders an Extended Communications
Search (EXCOM) and within its capability notifies PC commands
and other governmental or local agencies in the general area of
suspicion.

3. Distress Phase

Following the Alert Phase. the absence of news from widespread
communications checks under the circumstances points to the
probability that the aircraft is in distress; or when the fuel Oil

board is considered to be exhausted; or when information has
been received indicating the presence of mechanical trouble or
that the aircraft is about to make or has made a forced landing.

At this time the RCC has the authority to call out any or all of
the agencies responsible for the actual search and rescue
operation.

4. RCC Facilities

At pre-sent RCC r_laintains communications capability as follows:
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a. Clark Rescue Coordination Center

b. Sangley NAS Movement Reporting Office

c. Cubi Operations

d. 505th A~. Rescue Squadron (PAF)

e. Air/ground c'J"'"1.munications on International Aircraft Distress
freqt.ency of 121. 5 megaHe rtz

f. Commercial telephone.

5. Additional Responsibilities of RCC

a. Although not customarily considered internationally as a duty
attached to the RCC, this unit coordinates search for surface ves
sels lost or in distress. This is so because there is no other RCC
maintained in the Philippines.

b. Aeromedical evacuation activities are also coordinated by the
RCC,

c. Establishment of field coordination centers in a specific area
where an aircraft is believed down.

d. Accepting flight plans and distributing same by telephone from
all categories of aircraft operators when the CAA Flight Assistance
and Control Office (FASCO) is dORed or when FASCO cannot be
reached by telephone.

6. Evaluation

The CAA, through implementation of the RCC in 1950, is adhering to its
ICAO commitments. The effectiveness of the organization is hampered
by lack of an adequate communications system. However, the proce
dures followed are in accordance with current international practices
and given the proper tools the service would be exceptionally effective.

The Team believes that it would be more appr.cl)l'iate for one of the
Armed Services directly involved in Search and Rescue Operation to
operate the RCC, and would so recommend. If there are, however,
compelling reasons why the CAA should continue this function, the
Team submits the following suggestions for improvement of the service.
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7. Proposed Action

a. Establish a Rescue Coordination Subcenter at Cebu in con·,
junction with the ACS.

b. Move the RCC from present quar~ers to the RCC Console in
the new ATC Center.

c .. Eliminate the backup 121. 5 mHz and 243 MHz terminations
from the console keys. (Switching from main to backup equip
ment should always be done in the equipment room by maintenance
technicians).

d. Add outside commercial telephone termination to RCC console
position.

e. Terminate on separate keys in RCC Console 121. 5 MHz lines
from the Laoag. Bacaycay and Romblon hi-sites.

f. Provide direct simplex teletype service with the RCA Mari
time radio station at Manila.

g. Provide single channel HF receiver for 2182 kHz (marine
distres s voice frequency).

h. Upon establishment of Flight Briefing Center under AIS
(See V-5) discontinue accepting Flight Plans at night.

i. Provide direct inteFphone circuit to Philippine Navy
Headquarters.

j. Provide adequate equipment for field coordination center
as follows:

(1) Two portable (not to exceed 50 pounds) 300 watt 110
volt AC and 12 Volt DC 8 ampere gasoline driven
power plants.

(2) Two 5 to 10 watt multichannel VHF portable transceivers.

(3) Two 100 watt portable HF transmitters capable of
transmitting on two frequencies in the 3 and 6 megaHertz
range.

(4) Two HF tunable rece'~vers (portable).



(5) Suitable portable antennas for the above radio equipment.

F. Administration

It was not the intention of the Team to probe the administrative proces
ses of the CAA. Indeed our only excursion in this area was in Section I
and this was restricted to the appropriation and personnel distribution
function, since this would be a matter of considerable interest to lend
ing entities who might be attracted to this program. In the course of
our studies of the overall airports and airways system, we did come,
with alarming frequency. across evidence of serious deficiencies in the
field stemming directly from certain administ,ative practices which if
rectified would make for a more efficient operation. The Team wishes
to emphasize that unless improvements in these vital areas a:~e effected
the entire system will again collapse. In justice to the CAA, we recog
nize that the deficiencies noted result mainly from a continued lack of
financial support from the Government.

1. Logistics

This sub-section deals briefly with the process of supplying spe
cialists in the field with the necessary maintenance and operational
materials on a continuing basis in order that they may fulfill the
objectives of their mission. The development and maintenance of
an effective logistics system is a project of considerable dimension
and the Team herein can only point to areas which were in obvious
need of attention at the time of our survey.

a. Maintenance Requirements

Any type of facility subject to wear requires spare parts if
conti.nued usefulness is expected. This runs the gamut from
electronics to t:ransportation to runways and terminal struc
tures. Effective and timely maintenance cannot be performed
unless the specialist in the field has either on hand or can
speedily requisition replacement parts or materials to effect
repairs. As pointed out elsewhere, delays in restoring serv
ice can be translated into direct or indirect financial loss to
the economy.

( 1) Inventory

To determine accurately maintenance and spare parts re
quirements, an agency must first determine what they have
and where it is. An inventory such as this must be kept
current. This calls for an accurate notification procedure
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which will alert the procurement and warehousing authority when
ever a new item is installed or a new facility constructed, as well
as when a decommissioning takes place.

(2) Spare Parts and Other Supplies

From an accurately maintained inventory, the agency should be able
to develop and keep in operation a system of logistics support for
engineering and operating groups within the organization.

For instance, each new radio transmitter or other piece of elec
tronics equipment will be normally delivered with a supply of spare
parts estimated by the manufacture l' as the bas ic requirement for
one year. The procuring authority should never allow the supply to
drop below this level. By the same token, the agency should esti
mate needs in adva:lce and keep on hand the necessary wide variety
of maintenance supplies. For some items, particularly those ma
terials generally associated with airports maintenance, space and
transportation. considerations might dictate desirability of pro
curement at the field level, and funds should be available to field
personnel for this purpose.

(3) Requisitions

Each field location should be provided with an adequate supply of
spare parts of the variety most needed based on experience and
recommendations of the manufacturer. Once the level of materials
falls below an authorized amount, the responsible field employee
would submit a requisition to headquarters. This requisition
should be filled immediately and accurately; however, if the item
is not in stock, immediate acti/Jn should be taken to procure it and
at the same time the field official should be notified that the item
has been "back-orde red, II with an indication of the date it c;an be
expected. One of the most common complaints of CAA field per
sonnel is that their requisitions are seldom filled and no explanation
is made. The Team gathers that failure to fill requisitions may be
due to lack of funds but also submits that field morale would be
vastly improved if headquarters would acknowledge correspondence
and explain non-shipment of supplies.

b. Warehousing

or paramount importance in a property management system is the ware
house and its effective operation. Here, the spare parts and other main
tenance materials are kept and the warehouse manager is the key to the
system. It is here that the requisitions are filled, where records are 'f..-..
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kept and information fed to the property management division
when stocl<piles need replenishing.

The Team cannot overemphasize the need for adequate mainte
nance of every item in the CAA inventory. It notes elsewhere
that the present state of deterioration of equipment is largely
due to lack of maintenance. A warning is issued that regardless
of the cost of a new airways and airports system the investment
will have been wasted in short order unless the CAA develops
i:. prope rty management di vis ion and the Gove rnment reacts
favorably to budgetary requirements to support the maintenance
effort.

G. SIIrmtary

In summary, this Section has evaluated physical resources and effec
tiveness of major support services considered vital to the CAA effort
and has presented certain recommendations for needed improvement.
For tbe benefit of those who may be unfamiliar with the nature of these
activities, a brief outline of requirements, as set forth in ICAO docu
ments, was included.

It was obs e rved that al. organized £'light Inspection program is virtually
non-existent, and that this stems from a lack of budgetary support for
the activity plus other factors. The Weather Bureau operates a number
of statiolls; howeve 1', mos t are not located at airports and we re des igned
to provide information for farmers, shipping, and for climatological
purposes. The Team notes that CAA communicators could be trained
and licensed by the Weather Bureau to carryon in the absence of
Bureau participation. The Team also notes that Flight Assistance
Service is lacking in the field where it is sorely needed, particularly
by general aviation interests, and that aside from the busier locations
this service could be provided by communications personnel after ap
propriate training. Uniformity of procedures and delineation of respon
sibility points to placement of all activities of this nature under control
of the AIS, wh~tl1Cr the actual service be provided by communicators or
others. It is concluded that the AIS should be adequately staffed and
moved to a location at MIA convenient to aviation inte rests and that a
Flight Briefing Center be established in conjunction with this move, and
that FASCO continue operation at the Domestic Terminal but become a
sub-office unde I' the control of AIS. It was obse rved that the AIS is
reasonably effective notwithstanding communications and budgetary lim
itations and that it suffers from a lack of accurate and tim<:ly informa
tion from field locations. The Rescue Coordination Center, operated
by CAA at Manila, should be handled by another agency of the govern
ment. However, for various reasons, it appears that CAA is the best
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equipped for the activity and that the service could be improved by
certain physical changes with a ve ry low investment. A brief sum
mary of deficiencies in the procurement and warehousing area points
to a requirement for vast improvement before lasting benefits from
an enhanced aviation system can be realized.
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SECTION VI
STAFFING AND TRAINING

Basically this document concerns itself with peol-,le and things.
Almost every legitimate endeavor contains these two ingredients.
Given the required finrs.nces. things. or facilities as we refer to them
in aviation, can generally be procured "off-the-shelf" 01' otherwise
acquired and installed. Assuming the purchase of quality materials
and proper installation, immediate full utilization may be expected.
People present an entirely different problem. In the aviation field.
they are seldom available as "off-the-shelf' items, fully trained and
ready to go. Staffing and train:ng of personnel to efficiently operate
and maintain the aviation system is one of the more difficult problems
facing the Philippine CAA today and will be compounded as the sy8tem
grows in stature and complexity.

In sections dealing with proposals for an expanded airports and air
ways sys tern. the Team has been able to develop priority criteria
basl.;)d on factors which, for the most part, arc fairly well known and
recognized and has thus been able to develop recommendations with a
sound base. In this section. and in particular that portion dealing
with staffing. we arc lacking in criteria and must rely on educated
guesswork based on guidelines developed elsewhere. Indeed, in the
airports area the problem is so involved that the Team avoids discus
sion of staffing and devotes its attention to training.

A. Staffing Requirements

Management has three distinct but related areas of responsibility
with regard to the use of its financial resources in accomplishing the
CAA mission. First. it must render safe and convenient service to
the users. Second. it must provide this service at reason~ble cost
to the user and the taxpayer. Third. it must offer to its employees job
satisfaction. opportunity for advancement, and the best working
conditions possible commensurate with cost. This latter responsibi
lity includes the assignment of fair amounts of work and equitable
distribution of work among employees.

1. Airways Operations

The primary function of each air traffic ahd cC'mmunications
facility is the provision of services to aircraft. Thus, the end
product of a facility is the number and qt.'ality of aircraft servi
ces rendered. Staffing then should gene rillly be based on the
relationship of people to the volume of th'ese services.
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Because of the complexity of air traffic facilities, all services
cannot be counted, therefore, activity indices must be established
that best reflect total VI' ddoad imposed on the operating perso
nnel. For purposes 01 determinin.g staffing in air traffic fa.cili
ties, the United States has for some time used workload indica
tors with the understanding that many fringe and support duties
are performed by the operating p'ersonnel and their work output
capabilities in terms of the selected indicators are measured
accordingly. For ACC facilities they are the volume of IFR
aircraft handled; for terminal facilities, the volume of aircraft
operations and instrument operations; and, for communications
facilities, the volume of flight s'~rvices performed. Recently,
in order to obtain maximum utilization of personnel, performance
measures have also been developed to effectively relate work
load demands as they occur to personnel scheduling. Through
the application of these manpower utilization techniques, facili
ties are able to forecast their personnel needs and more effective
ly' program available manpower toward the accomplishment of
all required activities.

To effectively determine the optimum staffing for any given
facility many factors must be I:onsidered and a significant
period of activity must be recorded and analyzed to form the
basis for plar.ning manIJower resources. Air traffic and commu
nication facilities in the CAA a.re now in the early stages of
collecting this data. The Team was advised that prior to this
time they had not used any spl~cific standard to determine staf
fing. The justification for additional job positions has generally
been based merely on. "increased traffic."

Air traffic and ACS facility staffing is required for a level some
where between AVERAGE and PEAK daily activity in order to
meet typically high workload and achieve the best balance bet
ween economy and air safety. As tm proposed airway system
is developed in stages, existing CAA facilities must expand and
additional facilities will be eatablished. A very significant
increase in staffing will be required.

Factors such as the rate of airport development, addition of
runway lighting, etc;. , will influence the staffing, and in some
instances, the hours of opeI'ation for several facilities. The
amount of traffic flying IFR in the system versus that flying VFR
will directly affect staffing since IFR handling of aircraft is the
more complex service. Al:30 in the matter of instrument opera
tions, staffing requirements will be greater as the radar
feature of ATC is introduce:d because of the increasing complex-



ity and extent of service rendered. The estimated number of
journeymen and supervisory personnel required to staff the
domestic ACC, ADC/ACS and ACS field facilities upon comple
tion of the Phase II program is reflected in Table VI-I. Increase
from present staffing to the ultimate figure will take place in
direct relation to incremental development of the sy.stem. An
estimate of .-'dministrative staffing to meet normal field needs i.s
included. We wish to emphasize again that this figure is based
upon a very broad analysis of the factors involved and only
includes our estimate of the minimum required number of field
personnel at journeyman level and above.

As experience is gained through analysis of the traffic handled
by the system, improved operational procedures will result.
Staffing requirements will vary according to the procedures
established. We must strongly emphasize that maximum effort
at all management levels in the CAA will be required to obtain
efficient utilization of manpower and provide the neces sary
aeronautical "Services at the most reasonable cost.

2. Airways Engineering

The Team finds it less difficult to approach the problem of elec
tronics maintenance staffing, since these specialists have their
work cut out for them regardless of the scheduled airways
operations activity associated with their post of duty. Basically
the maintenance man's work falls into two categories, correc
tive and preventive. CQrrective maintenance is the finding anu
correction of trouble conditions after they have had a recogniza
ble effect on service. Preventive maintenance, on the other
hand, anticipates and corrects potential trouble conditions before
they affect service. This latter activity must be a continuing
objective of any successful maintenance program. From a nu
merical standpoint this section considers only staffing recom
mended for new facilities.

Staffing must be correlated with training because of the basic
l'easc"1ing that a small trained staff can accomplish immeasura
bly m ... ""e than a large untrained staff. In addition to being more
c1Jstly, a large untrained staff derogates the service. Therefore,
iI.'l out recommendations for staffing, we assumed that the tech
nicians are all trained journeymen~ Although we used FAA
!sector level staffing criteria and standards data as guidelines,
variances were made in some instances because of isolation,
accessibility, electrical power instability, etc. Staffing
increases for existin~ facilities are recommended only, when in
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our OpInIOn, they are fully justified by new and different types
of equipment. The majority of present technicians will require
training or retraining on the equipment applicable to their
location.

Although recommendations for the electronic technicians are
firm and valid, the number of electro-:nechanical technicians
could be changed for reasons outlined in Section IV -C-3, Estima
ted Yearly Maintenance Cost Increases.

The recommended staffing increases in this presentation (Table
VI-2) are for facility maintenance personnel and do not apply to
establishment projects which would normally be handled by head
quarters installation crews.

We emphasize that a cadre of trained journeymen technicians
will be required to provide relief for purposes of training and
routine or emergency leave for the regularly assigned personnel.
Additionally, the Airways Engineering Division Headquarters
Staff should be increased in order to plan for and supervise the
overall program. The maintenance inspection staff, especially,
should be supplemented with engineers and top journeyman tech
nicians in order to conduct a scheduled, recurrent evaluation
program in depth. However, as the latter item is an internal
CAA matter, the Team elected to indicate only field staffing
requirement increases lJhich we recommend for maintenance of
the Phase II Program.

3. Support Services

Of the five categories of support services discussed in Section V
only two appear to require additional or new staffing. These are
Flight Inspection Service and Aeronautical Information Service.

(a) Flight Inspection Service

In Section V -A we recommend that the CAA acquire and
operate on a regular basis two multi-engine flight inspection
aircraft in order that they may provide the type of facility
inspection required to maintain an adequate airways system.
An essential component of this effort is a well equipped
ground calibration laboratory. The most important ingredient
is, of course, a staff qualified to carry out the mission. To
perform this function we recommend the following additional
personnel:
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Number

3
3
6
5

Title

Flight Inspector
Flight Inspection Co-pilot
Flight Inspection Techuical Specialists 2.1
Electronics Technicians bl

(b) Aeronautical Information Service

In Section V -C we recommend relocation of the AIS to an area
more acces sible to aviation interests. and creation of a conso
lidated International Notam Office and Flight Briefing Center,
as well as assumption of responsibility for the operation of
FASCO at the Domestic Terminal. Twenty-four hour operation
and adequate staffing is also recommended.

Following is a tabulation of present and proposed staffing of the
AIS and its various units including F ASCD:

AIS NOTAM Office Briefin~ FASCOY

Category Now Proposed Now Proposed Now Proposed Now Proposed

Chief 1 1 1 0
Assistant Chief 1 1
Supervisor 0 1 0 1 1 1
Briefing Officer 0 6 4Y 4
NOTAM Officer 2 6
Teletype Operator 1 1!Y 1 1
Cartographe: 3 3
Mimeograph Operator 2 2
Printer 0 1~
Editorial 1 1
Clerical 1 1 1 1

TOTALS 9 10 3 8 0 7 891 7

Present total including FASCO •••••••••••• 22
Proposed total including FASCO •••••••••• 32

Y FASCO hours of operation presently from 4:30 a.m. to 8:30p.m. daily.
W Teletype operator presently supplied by Communications Branch.
c/ To be utilized on Dualith machine (offset proccs3) not now in use.
"if FASCO staffing now includes in addition to categories indicated one Communicator n

and one Computer operator. These personnel not required under proposed rearrangement.
':! This category includes three Communicators and one Flight Operations Officer. These fom

specialists are considered to perform the same function.
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T ABLE VI - 1

AIRWAYS OPERATIONS STAFFING

Facilities
Present

ATS COM
Proposed

ATS COM Increase

Manila ACC
Manila ADC/APP
Manila RCC
Manila ACS
Bacolod ADC
Baguio ADC
Baguio ACS
Cagayan ADC/APP
Cebu (Lahug) ADC
Ce bu ACS
Cebu ACC
Mactan AD ClAPP
Davao ADC/ APP
Laoag ACS
Legaspi ACS
Romblon ACS
T agbilaran ACS
Virac ACS
Zamboanga ADC/ APP

Uzamboanga ACS
Laoag ACS
Tuguegarao ACS
Cauayan ACS
Naga ACS
Masbate ACS
Marind uque ACS
San Jose (Mindoro) ACS
Roxas ACS
Iloilo ACS
Calbayog ACS
Tacloban ACS
Dumaguete ACS
Surigao ACS
Puerto Princesa ACS
Bancasi (Butuan) ACS
Iligan ACS
D ipolog ACS
General Santos ACS
Cot a b a to AC S
Jolo ACS

To taIs

41
2'1

'1

6
4

6
5

10
16

8

9

139

120

2

14

6
'1
8
2
3

'1
6

1'15

61
3'1

'1
120

10
5

5
10

5
30

58
2'1
10

9
'1

Decommission

"
6

10
10

9
6
6
5
5
5
5
6
'1
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6·
6
6
5

240 302

20
10

4
1
3
4

16
48
11

2
3
o

(-8) J/
( -2)

3
1
3
3
6
6
5
5
5
5
6
'1
5
5
5
5.
6
6
6
6
6
6
5

228

1/ All facilities following this one are proposed.
[I Ten people available for reassignment.
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Table VI-2

PHASE II - RECOMMENDED STAFFING INCREASES

FIRST TWO YEARS

LOCATION

Bacolod
Butuan
Calapan
Cotabato
Iligan
Iloilo
Lipa
Mactan !./
Naga
Roxas

Total

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIANS

1
3
1
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

20

THIRD YEAR

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
TECHNICIANS

o
2
q
2
1
1
1
o
1
1

9

Alabat b/ 1 1
Cabanatuan b/ 1 1
Calbayog 2 1
Cauayan 2 1
Dipolog 3 2
Dumaguete 2 1
Jolo 1 2
Legaspi b/ 1 1
Manila c/ 4 1
Masbate 2 1
Puerto Princesa 1 2
Tac10ban 2 1

Total 22 15

!of

b/

~/
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The Mactan ACC will require additional technicians during this
period. However, because the Tagbilaran and Romblon ACSl s
are recommended for decommissioning during the same time
frame, we recommend the technicians from those locations be
transferred to Mactan. One technician should remain at Tagbi
laran to maintain the NDB.
The present technicians at these locations should be qualified
for VOR/DME maintenance.
Electronic technicians to be radar maintenance trained.



LOCATION

Buayan
Daet
Jomalig 2./
Kalibo
Ormoc
Surigao
Tuguegarao

Total

FOURTH YEAR

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIANS

Z
1
1
1
Z
Z
Z

11

ELEC TRO-MECHANICAL
TECHNICIANS

1
1
o
1
Z
1
1
7

FIFTH YEAR

Aparri Z Z
,Mactan ~/ Z 0
Mamburao 1 1
Marinduque 1 1
Misamia 1 1
Puerto Princesa 1 0
San Fernando 1 1
San Jose Z 1-

Total 11 7

Grand Total 64 38

dl The present electronic technicians to be DME trained.

e/ Trained in maintenance of ILS.
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B. Training

Sections III, IV, and V of this document set forth an aviation develop
ment plan of some considerable magnitude encompassing all major
facets of an aviation system. The need for trained specialists is
emphasized in each section. It is further pointed out that the Admi
nistration must adjust salaries commensurate with levels of skill
and responsibility or risk the loss of trained people. One of the
hazards of a good training program is that successful graduates are
wanted in other parts of an expanding economy. Multi-lingual and/or
technically trained personnel may be tempted to other posts in public
or private enterprise. The system must ensure that salary, social
rewards, inner motivation of personnel and perquisites will keep
graduates in the agency. The cost of such rewards may be far less
than the cost of continually finding and training new people.

The Survey Team has adopted the position that most training should
be performed in the Philippines. This calls for expansion of present
training facilities and establishment of others which do not now exist.
As the CAA grows in stature staffing of headquarters positions will
tend to siphon off many employees who have participated in overseas
training programs and who are now involved in training or other
activities. This poif'ts to the need for a modest amount of partici
pant training under AID and/or UN auspices. A significant number
of these persons would be selected for courses specifically designed
to prepare them for teaching upon their return to the Philippines.
Recognizing that attrition will create a continuing need for instructors,
the CAA must augment the training cadre from time to time in order
to maintain an adequate training staff in all specialties.

1. Airports

Any discussion of training presupposes a staffing pattern with an
indication of categories of specialists and the number of people
in each category. In the case of Airways Operations and Air
ways Engineering, the Team has been able to estimate the
staffing ne~ds and from this will be able to forecast training
requirements. Since most airports in the Philippines are in a
caretaker status, there is little of a historical nature to serv.e
as guidelines in this area. Traditionally, airport management
has been divided into two categories, administration and main
tenance. The top administrator is, of course, the airport manager,
and the larger the airport the less he becomes involved in
actual operational details and the emphasis becomes greater on
business administration - the operational details being left to
capable assistants. In some countries, airport managers at
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the larger locations are often political appointees who mayor may
not have a background suitable for managing a very demanding busi
ness enterprise. Ideally, the airport manager and his assistant
should be civil service employees with formal training in business
administration and they would come under the jurisdiction of the
Chief of thp. Airport Management Division of CAA, since the CAA
operates most airports in the nation. In this connection it would be
desirable if the manager had in addition to business training, some
familiarity with aviation, particularly at the smaller airports. Addi
tionally, in some countries the airport manager serves as an Area
Manager with supervisory responsibility for adjacent facilities.

Following the administrative side comes the airport maintenance
chief with his staff of skilled and unskilled labor. Then there are, of
course, the firemen and the security guards who quite often come
under a special assistant to the airport manager.

From a training standpoint WL then see two key men at o.n airport,
the manager and the maintenance chief. These must be high-calibre
people, well trained in their responsibilities and capable of organi
zing their own training program in the field. The Team, therefore,
will recommend that the CAA be prepared to select and send abroad
two candidates for airport management training and four for airport
maintenance during Fiscal Years 68 and 69. These men should be
selected for ability in their particular fie~ds and for demonstrated
skill in conducting seminars and other types of training. They should
be supplemented by other participants to go abroad at intervals on a
continuing basis.

A recently held seminar of Asian Airport Managers organized and
hosted by the Manager of Manila International Airport is an excellent
example of the broadening influence so important to personnel in this
particular field. These affairs carried out on a country level have
equally beneficial results and are to be encouraged as an inexpensive
training mechanism.

2. Airways Operations

The CAA has a very good Airways Operations Training Center staffed
with a crew of competent instructors. The Team notes that classes
in the past appear rather large making it difficult to apply much time
to individuals. It is also noted that the curriculum seems to devote
an undue amount of attention to comparatively irrelevant academic
subjects. We point to these matters not as criticism but to empha
size that the Center must begin to streamline its activities if the
number of trainees required for the expansion envisioned under ~
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Phase 11 are to be made available in time.

As pointed out elsewhere, we recommend utilization of the FAA
instructors in advanced and refresher training. This is particularly
important during the rehabilitation processes recommended in Phase
I, since under this phase field personnel will begin to have available
new and efficient equipment and operational requirements will rapidly
increase. This must take place without appreciable additional staff
ing; thus, individual ability must improve to meet the challenge.

T training of airways operations specialists requires considerable
"lead time." Unde r an ideal training environment, three years is
normally required before a new employee is able to control air traf
fic without supervision. Table VI-l indicates 228 additional ATC and
Communications personnel required by time Phase II is completed.
This means that over the next five years an average of 45 personnel
in these categories must be trained annually.

To augment the present Training Center staff and to make up for at
trition, the Team recommends the careful selection and assignment
of a number of Specialists to participant training courses emphasiz
ing the organization and ~evelopment of training techniques. Table
VI-3, Recommendations for Participant Training under Phase I con
tains our proposed scheduling in this respect.

3. Airways Engineoring

Table VI-2 indicates a requirement for 64 additional electronics
technicians and 38 Electro-mechanical Technicians by the end of the
Phase II program. We do not anticipate a requirement for additional
technicians as a result of Phase I activity; however, it is during this
period that personnel training must begin looking forward to later
requirements. CAA presently conducts annual cla:3ses in Electronics,
graduating an average of twenty to twenty-five yea·:ly. No regularly
scheduled training is conducted for electro-mec:hanical technicians.

The Airways Engineering Division has been unsuccessful in securing
a suitable number of participant training slots in either AID or UN
programs because of the fact that the Philippines abounds in electron
ics schools ranging from primary to graduate courses. It is an un
fortunate fact, howeve r, that none of these schools are qualified to
train technicians for the purely aeronautical specialties, such as
VOR, ILS, and DME.
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As pointed out elsewhere, the Team believes that most training should'
be conducted by CAA and that a modest number of key personnel
should receive training abroad in specialized fields which would qualify
them to organize and conduct class room and ao',anced and on-the - job
training in the Philippines. Because the Engineering Division has very
few ex-participants, we arc recommending a comparatively larger
number for trainbg under PI}ase 1. This includes such categories as
.. Instructor/Communications", II Instructor/NAVAIDS", II Des ign/Plan
ning Enginee 1''', II Maintenance, Field Chiefll , and othe rs specializing
in VOR, DME, and ILS. The total number is indicated in Table VI-3.
We do not recommend any electro-mechanical technician participants,
since adequate training in this specialty is available in the Philippines,
as well as the fact that CAA has at least one specialist in this category
who has received extensive training in both Australia and the United
States and should be available to conduct a training program of this
nature.

4. Support Services

(a) Flight Inspection Service

Personnel required for this service are few in number but must
be highly skilled in a very specialized type of work. They are
c!ivided into two categories - -the flight crew and the ground crew.
The flight crew consists of the Flight Inspector and the Flight
Inspection Co-pilot. Both must be basically skilled airmen qual
ified on multi-engine aircraft. With this background, they must
then be trained as Flight Inspectors. This type of training can
only be found in certain countries and is comparatively expensive.
Since we are recommending three complete crews, there would be
an eventual requirement for three Inspectors (Pilots) and three
Co-pilots. In view of the cost and time involved in training, we
are recommending that during the Phase I period three Inspectors
receive participant training and that upon return they train the
three Co-pilots.

An additional category associated with the air crew is the Flight
Inspection Technical Specialist. A minimum of two are actually
associated with a flight insfJection mission. These are the Panel
Operator (in the plane) and the Theodolite Operator (on the
ground). Training for this group presupposes a good background
in electronics with specialization in navigational aids. Partici
pant training is comparatively inexpensive and of short duration;
therefore, we recommend a total of six participants during Phase
I--again on the assumption that they will conduct training upon
their return.
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The ground crew staffs the calibration laboratory, which is responsi
ble for condition of the airborne equipment, which must be maintained
and accurat~ly calibrated at regular intervals. In this area perso
nnel prior to training must be well versed in clectronks principles,
however, training of this type car. be conducted in the Airways Engi
neering training section by a qualified engineer. Therefore, we are
recommending one engineer for partic:ipant training in this category
and would expect him to establish the calibration laboratory and
train the technicians. (See Table VI-3 for schedule).

(b) Meteorological Services

The Team does not anticipate the need for participant training in this
area, since the Weather Bureau has a number of competent meteoro
logists capable of conducting training for those CAA specialists who
will be rcqui red to take part in the joint CAA/WB weather observa
tion progl'am recommended in this document.

(c) Aeronautical Information Service

As indicated in Table VI-3 the team recommends participant training
for two Notam Officers and two Briefing Officers during Phase 1.
These employees would conduct local training and also assist the
Training Center in preparing communicators and others for assump
tion of this responsibility at field locations. Since pel'sonnel selected
for these posts have ainvays operations background, the training is
inexpensive and of short duration.

(d) Flight Assistance Service

No participant training is recomm.mded since this type of training
would be carried out by participants returning from training in the
AIS categol'y outlined in (3) above. This would also be supplemented
by related instruction carried out in the Training Center.

(e) Search and Rescue

The Team does not recommend participant training in this category.

(f) Administration

That portion of Section V dealing with Administration concerns
itself mostly with inventory control, procurement, warehousing, and
facility logistics support.
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The FAA Academy at Oklahoma City in the U. S. conducts
short training courses in all of these subjects, however, they
are tailor-made for FAA employees wol'ldng with the FAA
property management system. The Economic Development
Foundation, functioning in the Philippines partially under
USAlD auspices, conducts seminal'S and organized training
courses in all of the above-mentioned subjects. The Team,
therefore, recommends that the CAA approach USAID with a
request for assistance from EDF in this important activity
area. As a consequence of this recommendation, we do not
indicate participants in Table VI-3 nor do we, at this time,
feel it appropriate to mention numcrically the numbcr required
for training,

S. Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB)

Although the CAB cannot be classified as part of the Aviation Sys
tem, the organization is certainly in a position to influence the
devclopment of efficient and economical aviation scrvicc through
proper cxcrcise of its role as a regulatory agency. To effectively
carry out this l'csponsibility, the CAB must bc staffed wi th officials
especially trained in the variety of activities involved.

The Team recommends that a numbel' of CAB officials be sent to
the United Statcs to participate in training, and general observa
tion of U. S. CAB activities in the following gcneral categories of
CAB Admitlistration: General Counscl and Hearing Administra
tion, Enforcement Procedures, Air Opcrations, Carrier Accounts
and Statistical Analys is, and General Office Administration. We
would recommend two participants in each category and that the
training be of three months' duration.

c. SURlnary

This section emphasizes the necessity for an aviation system adequate
ly staffed with well-trained p~rsonnel. In this section and elsewhere in
the report it is brought out that completion of Phase I of the airways
system should hot call for additional employees- -only better trained
employees, During this pe dod, howeve 1', the CAA is advised to begin
an accelel'ated training program for new employee!3 to staff the ex
panding system recommended in Phasc II. Tables VI-l and VI-Z indi
cate the estimated number of additional cmployees required at the time
of completion of Phase II, and Table VI-3 indicates the number of par
ticipants recommended for overseas training during the Phase I period
in order to provide the necessary cadre of instructors. The Team also
points to a need for continued assignment of two FAA ATC instructors
to carry out advanced and refresher training.
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TABLE VI-3

RECOM!vlENDAriONS FOR PARTICIPANT TRAINING PHASE I

Airport Manager
Airport Maintenanc-e
Air Traffic Control
Communications
Electronics
Flight Inspection
Flight lnspection
Flight Inspection
Aeronautical Information Service
Aeronautical Information Service
General Counsel and Hearing Admin-

istration (CAB)
Enforcement Proc:e.dures (CAB)
Air Operations (CAB)
Carrier Accounts and Statistical Analysis

(CAB)
General Office;! Administration (CAB)

Total - - - - - - - - - - - -

AI Various catflgories

W Flight Inspector

£! Flight Technicians (AIR)

Sf Engineer (Calibration Lab)

!U NOTAM Officf.~r

il Flight Briefing Officer

First Year Second Year

1 1
2 2
6 al 6
2 2

loal 10
I bl 2
3 cl 3
l'y 0
1 el I
lI! I

I I
1 I
I I
I I

I I

33 33- -
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PART THREE
Implementation Aspect



SECTION VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This section brings together under one heading a brief resume of the
detailed plans of action contained in preceding sections. It discusses
costs and benefit factors and suggests various methods of implemen
tation.

A. Plan

As pointed out in the Preface, this document examines in some detail
various activities which constitute the Philippine aviation system.
The Team has intentionally avoided dis cus sion of the facilities owned
and operated by Philippine Air Lines. These facilities were installed
and are being operated by PAL because the CAA does not possess a
system capable of handling the needs of a growing aviation industry.
The basic purpose of this plan is to establish some guidelines which
would permit the CAA to assume their responsibilities in the aviation
field i. e., the provision of safe, efficient and non-discriminatory
service to all users of the air space.

The first two sections of this study relate to the government role and
the aircraft and passenger movement functions. They set the stage,
as it were, for the next three sections, airports, airways and support
services which are the three major factors of any aviation system.

1. Airports

As a result of statistical studies, the Team has developed a
system of priorities for airport development based on a
number of factors with safety as the primary concern. Factors
considered are as follows:

a. Present surface conditions of the runway

b. Clear zones and approaches

c. Lateral clearances associated with the airport

d. Airport obstructions and the surrounding terrain

e. Alrcraft utilization

f. Types of aircraft in use and planned by airlines for
the future
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g. Passenger movement

h. Present airport capacity

i. Availability of other modes of transportation

Taking all items into consideration, a plan of action was developed
which is presented in Exhibit III-A and followed by a set of tables
which outline in some detail the work proposed for the five-year
period of airport development.

2. Airways

Here, as in the airport plan a system of priorities was evolved
based on tables developed from a close study of airway and air
port utilization by both aircraft and passengers. An activity
level of 10,000 passengers or more annually per terminal was
established for planning purposes. Thus it was that thirty-eight
terminals in the Philippines qualified for navigational, traffic
control, and communications aids. An airway structure has been
planned based on priority factors and scheduled for development
in increments over a five-year period. The criteria calls for
earliest treatment of those route segments serving the largest
numbe:r of aircraft and passengers and so on down the line. The
reader will note that some 10cation!J not meeting the established
criteria are being programmed for equipment installations.
This is because of their location along or adjacent to a busy air
way segment and their importance as enroute navigational or
communications aids.

The Team takes note of the fact that the overall airways develop
ment plan set forth in this document is expensive and will require
substantial financing. Recognizing that financing processes are
generally time-copsuming and that an urgent need for early
action exists, the Team has developed a two-phase plan. Phase I
attempts to place the present airway structure in a more useable
and less unsafe condition through a process of rehabilitation of
presently installed equipment and the procurement and installa
tion of additional communications and navigational aids at
required locations. These new items will fit into the final or
Phase II plan which should dovetail into the completion period of
the 1st phase. The Team estimates that it will take two years to
complete Phase I, and that the installation of new equipment
under Phase II would begin about that time.
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The Plan (Phase II) makes full use of the Bureau of Telecommunications
(BUTEL) network now in the process of installation and estimated for
completion by 1968. This system, when installed, serves all but one
location contained in the plan--with the exception of Mindanao. The
network terminates at Cagayan de Oro on northern Mindanao; however,
plans are being made to encompas s Mindanao in the future. Utilization
of the BUTEL facilities will save the Philippine Government an estimated
five million dollars which would be required to duplicate that portion
otherwise required for airways purposes. A detailed list of anticipated
channel requirements has been presented to the BUTEL and we have
been assured that with minor additional equipment at some locations
CAA needs can be met. Indeed, it is planned to collocate CAA remote
transmit/receive (RTR) facilities with BUTEL equipment at their
mountain-top or Ilhi-site ll locations, thus reducing costs appreciably.
It is also envisioned that B UTEL electronics personnel, through a mu
tual arrangement with CAA, would maintain the CAA equipment at these
points.

3. Support Services

The Team recognize s that flight inspection of existing facilities within
the CAA system is inadequate and that the requirement will increase
rapidly as the new equipment is installed. The plan calls for procure
ment Qf two additional aircraft for flight inspection purposes which will
be completely outfitted with essential electronics equipment. It will be
necessary to establish a ground calibration laboratory to support this
effort and a sufficient number of crew members and technicians must be
trained to staff the activity. In cost estimating, the Team has not in
cluded a price tag for the aircraft or electronics equipment involved in
the proposed flight inspection program, since it is felt that excess prop
el·ty sources should be explored. The problem of staffing and training
of personnel has been, however, inclt:.ded in Section VI. The Team
note s that functions of the Ae ronautical Information Se rvice (AIS),
Search and Rescue (SAR) and Flight Advisory Service (FAS) sections of
the CAA are being efficiently carried out within existing budgetary lim
itations. The plan proposes expansion of these activities and notes that
training is now in progress at the CAA headquarters school. Proposed
expansion i£ comparatively inexpensive and the cost is not considered
in this plan.

The Team is deeply concerned over the lack of timely weather informa-
tion available to the flying public and proposes the move or establishment
of a number of Weather Bureau facilities to airport locations. These
would be supplemented by active participation of CAA communications
lJersonnel in the weather observing and transmission processes. That ~.
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portion of the report devoted to Meteorology (Section V-B) dwells
on this subject at some length and was developed after discussions
with Wef\ther Bureau officials.

B. Costs

Sections III and IV contain detailed information regarding the various
factors involved in placing a price tag on development of the airports
and airways system in the Philippines. At the end of these sections,
exhibits and tables are presented allowing the reader, armed with
guidelines contained in the text, to break out price elements of almost
any feature of the plan in question. This sub-section presents in round
figures the total estimated cost of the plan.

1. Airports

2. Airways

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year

Airports Total

Phase I
Phase II

Airways Total

$7,147,000
8,068,000
7,034,000
5,193,000
1,376,000

$28,818,000

$ 614,000
9,746,000

$10,360,000

GRAND TOTAL for five-year aviation
development program --------------- $39,178,000

It will be recognized that the development of cost estimates is a dif
ficult process, particularly as it applies to land acquisition and local
labor. These factors vary from country to country and within a country
from locality to locality. The problem is not so difficult when dealing
with commodities, such as electronics equipment, the price of which is
fairly well established. The only significant variable here is transpor
tation costs and other fa.ctors, such as crating, insurance, and engi
neering fees. It has been the general experience of the Team that a
flat 25% added to the II off-the -shelf'l cost of an item is a reasonable
figure to cover these additional expenses. Estimated costs set forth
in Sections III and IV for airports and airways include this amount and
in the case of Phase II of Section IV the figure also includes estimated
commodity installation costs.

Statements relating to standards of performance are rather extensive
in this report but the basic intent is to give an emphatic warning that
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satisfactory long-term service from the facilities recommended for
installation may not be achieved if the procuring authority goes "bar
gain hunting. II The aeronautical environment is very unforgiving and
the highest standards must be maintained at all times. Only high qual
ity equipment can give years of trouble-free service, and equipment of
this type always has a high initial cost. There will be a general ten
dency to view capital expenditures with alarm. This would be a great
mistake because operating and maintenance costs will inevitably exceed
the original equipment cost by a larger factor, which will vary from 2
to 10 times during the lifetime of the equipment, and it is a time -honored
rule that this factor relates directly to the quality of equipment installed.

Further, when considering the purchase of electronics equipment to be
used in the National Aviation System, allowance must be made in the
maintenance area alone for warehousing of spare parts to an amount
ranging from lO to 50 percent of the original cost of the basic equip
ment. Guarantees should be obtained that spare parts will continue to
be made available during a predetermined equipment lifetime. Such
agreements are necess'arily fragile during changing political alignments
and commercial failure of suppliers. Usually, the basic electronic
comronents can be purchased internationally with reasonable ease, but
mechanical parts may be much more difficult to obtain except from the
original manufacturer.

It is common practice throughout the world to install two complete sets
of ground- based equipment with automatic monitors and emergency
power that will interchange the primary and secondary equipment if any
failures are detected by the monitoring equipment. While a case can be
made for economy by installing only one set of equipment, this may be
a false economy. Failure to provide immediate back-up requires that
trained technicians must be on instant call at all times. Furthermore,
while an equipment is out of commission, aircraft may not be able to
take off or land under certain circumstances. Such a loss of aircraft
time at the current operating cost of aircraft per hour may amortize
the oost of providing spare equipment even if one gives no weight to
questions of air safety.

The provision of spare operating equipment is based on the principle of
uncorrelated failures occurring in each equipment. Care must be taken
not to compromise such arrangements by setting up correlated failure
points like a pole line that carries both primary and secondary emer
gency power so that the loss of one pole assures that the entire system
will break down.
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A study of Exhibits IV-F, IV-M and IV -N will reveal certain items
of likely interest to both the economist and the technician.

The plan contains a large number of electrical generation units, in
fact there are 79 units at 46 different locations with a total estima
ted cost of $878,437. This may seem like an extraordinarily large
number of plants but the fact is that commercial power in the
Philippines (with exception of Manila, Cebu, Davao and Zamboanga)
is either non-existent or generally unreliable. Although a certain
amount of power unreliability can be tolerated by an airport, naviga
tional aids, such as the VOR,are extremely unforgiving of power
variances.

It will be noted that there are a total of 13 dual channel VHF links
programmed plus the Cauayan and Laoag carrier terminals. These
links are used for VOR monitoring and control at locations where
local facilities do not exist. The price is included in the VOR or
ACS justifying the requirement, but has been broken out with a
figure of $335, 000.

A vehicle is a basic maintenance tool. This is especially true for
NAVAID servicing primarily because of their location. The present
CAA field maintenance staff is deficient in the transportation area.
This results in delays in restoring service when interrupted, poor
handling of delicate test equipment because of means of transport
resorted to and seriously deficient logistic support of the facilities.
In Phase I we recommend procurement and assignment of 8 vehicles
and in Phase II an additional 30. In Phase I the vehicles are recom
mended on an observed "need" basis, however, in Phase II the
vehicles are all justified by the NAVAID program. Accordingly, all
vehicle costs in Phase II are included with the NAVAIDS that justify
them. The estimated cost of these vehicles is $20, 000 in Phase I
and $75, DOC in Phase II.

Because of the deficiencies of the new Manila Area Control Center
(ACC) and inadequacy of Cebu Sub-ACC to handle today's traffic, a
switching system capable of accommodating 7 consoles has been
programmed in Phase II. This switching system could be used at
either Manila or Cebu as the situation dictates at the time of imple
mentation. The cost estimates of $895,468 include peripheral
VHF "hi-sit(l" equipment. The system indicated is a Western
Electric 300-A and was included here because it was the only
system on which the Team could secure a firm "landed" price, and
this was based on the cost of a similar system being installed in
Saigon ACC. The Team feels that less complex and less expensive
systems which would adequately serve the needs of the Philippines
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are available and this area should be subsequently explored if
indeed the need develops.

It will be noted that the cost for providing communications in the
Mindanao area is higher proportionately than the rest of the Philip
pines. As previously pointed out,this is due to the fact that BUTEL
circuitry doe s not extend to this area. The other factor is need for
extremely reliable air traffic service communications which the
Team feels cannot be provided without the Uf e of SSB equipment.
In two other im:tances SSB equipment is provided as backup for
BUTEL circuitry where a heavy load of ai7: traffic control informa
tion is exchanged. This applies to Cebu-Bacolod and Cebu-Manila.

C. Benefits

Cost-benefit cmalysis involves simply a comparison of costs with
benefits. Insofar as the analysis indicates benefits greater than
costs, the re!'ll~lts may be classified as a net benefit or net gain.
In general, costs are far easier to determine than benefits in mone
tary terms. Thl" cost of operating a transport aircraft is, or should
be, readily known to the carrier, as a matter of routine need. A
45-minute aircraft delay in the air at MIA will cost so much, includ
ing crew salaries, fuel expenditures, depreciation, and other cost
items. The immediate benefits accruing to the carrier with the
elimination of the 45-minute delay are identified with the immediate
savings or cost avoidance. Concur:i.'ently, a fallout benefit accrues
to the airport authorities, insofar as the carriers are in a better
position financially to pay airport user charges.

Some costs and benefits cannot, on the other hand, always be deter
mined or reduced to monetary values. For example, what is the
cost of a 45-minute delay in the air to a passenger en route to see
friends or to a business appointment? Conversely, what is the ben
efit to all passengers on the aircraft with the elimination of the 45
minute delay? Estimate s and studies will establish some costs and
benefits, but certa.inly not all. A cost-benefit analysis with respect
to all costs and benefits assigned by an investment program cover
ing all Philippine :.drports and airways is obviously a task whi.ch is
precluded by magnitude and time. There were also, in the case at
hand, some very practical limitations, e. g., lack of statistical
data on aircraft delays at different ai.fpol'tS. (Sampling might
have resolved this deficiency, but at a cost in time and in attention
to other subjects).

Notwithstanding, the cost-benefits accruing to the nation from the
rehabilitation and follow-on phases of the plan of work and needs
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set out above for the Philippin e airports and airways are manifest
and real enough. An improved national system of airports and air
ways can be expected, among other things, to:

1. Minimize aircraft accidents on the ground and in the air.

2. Increase capability of system to handle more aircraft.

3. Pe:t'mit the wider use of larger, faster aircraft, viz., jets.

4. Reduce flight and ground delay time for aircraft.

5. Improve aircraft utilization through expanded system
capability for an-season, night operations.

6. Eliminate damage to aircraft stemming from poor runway
surfaces.

The over-all benefit resulting from implementation of the plan will
be reflected in better, safer, and cheaper air transportation with
the connected benefits for the nation at large.

Asswning for our purposes the loss of two aircraft and 80 hwnan
lives that could have been avoided through improvements and develop
ments in the national system of airports and airways, the cost (and
conversely the benefits derived heLd the accidents been avoided) could
easily come to P40 million. MoC"jern turbo-powered aircraft of the
types presently used in the PhiEppincs are priced in the vicinity of
P8 million--if not more--off the shelf. Given a worth of P400, 000
(or $50,000 U. S. Funds) pel' human life, the total cost in loss of
hwnan lives is P32 million. In a recent study, three costs per
human fatality were cited from as many sources: $421, 700 (U. S.
Funds) from Fromm, Economic Criteria; $284·, 000 from E. Bollay
Associates, Economic Impact of Weather; and $16,600 based on lia
bility limits, Hague Protocol.

An analysis of aircraft accidents occuring in the Philippine domestic
system from 1962 through 1965 indicates an average estimated loss
to the economy as a whole of $1. 5 million per year for the four-year
period, and this does not take into consideration the loss of lives
involved.

It is perhaps sufficient to say fq,r our purposes that the cost of air
accidents, considering both the direct costs (as represented by the
loss of aircraft and hwnan lives) and the indirec~ costs (as represent
ed, SilY, by the adverse effect on ticket sales) is very high, and
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one which does not really permit enterta.inment of other invest
ment alternatives.

The economics of larger, faster aircraft are well illustrated by the
relative capabilities of the DC-8 (pure jet aircraft) and the DC-7
(piston-driven airclclft). The former can travel twice as fast as the
latter with twice the seating capacity. In effect, the DC-8 is four
times more efficient than its predeces SOl' the DC-7. Wage outlays
for the DC-8 are higher than for the DC-7 on an aircraft basis, but
they are also much lower on a capacity basis. Apart from wages,
speed, and seating capacity, the DC-8 is a much more dependable
aircraft from the standpoint of its power plant system. The net
result is that the DC-8, along with other jet aircraft types have
provided the basis for reduction in fares at a time when prices else
where in the market place arc going up. The use of the BAC 1-11,
a pure jet aircraft, by Philippine AirLines on some of its domestic
routes provides ample demonstration of the applicability of this type
of aircraft to the Philippine domestic scene. It also demonstrates
the need for an airport and airway system capable of handling, in
wider dimension than pe rmitted at this time, high- speed, high capa
city aircraft, if the economic benefits of such aircraft are to be
spread over the whole of the Philippines. Apart from speed and lift
capability, any transport aircraft must be operated for a minimum
amount of time pcr day 01' other period of time to realize its full
economic potential. An aircraft sitting on the ground is not produc-
ing. 1../ Maximum utilization of aircraft calls for an airport and
airway system which is capable of handling aircraft movement
around the clock and in all parts of the year. As now constituted,
the national system of airports and airways of the Philippincs is
essentially limited to daylight operations. And during the wet
season, sevcral airports cannot be used because of the surface
nature of the runway. As a net result, the utilization rate of air
craft is limited, with the further result that air transportation costs
and prices are higher than necessary.

D. Implementation

Essentially, the pl~l.11 of work proposed in this Document is not bank
able. That is, the CAA can't walk into a commercial bank and get
a loan based on direct anticipated revenues. Apart from MIA, the
present system of airports and airways of the Philippines does not
have a demonstrated ability to earn money from user and other

!./ If the load is inadequate, it may be cheaper to keep a plane
on the ground, given the particular fixed and variable expenses. '"
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charges. It depends essentially on what is appropriated and re-
leased from the general funds of the government. This is not an
unusual situation, as we pointed out in Section 1. Few airports in
the world earn enough to pay completely, or even near, their costs.
As much can be said regarding airways. The trend is towards re
covery of full costs, but fulfillment of this objective is a long way off
for most airports and airways of the world. The cost of ope rating
airports and airways is recognizably a social cost, one which a
government is willing to underwrite or make, given the importance
of transportation to the economy.

As noted in S..:ction I, the CAA has prepared an administrative order
calling for the application of user charges at airports other than
Manila International. The order has not, as yet, been implemented.
The CAA would unquestionably generate additional funds from the
wider application of user charges. At the same time, we would
observe that the application of user charges implies that the user
obtain, in return, a certain value for his money. This, the CAA
cannot provide now and it will be sometime before it will be possible.
We would furthe l' obsel've - -if we have not already- -that private
operators are important users of the national airports and airways,
along with commercial operators. An equitable system of user
charges would have to apply to all users. In any case, the appli
cation of user charges beyond Manila International cannot be
expected to underwrite a major improvement and development
program for the system of airports and airways at large.

Given the above, several <::.!ternatives (or courses of action), and
combination thereof, present themselves to the Goverrunent of the
Philippines for fulfilling the plan of work laid out above. They
include: (a) increased appropriations and releases of general funds
to the CAA, (b) obtaining a long-term, low-cost Development Loan
through USAID, (c) loan from Export-Import or World Bank, (d)
securing the as s istance of othe l' gove rnmellts.

1. Proposed Course of Action

As previ.ollsly pointed out in sub-sections A and B (Plan and
Costs) this document concerns itself with three problem a1,'eas,
each one of which is separate, but at the same time dependent
and dovetailing with each other. Phase 1 and Phase II of the
Airwa.y System Program are vitally inter-related and one
follows directly upon the other. The Airports program, al
though treated as more of a separate project, certainly is
scheduled to move along with the development of the Airways
System, particularly in the airport lighting program.
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The following portions of this section contain proposals dealing
directly with the thrf:e areas previously mentioned, and presented in
the order of precedence in time.

a. Airways System, Section IV, Phase I

Financing in this phase amounts to $614, 000 in round figures,
and this amount is urgently needed in order to place the present
Airway System in some semblance of order. It would be most
desirable if the Philippine Government could provide this
amount from local resources. This action would establish a
favorable climate in which to immediately begin negotiations
for the larger Phase II figure of $9. 7 million, preferably in
the form of an infrastructure development loan.

If it is determined that the sum needed for Phase I could not be
made available within a reasonable length of time, a less
desirable but alte rnate method would be to immediately negoti
ate with USAID for a development loan.

The Team does not recommend this last course of action except
as a last expedient since it might take as long as five months
to secure funding and it might also delay negotiations for the
Phase II financing since the lending agency might wish to
evaluate CAA's capability in carrying out the Phase I program.

Regardless of the mode of financing,the Team feels that CAA
will need technical assistance in the procurement, engineering,
and training functions associated with this project. In this
connection CAA should request assistance from USAID in the
form of an extension of the tenure of the USAID Aviation Division.
Specifically, this should include the assignment of a minimum
of two FAA electronics engineers and two ATC specialists in
addition to a chief of group. To gain maximum effectiveness,
the CAA should charge these technicians with responsibility
for carrying out the objectives of the program and at the same
time CAA should guarantee full backing in the form of peso
support and CAA technician assistance. CAA should be prepared
to field two full-time teams and should have sufficient financial
support to employ local labor where needed to perform less
technical duties at field locations. It is expected that the FAA
technicians would work directly with these teams in the field,
and provide technical guidance in rehabilitation and installation
activities.

As pointed out in Section VI, Staffing and Training, it is antici- ~
pated that a numbe r of CAA employee s will be sele cted for CSl\Lt
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overseas training during Phasc I and II, howcvcr, thc Tcam fccls
that a grcat dcal of cmphasis should bc placed on local training and
in this rcspect would expect CAA personnel to assume most primary
training functions, leaving the FAA technicians free to supervise and
conduct refresher and advanced training courses both in Manila and
at such field locations as deemed necessary.

b. Section IV Airways Systcm, Phase 1!.

In treating this portion of the implementation p;::~ne we must proceed
on the assumption that financing is assured. Fun,Js may be rcleascd
in full 01' in allotments geared to the incremental s~'eps outlined in
the Phase II rccommcndations. If this latter course ic; followed .•
further engineering study will be required to brcc;J< out the cost for
each step. Although the T£~arn recognized that this might eventually
be neces sary, the rc was insufficient time to go into this item.

Here, as in (a) above, the Team strongly urges the Philippinc Govern
ment to avail itsclf of technical assistance in the form of personnel
well grounded in all phases of the aviation field. These specialists
should have authority to develop engineering specifications, prepare
bid proposals, initiate procurement, negotiate either directly or
indirectly for contractual scrvices, develop training pJ:ograms and
otherwise work in the best intercst of the Philippine Govcrnment in
the development of an aviation system with the objective of getting
the job done as economically and rapidly as possiblc. In any event,
the Team wishcs to strongly recommend turnkey contracts including
installation, te st flight validation, technician-instructor training,
provision of maintenance manuals, provisioning of spares, test
equipment and the training school. Thc costs of competent supervi
sion and the means of finding such competence in such a specialized
technical area as aviation c1ectronics is often underestimated. Much
is to be said for leaving this problem in the hands of those who do
such a task repetitively providing the contractor can guarantee a
transfer of operating and maintenance skills to the Philippine Govern
ment upon completion.

c. Airports

Financing and implementation of the airports program will probably
require a different approach since commodities here consist princi
pally of local building materials. This, together with labor costs
indicates a proportionately high peso component. This report
recommends a National Airports System and points the way towards
achieving this goal by following a set of priorities described else
where. The Team feels that if financing for airport construction is
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provided through congressional appropriations entirely, an
integrated National System based on safety factors will not be
achieved.

The Team would like to see airport development taken out of the
political arena and turned over to an autonomous group, i. e.
creation of a National Airports Commission or Authority. The
President would make the appointments with mem.bers selected
from the CAB, CAA, Executive and private flying groups and
from the commercial airlines, and possibly from the Air Force.
This group would have funds to hire engiileering consultants,
negotiate contracts and arrange for financing. Thus, the only
congres sional appropriations would be to CAA for airports
maintenance. The CAA Airports Engineering Division would be
responsible for the performance of contractors and would closely
monitor their activities to assure that the end-product will meet
standard airport construction criteria.

E. SUmmary

Sub-sections A and B of Section VII actually consist of a summary
and conclusions of this entire docum~nt. They present the plan in
brief and summarize costs while sub-sections C and D discuss
benefits accruing from an improved aviation system and suggested
methods of implementation. The Section discusses the basis for
establishing implementation priorities in both the Airways and Air
ports areas and proposes early action in Airways modernization in
the form of a first phase to be followed as funds become available
by a second phase. Installation work by use of turnkey contracts is
urged and the establishment of an autonomous group by the President
to handle airports development on a National System basis. The
Team also proposed use of U. S. FAA specialists assigned to USAID
to supervise the Airways System development program.
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tolESTIC == An SUVICE FOR QI{E-Wt:D: .UICIl DI IAn: 1966" ArrEKDIX A - ITlIl 1

'LIJ;BTS S EAT S S tAT - H 1 L t S
LIn IAIIJ:

, olD t Out 10 To t • I r 0 I. D t Out 1 n 2' 0 t • I '0 i 0 t Out I " Tot. 1

-= l' ·'2\ .')\ 4 5 (6 7l 8 9 I 10 11\ 12 I 13

1 1 Cebu )64 )64 728 Cebu 17.204 17.~ 34.768

I
HaoU. 4,677,484 4,609,0l08 ! 9.286.532

2 2 HaoU. )6) )63 726 Haoll. 16.178 16,070 32.248 Cebu 3.270.04l0 3,286.964 6,557.008
3 3 ..eolad 133 133 266 Da..... 5,500 5.~ 11.000 Dano 1,169,264 1,169,2.64 2.338,528
4 4 Drt.o 104 104 208 lIaeolod 4,892 4.692 9,784 Zaabo.",. 896,356 853,876 1.750.232
5 5 eellYID d. Oro 96 96 192 CaP7aD de Oro 4,210 4.21u 8,420 lacolod 850,~8 850,~8 1.701.096

6 6 ~ol· 92 92 184 Cotabato 4.256 4,076 8,332 I CallYla de Oro 556.552 556,552 1,113.104
7 7 Coubato 90 90 180 ZalIboao,. 3,972 3.792 7,7b4 Cotabato 507,216 531,552 1,038,768
8 8 110110 77 77 I~ Dl.asucte 2,096 2,096 4,192 I 110110 310,212 264,184 594,396
9 9 Il<mquot. 54 54 108 I.elupi 2,052

I
2,052 4,1D4

I
I.esup1 246,492 241,212 487,704

10 10 Lea·api 51 51 102 lutu.al 1,856 1,856 3,712 Taclobaa 197,908 197,908 395,816

11 11 Dlpoloa 49 49 98 DlpoloS 1.71~4 1,764 3,528

I
Butu.aa 172,856 172,856 345,712

12 12 Ka&burao 42 42 84 Ilollo 1,638 1,746 3,384 C.u.aYID 168,624 168.624 337,248
13 13 lutuaa 40 40 80 K&.IIburao 1,412 1,412 2,824 Du:lMsuete 155,132 155,132 310,264
14 14 Ceu.a7U11 39 39 78 Jolo 1,368 1.368 2,736 I DlpoloS 149,M8 149,688 299,376
15 15 Jolo 38 38 76 1I1p" 1,340 1.140 2,680

I
Jolo 132,264 132, ~~4 264,528

16 16 Taclobaa. 36 36 72 Cneral SAntol 1,328 1,328 2,656 IllS·" 123,892 I 123,692 2U,784
17 17 S'urlll o 35 35 70 Ccu&71a 1,274 1,274 2.~8

I
Sur1110 115,128

I
115,128 230,256

18 18 en.ral Saato. J4 34 68 Surl&&o 1.260 1,260 2.520 Iloua 113.3D4 113,)04 226,608
19 19 Tuluos·...o J4 J4 68 Tu&uqarao 1,224 1,224 2,448 T'uruellrlo 111,6)6 ! 111.636 223.272
20 20 Ilia·" 33 33 66 TlclobaD 1,220 1,220 2,440 Tebbe 111,456 111.456 222,912

21 21

I
Oual. 28 28 56 Tat.l•• 1,008 1,008 2,016 KaJaburao 106,2)6 106,2)6 212,472

22 22 Tabl•• 28 28 56 Oual. 1,008 1,008 2,016 Ce-oeral Santo. 102.292 101.212 203,504
23 23 Laoaa 21 21 42 Laoaa 900 900 1,600 Daet 96.404 98,516 194.920
24 24 Aparri 20 20 40 Daet 836 8)6 1,672 Baaula 9).024 9),024 186.048
25 25 Jla&uio 20 20 40 Ialul0 768 768 1,5)6 CelbayOl 90.468 90.468 180.936

I
20 40 768 768 1,5)6

i26 26 1IDxa. 20 San Jo•• 0 ....1. 82,404

I
82,404 164,808

27 27 san Jo•• 20 20 40 Iau. 744 744 1,488 Puerto Prince•• 52.416 97.992 150,408
28 28 Daet 19 19 38 A~rrl 720 720 1,440 Haabatr 72,324 72,324 144.648
29 29 CAlbaJO& 14 14 28 IUaUa 704 704 1,408 Saa Joae 70,)68 i 70.)68 140.736
30 30 laUbo 14 14 28 laUbo 528 528 1,056 laDaS 64,836 ! 64,8)6 129,672

31 31 Hari"duque 14 14 28 Hari"d",!'" 516 516 1,032 VII'" 63,756 I 63,756 127,512
32 32 Maabat. 14 14 28 Celb.y<>& 504 504 1,008 BlaUa 60,720

I 60,720 1~I,440
33 33 Vla_ 14 14 28 HI.bate 504 504 1,008 Ha rladuque 50,052

I
50,052 lOO,lot,

J4 34 T·Sbll...... 13 13 26 ViS'" 504 504 1,008 laUbo 47,124 47,124 94,248
35 35 BlaUa 12 12 24 Ta,bl1araa 468 468 9)6 A~rrl 45,720 45.720 91,440

I
)6 )6 Vlrac 10 10 20 VI rae 416 416 832 "ala 41,580 41,580 83,160
37 37 tuba", a a 16 Hal.bans 288 288 576 Larap 29,304 29.)04 58,608
38 38 HaI.baDs a 8 16 ".eo 288 288 576 Ta,bl1aran 28,~8 28,~8 57,096
39 39 HalObaj.o a a 16 _jao 288 288 576 Ia.co 26,496 ~~.49~

I
52,992

40 40 Tak.uronl 7 7 14 tubans 288 288 576 Del 'lIar 6,264 33,804 40,068
I41 41

I
Allah 7 7 14 lArap 264 264 528 HalObaj.o 19,440 19,440 I 38,880

42 42 Calapan 7 7 14 Tak.urool 252 252 504 Lubaal I 18,864 18,B64 I 37,728
43 43 lias· 7 7 14 AI lab 252 2~2 504 Vlrac 17,888 17,888 I 35,'16
44 44 Puerto 'r1Dc... 7 7 14 !lap 252 252 504 Antique

I
4,536 29,052

I

3),588
45 45 La ...p 6 6 12 Puerto 'rlDee.. 252 252 504 Tavl-Tavl 15,984 15,984 31,968

46 46 Sabl.y... 6 6 12 Sabla,.aa 216 216 432
,

Kalabanl 14,112 14,112 28,224
47 47 "aco 4 4 8 Cel.pao 152 152 )04 All.h 12,708 14,004 26,712
~8 48 Cat.armao 4 4 8 t:at.aruD 144 144 288 Tak.urans 12,348 13,356

I
25,704

49 49 Onme 4 4 8 Or.oc: 144 144 288 Cala~a 11,088 11.088 22,176
50 50 T."daa 4 4 8 T.ndq 144 144 288 Catarmaa 11.088 11,088 22,176

51 51 Tavl-Tav! 4 4 8 Tavl-Tavi 144 144 2B8 Tandal 9,9)6 9,936 19,872
52 52 Antique 3 3 6 CuluaD 144 144 288 Orane 9,648 9,648 19,296
53 53 Del 'lIar 3 3 6 SoraoaOD 108 108 216 Culuaa 7,344 7,344 14,688
54 54 Cui..." 3 3 6 Dal 'lIar 108 108 21.6 Sabley"" 7.020 7,020 14,040
55 55 RlIonao. 3 3 6 Antique 108 108 216 HlIonao, 6,156 6,156 12,312

56 56 Hal.ybal.y 3 3 6 Kal·rbal.y 108 108 216 Hal.yb.ley 3,888 3,888 7,776
57 57 Sltlraao ] 3 6 Slarpo 108 108 216 Slaraao 3,888 3,888 7,776
58 58 SoraolOD ] 3 6 RlI_oa 108 108 216 $or.oloa 3,024 3,024 6,048

TOTAL 2,197 2,197 4,394 91,100 91,100 182,200 15,455,352 15,455,352 30,910,704

!!!!!!5!.: SChedul•• of Air lIaoila (AM), F1Up1Du Orhat Ai..-y. (lIlA), ...d Pl11UpplDa Air L1II.. (PAL).



OOIlESTIC SCREDIIlZD AIR SERVICE fOR OHE4IED: FUWD III IAn; 1966- .wrERDIX A • ITDI II

FLICHTS S E A T S S ! A T - K I L ! S
LIJlE - Sea_eat -. ~ To t a I S egment --. ~ To t a I Sea_eat -. +- Tot. I
lXlL. I (2 3 4 5 (6) 7 8 9 10 11 12 (13)

I I Cebu - Maalla 75 75 150 Crbu - KlnU. 4,304 4,304 8,608 Cebu - Maalla 1,506,400 1,506,400 3,012,800
2 2 Bacolod - Cebu 52 52 104 Bac:olod ... Ce'bu 2,424 2.42~ 4,848 Bacolod .. KaaU. 623,400 623,400 1,246,800
3 3 Bac:olod - Maalla 40 40 80 B.4c:olod • KanUa 2,078 2,078 4,156 D.avao ... Kla1t. 452,704 452,704 905,408
4 4 Bacolod • 110110 35 35 70 c.bu .. Davae 1,404 1,404 2,808 Kanll • ... ZoIcboanza 393,948 393,948 787,896
5 5 .ro10 .. Zambo.ns. 34 34 68 eagevan de Oro .. Cebu 1,342 1,342

I
2,684 Crbu ... D.avao 353,920 353,920 707,840

6 6 cagayan de Oro" Cebu 27 27 54 C~bu ... Cot.bata 1,336 1,336 I 2,672 I Cebu .. Cot.bate 295,256 215,696 510,952
7 7 cagayaa de Oro .. oa"." 27 27 54 CIgayan de Oro .. Davee 1,244 1,244 I 2,488 Ilollo .. KanUa 213,948 183,384 397,332
8 3 Cet.u .. Ih.a:Dasuete 27 27 54 Jolo .. Zambo.nga 1,224 1,224

I
2,448 I Cagayan de Oro .. Cebu 190,564 190,5~ 381,128

9 9 Cebu .. Cotabato 26 20 46 Cebu .. Ou=aguete 1,076 1,076 2,152 Le'ga.pl ... KanUa 177,940 168,920 3r.6,860
10 10 C.lu.yaa - Maalla 21 21 42 Le'gaspl .. Kanl1a 868 824 1,692 Bacolod ... Cebu 167,256 167,256 334,512

11 11 Cebu ... Surigao 21 21 42 Cotabato ... Z&moo.nga

I
932 752

I
1,684 Cageyen de Oro ... Kanib 151,228

I

151,228 302,456
12 12 Dlpolog ... DuIIlaguete 21 21 42 Butuan ... Cebu 824 824 1,648 Cebu ... Zambo.nga 102,376 198,856 301,232
13 13 Logupl - Maalla 21 20 41 C.bu ... Tacloban 824 824 1,648 Cageyan de Oro ... [)eveo 140,572 140,572 281,144
14 14 Cebu ... Tac:lobaa 20 20 40 Dave":) - ~. Santo. 824 824 1,648 Cau.yan - 114nUa 131,544 131,544 263,088
15 15 ButuaD - Cebu 20 20 40 Cebu ... Surlgao 756 756 1,512 Butuan ... Crbu 119,480 I 119,480 238,9~0

16 16 DavIa ... CetI. Santo. 20 20 40 Dlpolog ... Ih.a:Dagurte 756 756 1,512 Jalo .. Z&C1.ooanga 116,280 116,280 232,560
17 17 110110 ... Kanl1a 21 18 39 110110 ... 1'..2011. 75~ 756 1,512 Cot.bata ... l.acboanga 139,800 85,800 225,600
18 18 Cebu ... DavIa 19 19 38 Davav - Maalla 752 752 1,504 l1aalt. ... Tle10ban 92,928 92,928 185,856
19 19 KaaUa ... zamboanga 18 18 36 Maalla ... Zambolnga 738 738 1,476 Kanila ... RaUl 91,776 91,776 183,552
20 20 Mmabuuo ... KanUa 17 17 34 Cauayla - Manlla 626 626 1,252 Cebu .. Ducaguete 91,460 91,460 182,920

21 21 Cot_bata ... Zambo_usa 19 13 32 Kamburao - Maalla 612 612 1,224 Cebu ... Surlgao 86,940 86,940 173,880
22 22 Cauayan ... Tuguegano 14 14 28 Cot.blea ... DavIa 572 572 1,144 Kanl1.1 ... Tabla. 85,176 85,176 170,352
23 23 Cebu - Dlpolog 14 14 28 Cebu - la_aga 382 742 1,124 Cebu .. Taelob.a 80,752 80,752 161,504
24 24 Cebu - 110Uo 14 14 28 Doet ... Kaaila , 528 572 1,100 Cebu ... Illgln 79,980 79,980 159,960
25 25 Maalla ... Tabla. 14 14 28 Bagulo - Ilanlla

I
516 516 1,032 Cal~.yog - Manila 73,584 73,584 147,168

26 26 ManUa ... Karlnduque 14 14 28 Cebu - I1lgan 516 516 1,032 Doet ... KanUa 70,224 76,076 146,300
27 27 Bagula - Maalla 13 13 26 Cot_bata : ~~~::UqU~ ! 516 516 1,032 Kanila ... P. Prince•• 91,728 52,416 144,144
28 28 Cebu - I1lgaa 13 13 26 Kann. 516 516 1,032 Bagula ... Manila 68,112 68,112 136,224
29 29 Cot.bata ... DavIa 13 13 26 Cauayan ... Tuguegarao ! 504 504 1,008 DavIa ... Z&tWOlnga ~,680 64,680 129,360
30 30 Cot.bata - I1lgao 13 13 26 Cebu - Dlpolog ! 504 504 1,008 Cebu - Dlpolog 64,008 64,008 128,016

!31 31 DavIa - Manlla 13 13 26 Maolla - Tabl.. 504 504 1,008 Davaa ... Gen. Santo. 63,448 63,448 126,896
32 32 Daot • Maolla 12 13 25 Cebu - 110110 504 504 1,008 Kanil. ... Kasbltr 58,212 58,212 116,424
33 33 Cebu ... zambo.DII 8 14 22 81.Ug ... DavIa 4'>0 440 880 Ka=burlc- ... KanU• 57,528 57,528 115,056
34 34 ICaUbo ... Tabl•• 11 11 22 Logupl ... Vlrac 416 416 832 KaIIlla ... Tuguegarlo 55,692 55,692 111,384
35 35 Kamburao ... San JOle 11 11 22 ICaUbo ... Tabla. 396 396 792 Cot.bata ... Dilv.o 54,340 54,340 108,680

36 36 Ap.rri - Laoag 10 10 20 SaD .ro.e - Kamburao 396 396 792 Kanila - Vigln 52,416 52,416 104,832
37 37 Ap.rri - Tugueg_r.o 10 10 20 Maolla - Rou. 384 384 768 Manlla - Karinduque 50,052 50,052 100,104
38 38 Cebu - Tasbllaraa 10 10 20 Aparrl - Laoag 360 360 720 Cobu - llollo 48,384 48,384 96,768
39 39 Loga.pl - Vine 10 10 20 Aparrl - Tugueg.rao 360 360 720 Maolla - N.g_ 41,580 41,580 83,160
40 40 Maolla o \Ioua 10 10 20 Cebu - T_gbU.r.n 360 360 720 BllUg - Davia 39,600 39,600 79,200

41 41 Butuan - Cag. do Oro 7 7 14 Cag.yan de Oro - Maolla 308 308 616 Maalla - S.n Jo.e 39,336 39,336 78,672
42 42 Iliutuan - Surlgao 7 7 14 Cas_yan de Ora • Iligao 308 308 616 Cebu - O=-mia 38,304 38,304 76,608
43 43 Cagayaa d. Oro - IUgan 7 7 14 Ilia.co - Laoas 288 288 576 Dlpolog - Dumaguete 37,800 37,800 75,600
44 44 Cagayaa do Oro • Maalla 7 7 14 Daot - Losupl 308 264 572 lamboaaga - Dlpolog 36,792 36,792 73,584
45 45 Cagayan de Oro - Ouat. 7 7 14 Iliacolod - Dumaguete 264 264 528 Cot.bata - I1lgaa 34,056 34,056 68,112

46 46 Calapan - Maaburao 7 7 14 BllUS - Iliutuan 264 264 528 keelod - 110110 34,020 34,020 68,040
47 47 Calbayog - Maalla 7 7 14 IJavao -_ga 264 264 528 La rap - Manlla 29,304 29,304 58,608
48 48 Calbayos • TaeiobaD 7 7 14 Larap - Manll.. 264 264 528 IaUbo • _lla 28,512 28,512 57,024
49 49 Cebu

-0__
7 7 14 _II.. - SUI Jo•• 264 264 528 Aparrl • Laoas 27,000 27,000 54,000

50 50 Co taba to - CoD. santoa 7 7 14 _na - TJ:eIobaD 264 264 528 SaD Ja.. - Kallbuno 26,928 26,928 53,856

(CootlDuod aut pqo.)



alL. 1 2l C3 4 (5 (6 1 8 9 10 111 121 (13

51 51 Cotabato - _a 1 1 14 Bat.- - Cq.oy8D 252 252 504 "aeo - lA-S 26,496 26,496 52,992
52 52 DlpolO1 - 0ua18 1 1 14 eqaJ8D de Oro - Os-J.a 252 252 504 !lIcolod - _suete 25,812 25,812 51,144
53 53 Dollo - lIozaa 1 1 14 Celb11yos - HaDllA 252 252 504 Co taba to .. Cell. Sulto. 25,104 25,104 51,408
54 54 lA_S - VlpD 1 1 14 Celb8JDS .. Tac10saa 252 252 504 CauaYla .. T"..1&Ue'sarao 24,696 24,696 49,392
55 55 Leaaapi .. MI..bate 1 7 14 Cebu - Ouala 252 252 504 Daet - Lesaapl 26,180 22,440 48,620

56 56 !laona - !Ia,bat. 1 1 14 Co taba to - Os-J.a 252 252 504

I
BlaliS - Butuan 21,120 21,120 42,240

51 57 IlaDlltl - IIqa 1 1 14 Dlpol oS - Ouala 252 252 504 Aparrl - TlIpoepmo 18,120 18,720 37,440
58 58 IlaDna .. ruauea. rao 1 1 14 lA-S - VI88D 252 252 504 Co taba to - OUlIla 18,648 18,648 37,296
59 59 !laDlla - Vip", 1 1 14 Leaaapi .. Maabate 252 252 504 Kallbo .. Tabl•• 18,612 18,612 37,Z24
60 60 DlpolO1 - za.boaop 1 1 14 MaIlUa .. Maabate 252 252 504 I ButuaD .. e.S_Yla d~ Oro 17 ,892 17 ,892 35,784

61 61 o.et - Leaaapi 1 6' 13 !laDlla - llasa 252 252 5C4 I Lesaapl - Vlrac 17 ,888 17,888 35,776j
62 62 Ja,.... :od - _guete 6 6 12 !laona .. Tuguegarao 252 252 504 , Cebu - Tasbllamo 17 ,640 17 ,640 35,280
63 63 Blalla .. lutuan 6 6 12 _lla - Vigln 252 252 504 Del Pilar - !laolla - 33,804 33,804
64 64 Blalls .. DaVIO 6 6 12 Ilosaa - llano 252 252 504

I
Calbayos .. Tac:lobln 16,884 16,884 33,768

65 65 Dana - 2.ab_osa 6 6 12 Surlglo .. ButuaD 252 252 504 Jalo .. Tavl-Tlvl 15,984 15,984 31,968

66 66 lamp - !laolla 6 6 12 Cot.bata .. Gen. Santo. 252 252 504 I ADtlqu~ - !laolla - 29,052 29,052
67 67 MIIDll. .. San JOle 6 6' 12 ZDboaDaa - DlpoloS 252 252 504 Cagayan de Oro .. Ouml_ 14,364 14,364 28,728
68 6a !laollA .. TacloblD 6 6 12 !laolla .. P. Prince•• 144 252 396 , Surlgao .. ButuaD 14,364 14,364 28,12B
69 69 !laolla .. P. Prlacea. 4 1 11 cal.pln .. Ma=burao 152 152 304

i
Leg..pl .. Ka.bate 14,112 14,112 2B,224

10 70 laleo .. Laoas 4 4 8 Bagula .. Cauayln 144 144 2BB ROXI. - 110110 13,860

I
13,B60 27,120

71 71 CeSayao de Oro - !Ia labaoa 4 4 8 e.g.yan de Oro .. Kmhajao 144 144 2BB I Ragulo .. Tuguegarlo 12,528 12,52B 25,056
12 12 cag.yan de Oro .. Malbajlo 4 4 8 Cebu -_Jao 144 144 2BB i Ragul0 .. Cauayan 12,384 12,384 24,768
13 73 Cat.nun - Lopapl 4 4 B Cebu - Onooc 144 144 288 Cebu .. Kambajao 11,520 11,520 23,040
74 74 Cebu -_Jao 4 4 8 Cotabato - !lalabaD~ 144 144 2Ba Laoag - Vigan 11,340 11,340 22,6BO
75 75 Cebu - Onooc: 4 4 8 C&tarwan - Lega.pl 144 144 2BB Calapan - K.:l.mburao 11,OBB 11,OBB 22,176

76 76 Cotabato - !lalab_a 4 4 8 Culuan - Taclof)an 144 144 2BB Catanun - LeK••pi 11,088 l1,OB8 22,176
77 77 !lIgulo - cauayan 4 4 8 Jol0 - Tawi-Tavi 144 144 2BB Dlpolog - OZlmia 11,OBB 11,OB8 22,176
78 7B Jolo - Tavi-Tavl 4 4 8 Lubang - !laolla 144 144 2BB Lubaog - !laolla 11,088 11,08B 22,176
79 79 Lubang - !Ia.,urao 4 4 B Lubaog - Kmhureo 144 144 2BB Cageyan de Oro - Tagbilaraa 10,90B 10,908 21,B16
80 80 LubaOS - !laolla 4 4 8 Surlgao - Tandag 144 144 2BB Surlgao - Taollas 9,936 9,936 19,872

81 81 Surlgao - T_llaa 4 4 B Cageyen de Oro - Halabaog 144 144 2BB Cageyaa de Oro - 11lgan 9,B56 9,B56 19,712
82 B2 Ce'n. Santoa - Taturoua 4 3 1 Kallbo - Manila 132 132 264 Cebu - Ormoc 9,64B 9,64"B 19,296
83 &3 Alab - Cotabato 3 4 1 Alab - Cotabato 108 144 252 ~g.y.n de Oro - Ka labang 9,360 9,360 18,720
84 84 Alab - Ceo. Santo. 4 3 1 Alab •. Gen. santo. 144 108 252 i Alab - Cotebato 7,668 10,224 17 ,892
85 B5 Cotabato - TalturoDS 3 4 7 Cotabata - "taturOTlg 108 144 252 C~n. Saetos - Tatureng 9,360 7,020 16,3BO

I
86 86 Bagulo - Tuguegarao 3 3 6 Ceo. Smltos - Taturoag 144 lOB 25~ I Cageyan de Oro - KaDlbajlO 7,920 7,920 15,840
87 B7 Cagayaa de Oro - !lalaybalay 3 3 6 lacolod - 110110 126 126 252 l..ubar.g - Ka~urao 7,776 7,776 15,552
88 88 Cag.yan de Oro - Tagbilaraa 3 3 6 Cagayan de Oro - Halaybalay 108 108 216 Tai..~as - Reua 7.068 7,66B 15,336
89 B9 Cebu - 8110ngoa 3 3 6 Cagayan de Oro - Tagbllaran lOB lOB 216 Culuan - Tacloban ?J44 7,344 14,688
90 90 Culuaa - Tscloban 3 3 6 Cebu - Hllongos 108 lOB 216 Cebu - Hllongo~ 6,156 6,156 12,312

91 91 Kallbo - Hanlla 3 3 6 Legaspi - $orsagon 108 lOB 216 Cotabato .. Malabang 4,752 4,752 9,504
92 92 Leg..pl - $onogou 3 3 6 Sablaysn - Kamburao 108 lOB 216 Cotabato - Ta':-uroag 3,996 5.32! 9,324
93 93 Kmhurao - sablayan 3 3 6 Sablaysn - San .loae lOB lOB 216 Alab - Cen. «;.anto. 5,040 3,7BO 8,820
94 94 Ro1<aa - Tabla. 3 3 6 Slargao - Surlgao 108 108 216 Sablayaa - san Joa,'" 4,104 4,104 B,20B
95 95 S.blayao - SGJ Joae 3 3 6 Tablas - Rexa. 108 lOB 216 Cagayan de Oro - Ka laybala," 3,88B 3,888 7,776

96 96 Slargao - Surlgao 3 3 6 Bagulo - Tug'.le'garao 108 lC8 216 Slargao - Surigao 3,B88 3,88B 7,776
97 97 Antlque - 110110 3 - 3 Antlque - 110110 108 - 108 Del Plio< - P. Prlncela 6,264 - 6,264
98 98 Antlque - !laolla - 3 3 Antique - Kanlla - lOB 108 Leg..pl - $or.ogon 3,024 3,024 6,048
99 99 Del Pilar - !laolla - 3 3 Del PlIar - Kanl"a - 108 108 Sablayan - Kamburao 2,916 2,916 5,832

100 100 Del pnar - P. Prlnce.a 3 - 3 Del pnar - P. Prlnc"a.. lOB - 108 Antique - 110110 4.~~' - 4,536

T 0 T A L 1,102 1,095 2,191 "5,428 45,672 91,100 7. ~.436 7.":~.916 15,455,352

* ...ed CD nanltop .ervlce for all polntl aerved ln the Pblllppioea by dcattatlc alr earrier....

~: Schedule. of Air !laolla (AM), Fillploaa Orloot Alnraya (FtIA), aDd Pblllpplaa Air LiD.a O'AL).



COKPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DOKESTIC SCHEDULED (NONSTOP) OPERATIOHS FOR ONE~ PERIeD IN lATE 1960. 1962. 1964. A!Il 1966 (FUCIITS) APPERDIX A - ITEK nl

5E, , 1960 1962 1964 1966 C B A • C

'U-' POI. T (2 & 4) (4 & 6) (6 & 8) Per Year
, , TOrAL, IlAIlI: I TOIAL RAn TOIAL Il&JlJ: TOIAL 1lAIlI:, w..ber i To .....er. To IluIIber i To lluIIber I To
Ti::CO::1;-."Ti----.,(,..l)~---.,.- ...(~2)~"""T--;(':;'3)~-r-'(...4')-"T""--:("5")-.....-("6"')--:,--'i'(7:;';)--:...,..-...(B::"):--"""T-"';(:::9;-)-r::(r.1~0~)~"T""--:(~1;:'1')"""'~~(1f:2~)--: ......-7(1;:,3:-;:)-~::::;(~14~\;--r-....,(~15"'):---r!~(~1;6)...........-(17) •

1 '
2 '
3 '
4 I

5 '

Allah Vall~ 14 40 16 3B 16 3B 14 41
Antique 8 57 12 42 16 39 6 52
Aparri 24 24 34 23 28 29 40 24
Baco1od 162 3 192 3 226 3 266 3
Baguio 16 37 26 30 3B 23 40 25

2
4

10
30
10

14.3
50.0
41.7
18.5
62.5

4
(6)
34
12

33.3 '
(17.6) ,
17.7
46.2

(2)
(10)

12
40

2

(12.5) I

(62.5) I

42.8
17.7
5.3

3
17

4

.11.1
9.0

19.0

2 3.4'

(12) , (100.0) ,
2 8.3
4 20.0

6 '
7 '
8 I

9 '
10 '

11'
12'

, 13 '
, 14 '
, IS '

, 16 '
I 17 I

'IB
, 19
, 20 I

, 21 '
22 '
23
24

'25

, 26 '
, 27 '

28'
29 '

, 30 '

31 '
32 '
33 '
34
35

, 36 I

, 37 '
, 3B I

, 39 I

, 40 '

, 41 '
, 42 '
, 43 '
, 44 '
, 45 '

, 46 '
, 47 '
, 4B '
, 49 '
, 50 '

Baler
Basco
BadlaD
BlsUg
Butuan

cabadbarm
Cagayao de Oro
calapaD
calba708
catar.&Q

caUSy_
Cabu
Cotabato
Cubi
Daet

Dano
Del Pilar
Dipo1og
o.-auete
CeDeral Santoa

ClDgoos
Culuao
BUoqos
IllgaD
Iloilo

Ipil
.1010
blaODg
bUbo
na.ba

Labasou
Laoas
Larap
Lebalt
Legupi

LlaDga
U10y
Lahmg
Helabmg
Helaybalay

KalbaJao
MDburao
IlaDlla
Ilar1Dlluqua
Hesbate

I

"I

2
6
6

24
sa

6
132

8
44
20

28
302

78
6

32

108
14
34
34
40

12
12
24
42

110

12
18

42
12

12
24
20
12
sa

24
12

40
10

24
442

8
24

66
61
62
25
10

63

'"!.8
13
32

33
2
7

64
22

6
41
19
20
16

45
46
26
14
5

47
34

IS
4B

49
27
33
SO
11

28
51

17
55

29
1

59
30

,
,
I,

-,

2
6

12
sa

6
114
22
30

52
276
106

8
34

110
8

52 '
46
40

6
6

12
4B

134

24
32
12
28
U'

26
24
12
60'

12

48
12

36
490

20
28

64
sa

43
10

59
5

35
26

U
2
7

55
24

6
56
14
8

19

60
61
44
16
4

34
25
53
27
45

31
32
46

9

47

17
48

22
1

36
28

,
,,
,
'.

8

28
62

6
1010
22
32'

78
368

94
4

42

98
8

90
4B
34'

6
6

12
56

128

28

34
12

30
40
12
80

12
12
42

42
588
20
28

52

30
U

55
6

34
27

11
2
8

60
19

7
53

9
17
25

56
57
44
IS
5

31

26
45

28
22
46
10

47
4B
20

21
1

36
32

,
,
,
,
-,

8

24
80

192
14
28
8

78
728
180

3B

20B
6

98
lOB
68

6
6 '

66
154

76

28

42
12

102

16
16
6

16'
84

726

28
28

47

35
13

5
42
29
4B

14
1
7

28

4
53
11
9

18

53
55
20
8

IS

30

23
45

10

3B
39
56

39
12

2
31
32

(12)

(18)
14

(14)

24
(26)
28

2
2

2
(6) ,
IB
12

(6)
(6)

(12)
6

24

12
14

(14)

8
2

12
4B
12
4

(50.0) ,

(13.6) ,
175.0
(31.8) ,

85.7
(8.6) ,
35.9
33.3
6.2

1.8
(42.9) ,
52.9
35.3

(so.O)
(SO.O)
(SO.O) ,
14.3
21.8

100.0
17.8

33.3 '

20.0
20.0

so.O
10.9

150.0
16.7

2

16
4

(10)

2

26
92

(12)
(4)
8

(12)

3B
2

(6)

8
(6)

(4)

6

4
16

20

(6)

6
98

33.3

133.3
6.9 '

(8.8)

so.O '
33.3

(11.3)
(SO.O)
23.5 '

(l0.9)

73.1 '
4.3 '

(IS.O) ,

16.7
(4.5)

(u.S)

21.4

1S.4
66.7

33.3

(u.S) •

16.7
20.0

(4)
18

88
(8)
(4)
12

3f?
86

(4)

110
(2)
8

60
34

(6)
10
26

4B

(6)

12
(28)

22

(26)

42
138.

8

(14.3)
29.0

84.6
(36.4)
(U.S)

6.0 '

97.8
91.5

(9.5) ,

112.2
(25.0)

8.9 '
125.0
100.0 '

(so.O) ,
17.8
20.3

171.4

(17.6)

40.0
(70.0)

27.5

(61.9)

100.0 '
23.5
40.0

4

10
1

(3)
(2)

8
71
17

1

33
(1)
11
12
5

(1)
(3)
4
7

10

(2)

3
(1)

7

1
(4)
(1)

10
47

3
1

6.0 '

10.4
3.1

(6.3)
(10.0)

22.6
20.4
19.4 '

34.4
(11.3)
22.5
27.4
14.%

(8.3)
(16.7)

8.1
6.3

39.5

(5.0)

10.6
(2.8)

10.7

8.3
(9.0) ,

(10.0) ,

27.8
9.1

31.6
%.0

~d"-



'Col.' (l) (2) (3) (4) M (6) m (8) (9) (10) (11) (U) (U) (4) Us) (16) un
• SI ' Katl 12 S2 6 62 (6) (~.O)'
, S2 ' 1I11bak U 49 U 49 •
, S3 ' .ap 14 42 14 39 14 42 14 4J

• 54 • Onloc 8 49
, SS • Ozam.a 48 12 sa 11 sa 14 56 21 10 20.8 ' (2) (3.4) 1 2.9

, S6 ' PagadilUl 18 3S 24 33 24 33 6 33.3 '
, S7 ' Puerto PriDe.aa 8 60 12 SO U SO 14 44 4 SO.O' 2 16.7 1 11.1

sa' Ilozaa 14 4J 8 S7 22 3S 40 26 (6) (42.9)' 14 17.S 18 81.6 4 9.4, S9 • SablaylUl U 46
, ,.

, 60 ' Slul Carloa IS 39 U S3 (3) (20.0)'

, 61 • San .Joae 24 31 38 21 38 24 40 27 14 S8.3 ' 2 S.3 3 10.6
, 62 • Siarpo 8 54 6 S7 (2) (25.0)
, 63 ' SiClCOD U S3 U SI 18 31 6 SO.O
, 64 ' SoraogOD 14 40 6 sa 6 sa (8) (S7.1) , (1) , (10.0)
, 6S • Surigao 40 18 40 ~ 68 U 70 17 28 70.0 2 2.9 S 21.4 ,.

, 66 ' Tablaa 16 38 28 29 16 40 56 22 U 7S.0 ' (12) (42.8) , 40 25.0 7 U.2
, 67 ' Tacloban 70 8 54 U S2 16 72 16 (16) , (22.8)' (2) (3.7) , 20 38.S
, 68 ' Tagbilaran 18 36 20 37 14 4J 26 34 2 11.1 ' (6) (30.0) , U 8S.7 1 11.1
, 69 ' TalwrODg 14 44 U 52 U 51 14 40 (2) (11.1)' 2 16.7
, 70 ' TaDdag 8 SO

,

• 71 ' Tavl-Tavl 4 65 4 63 6 59 8 SI 2 SO.O 2 33.3 1 U.9
, 72 ' Toledo 9 S6
, 73 ' Tuguegarao 34 21 S2 IS 46 18 68 19 18 S2.9 (6) (I1.S) , 22 47.8 6 14.9
, 74 ' Vigan 28 33
, 75 ' Vlrac U 54 14 41 16 41 20 36 2 16.7 2 14.3 4 2S.0 1 9.3
, 76 ' Zambolmp 70 9 94 8 144 4 184 6 24 J4.3 SO S3.2 40 27.8 19 19.2

T 0 T A L ' 2,6S2 ' 2,872 ' 3,224 4,394 241 400 ' 1,198 320

~: Carrier &clledulea.



CCIll'A1lATIVE AHALYSIS OF DOKESTIC SCHEDULED (NONSTOP) OPEllATIONS FOR ONE-WEEr: PERIlIl IN UTE 1960, 1962, 1964, AND 1966 (SEATS) APPENDIX A - ITEM IV

, ,
'L1De',

1

POIRT
1960

TarAL

2

IWII:

3

1962

TarAL IA!lIt

4 5

1964

TarAL a:.tlI.

6 7

1966

TarAL

8

IlAIlIt

9

2&4
er X

10 11

C B A II C !

4&6
IlUlllber

12 13

s
6&8

IlUlllber X
14 15

Fer Year

l' Allah V.lle)'
~, AIlClque
3' Aparrl
4 Bacolod
5 Bagul0

144
(216)

, 1,524
544

936
, 3,756

(432)
(144)
288

(72)
33.3 (360)

(17.6)' 432
21.2 '1,072
58.1 56

6.7

16.9
18.9
(3.5)
(4.9) ,

20.1
8.0

,3(;.0

22.2

42.2
17.0

(3.5)
11.2
8.9

20.7

60

619
3

(44)
(20)

(12)
96

632
160

195
349

10.6 87

(U.S) ,
(62.5) ,
42.9
12.3
3.8

120.9
(61.6) ,
(12.5) ,
(29.4) ,

(9.3)' 251
14.0 '3,986

185.7 999

100.0

39.7
62.8

288

400
, 1,432

(4.7) , 4,608
(488)

6.7 (144)
(120)

50.0 (260)
35.0 '20,288

(12.9) , 5,416
(50.0) ,
23.5 160

33.3

U3.3
3.6

72

72

;;76
80

(188)

80.0
(1.0)
43.1
33.3
6.3

80.0
35.8

21.6
50.0
41.7
19.9
62.5

(15.0) ,
175.0
(15.1) ,

(708)
504

(19:<)

192
580

832
(112)

, 1,008
72
72

72
144
360

, 1,192
360

17
1
6

24

5
47
32
48

38

29
10

43
45
28

4
25

'",
1,672

8,420
304

1,008
288

576

504
216

1,440
9,784
1,536

1,408
3,712

2,548
34,7~'1

8,332

11
2

10
59
19

46

30
U

36
37
29
3

22

1,008
2,280

288

216
3,812

792
1,152

576
576

1,008
8,712
1,480

2,808
14,480
2,916

144
1,512

52
6

33
26

14
2
7

46
24

63
51

36
40
23

3
30

41
12

216
4,000

492
1,080

576
432

1,224
7,188

936

72
216

432
2,200

1,872
10,724
3,348

288
1,224

35
45
25

3
32

23
2
7

54
20

65
52
66
49
11

53
4

46
15
40

216
4,708

288
1,272

408

504
288
864

5,996
576

72
216
60

240
1,620

1,040
10,836
2,340

216
1,152

,
,

. ,
Baler
Ba.co
Bad laD
Bbl1S
BuCuaD

Caua)'au
Cebu
Cocabaco
Cubl
D••c

Cabadb.rau
Cap)'au de Oro
Calapau
Calb·yoS
CaC&rllW1

6 '
7 '
8 '
9 '

, 10 '

, 16 '
, 17 '
, 18 '
, 19 '
, 20 '

, 11 '
, 12 '
, 13 '
, 14 '
, 15 '

4,104 '

288
216

2,680
3,384

11,000
216

3,528
4,192
2,656

15.1
(3.9)

39.5

(1.9) ,

14.4

35.4
(7.0)
7.9

28.3
24.3

1.9
, (11.9)

16.0
1.7

156
(32)

362

2
(56)
221
112

348

(24)

66.7
(63.3)

37.1

33.3
(50.0) ,
32.9

(28.3) ,

171.4

3.1

184.7 '1,315
(25.0)' (22)
(4.3)' 384

133.9 495
148.7 255

72
(216)
664

(336)

720
(912)

15.4 '
66.7

(17.6) •
(6.5) ,

(U.S) , 1,728

(1.5)' 32

31.7 '1,112

(10.1) , 7,U6
(72)

11.5 (160)
.8 '2,400

(16.8) , 1,588

144
576

720

(432)
(328)

8.3
20.0

17.6 '

38.0 (432)
(17.2) ,
40.2 '1,972
35.3 U6
U.8 (216)

(5.0) ,
(21.7) ,
(21.7) ,
80.5
24.5

77.8 (144)

(U.3) " (16)

72
144

340

504

(60)
(60)

(120)
, 1,092

992

(160)

, 1,184
(60)
492
432
156

23
41

9

52
58
15
12

3
54
11
8

16

14

30

1,800
528

2,736

1,076

'.-~,-
26
23
56

9

28
55

31

6
47

8
16
27

60
51
42
14

5

1,024
120

1,080
1,440

120
2,992

60
216
432

2,016
4,720

3,864
28li

3,688
1,792
1,068

31
32
57
11

64
53
42

9
4

SO
25
62
27
56

5
47
16
17
22

936
864
120

2,272

60
216
432

2,448
5,048

4,296
288

1,716
1,656. '
1,284

240
1,152

120
1,040

120

6
42
17
U
21

57
48
34
14

5

SO
30

19
58

59
26
29
60
10

240
648

120
276
552

1,356
4,056

3,112
348

1,224
1,224
1,128

1,200
120

20
864
720
120

1,932

Ip11
.1010
ltal.oag
ItaUbo
U .....

Cl~

CuluaD
BlIC1Q&O.
Il1gau
110110

Davao
Del PUar
Dlpoloa
Ihmaguece
CeDer.l s...co.

, 36 '
, 37 '

38'
39 '

, 40 '

, 21 '
, 22 '
, 23 '
, 24 '
, 25 '

, 31 '
, 32 '
, 33 '
, 34 '
, 35 '

, 26 '
, 27 '
, 28 '
, 29 '
, 30 '

, 41 '
, 42 '
, 43 '
, 44 '
, 45 '

L1aDp
LilO)'
I.a!IaDs
Kal.baDg
IIata)'bata)'

240
120

51
61

22
41

120

2,448
432

58

10
43

120
432

1,512

57
43
20

576
576
216

40
37
56

1,320
n

117.0
20.0

(936) (38.2)
144

(936)
(216)

33.3 '
(61.9) ,
(50.0) ,

31
92

(24)

8.3
2.8

(5.0)



'Col.' U> (Z) (3) (4) (s) (6) en dl (9) nO) (ll) (U) (13) (14) (is) (16) (17)

, 46 ' .....j.o 576 39
, 47 ' -....arao 864 27 1,296 21 1,512 21 2,824 U 4Z2 SO.O 216 16.7 1,312 86.8 327 25.6
, 48 ' IIa1la 16,n6 1 19,800 1 24,080 1 32,248 2 3.024 18.0 4,280 216.2 8,168 33.9 2,579 44.7
, 49 • lIIriBlaqaa 288 47 720 J4 720 35 1,032 31 432 lSO.O 312 43.3 124 32.2

• so • ....bat. 864 28 1,008 28 1,008 32 1,008 3J 144 16.7 24 2.8

, 51 Jlati 120 62 216 54 96 80.0
, 52 IIllbalt 120 59 120 58

53 .... S03 36 S04 37 S04 40 S04 44
54 Omoc 288 49

, 55 Qu&a 1,416 U 1,620 18 1,620 18 2,016 22 204 14.4 3M 24.4 80 6.5

56 ' Papilla 300 44 240 49 240 49 (60) (20.0)
57 ' harto lrlJIc... 320 43 432 44 432 44 S04 45 112 35.0 72 16.7 307 '.6

, 58 ' aazu S04 37 288 48 904 33 1,481 27 (216) , 42.8 616 2U.9 S84
,

64.6 104 ".5
, 59 ' SaIolayaa 432 46
, 60 ' SaD carloa 150 55 120 60 (30) (2.0)

61 SaD .Jo.. (IIlDdoro) 928 24 1,368 20 1,368 24 1,536 26 440 47.4 168 12.3 101 10.0
62 8larpo 288 48 216 57 (72) (25.0) (18) (6.3)
63' SlocoD 120 63 120 61 180 54 60 SO.O -
64 Soraoaoa S04 38 216 52 216 " (288) (57.1) (36) (14.5)
65 8arlpo 1.440 12 1,440 19 2,S44 12 2,520 18 1,104 76.7 (24) , (.9) , 180 12.6

66' Tablae 576 33 1,008 29 576 38 2,016 21 432 75.0 (432) , (42.9) , 1,440 no.O ZJ4 41.7
67 ' ':acloba 2,100 8 1,992 U 1,872 15 2,440 20 (108) (5.1) (120) (6.0) 568 30.3 57 3.2

, 68 ' Ta.bilar_ 648 31 720 35 S04 41 936 35 72 11.1 (216) (30.0) 432 85.7 48 11.1
69 ' 'hblroDa S04 38 432 45 432 0\5 S04 42 (72) (14.3) 72 16.6
70 ' T.... 288 so
71 Tawl-Tawl 144 56 144 55 216 53 288 51 72 SO.O 72 33.3 24 U.9
)Z Tolado 90 64

, 73 Tupeprao 1,256 16 1,872 15 1,656 17 2,448 19 616 49.0 (216) , (11.5) 792 47.8 197 14.2
74 ' Via- 1,008 J4
75 ' Virac 432 29 S04 39 576 39 832 36 72 16.7 72 14.3 256 44.4 667 12.6

• 76 • Zgbotpaa 2,100 9 3,076 • 5,132 4 7.764 7 976 46,7 2,156 70,0 2,532 48.4 944 27.5

T 0 T A L 16.564 ' 103,672 ' 118.552 ' 182,200 • 17.282 ' 15,360
, , 62.148 '16,559

~: Carrier acheda1.a.



CQG'AIlAnn ANALYSIS OF DOtIESTIC SCHEDULED (IIONSTOP) OPERATIONS FOR ORE-IIEU PERIOD IN U.TE 1960. 1962. 1964. AND 19f,6 (SEAT KILES) APPEIlDtx A - ITDI V

, ,
.L1lle,

'Col. •

POI R T

(l)

TOTAL

(2)

1960

R~HX

(3)

TOTAL

(4)

1962

(5)

TOTAL

(6)

1964

RANK

(7)

IDTAL

(8)

1966

RAt."K

(9)

(2 (, 4)

Ntr.:lb('r •
(10)

C

4
(11)

H A H
(4

Nur.'tbt'f'
(12)

G E

~ 6) 4

(13)

S

(14) (15)

AVERAGE CHAlICE

06) (7)

l' Allah Valley
2' AnUque
3' Apard
4' Bacolod
5' Bagulo

26.712'
45,504'
54.864'

831.204'
66.096'

41
34
30
4

28

30.528'
67,176'
74.440'

943,056 '
113.616 '

42
33
31
4

19

30,528'
89.56:;'
64.008'

1,155.992'
195.360'

42
44
35
4

14

26.712'
33,568'
91,440'

1,701,iJ96'
186,048'

47
44
35

5
24

3,816 '
21,672 '
19.576 '

, 111,852 '
47,520 '

14.3
47.6
35.7
13.5
71.9

22,392 •
, (10,432)'
, 212,936 '

81,744 '

(3,816)'
33.3 '(55,980)'

(14.0)' 27,432'
22.6 '545,104'
71.9 (9.312)'

(12.5) ,
(62.5) , (1,986)'
42.8 6,096 '
47.2 '144 976 '
(4.8) , 19:991'

(3.1) ,
10.7
13.9
23.2

6 •
7 '
8 •
9 •

, 10 '

Baler
Baaco
BaaUan
BiaUg
Butuan

6.624'
39,744'
1,140'

14.400'
222.036 '

56
36
66
Sl
10

6,624'
39.744',
36,720'

461,480'

57
39

40
8

52,992',
85.680'

193.692'

37

30
15

52.992',
121,440'
345.712'

39

32
11

22,320 '
, 239,444 '

155.0
107.8

13,248 '

48,960 '
'(267,788)'

33.3

133.3 35,760 '
(58.0) , 152,020 '

41.7
78.5

2,208 '

17,836 '
20,612 '

5.5

55.0
13.1

30.7
I.e

37.8
30.5
34.4

27.1

211.4
27.9
62.8

6.2
(I0.~ ,

7.0
.1

1.9
(12.4) ,

19.7
( .7) ,

102 '
(3.468) ,
20.936 '

(574)'

20.682 '

38,362 '
(4,8>2) ,
9,124 '

24 '

, 284 242 '
'314 '

33.755 '
36,841 '
22.078 '

40,048 '
, 745,326 '
, 142,308 '

32.9
(49.8) ,
37.8

33.3
(52.5)
75.6
6.6

4.4
135,3
354.2

115.4
15.4

(24.1)
135.6
211.5

3,672'
(13 ,60lt'
106,664 '
36,956'

llf:,656' 149 0

'1.252,944'
, 5,364'

(95,136'
178,568'
138,176'

14,168 '
'3 770 200'
I '810:048',

4.0

70.3
25.6
13.5
50.0
19.8

33.7 '257 800 '
, (22:032)'

(4.0)' 49,608'

(2.4) ,
67.1

(22.8) ,

227.0
(.2) ,

(20.3) ,

, 133,360 '
, 568,448 '

27,144 '
(7,776) ,
12.912 '

95.7
6.7
9.0

33.3
(6.1) ,

64.9 41,572 '
(9.1) ,
24.6 '273,888'
47.9 (280)'
15.4 '(16,632)'

(3.2) ,
(21. 7) ,
(19.8)' (648)'
(24.7) , 56,664'
20.7 '(164,392)'

(29.1) , 210,956 '
(14.0) ,

8.5 (5,544)',

P.380) ,
(3,060) ,
(6.552) ,

, (27,708)'
, 123.992 '

'(256,572)'
, (1,200)'

10,680 '

92,768 '
, 139,488 '

16,692 '
3,888 '

(4.272) ,

, 411,004 '
(3,480) ,
23,784 '
42,768 •
10.932 '

12
2
7

3
40
14
13
22

23

53
55
16

8

6
4°
25
54

194,920'

2.338.528'
40.068'

299.376'
302.264'
203.504'

14.688'
12.312'

247.784'
594.396'

1,113.104'
22.176'

180,~3&'

22,176'

337.248'
6.557.00S'
1.039.768',

53
6

38
21

10
2

13
55
31

60
50
44
19

7

5
40

8
20
34

9,288'
837.304'
44.208'

131,328',

323,080'
2.786.808'

228,720'
7.776'

78,264 '

1,085,584'
34,704'

394.512'
131,696'
65.328'

2 880'
11:016'
25.920'

141,120'
557.440'

3
41
18
17
29

63
53
43
28
5

13
2

12
51
34

55
7

38
16

2.880'
11,016 '
26.568'
84,456'

721.832'

9.288'
626,348'
44.208'

136.872',

189.720'
2.218,360'

201,576'
15,552'
65,352'

1.044.012'
34.704'

120.624'
131.976'
81.960'

5
38
21
22
24

61
52
39
18

6

20
2

12
53
25

55
3

31
16
45

4.260'
14.076'
33.120'

112,164'
597.840'

63~,008'

38,184 '
96,840'
89,208'
71.028'

9,288'
882.920'

51,408'
126.192'

22,032'

96,952'
2,078,872'

184,884'
11,664'
69,624'

GlnBOOl
CUluan
BUongoa
Illgan
110110

Cabadbaran
Cagayan de Oro
CaIapan
Calbayog
Catanun

Cauayan
Cebu
Cotabato
Cubi
Ilaet

!laYao
Del Pilar
DlpolO1
DuIIIlIguete
General Santoa

, 21 '
, 22 '
, 23 '
, 24 '
, 25 '

• 26 •
, 27
, 28
, 29 '
, 30 '

• 16 •
17'
18 •

, 19 '
, 20 '

, 11 •

, 12 '
, 13 '
• 14 •
, 15 '

, 31 '
, 32
, 33
, 34 '
, 35 '

Ip11
.Jol0
bIaong
bUbo
lt1nIba

15,180'
63.864',

145.752'
3,360'

50
29

14
63

15,840'
111.744',
156,168'

3,360'

50
20
64
14
62

98.424',
150.576'

6.000'

27

17
58

264.5111',
94.248',

15

34

660 '
47,880 '

10,416 '

4.3
75.0

7.1

, (13,320)',
(5,592) ,,

(11.9) ,

(3.6) ,

116.104: 168.7

(56,3~ (37.4)- '

33,443 '

(l!:584) ,,

38.6

(5.6) ,

20,600 '
44,880 '

, 36 '
, )7 '

• )8·~~
, 40 '

Laba.on
La081
Larap
Lebak
Le...pi

2,700'
72.662'
48.660'
5,340'

257.052'

64
23
33
58
9

96,400'
52.320'
4.920'

268,808'

26
36
60
10

117,000'
97,200'

4.920'
393,472'

22
28
59

9

129.672'
58.608',

487.704'

30
37

9

23,738 '
3.720 '

(420)'
11.756 '

32.7
7.7

(7.9) ,
4.6 '124.664'

21.4
85.8

46.4

12.672' 10.8
(38,592) (39.7),
94,232' 23.9

9.501 '
1.668 '

39.330

10.8
9.0

12.5

, 41 '
, 42 '
, 43 '
, 44 '
, 45 '

Liang.
L110y
Lubanl
Kdabanl
KlI1aybalay

39.480'
16,128'

54
62

37
47

6.180',
85.680'
25.056'

58

27
44

7.380'
28.296'
74.644',

56
43
33

37.728 '
28.224 '
7.776 '

42
46
56

1.980' 47.1

46.200 ' 117.0
8.928' 55.4

1,200 19.4

'(10.836) , (12.6),
9.432' 33.3

(46.620)' (62.3)
, (17.280)' (69.0)

, (1.876) ,
, (1.392) ,

7.0
(2.3) ,



Co)
Co)
J>o.

(8)'Col. ' (l) (2) (3) (4 (5) (6) (7) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) em
, 46 ' HambaJa.. 38,880' 41
, 47 ' HalIIburao 66,528' 27 103,896' 24 105,984' 26 212,472' 21 37,368' 56.2 2,088 ' 2.0 106,488' 100.5

,
24,415 26.5

48·' ManU. 4,846,726' 1 5,893,152' 1 7,481,056' 1 9,286,532' 1 '1,046,426' 21.6 '1,58 ,904' 26.9 '1,805,476' 24.1 ' 739,938 12.1
49 ' MariDduque 27,936' 40 57,960' 35 57,960' 36 100,104' 33

,
30,024 ' 107.5 , , , 42,144' 72.7 ' 9,028 ' 30.0

SO' Maabate 101,664' 19 109,728' 21 109,728' 24 144,648' 28 8,06 ' 7.9 34,920' 31.8 ' 7,164 ' 6.6

, 51 ' Mati 5,640' 57 10,140' 54 4,500' 79.8
, 52 ' HUbuk

,
6,840' 56 8,641)' 54 6,840' 6840.0 1,800 ' 26.3 (8,640) (l00.0) , , (l00.0) ,

, 53 ' !laga 22,680' 44 22,680' 45 22,680' 47 83,160' 36
,

60,480' 100.0 ' 100.0
, 54 ' Ormoc:

, , ,
19,296' 52

,
I 55 ' Ouma 155,016' 13 107,100' 22 107,448' 25 164,808' 26 (47,916) (30.9)

,
348' 3.2 57,360' 53.4' 1,632 ' 4.3

'56
,

Pagadlan 15,840' 49 11,880' 52 17 ,880' 49 (3,960) (25.0)
,

6,000' 50.5
, 57 ' Puerto PriDce.. 50,592' 32 77,472' 30 33,408' 41 150,408' 27 26,880' 53.1 (44,064) 56.9 117,000' 350.2 ' 16,635 ' 57.7
, 58 ' Raua 23,400' 43 44,640' 37 177,464' 16 226,608' 18 21,240: 90.8 132,824 ' 297.5 49,144' 27.7 ' 33,867 ' 69.3
, 59 ' Sab1ayan

, , ,
14.040' 54

, ,
, 60 ' San Carloa 4,710' 60 4,200' 61 (510) (l0.8)

,

, 61 ' SaD .Joae 135,856' 15 203,688' 11 149,976' 18 140,736 ' 29 67,832' 49.9 (53,712) (26.4)
,

(9,240) (6.2)' 813 ' 2.9
62 ' Slargao

, ,
10,368' 51 7,776' 57

, ,
(2, 592~ (25.0) , (648)' (6.2) ,

63 ' SiOCOD 5,280' 59 6,000' 59 9,300' 52
,

720' 13.6 3,300' 55.0
, ,

, 64 ' SoraogOD
,

15,880' 49 6,048' 57 6,448' 58 (9,832) (61.9)
,

(2,458)' (l5.5) ,
, 65 ' Sur1gao 192,960' 11 105,696' 23 298,608' 11 230,256' 17 (87,264) 45.2 192,912' 182.5 (68,352) (22.9) , 6,216 ' 19.1

, 66 ' Yab1.. 67,392' 26 139,968' 15 77,760' 32 222,912' 20 72,576' 107.7 (62,208) (44.4)
,

145,152' 186.6 ' 25,919 ' 41.7
, 67 ' Tac10ban 287,604' 8 345,456' 9 280,368' 12 395,816' 10 57,852' 20.1 (65,088) (l8.0)

,
115,448' 41.2 • 18,035 ' 7.1

, 68 ' TagbUaran 42.984' 35 67,824' 32 37.800' 39 57 ,1)96' 38 24,840' 57.8 (30,024~ (44.3) , 19,296' 51.0 ' 2,352 ' 10.8
, 69 ' Talcuroag • 25,704' 42 22.032' 46 22.032: 48 25,704' 48 (3,672) (14.3)

,
3,672: 16.7 '

, 70 ' Yandag
, ,

19.872' ~l
,

, 71 ' Tavl-Tavi 15,984' 48 15,984' 48 23,976' 46 31,968' 45 7,992: 50.0 7.99~' 33.3 ' 2,664 ' 13.9
, 72 ' Toledo 1.530' 65

, , . ,
, 73 ' Tuguegarao 115.128' 17 102.960' 25 114.352' 23 223.272' 19 (l2,168~ (10.6)

,
11,392' 11.1 108,920: 95.2 ' 18.023 ' 15.9

, 74 ' Vigan
, , ,

127.512' 31
,

, 75 ' Virac 18,576' 46 21,672' 47 24,768' 45 35,776' 43 3,096' 16.7 3,09&' 14.3 11,008' 44.4 ' 2,876 ' 12.6
, 76 ' zamboansa 447.912' 7 703,404' 6 1.666.216' 3 1,750,232' 4 255.492' 57.0 962,812' 136.9 84 .016' 5.0 ' 217 ,045 ' 33.2

I I I I I I

T 0 T A L '13,893,688 ' , 16.569.216' , 20.586.728' , 30.910,704' '2.725.090' '4,039,868 ' '10122,712' '2,815,865'

~: Carrier lIChedu1ea.



AlltCRAFT HllVEJ!!:KrS BY AIRPORT, ACTIVITY, AHD IWOI: (1965) APPENDIX A • ITDt VI

Air era f t H 0 v e 0 e n t a (Absolute) Aircraft H 0 v e 0 e ~ t • (Percentase)

CO<lIIlerc1 alLine' hI. A I r p ° r t I

-------------r-------------'Private/Civil, Military
ALL PAL

Totd
Cct:r.lCrc1d

--------r-------,Pr i vate/Clvn, Mili tary
ALL PAL

Total

Col. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10

11
U
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
.5

26
27
28
29
30

31
3Z
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45

46
, '47

48
49
50

1
2
3
4
5

6

b
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
~7

18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

31
32
JJ
34
35

36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
5U

Kan11a
Cebu (LahuS 0111)')
Baco1oc1
Davao
Zamboansa

Casayan de iiro
110110
Cotabato
Basul0
LeS..pl

CauayaD
Plarlde1
Bancaai
DlpoloS
Dulllasuete

Tusuesarao
Karia Criatiua
Surlsao
San Jo.. (Hiadoro)
Kamburao

Tacloban
Rau.
bUbo
lUaalllia
Laoas

Jol0
Diet
Buayan
Aparrl
Kaabate

Cdapan
TaSb11aran
Caibayos
Basabas
LubaDg

KalabaDg
VIsan
Hasa
Kariaduque
RDCIlb1011

San Fernando
Tan4as
Puerto Prlnc••a
Ro.d.,.
Allah Valley

Ka1aybday
Vine
San Jo.e de Buenav1a~

H11011&o.
Sansa·Sansa (Tavi-Tavi)

57,226
30,090
13,668
9,258
5,815

8,372
6,714
5,728
1,982
5,536

4,854
118

3,682
4,098
3,500

3,604
3,446
3,686
3,048
3,306

2,882
2,970
2,502
2,112
2,488

2,114
2,560
1,938
1,720
1,484

1,152
904

1,1030

894

1,454
1,226

898
1,226
1,226

90
482
862
138
806

500
736
682
S84
3J2

11,172
7,446

6,278
3,700
4,154
1,964
4,300

3,986
118

3,258
2,754
2,896

2,852
2,398
3,366
2,188
2,006

2,736
1,068
1,006
1,966
2,290

1,748
2,008
1,594
1,428
1,288

1,152
720

1,426

592

1,454
1,224

494
1,076

826

90
386
626
138
806

500
734
682
S84
3J2

52,624
11,558
5,806
5,130
6,218

1,072
2,956
1,260
2,372

426

1,090
5,684
1,092

264
616

176
390
160
300
126

400
230
220
912
254

504
54

566
278
294

364
732
152

1,572
56

28
98

402
98
90

582
600
206
668

76

192
18
66

192
144

21,938
3,088

390
428
884

731
360
290

l,9b/.
282

158
4

58
122
1£-0

228
142
68

250
56

186
230
410
102
318

130
68

138
124
92

210
86

108
52

598

44
144
162
126
112

718
311
46

120
40

210
144
102
60
96

131,788
44,736
19,864
14,816
12,917

10,175
10,u30
7,278
6.318
6,244

6,102
6,006
4,832
4,484
4,284

4,008
3,978
3,914
3,598
3,488

3,468
3,430
3,132
3,126
3,060

2,748
2,682
2,642
2,122
1,870

1,72"
1,722
1,690
1,624
1,548

1,526
1,468
1,462
1,450
1,428

1,390
1,120
1,114

926
922

902
898
850
836
572

43.4
67.3
68.8
62.5
45.0

82.3
66.9
78.7
31.4
88.7

79.5
1.9

76.2
91.4
81.9

89.9
86.6
94.2
84.7
94.8

83.1
86.6
79.9
67.6
81.3

76.9
95.4
73.4
81.0
79.4

66.7
52.5
84.6

57.8

95.3
83.5
61.4
84.6
85.8

6.5
43.0
77.4
14.9
87.4

55.4
82.0
80.2
69.9
58.0

56.2
50.4

61.7
36.9
57.1
31.1
69.0

65.3
1.9

67.4
61.4
67.6

71.2
60.3
86.0
60.8
59.8

78.9
31.1
32.1
62.9
74.8

63.6
74.9
60.3
67.3
68.9

(·6.7
41.8
84.4

311.2

95.3
83.4
33.8
74.2
57.8

6.5
34.5
56.2
14.9
87.4

21.3
81.7
80.2
69.9
58.0

39.9
25.8
29.2
34.6
48.1

10.5
29.5
17.3
37.5
6.8

17.9
98.0
22.6

5.9
14.4

4.4
9.8
4.1
8.3
3.6

11.5
6.7
7.0

29.2
8.3

18.3
2.0

21.4
13.1
15.7

21.1
42.5
9.0

96.8
3.6

1.8
6.7

27.5
6.8
6.3

41.9
53.6
18.5
72.1
8.2

21.3
2.0
7.8

23.0
25.2

16.7
6.9
2.0
2.9
6.9

7.2
3.6
4.0

31.1
4.5

2.6
0.1
1.2
2.7
3.7

5.7
3.6
1.7
7.0
1.6

5.4
6.7

13'.1
3.Z

10.4

4.8
2.6
5.2
5.9
4.9

12.2
5.0
6.4
3.2

38.6

2.9
9.8
1.1
8.6
7.9

51.6
3.4
4.1

13.0
4.4

23.3
16.0
12.0

7.1
16.8

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0-K 100.0

7



Aireraf~ Kova.e a ~ (Ab.alu~a) Air e r a f ~ Ko"a •• a ~ e (Parental·)

, Li_ ' Raak Ai rpor t e-reial , , e-reial , •
,Private/Civil, Kilitary To~a1 .Private/Civil. IUli~ary Total

AU. PAL AU. PAL
Col. (l) (2) p) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

51 51 Baeeo 384 384 26 108 518 74.1 74.1 5.0 20.9 100.0
52 52 Baler 2 344 150 496 .4 69.4 30.2 100.0
53 53 ralaan 16 16 374 44 434 3.7 3.7 86.2 10.1 100.0
54 54 CuiuaD 288 282 12 82 382 75.4 75.4 3.1 21.5 100.0
55 55 SoreOiGa 292 292 40 36 368 79.3 79.3 10.9 9.8 100.0

56 56 c.euneJoe 274 78 352 77.8 22.2 100.0
57 57 Slargao 324 324 8 332 97.6 97.6 2.4 100.0
58 58 lba 146 58 2~ 7l.6 28.4 100.0
59 59 Roeario (Cabadbaraa) 122 122 80 202 60.4 60.4 39.6 100.0
60 60 Lueeua 162 22 184 85.0 12.0 100.0

61 61 0nI0c 78 78 70 2 1SO 52.0 S2.0 46.7 1.3 100.0
62 62 LiaseJeD 110 22 132 83.3 16.7 100.0
63 63 UbaJ 84 6 90 93.3 6.7 100.0
64 64 Aleba~ 66 66 100.0 100.0
6' 65 Liloy 18 30 48 37.5 62.!, 100.0

66 66 Bulea 30 16 46 i 65.2 .. 34.8 100.0
67 67 Corresidor 44 2 46 95.6 4.4 100.0
68 68 • Catarae1l 42 2 44 95.5 4.5 100.0
69 69 .r....liS 24 14 38 63.2 36.8 100.0
70 70 Slocoa 28 28 100.0 100.0

7l 7l Barobo 24 24 100.0 lC;O.O
72 72 Waais 12 4 16 75.0 25.0 100.0
73 13 n..ba 4 4 100.0 100.0
74 74 .....Uelaa 2 2 100.0 100.0
75 75 C_1llUia

T 0 T A L 217,637 97,3116 111,592 37,291 366,520 59.4 26.6 JO.4 10.2 100.0

Soarc.: Civil AeroaauUea AdaiIliatrllUoa.



AII.CIlATr JIJVEH!:!II'S BY AIItPOIl.T, ACrIVITY, AND aAHJ: (1966) APPEJmIX A - IT!K YO

• A 1 r c r aft M0 v e CI e n t • (Ablolute) Air c r aft K 0 Y • • • D t • (perceat"le)
a.. bilk Alrpor~ C.-ercl"l , . ee-rclal , ,
~

, ddv"te/Clvll, Kllitary Total ddvete/CI.,ll, Mllit"ry Total
AU. PAL AU. PAL

, Col.:
,

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12),
1 1 KaD1l& 55,578 57,688 23,023 136,289 40.7 42.4 16.9 100.0
2 2 Cabu ()I&ctaa, LUJu&> 32,763 14,794 35,354 82,912 39.5 39.5 17.8 42.7 100.0
3 3 Becolod 11,824 7,724 6,026 380 18,230 64.9 42.4 33.1 2.0 100.0
4 4 Davao 7,626 5,648 8.7'30 246 16,651 45.8 33.9 52.7 1.5 100.0
5 5 Zabo"D&" 6,180 7,735 1,147 15,062 41.0 51.4 7.6 100.0

6 6 110110 4,956 1,718 4,000 442 9,398 52.7 18.2 42.6 4.7 100.0
7 7 Cqay'" de Oro 7,876 5,984 856 622 9,354 84.2 64.0 9.2 6.6 100.0
a a Cot&h.~ 6,986 5,028 1,370 114 8,470 82.5 59.4 16.2 1.3 100.0
9 9 ilqul0 1,818 1,818 2,976 2,288 7,082 25.7 25.7 42.0 n.3 100.0

10 10 ta&upl 4,390 3,710 344 232 4,966 88.4 74.7 6.9 4.7 100.0

11 11 CaDay'" 3,718 3,516 1,040 174 4,932 75.4 71.3 21.1 ,).5 100.0
12 12 1IaDc&&1 3,464 2,972 924 106 4,494 77.1 66.1 20.6 2.3 100.0
13 13 IlIaquata 4,038 2,436 332 80 4,450 90.7 54.7 7.5 1.a 100.0
14 14 Plaridel 2 2 4,434 12 4,448 0.4 .04 99.7 0.26 100.0
15 15 TaclobaD 3,256 2,654 344 244 3,844 84.7 69.0 a.9 6.4 100.0

16 , 16 Karia Cr1ae1Da 3,376 2,278 342 58 3,776 89.4 60.3 9.1 1.5 100.0
17 17 DlpoloS 3,518 1,634 116 60 3,694 95.2 44.2 3.1 1.7 100.0
la , 18 .1010 2,210 1,744 586 332 3,128 70.6 55.7 18.7 10.7 100.0
19 , 19 Xla...u 2,388 2,388 674 50 3,112 76.7 76.7 21.7 1.6 100.0
ZO , ZO Surtpo 2,786 2,786 120 40 2,946 94.6 94.6 4.1 1.3 100.0

21 , 21 %Upesarao 2,646 2,530 108 156 2,910 90.9 86.9 3.7 5.4 100.0
22 , 22 S... rarD&Ddo as oS 1~9JO 788 2,806 3.1 2.4 6a.a 28.1 100.0
23 23 aaua 2,274 894 198 126 2,598 87.5 34.4 7.6 4.9 100.0
24 24 *-burao 2,374 2,126 154 34 2,562 92.7 82.9 6.0 1.3 100.0
15 15 Leoq 1,900 1,878 228 290 2,418 78.6 77.6 9.4 12.0 100.0

26 26 1lua7'" 1,828 1,UO 368 88 2,284 80.0 M.2 16.1 3.9 100.0
27 27 S... .J_ (IUDdoro) 1,614 1,452 138 392 2,144 75.3 67.7 6.4 18.3 100.0
28 , 28 1ta11bo 1,896 872 !46 84 2,126 89.2 41.0 6.9 3.9 100.0
29 29 Du~ 1,748 1,736 30 42 1,820 96.0 95.4 1.6 2.4 100.0
30 30 I.cabloD 1,668 866 44 82 1,794 9l.0 4a.3 2.5 4,5 100.0

31 31 Kubata 1,200 1,190 466 72 1,738 69.0 6a.5 26.a 4.2 100.0
32 32 '11po 1,170 1,170 222 160 1,552 75.4 75.4 14.3 10.4 100.0
33 33 ~qbll&r... 1,180 678 2% 84 1,530 77.1 44.3 17.4 5.5 100.0
34 34 aoaa1ee 40 40 1,30" 90 1,438 2.8 2.8 91.0 6.2 100.0
35 35 LubaD& 554 554 174 662 1,390 39.9 39.9 12.5 47.6 100.0

36 36 Cal&pm 970 970 222 118 1,310 74.0 74.0 16.9 t.l 100.0
37 37 IIar1Dduqua 1,066 922 90 148 1,304 81.7 70.7 6.9 11.4 100.0
38 38 IIq&bq 164 164 1,036 78 1,278 12.8 12.8 al.0 6.2 100.0
39 :9 Apard 1,008 1,008 122 60 1,190 84.7 84.7 10.2 5.1 100.0
40 40 Calbayos 1,050 1,050 94 20 1,164 90.2 90.2 a.l 1.7 100.0

41 41 R"p 646 640 340 142 1,128 57.3 56.7 30.1 12.6 100.0
42 42 Puerto Pr1Dcaa 644 614 232 108 984 65.4 62.3 23.6 11.0 100.0
43 43 1Ial&baD& 968 968 !4 982 98.6 98.6 1.4 100.0
44 44 T&!ldq 254 254 662 4 920 27.6 27.6 72.0 .4 100.0
loS 45 Vlrac 736 736 10 154 900 81.8 81.a 1.1 17.1 100.0

46 46 Allah VallII)' 712 712 44 18 774 92.0 92·0 5.7 2.3 100.0
47 47 Bl1oD&o" 534 534 104 32 670 79.7 79.7 15.5 4.a 100.0
48

, 48 San .Jo"e de lIu-Uta 596 596 18 36 650 91.7 91.7 2.a 5.5 100.0
49 49 Smp-SaD&a (Tav1-taIf1) 306 306 158 146 610 50.2 50.2 15.9 23.9 100.0
50 50 IIalaybal&y 312 312 126 136 574 54.4 54.4 22.0 23.6 100.0

'",
3C:-· '-1. ...J



• Aire r aft Hov e II e D t a (Abaolute) Aire r aft Hovelle D t a (pereeDtqe)
a

Airport ee-reial ee-rc1al... ' ItaDk
,.,J .Private/Civil I Hilltary Total .Private/Civil I Hilltary Total

AU. PAL AU. PAL
,

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)Col.: ,

51 51 ORlOC 390 390 104 50 544 71.7 71.7 19.1 9.2 100.0
52 52 LlqayeD 20 20 506 12 538 3.7 3.7 94.1 2.2 100.0
53 53 Baler 350 134 484 72.3 27.7 100.0
54 54 Baaeo 356 356 8 84 448 79.5 79.5 1.8 18.7 100.0
55 55 lba 280 94 374 74.9 25.1 100.0

56 56 SoraolOD 250 250 70 52 372 67.2 67.2 18.8 14.0 100.0
0' 57 57 C&ta.-a 268 268 40 26 334 80.2 80.2 12.0 7.8 100.0

58 58 Iti&llba 186 186 48 80 314 59.2 59.2 15.3 25.5 100.0
59 59 Pal_ 298 4 302 98.7 1.3 100.0
60 60 Cui.-" 256 256 36 8 300 85.3 85.3 12.0 2.7 100.0

61 61 Luee... 198 90 288 68.8 31.2 100.0
62 62 Siarpo 244 244 2 2~ 99.2 99.2 .8 100.0
63 63 Cuti11eJoa 12 12 58 146 216 5.6 5.6 26.8 67.6 100.0
64 64 SulaD 116 116 42 8 166 69.9 69.9 25.3 4.8 100.0
65 65 Barobo 114 8 122 93.4 6.6 100.0

66 66 C&UelaD 104 18 122 85.2 14.8 100.0
67 67 Alabat 32 22 54 59.3 40.7 100.0
68 68 Roaario 18 16 34 52.9 47.1 100.0
69 69 Ubay 26 26 100.0 100.0
70 70 CllIll1I"iD 24 24 24 100.0 100.0 100.0

71 71 Correlidor 18 18 100.0 100.0
72 72 SiocOQ 4 6 10 40.0 60.0 100.0
73 73 Wa811 4 4 100.0 100.0
74 74 Uloy 4 4 100.0 100.0
75 75 J'OIIal1S .: 0 100.0

TOTAL , 203.020 83.490 124.875 70.234 398,130 51.0 29.2 31.4 17.6 100.0

~: Civil AeroaauUca Ma1Df.atratioD.
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